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MEMORANDUM OF COPYRIGHT OWNERS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
COMPEL PRODUCTION OF FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS FROM AMAZON
National Music Publishers’ Association (“NMPA”) and the Nashville Songwriters
Association International (“NSAI”) (collectively, “Copyright Owners”) respectfully submit this
motion to compel Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”) to produce certain documents and
information requested by Copyright Owners in formal Requests for the Production of Documents
(the “RFPs”) served on Amazon.
Copies of the RFPs to Amazon and Amazon’s written Responses and Objections thereto
are annexed to the accompanying Declaration of Benjamin K. Semel (“Semel Declaration” or
“Semel Decl.”), as Ex. 10.
Introduction
Much of the relief requested in this motion was directly addressed by the Judges in
Phonorecords III, where Amazon was ordered to produce most of the document categories
included herein. Yet, although the Judges’ reasoning is even more compelling now, Amazon again
refuses to produce the plainly relevant documents and information, necessitating this motion to
compel.
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A central issue in this case is how to understand “revenue” where interactive streaming
services are large, multifaceted companies that use their music offerings to obtain and retain
customers for other parts of their business. Exploiting suppressed mechanical royalty rates
produced by the absence of a free market negotiation and a compulsory licensing regime, as the
Judges have already found, the Services compete with each other “for the market” (not “in the
market”), offering low subscription prices, thereby reducing the royalties payable to Copyright
Owners. At the same time, the Services have increased the revenues that these companies as a
whole continue to earn because of music’s integral place in their ecosystems.
As the Judges found in Phonorecords III, services do engage in revenue diminution (see,
e.g., Final Determination, Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022) at 20, 21 and 36 (Nov. 5,
2018), and as their own experts admitted, revenue mismeasurement is an ever-present feature,
especially with revenue-based rate structures. Amazon is no exception. Amazon uses its music
services to procure and retain customers who will enter the Amazon Prime membership ecosystem.

f

.1
But Amazon benefits far more from its music services. Amazon uses its music services to
sell Amazon-branded, Alexa-enabled devices (“Amazon Devices”) (generating revenues for
Amazon that are not shared with copyright owners) and increase consumer purchasing by voice.
Amazon also provides significant subscription discounts and free music to its Prime members

1

See Semel Decl., Ex. 9, Phonorecords III Amz. Trial Ex. 1373 at AMZN00076220; Semel Decl., Ex. 3,
Phonorecords III, CO Ex. H-3007 (AMZN00053862).
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because it can more than recoup any losses through revenue uplifts across its many business lines.
Despite the billions of dollars of displaced revenue it enjoys due to the attraction of its music
services to its customer base, its discounting of music services depresses the royalties it must pay
(a further benefit to Amazon). Yet, Amazon proposes a rate structure that would effectively allow
Amazon to reduce Copyright Owners’ royalties at will by recognizing its gains in other business
lines.
While Amazon pretends otherwise, its music offerings are not siloed. They do not operate
as standalone businesses. Rather, each of Amazon Music’s offerings serves a larger function
within the Amazon ecosystem. For example, Amazon Music Prime (“Prime Music”) is available
to Amazon Prime members as part of their Prime benefits bundle. Amazon Music Unlimited
(“Unlimited”) is a full-catalog, on-demand service offered at significant discounts for Prime
members and to users of Amazon Devices. Amazon Music Free (“Free”) is Amazon’s adsupported music service, which provides an additional ad platform that Amazon may bundle within
the competitive packages it sells to advertisers, and even more simply, is a ready platform to
advertise Amazon’s own products and services. Amazon realizes significant gains from Amazon
Music beyond the subscription fees and advertising revenue that Amazon recognizes in connection
with its mechanical royalty calculations.
Copyright Owners therefore seek discovery into the full scope of revenues and benefits
that Amazon obtains from its use of the compulsory mechanical license, so that the Judges can
evaluate Amazon’s rate proposal within its true context. Copyright Owners seek, generally,
documents and analysis concerning: (1) the impact of Amazon’s streaming services across
Amazon’s ecosystem (e.g., RFPs 37, 51); (2) the relative spending between Prime and non-Prime
members (e.g., RFPs 42, 86, 87, 88, 352, 353); (3) the impact of Amazon’s streaming services on
3
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Prime member acquisition and retention (e.g., RFPs 39, 90); (4) Amazon’s monetization of
advertisements (e.g., RFPs 34, 35); and (5) the impact of Amazon’s music offerings on sales of
Amazon Devices (e.g., RFP 44). Although Amazon was unambiguously ordered to produce
documents from most of these categories in Phonorecords III, it now refuses to produce documents
concerning each one, necessitating this motion to compel.
In Phonorecords III, the Judges recognized that the strong likelihood of linkage between
Amazon’s music services and its other business lines required production of documents concerning
the very discovery Copyright Owners seek here. On the one hand, the Judges recognized “

.”
Order on Copyright Owners’ Motion to Compel Production of Financial Documents from Amazon
and Google, Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022) at 9 (Feb. 9, 2017) (“Phono III Order on
Financial Documents”). On the other hand, and more broadly, the Judges recognized that,

.” Id. at 10.
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement (“WDS”) proposes that the Judges set a compulsory
royalty rate based on revenue for its Unlimited and Free offerings, but narrowly defines the shared
revenue base to exclude revenues from any companion businesses or complementary products or
services. As Amazon’s WDS shows,
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.2

.”3 Accordingly, as the Judges found in Phonorecords III, Copyright Owners
are entitled to documents that reveal the true value Amazon derives from the compulsory
mechanical license across its businesses lines.4
Without this understanding, the Judges cannot fairly assess Amazon’s rate proposal under
the statutory standard. The documents and information sought by Copyright Owners directly relate
to the proposal and that assessment.
Documents at Issue
The documents and information sought by Copyright Owners in response to the RFPs at
issue are identified in Appendix A, annexed to the Semel Declaration. RFP numbers are included
in this motion in parentheticals alongside its argument headings, identifying respective requests of
particular relevance to the arguments. For the Judges’ convenience, Appendix A contains the
RFPs with Amazon’s position. Appendix B annexed to the Semel Declaration includes definitions
relevant to the RFPs at issue.

2
See, e.g.,
, Written Direct Statement of Amazon.com
Services LLC, Volume 3: Exhibits (eCRB No. 25851) (“Amz. Ex.”), Amz. Ex. 200, and discussion on pages 7-8
infra.
3

, Semel Decl., Ex. 5, at AMZN_Phono IV_00015888 n.2.

4

These principles and economics apply to Prime Music along with Amazon’s other offerings. Amazon claimed in
discovery conferences that its current per-play royalty proposal for Prime Music should allow it to withhold documents
concerning the financial benefits it derives from Prime Music. However, Amazon’s gains from the compulsory license
are relevant regardless of the royalty metric. Under the willing buyer/willing seller standard in an effectively
competitive market, a licensor would have access to information on the value Amazon derives from its exploitation
of the compulsory license, not merely on the moneys that Amazon allocates to music products under a particular
accounting.
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Standards for Discovery
Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1), a participant in a proceeding “may request of an
opposing participant nonprivileged documents that are directly related to the written direct
statement . . . of that participant.” This provision also requires that objections to requests be
resolved by a motion or request to compel production made to the Copyright Royalty Judges.
To be discoverable, a document need not be specifically relied upon by or referenced in a
participant’s witness testimony. Discovery Order 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-20) at
2 (Jan. 15, 2015) (“[A] lack [of] specific reliance on a particular document does not preclude its
discovery.”); Discovery Order 9, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-20) at 3 (Jan. 15, 2015)
(“Documents need not be referenced, relied upon or considered in a participant’s WDS to be
‘directly related.’”).5 “Documents directly related to a topic that a participant has put ‘in issue’ or
made ‘a part of its case’ in its written testimony may also be ‘directly related’ to the WDS and thus
discoverable.” Id. Moreover, “[m]aterials that may comprise a WDS include witness statements;
testimony; exhibits; and other information necessary to establish terms or rates. See 17 U.S.C. §
803(b)(6)(C)((ii)(II); 37 CFR § 351.4(b).” Discovery Order 1, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-20) at 4 n.5 (Jan. 15, 2015).
Argument
I.

THE REQUESTED DOCUMENTS ARE DIRECTLY RELATED TO
AMAZON’S WRITTEN DIRECT STATEMENT
Amazon proactively uses its music services to, among other things, increase its Prime

membership base, promote the sale of and interactions with Amazon Devices, and generate
advertising revenue. Amazon, however, has refused to produce documents, and has redacted
highly relevant data within documents produced, including exhibits to its WDS, concerning even

5

Unless otherwise indicated, all internal citations and quotations are omitted, and all bold emphases are supplied.
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the most direct links between its music streaming services and Prime memberships, Amazon
Devices, its advertising business and other business lines currently known or yet to be revealed.
Copyright Owners are entitled to this information.
A.

Amazon Music Is Integrally Linked With Amazon Devices and Amazon
Prime (RFPs 37, 39, 44, 51, 86, 87, 88, 90, 352, 353)

Amazon Music is integrally linked with its Prime and Devices divisions. This is obvious
from even its external consumer marketing, but is also reflected in its internal documents. As
Amazon’s WDS shows, Amazon Music is so enmeshed with Amazon’s Prime and Devices
businesses that
. (See, infra Sections (I)(A)(1) and (2).) In so doing, Amazon reveals a
willingness to

. 6 Therefore, financial information relating to
Amazon’s Prime and Devices businesses are appropriately the subject of discovery and are central
to evaluating Amazon’s WDS and its rate proposal. Importantly, Amazon has sought to limit its
document collection and production to a single department, Amazon Music, refusing to search for
or produce documents from other departments, even where relevant and discoverable. This is
highly improper, and Copyright Owners respectfully request that an order to compel make clear
that Amazon’s search and production obligation extend to all responsive documents in its
possession, custody or control, including those in its Prime, Devices and Advertising departments.

6

In Phonorecords III,
. Semel Decl., Ex. 3, Phonorecords III, CO Ex. H-3007 (AMZN00053862).
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1. Amazon Music and Amazon Devices (RFPs 37, 44)
Amazon’s WDS reveals clear and deep links between Amazon Music and its Amazon
Devices. For example, Amz. Ex. 185,

, states that

Amazon Music

In Amz. Ex. 200,

In Amz. Ex. 203,
.7
As these documents show, there is an integral link between Amazon Music and Amazon
Devices. This is reflected in the testimony of Amazon’s witnesses as well. See, e.g., Written
Direct Testimony of Tami Hurwitz (eCRB No. 25853) (“Hurwitz WDT”), ¶¶ 4, 42 (discussing the
overlap in customers between Amazon Music and its Amazon Devices, including that
which is offered to customers at a
discounted price of $3.99); Written Direct Testimony of James Duffett-Smith (eCRB No. 25853)

7

A Dot is an Alexa-enabled Echo device. Amazon Introduces Echo Dot and Amazon Tap, Two New Alexa-Enabled
Devices, Amazon Press Center (Mar. 3, 2016), https://press.aboutamazon.com/news-releases/news-releasedetails/amazon-introduces-echo-dot-and-amazon-tap-two-new-alexa-enabled/.
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(“Duffett-Smith WDT”), ¶¶ 21 (discussing Amazon Music strategic decision-making based upon
Amazon Devices business activities).
These deep interconnections between Amazon’s businesses come as no surprise, especially
given the evidence presented in Phonorecords III. Amazon’s expert witness, Dr. Marx, testified
to this very dynamic in a different case with respect to Apple’s music offerings, where she
explained:
[W]hen you have complementary products, if you’re going to maximize your
profits overall, you wouldn’t be maximizing the revenue streams on each individual
one. That’s the nature of having complementary revenue streams. … I presume
[Apple is] using iTunes Radio to best maximize the overall profits of the business.
So using it to promote hardware sales, its iTunes Match service, music
downloads. ... [T]he rate that you []apply to [the] revenue base would need to take
into account whether the music used is generating other revenue streams for Apple.
Semel Decl., Ex. 4, at 57-58, Cross-Examination of Dr. Leslie Marx, Trial Tr. (Jan. 29,
2014), United States v. ASCAP (In re Petition of Pandora Media, Inc.), No. 12 Civ. 8035(DLC)
(submitted in Phonorecords III as CO Ex. H-2697). Amazon’s use of music to drive revenue
elsewhere in its ecosystem is what Dr. Marx described for Apple, except it is on steroids.
2. Amazon Music and Amazon Prime (RFPs 37, 39, 51, 86, 87, 88, 90, 352, 353)
Amazon’s WDS likewise indicates links between Amazon Music and Amazon Prime. As
Hurwitz testifies, Prime members receive significant discounts on Unlimited’s Individual Plan
(reduced to $7.99/month from $9.99/month for non-Prime members), Family Plan ($149/year,
reduced from $180/year) and Student Plan ($0.99/month, reduced from $4.99/month). Hurwitz
WDT, ¶¶ 11-13. These discounts directly impact both mechanical royalties and Amazon’s other
businesses. In addition, Amazon’s Prime Music service “is included in the broader Amazon Prime
subscription, which gives members access to a myriad of other services, such as free two-day (on
[sic] one-day or same-day) shipping, original and other streaming video content, e-books, games,
9
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and digital photo storage, among others.” Id. ¶ 25. These statements alone provide a sufficient
basis for Copyright Owner’s requests concerning Prime, showing material connections between
Amazon Music and Prime. In Webcasting V, the Judges showed

Webcasting V, Final Determination, Docket No. 19-CRB-0005 WR (2021-2025)
at 123 n.157 (July 22, 2021).
Amazon’s internal documents reveal further connections between Amazon Music and
Prime that are particularly relevant for this proceeding. For example, the “
section of the

”

indicates that one of the
f

Semel Decl., Ex. 5, at AMZN_Phono IV_00015888 n. 2. This direct link too
justifies the discovery sought.
B.

Amazon’s WDS Puts Directly At Issue The Requested Discovery Concerning
Other Business Lines
1.

The Economics of Amazon’s Bundling, its Proposed Revenue-Based Royalty
Rates and the Willing Buyer/Willing Seller Rate Standard All Further Support
The Requested Relief (RFPs 34, 35, 37, 39, 42, 44, 51, 86, 87, 88, 90, 352,
353)

One key issue in this proceeding, as in Phonorecords III, “

f

.” Phono III Order on Financial Documents,
at 9. In order to effectuate the necessary “unbundling of revenues” that must occur in a rate setting
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proceeding, Ruling on Regulatory Interpretation …, Determination of Rates and Terms for
Preexisting Subscription Services … (SDARS I), Docket No. 2006-1 CRB DSTRA (2007-12) at
19-21,
,” Phono III Order on Financial
Documents, at 10, the Judges in Phonorecords III compelled Amazon to produce documents

. Phono III Order on Financial Documents at 9, 10; Order on
Copyright Owners’ Motion to Compel Production of Documents Relating to Amazon Prime,
Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022) at 2-4 (Feb. 9, 2017) (“Phono III Prime Order”).8
This precedent, previously applied to Amazon, could hardly be more on point. Amazon’s
Prime membership and Devices businesses are indisputably intertwined with the offerings it
defines as Standalone Portable and Standalone Non-Portable Subscriptions. Amazon offers a

8

The Phono III Order on Financial Documents and the Phono III Prime Order are attached as Exs. 1 and 2,
respectively, to the Semel Declaration.
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deeply discounted music subscription that is only available with purchase of an Amazon device:

(Source: https://www.amazon.com/music/unlimited/echo)
Amazon also offers discounted music subscriptions that are only available with the
purchase of a Prime membership subscription:
Prime members can join Amazon Music Unlimited for only $7.99/month for a
monthly subscription or $79/year for an annual subscription. Non-Prime customers
pay $9.99/month. (Source: https://www.amazon.com/b?node=15730321011)
Moreover, Amazon proposes a revenue-based royalty rate for both offerings. Copyright
Owners are entitled to the targeted discovery they seek regarding these businesses, just as they
were in Phonorecords III.
In addition, because Amazon argues that its rate proposal is appropriate under the
governing “willing buyer/willing seller” standard, 9 it must produce documents that reveal a
complete picture of its actual returns from each of its music offerings, so that the Judges can assess
the reasonableness of its rate proposal. See Phono III Prime Order at 4 (granting discovery in the
bundling context, in part because requests were related to the governing statutory standard, which
was discussed in witness’s testimony). By attempting to silo its music revenues as if each of its
Section 115 music offerings—or even the Amazon Music division overall—were completely

9

See, e.g., Written Direct Testimony of Leslie M. Marx, PhD (eCRB No. 25853) (“Marx WDT”) ¶¶ 9, 121-137.
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standalone operations, Amazon has created substantial information asymmetry, both in its
negotiations with publishers and in this proceeding. Amazon’s stonewalling approach to discovery
seeks to protect that asymmetry and prevent Copyright Owners and the Judges from evaluating
Amazon’s claims, positions and rate proposal.
Amazon’s rate proposal cannot be fairly evaluated if divorced from the benefits it reaps
from its music services. Its assertions as to what a willing buyer would pay to license musical
works from a willing seller cannot be tested in a vacuum. Indeed, Amazon’s direct case is built
around narratives meant to convey what a “willing buyer” would pay for the rights at issue. But
a seller in an effectively competitive market would recognize that Amazon’s music services are
not standalone businesses, and would factor in the full value generated by the license being
negotiated. The value of the license to Amazon is not limited to the revenue it unilaterally
attributes to music for purposes of this hearing. Indeed, Amazon’s internal documents reveal

. 10 Copyright Owners are entitled to discovery that will allow for an informed
assessment of the effectively competitive market mandated by statute – no less so in connection
with Prime Music, about which Amazon’s WDS includes extensive testimony on the maximum
per-play rate it ostensibly would be willing to pay. See e.g., Duffett-Smith WDT, ¶¶ 108-117.
Such assertions cannot be challenged effectively if Amazon is allowed to conceal records of the
full value that it receives across its business from the licensed use.

10

See, e.g., Semel Decl., Ex. 6, at AMZN Phono IV 00015880,
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2.

Amazon Has Also Placed Its Business Objectives Directly At Issue (RFPs 34,
35, 37, 39, 42, 44, 51, 86, 87, 88, 90, 352, 353)

Amazon’s witness Hurwitz asserts that “Amazon Music’s core business objective has been,
and remains, to grow Unlimited’s subscriber base.” Hurwitz WDT, ¶ 3. She claims that “

.” Id.
This assertion contradicts the evidence adduced in Phonorecords III (see quote from Dr. Marx,
supra, Section (I)(A)(1), on the obvious business goals of diversified companies) and is not
credible. At the very least, Copyright Owners are entitled to documents to test the credibility of
this statement and the claimed “business objective[s]” that Amazon has put squarely at issue. But
Amazon seeks to prevent any such challenge by refusing to produce any documents originating in
departments other than Amazon Music, for which Prime Music, Free and Unlimited generate
significant revenue – including in response to requests for which it has ostensibly agreed to
produce.
3.

The Requested Relief is Further Justified in Connection with Each of
Amazon’s Offerings

Unlimited (RFPs 37, 44, 51, 86, 87, 88, 90)
Unlimited subscription discounts are included as part of the Prime membership bundle,
which alone makes the economics of that bundle directly related to Amazon’s proposed revenuebased rate for its Unlimited service. This issue was settled in Phonorecords III. Phono III Prime
Order at 9 (granting such discovery in connection with the Unlimited bundle and finding that,
where a “proposed royalty rate in [a Service’s] written direct statement is based on revenue, the
bundling of revenue is ‘directly related’ to that written direct statement”). While Amazon has
produced some documents responsive to other RFPs that reveal material connections between
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Unlimited and Prime membership, these brief references are insufficient to fully understand the
revenue that may be properly attributable to Unlimited. Its gains in other business lines are
relevant to the economics of bundling and Amazon’s revenue-based royalty proposal, as well as
to any assessment of Amazon’s rate proposal under the willing buyer/willing seller standard (see
Section I(B)(1), supra).
Amazon Music Free (RFPs 34, 35, 37, 44, 51)
Amazon proposes a revenue prong for its Free service as well. In support of its proposal,
Dr. Marx asserts that a revenue-based structure is preferable to all other options because, under
that structure, Amazon’s and the Copyright Owners’ interests will be aligned. Marx WDT, ¶¶ 154,
247. But this is obviously not the case where Amazon recognizes its revenue in business lines that
are not shared (as Dr. Marx herself admitted should be expected, supra, Section (I)(A)(1)).
Ignoring the admissions of its own expert witness, Amazon obstructs discovery. Copyright
Owners seek documents concerning the ads played on Free that promote Amazon’s other goods
and services (including Prime membership), its accounting methods for such ads and the impact
that Free has on any other parts of Amazon’s business. These documents are likely to reveal
Amazon’s ability to monetize advertisements in ways that might maximize overall value for
Amazon but minimize the revenue attributed to Free and therefore to Copyright Owners.11
Prime Music (RFPs 37, 39, 42, 44, 51, 352, 353)
Amazon has refused to produce documents concerning Prime membership and additional
spending by Prime Music users, hiding behind the pretense that its per-play rate proposal precludes

11

Amazon’s internal documents show how it
, practices that not only relate to the reasonableness of revenue measurement and its
revenue-based rate prong, but also obscure an understanding of the extent of its gains from the compulsory license.
See, e.g.,
”), Semel Decl., Ex. 5, at AMZN_Phono IV_00015888.
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such discovery. But per-play rates are still subject to the willing buyer/willing seller standard, and
thus must be assessed against the gains that the license generates, which of course drive the willing
buyer price.

12

Revenue rate structures implicate additional concerns

around revenue deferral and displacement to complementary products, but the core question of
what value Amazon obtains from the compulsory license is central to any willing buyer evaluation.
While Amazon produced some documents referring to its internal calculations of Prime
Music revenue (at times improperly redacting key elements13), such cherry-picked materials are
insufficient for Copyright Owners to understand how Amazon values Prime Music and how it
values different elements of Prime Music that may change or be rearranged during the forthcoming
rate period.14 To evaluate what a willing buyer would pay as a per-play rate in a hypothetical
effectively competitive market, the requested documents are necessary.
Such documents must include Prime membership program information. Beyond being
offered as part of the Prime bundle, Amazon Music
15

12

. Amz. Exs. 50, 52, 67; Duffett-Smith WDT, ¶¶ 108-117 (
t
). A properly calibrated per-play rate, along with other rate prongs to protect
against manipulation of the per-play rate, is reasonable. But as Amazon’s own exhibits show,
.
13

See, e.g., footnote 15, infra.

14

” Semel Decl., Ex. 7, at
AMZN_Phono IV_00015986.
15

See, e.g., Amz. Ex. 53,

, at 6
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Copyright Owners have requested production of a reasonably narrow set of documents that address
Prime Music’s relationship to the Prime bundle (including incremental spending by Prime Music
users across Amazon’s business lines).
Conclusion
Copyright Owners respectfully request that the Judges order Amazon to search for and
produce documents responsive to the requests identified in Appendix A, for the reasons set forth
herein, as outlined in the accompanying Proposed Order.
Dated: January 27, 2022

PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
By:

/s/ Benjamin K. Semel
Benjamin K. Semel
Frank P. Scibilia
Donald S. Zakarin
Kaveri Arora
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036
(212) 421-4100
bsemel@pryorcashman.com
fscibilia@pryorcashman.com
dzakarin@pryorcashman.com
karora@pryorcashman.com
Attorneys for Copyright Owners

This
document was also produced as AMZN_Phono IV_00015835 (Semel Decl., Ex. 8). The preceding quote is a
composite, as different portions were redacted in each copy.
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 21–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027)

DECLARATION OF BENJAMIN K. SEMEL
(on Behalf of Copyright Owners)
1.

I am an attorney at Pryor Cashman LLP, counsel for the National Music Publishers’

Association (“NMPA”) and the Nashville Songwriters Association International (“NSAI” and,
together with the NMPA, the “Copyright Owners”) in the above-captioned proceeding (the
“Proceeding”).
2.

I submit this declaration in connection with Copyright Owners’ Motion to Compel

Production of Financial Documents from Amazon (the “Motion”). I am authorized by Copyright
Owners to submit this declaration on their behalf, and I am fully familiar with the facts and
circumstances set forth herein.
3.

Annexed as exhibits to this Declaration as true and correct copies of the following

documents:
•

Ex. 1: Order on Copyright Owners’ Motion to Compel Production of Financial
Documents from Amazon and Google, Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022)
(Feb. 9, 2017)

1
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•

Ex. 2: Order on Copyright Owners’ Motion to Compel Production of Documents
Relating to Amazon Prime, Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022) (Feb. 9,
2017)

•

Ex. 3: “
,” Determination of Rates and
Terms for Making and Distributing Phonorecords (Phonorecords III), Dkt. 16CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022), CO Ex. H-3007 (AMZN00053862)

•

Ex. 4: Cross-Examination of Dr. Leslie Marx, Trial Tr. (Jan. 29, 2014), United
States v. ASCAP (In re Petition of Pandora Media, Inc.), No. 12 Civ. 8035(DLC)
(submitted in Phonorecords III as CO Ex. H-2697)

•

Ex. 5:

•

Ex. 6:

, AMZN_Phono IV_00015882
, AMZN_Phono

IV_00015878
•

Ex. 7:

•

Ex. 8:

•

Ex. 9:

, AMZN_Phono IV_00015981
, AMZN_Phono IV_00015835
,

Phonorecords III, Amz. Trial Ex. 1373 (AMZN00076202)
•

Ex. 10: a bookmarked compilation of true and correct copies of the following
documents:
a)

COs’ First Set of Requests for Production of Documents (“RFPs”) to
Amazon and Amazon’s Responses and Objections (“R&Os”) thereto;

b)

COs’ Second Set of RFPs to Amazon and Amazon’s R&Os thereto;

c)

COs’ Third Set of RFPs to Amazon and Amazon’s R&Os thereto;
2
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4.

d)

COs’ First Set of Interrogatories to Each of the Services and Amazon’s
R&Os thereto;

e)

COs’ Second Set of Interrogatories to Each of the Services and Amazon’s
R&Os thereto; and

f)

COs’ Third Set of Interrogatories to Each of the Services and Amazon’s
R&Os thereto.

The discovery period in this proceeding commenced on October 24, 2021. See

Order Granting Joint Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order, eCRB Docket No. 25555
(Aug. 3, 2021).
5.

From November 2, 2021 through November 24, 2021, Copyright Owners served

RFPs on Amazon; Amazon timely served objections to the RFPs served on it.
6.

Copyright Owners met and conferred with Amazon regarding Copyright Owners’

discovery requests on the following dates:
•
•
•
•

November 23, 2021
November 26, 2021
December 3, 2021
December 20, 2021

7.

While Copyright Owners have been able to reach agreement with Amazon as to

many issues, several remain in dispute. One of the outstanding disputes concerns certain financial
documents and necessitates this motion. Specifically Copyright Owners’ Motion concerns RFPs
34, 35, 37, 39, 42, 44, 51, 86, 87, 88, 90, 352 and 353. Appendix A annexed hereto sets forth the
text of each of those RFPs, and Amazon’s position thereto. Appendix B annexed hereto contains
the definitions relevant to these RFPs.
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Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
is true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.
Dated: January 27, 2022
New York, New York
/s/ Benjamin K. Semel
Benjamin K. Semel
(N.Y. Bar No. 2963445)
PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036-6569
Telephone: (212) 421-4100
Facsimile: (212) 326-0806
Email: bsemel@pryorcashman.com
Counsel for Copyright Owners
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EXHIBIT 2

UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT ROYALTY JUDGES
The Library of Congress
In re
DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY RATES AND
TERMS FOR MAKING AND DISTRIBUTING
PHONORECORDS (Phonorecords III)

Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR
(2018-2022)

ORDER ON COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ MOTION TO COMPEL PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS RELATING TO AMAZON PRIME
On January 20, 2017, Copyright Owners 1 and Amazon Digital Services LLC (Amazon
Digital) jointly submitted:
(1) Copyright Owners’ Memorandum in Support of their Motion to Compel Production
of Documents Relating to Amazon Prime (Motion); and
(2) Amazon Digital’s Opposition (Amazon Digital Opposition).
On February 9, 2017, the Judges entered an Order on a separate companion Motion –
Copyright Owners’ Motion to Compel Production of Financial Documents from Amazon and
Google (Companion Motion). Copyright Owners and Amazon Digital generally agree that the
issues raised by the Companion Motion, and the issues raised by the present Motion are
substantively identical. Therefore, the Judges incorporate by reference the analyses and
reasoning in that Order.
Whereas the Companion Motion sought documents related to “financial information
pertaining to Amazon Prime and Alexa-enabled devices,” Motion at 3, by the present Motion
Copyright Owners seek production of additional information, viz., Amazon Prime (Prime)
metrics and analysis, including (1) the number of Prime members; (2) analyses concerning the
value of Prime subscriptions to Amazon’s businesses; (3) documents establishing customer
purchases and other revenue streams from Prime members; and (4) strategy decisions concerning
pricing of Prime subscriptions, Alexa-enabled devices, and discounts on Amazon Music
Unlimited for Prime and Echo users. Motion at 3-4. 2

1

Copyright Owners are comprised of the National Music Publishers’ Association (NMPA) and the Nashville
Songwriters Association International (NSAI).
2

The enumerated requests are listed in the text above in the order presented by Copyright Owners in their Motion,
rather than in the numerical order in which each request was presented in Copyright Owners’ omnibus Document
Request.

md/kw
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Copyright Owners raise the same substantive arguments in support of the present Motion
as they raised in support of their Companion Motion. Compare Motion at 9-17 with Companion
Motion at 14-22. Likewise, Amazon Digital raises the same substantive arguments in opposition
to the present Motion as it raised in opposition to the Companion Motion by Copyright Owners
for financial documents. Compare Amazon Digital Opposition (to the present Motion), at 3-17
with Amazon Digital Opposition (to the Companion Motion), at 3-12. In the Judges’ Order on
the Companion Motion, they identified two broad types of requests by Copyright Owners. First,
Copyright Owners sought documents containing financial information relating to Amazon
Digital (and Google Inc.) pertaining to products that were bundled with the streaming music
services that are licensed pursuant to section 115 and subject to rates established in subparts B
and C of 37 C.F.R. Part 385. Second, Copyright Owners sought documents containing financial
information pertaining to the broader commercial activities within the “ecosystem” of
Amazon.com, Inc. (Amazon). The Judges generally permitted discovery as to the first category
of documents, but denied discovery as to the second category of documents. 3
The present Motion seeks documents in the two categories summarized supra in eight
separate document requests. Following is an overview of those separate enumerated requests,
together with the Judges’ rulings with regard to each request and an explanation for the Judges’
rulings. 4 The Judges find that these eight document requests all seek documents containing
information that pertains to products that are bundled in some manner with the streaming music
services that are licensed pursuant to section 115. Accordingly, such requests are directly related
to Amazon Digital’s written direct statement and therefore proper. If Amazon Digital is not in
possession, custody, or control of any documents responsive to any granted requests, or if no
such documents exist, it shall so state in a written response to the Copyright Owners. 5
Request #138. All Documents concerning the value of Prime membership to Amazon, including
analysis of (i) purchasing behavior of Prime members relative to non-Prime members, (ii) profits
due to Prime members relative to non-Prime members, (iii) numbers of Prime members relative
to Prime Music members, and (iv) the effect of Amazon Digital’s services on Prime membership
activity.
The Judges GRANT the Motion as to this request. Because Prime Music is offered at no
additional charge as part of the bundle of products in a Prime membership, the ability of
3

The Judges permitted discovery generally with regard to documents that demonstrated a connection between the
music streaming services at issue in this proceeding and Amazon’s wider “ecosystem.” The Judges also ruled that if
documents produced in response to those requests showed such connections, Copyright Owners could file a new
document request for financial information pertaining to those connected lines of business.
4

As noted supra, the reasoning for these rulings is set forth in the Judges’ Order on Copyright Owners’ Companion
Motion to compel production of financial documents.
5

The Judges consider any responsive documents in the possession of Amazon.com Inc. (Amazon) to be within the
possession, custody or control of Amazon Digital. See Amazon Digital’s Written Direct Statement, Introductory
memorandum at 1 (identifying the participant as “Amazon Digital Services LLC (together with its affiliated entities,
“Amazon”) (Nov. 1, 2016). Also, one of the witnesses identified in that Introductory memorandum is Rishi
Mirchandani, who identifies himself as “the head of Content Acquisition and Catalog not only for Amazon Digital,
but also for its “affiliated entities, ‘Amazon.’” Written Direct Testimony of Rishi Mirchandani. ¶ 1 (Nov. 1, 2016).
Mr. Mirchandani also testifies about the devices offered by Amazon, which are directly related to the bundling and
ecosystem issues raised by this motion. Id. ¶¶ 30-32.
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Amazon to obtain new Prime members from the pool of non-Prime members is directly
related to the quantity of revenue in the royalty base that may be available to Amazon
within the five-year rate period, if the Judges were to adopt a revenue-based royalty rate,
in whole or in part, and may also be directly related to the fair income/fair return factor
in section 801(b)(1), which was discussed in the written testimony of an Amazon witness,
Rishi Mirchandani ¶¶ 49-57 (Mirchandani WDT).
Request # 143. All Documents concerning the number and percentage increase of subscribers
for Amazon Prime and for each of Amazon Digital’s Services.
The Judges GRANT the Motion as to this request. Because Prime Music is offered at no
additional charge as part of the bundle of products in a Prime membership, the increases
in the number of Prime subscribers may be relevant to the setting of a potential revenueprong in the statutory rates, and also relevant particularly to the application of the fair
income/fair return consideration required under section 801(b)(1), which was discussed
in the written testimony of an Amazon Digital witness. See id.
Request # 146. All Documents concerning the respective purchases of products from Amazon,
(including Digital Products and/or Devices) by each segment of Prime Music users, as broken
down in Exhibit 15 to the Written Direct Testimony of Kelly Brost (Brost WDT), and each
segment of Amazon Music Unlimited (Unlimited) users.
The Judges GRANT the Motion as to this request. Documents that correlate purchases
of other Amazon products by Prime Music and/or Unlimited users are directly related to
the value of Amazon Digital’s music services that may be reflected in the value of sales
of other Amazon products to users of such music streaming services. If Amazon Digital
cannot break down purchases consistent with the categories in Exhibit 15 to the Brost
WDT, it shall nonetheless provide documents that are otherwise responsive to this
request.
Request # 151. All Documents concerning actual and forecasted sales volume, revenues and
profits from the sale of Amazon Devices, including Amazon’s Echo line of devices.
The Judges GRANT the Motion as to this request as to any device which is offered, in
whole or in part, in a bundle with any Amazon Digital streaming music service subject to
the section 115 license and the rates set forth in subpart B and/or C of 37 C.F.R. Part 385.
Because revenue received by Amazon for the bundle may include revenue that properly
should be attributable to such streaming services, these documents are directly related to
Amazon Digital’s Written Direct Statement because it supports a revenue-based prong in
the statutory licenses at issue in this proceeding.
Request # 111. All Documents concerning the offering of Digital Products as a loss leader, or at
discounted or promotional prices or at “low gross margin” (as discussed in the Testimony of
David Pakman, ¶ 29) or to promote or benefit other Business lines, in Amazon’s Business.
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The Judges GRANT the Motion as to this request. The reasons for the grant of this
request are fully explicated in the Companion Order regarding Copyright Owners’
request for financial documents regarding this matter and are directly related to the
testimony of Mr. Pakman.
Request # 113. All Documents concerning actual or potential “subsidization” of interactive
music streaming services by companion businesses of Digital Service Providers, as discussed in
the Testimony of David Pakman, ¶ 29.
The Judges GRANT the Motion as to this request. The reasons for the grant of this
request are fully explicated in the companion Order regarding Copyright Owners’ request
for financial documents regarding this matter. As explained in that companion Order, the
Judges understand “subsidization” to include the bundling of revenue.
Request # 123. All Documents concerning actual or potential pricing strategies for Digital
Products, including strategies for discounted or promotional tiers, higher priced or “Super
Premium” tiers, device tethered tiers, or any other pricing strategies, plans or tiers, whether
involving Amazon Digital’s music streaming services or the services of Amazon Digital’s
competitors.
The Judges GRANT the Motion as to this request. The pricing strategies are directly
related to the level of revenue potentially available and attributable to the offering of
Amazon Digital’s streaming music services and therefore potentially part of the revenue
base for a revenue prong in the statutory rates, if such a prong were to be established by
the Judges. The potential revenue attributable to these streaming music services is also
relevant to the consideration of the fair income/fair return required under section
801(b)(1).
Request # 134. All Documents concerning the effect of different pricing models for interactive
streaming by Digital Service Providers, including the pricing models debuted by Amazon Digital
for its Amazon Music Unlimited services in October 2016, on Amazon’s business, business
forecasts or other Digital Service Providers.
The Judges GRANT the Motion as to this request. The pricing strategies are directly
related to the level of revenue potentially available and attributable to the offering of
Amazon Digital’s streaming music services and therefore potentially part of the revenue
base for a revenue prong in the statutory rates, if such a prong were to be established by
the Judges. The potential revenue attributable to these streaming music services is also
relevant to the consideration of the fair income/fair return required under section
801(b)(1), which was discussed in the written testimony of an Amazon Digital witness.
Mirchandani WDT, supra.
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Amazon Digital must produce to Copyright Owners the documents required to be
produced by this Order, WITHIN FIVE DAYS OF THE DATE OF THIS ORDER,
SO ORDERED.

Digitally signed by David

David Strickler Strickler
Date: 2017.02.09 13:04:26

-05'00'
___________________________
David R. Strickler
Copyright Royalty Judge

Dated: February 9, 2017
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1

2

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
------------------------------------x

3

IN RE PETITION OF PANDORA MEDIA, INC.

4

------------------------------------x

5

Related to

6

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

818

12 CV 8035 (DLC)

7
Plaintiff,
8
v.

41 CV 1395 (DLC)

9
10

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS,
AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS,

11
12

Defendant.
------------------------------------x
New York, N.Y.
January 29, 2014
9:30 a.m.

13
14
15
16
17
18

Before:
HON. DENISE COTE,
District Judge

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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APPEARANCES

1

2
3
4
5
6
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KING & SPALDING LLP
Attorneys for Petitioner Pandora Media, Inc.
BY: KENNETH L. STEINTHAL
JEFFREY SEDDON
MARY KATHERINE BATES
JOSEPH WETZEL
KATHERINE MERK
-ANDNORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT LLP
BY: MARC B. COLLIER

7

10

PAUL WEISS RIFKIND WHARTON & GARRISON LLP
Attorneys for ASCAP
BY: JAY COHEN
ERIC STONE
AMY ELLYN GOLD
DARREN W. JOHNSON

11

ALSO PRESENT:

12

RICHARD H. REIMER, ASCAP

8
9

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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1

(Trial resumes)

2

(In open court)

3

THE COURT:

4

You may have issues for me.

Good morning, everyone.

5

time as it now stands.

6

for Pandora, 14 hours and 19 minutes.

7

MR. COHEN:

Let me just give you the

For ASCAP, 6 hours and 23 minutes; and

Two preliminary issues, your Honor.

8

exhibit you inquired about, we think it is AX 280.

9

of 380, AX 280.

10
11
12

THE COURT:

The

So instead

So I will remove my AX 380 question mark,

and AX 280 is already in.
MR. COHEN:

And then the second item is I think we

13

reached the same arrangement with respect to Mr. Saltzman as we

14

did with respect to Professor Ashenfelter, again subject to

15

whether the court has questions, of course, is available if the

16

court would like to question him.

17

THE COURT:

18

(Pause)

19

THE COURT:

So just give me one second, please.

So I'll get back to counsel on that.

I

20

want to look at my copy and see if my questions were only about

21

footnotes or otherwise important.

22

MR. COHEN:

That is all the preliminaries, your Honor.

23

MR. STEINTHAL:

Your Honor, we are at that point where

24

we're juggling witnesses, and we have one of Pandora's

25

witnesses next, and that would be Dr. Leslie Marx.
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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1

THE COURT:

Right.

2

MR. COHEN:

Your Honor, I don't know whether you have

3

the transcript coming up, but we don't.

4

THE REPORTER:

5

THE COURT:

6

Momentarily.

Dr. Marx, please remain standing.

LESLIE MARX,

7

called as a witness by the Pandora,

8

having been duly sworn, testified as follows:

9
10

THE COURT:

Please be seated.

State your full name

and spell both your first and last name.

11

THE WITNESS:

12

THE COURT:

Leslie Marx, L E S L I E, M A R X.

Dr. Marx, I believe you have an exhibit

13

placed before you which has been marked as PX 6, and if we go

14

to Page 53, I believe that is your signature there, and on the

15

front of the page, in the front of the document is the dated

16

November 18th, 2013.

Do you see that?

17

THE WITNESS:

18

THE COURT:

19

I do.

Did you read this document carefully

before signing it?

20

THE WITNESS:

Yes, I did.

21

THE COURT:

22

THE WITNESS:

23

THE COURT:

Any objection to receipt of PX 6?

24

MR. COHEN:

No objection, your Honor.

25

THE COURT:

The witness is tendered for cross.

Do you swear to the truth of its contents?
I do.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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1

CROSS-EXAMINATION

2

BY MR. COHEN:

3

Q.

Good morning, Professor Marx.

4

A.

Good morning, Mr. Cohen.

5

Q.

Now, in your testimony, PX 6, you have identified certain

6

licenses that you feel is appropriate benchmarks in setting

7

rights for Pandora.

8

A.

That's correct.

9

Q.

Those include the agreements that the RMLC entered into

822

Is that correct?

10

with ASCAP, right?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

And with BMI?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

And they include two agreements that Pandora signed,

15

correct?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

One with BMI?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

And one with EMI, correct?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

Of all of the agreements you looked at and you reviewed in

22

your report, those are the only four benchmarks that you found

23

instructive, right?

24

A.

25

instructive.

There are components of other agreements I found
Those are the only four I found to be reasonable
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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1

competitive benchmarks.

2

Q.

For setting a rate?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

Now each of those benchmarks, to be useful, has to be or

5

have a rate that would be reflected in a competitive

6

environment, correct?

7

A.

8

reflective of competitive market rates, yes.

9

Q.

Well, you would want it to be a fair market rate or

Right.

You agree, do you not, that licenses that are

10

negotiated outside of the influence of the rate court or

11

consent decree, those direct licenses, they can reflect

12

competitive rates, correct?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

In fact, if we look at Paragraph 10 -- if you put that

15

up -- of your testimony, do you have in front of you?

16

A.

I do.

17

Q.

Would you blow up Paragraph 10, please.

18

823

Thank you.

The print is a little small.

While in principle

19

licenses negotiated outside of the influence of the rate court

20

could be used as benchmarks, for the reasons that I discuss at

21

greater length below, the Pandora-Sony and Pandora-Universal

22

licenses (two of the three licenses that Dr. Murphy views as

23

the best benchmarks) fail to satisfy the properties that must

24

be present if a license is to be used as a competitive

25

benchmark.
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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That is still your testimony, right?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

When you say in principle, licenses negotiated outside of

4

the rate court context can be used as benchmarks, in fact, you

5

would prefer, as an economist, to use a license that was

6

negotiated competitively, correct?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

So, in fact, the best benchmarks, if you could find them,

9

are benchmarks that arise outside of the influence of the rate

10

court, correct?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

And when you say in principle, licenses negotiated outside

13

of the influence of the rate court could be used as benchmarks,

14

would you agree with me that it might be better to say that

15

your preference is for licenses negotiated outside of the

16

influence of rate courts to be used as benchmarks?

17

A.

18

and if those happen to be outside the influence of the rate

19

court, that would be lovely.

20

Q.

21

competitively without the rate court would be a better

22

benchmark, right?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Now, one of the four benchmarks that you use is, in fact, a

25

license negotiated outside of the context of the rate court,

My preference is to use the best competitive benchmarks,

All things being equal, any license negotiated

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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1

correct?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

That is the EMI-Pandora license?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

That, of course, you view as a competitive benchmark here,

6

correct?

7

A.

8

witness statement, but I view it as informative and it is one

9

of my reasonable competitive benchmarks.

I have some concerns about it which I described in my

10

Q.

Would you put up Figure 1, please, on Page 5 of the report.

11

Would you turn, place, Professor Marx, to Page 5.

12

A.

I see it.

13

Q.

Figure 1 goes through your proposed competitive benchmarks,

14

right?

15

A.

It lists them, yes.

16

Q.

Right.

17

competitive benchmark, right?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

Now, you reach the conclusion that the EMI agreements are

20

competitive benchmark even though it was negotiated after EMI

21

withdrew from ASCAP pursuant to Rule 1.12, correct?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

You reach the conclusion that the EMI agreement is a

24

competitive benchmark even though EMI never provided any

25

repertoire data to Pandora before the license was signed,

And the Pandora-EMI license is, in fact, a

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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1

correct?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

Your conclusion that the EMI agreement is a competitive

4

benchmark is not affected by the fact that Pandora could have

5

faced copyright infringement if it didn't reach an agreement

6

with EMI, right?

7

A.

8

really seem to be an issue or be putting enormous time pressure

9

on that negotiation with EMI.

10

Q.

11

Well, the copyright infringement issue didn't, it didn't

Let me ask the question this way:
Did you understand that if EMI and Pandora did not

12

enter into a licensee effective 1-1-12, and Pandora continued

13

to use EMI's music, Pandora would be subject to massive

14

copyright infringement?

15

A.

16

continued to use the music, yes, they would.

17

Q.

18

infringement does not affect your view that the EMI agreement

19

is a competitive benchmark, right?

20

A.

21

negotiation of the rate.

22

Q.

23

didn't do a license, correct?

24
25

I suppose if they never negotiated a license, and Pandora

And the fact that Pandora faced this theoretical copyright

The copyright infringement issue didn't seem to affect the

Okay.

But there would be copyright infringement if they

There is nothing about EMI's repertoire that would
allow Pandora to use it unlicensed, is there?
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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1

A.

Correct.

2

Q.

Sorry?

3

Q.

Thank you.

I wasn't sure how to answer that.

827

I agree.

4

Your conclusion that the EMI agreement is a

5

competitive benchmark is not affected by the fact that at the

6

time that Pandora signed that license, it did not have complete

7

awareness of the works in the EMI repertoire, correct?

8

A.

9

and I also agree that I find it to be a reasonable competitive

I agree with you that they did not have the list of works,

10

benchmark.

11

Q.

12

declaration.

13

A.

I see it.

14

Q.

On Page 6, you say with regard to licenses arising out of

15

rate court proceedings or negotiations potentially subject to

16

rate court review, I take the position that, in the absence of

17

better alternatives, such licenses should be presumed to

18

reflect royalties consistent with those that would arise under

19

competition, while Dr. Murphy draws the opposite conclusion.

20

That is a statement you stand by, correct?

Okay.

Let me go onto Paragraph 9, if we can, of your
Do you have that?
Thank you.

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

It us a presumption, right?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Whatever the presumption, for a rate to be a competitive

25

benchmark, it has to reflect fair market value, correct?
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
(212) 805-0300
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

Now, you know you have cited a definition of fair market

3

value in your declaration, right?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

Would you turn to Paragraph 63, please.

6

on Page 25.

7

A.

I'm there.

8

Q.

Now, the definition of fair market value that you set out

9

in Paragraph 63, that is the same one that Professor Murphy had

That I believe is

Thank you.

10

in his report, right?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

You're actually both in agreement that's an appropriate

13

definition of fair market value, right?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

So let's go through that.

16

To have fair market value under your definition, you

17

have to have a willing buyer and a willing seller, right?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

And neither party can be under a compulsion to act, right?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

And the lack of compulsion applies to the buyer, right?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

And it applies to the seller, right?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

Now, one of the reasons why you reject the Sony license is
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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1

that you find that Pandora was a compelled buyer, right?

2

A.

That is one of the reasons, yes.

3

Q.

That is true for the Universal license as well, correct?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

And in the EMI license, you don't find they were a

6

compelled buyer?

7

A.

8

license before a particular date beyond which they would be

9

subject to copyright infringement doesn't seem to affect the

829

I don't find that a time pressure, the need to negotiate a

10

EMI --

11

Q.

12

license, yes or no?

13

A.

14

negotiations.

15

Q.

16

value, whether Pandora was a compelled buyer?

17

yes or no question.

18

A.

19

seemed to me the information issue, the infringement risk issue

20

didn't affect the EMI negotiation to the same extent it did the

21

other two.

22

Q.

Yes or no, was Pandora a compelled buyer for the EMI

Not to the same degree as in the Sony and Universal

Well, can you tell me, using your definition of fair market
I think it is a

I'm sorry, I don't feel like I can answer it yes or no.

It

Let me ask the question this way:

23

To have a fair market transaction, you have to have a

24

buyer who is not compelled, right?

25

A.

Yes.
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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Did you conclude that Pandora was not compelled in the EMI

1

Q.

2

transaction?

3

A.

4

information issue affected it to the same extent.

5

Q.

I had concerns about that transaction.

I don't believe the

Let me try that again.

6

Would you agree with me under your definition of fair

7

market value, that the prerequisite of a fair market

8

transaction is that neither the buyer nor the seller may be

9

compelled, correct?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

You need to know that to call something a fair market

12

transaction, correct?

13

A.

That would be yes.

14

Q.

Now let me put my question to you again.

15

Since you concluded that the EMI transaction is a fair

16

market transaction, doesn't that necessarily mean that you

17

concluded that Pandora was not a compelled buyer in that

18

transaction?

19

A.

20

is a matter of degree.

21

but I still felt it was worthy of consideration, so I kept it

22

as a reasonable competitive benchmark particularly as you view

23

it as an upper bound.

24

Q.

25

understand your concerns about the transaction.

I remain with concerns about the EMI license.

I think it

I have concerns about that negotiation,

I am asking a different question, with respect.

I

The only

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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1

question, and I want an answer yes or no, if you can't answer

2

it, tell me you can't answer it:

3

831

Was Pandora a willing buyer in the EMI transaction,

4

yes or no?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

Was Pandora a compelled buyer in the EMI transaction, yes

7

or no?

8

A.

No.

9

Q.

Now, in addition to the buyer, we can't have a compelled

10

seller, right?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

Now, ASCAP is always a compelled seller in a rate court

13

negotiation, is it not?

14

A.

15

a negotiation with the user.

16

rate court.

17

Q.

Yes, but they're compelled to transact, correct?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

And a party that is compelled to -- let me ask the question

20

a different way.

Well, they're not compelled to accept a particular rate in

21

They could always appeal to the

Wouldn't you agree with me that the freedom not to

22

transact or right not to transact is necessary to have a

23

competitive negotiation?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

In fact, ASCAP does not have that freedom, correct?
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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They have to ultimately provide the works if the rate court

1

A.

2

wants the rate -- once they set the rate, they don't have to

3

accept a particular offer from the user.

4

Q.

5

the rate, don't they?

6

A.

7

yes.

8

Q.

9

says in addition.

They have to supply the works before the rate court sets

Yeah, that -- yes, during the course of the negotiation,

Look at the definition at Paragraph 63, the sentence that
"In addition, this suggests that it is not a

10

forced transaction such as might be compelled by a court or a

11

government agency."

12

You accept that that is the part of the definition,

13

appropriate definition of fair market value, do you not?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

And, in fact, ASCAP can be compelled by this Court to

16

transact at a certain price, can it not?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

And, therefore, ASCAP is a compelled seller, correct?

19

A.

Well, I think what is relevant, for example, in the

20

RMLC-ASCAP license, they weren't compelled to take the rate

21

that was negotiated in that license.

22

to this Court.

23

Q.

But they were compelled to give the license, correct?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

And ultimately they did an agreement in the shadow of a

They could have appealed
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1

possible rate court proceeding, correct?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

Universal, when it withdrew, it wasn't compelled to sell to

4

Pandora, was it?

5

A.

No, it was not.

6

Q.

Sony wasn't compelled to sell?

7

A.

Correct.

8

Q.

SESAC doesn't have a consent decree, right?

9

A.

Right.

10

Q.

SESAC is not a compelled seller?

11

A.

Right.

12

Q.

BMI is in the same position as ASCAP, right?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

It doesn't have the right to refuse the license under its

15

consent decree.

16

A.

17

user.

18

Q.

But not the right to refuse to transact at all?

19

A.

Right.

20

Q.

So when you read the sentence that says a forced

21

transaction such as might be compelled by a court or government

22

agency, let me ask you two hypotheticals:

23

Is that correct?

It has the right to refuse a particular offer from the

Hypothetical 1:

ASCAP asks for a rate of X and a user

24

asks for a rate of 60 percent of X, and they go to the rate

25

court and there is a decision, and the court decides a number
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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834

that is not X.

2

Is that a willing transaction by ASCAP?

3

A.

No, it is not a competitive negotiation with the rate court

4

there.

5

Q.

It is not a competitive negotiation, correct?

6

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

But you presume in your discussion that every license

8

entered into under the ambit of the rate court is, in fact, a

9

fair market license, don't you?

10

A.

When you have licenses negotiated under a process designed

11

to assure reasonable rates, I think the first presumption would

12

be that you're getting reasonable rates unless you see evidence

13

to the contrary.

14

Q.

15

that ASCAP enters into, since the parties have the right to

16

resort to rate court, that every license should be presumed to

17

be a competitive rate?

18

A.

I only considered the ones that are on my list of 27.

19

Q.

Let's turn to your point 27, which is Figure 2 on Page 12,

20

if we can put that up.

21

looked at in your search for the best benchmarks to assist the

22

rate court, right?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

When you did your first report, you actually had 25, not

25

27, right?

But is it your presumption with respect to every license

Now, these are the 27 licenses that you
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

You had left off as one of the benchmarks ASCAP's agreement

3

with Pandora, correct?

4

A.

That's correct.

5

Q.

So while you find as one of your competitive benchmarks

6

today still BMI's license with Pandora, you initially did not

7

even look at the preexisting final ASCAP license as a possible

8

benchmark, correct?

9

A.

Well, I saw the license.

I didn't, I didn't think the

10

license that was at issue in this case was an appropriate

11

benchmark for this case.

12

Q.

13

considered license agreements just like Figure 2, right?

14

A.

That's correct.

15

Q.

And that was intended to convey -- and I can show you your

16

report if you'd like it -- that was intended to convey those

17

were the licenses you considered, correct?

18

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

Almost all of which you rejected, right?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

And the ASCAP-Pandora license, the form agreement, that was

22

not a license you even considered when you first reached your

23

opinion in this case.

24

A.

25

didn't seem appropriate, but you pressed me about it at the

Well, your initial report had something called a set of

I considered it.

Isn't that true?
I didn't put it on the list because it
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1

deposition, so I provided a session other than the statement

2

here.

3

Q.

4

identification.

5

matter.

836

Let me show you what we have marked as AX 401 for

6

This is your initial expert report in this

It is September 27, 2013.
Now, Professor Marx, do you recognize Exhibit 401 as

7

your first report that you issued?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Would you turn please on Exhibit 401 to Page 24, Figure 3.

10

Thank you.

This was your analysis of the licenses you considered

11

in connection with your initial report, correct?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

Let me just be clear.

14

the same conclusion about rates that you reached in the

15

testimony you have given in court?

16

opinion, correct?

17

A.

Correct.

18

Q.

You use the same benchmarks today that you used at the time

19

of your initial report, correct?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

You put some care into this initial report, right.

22

A.

Definitely.

23

Q.

If we look at Figure 3, we have the set of considered

24

license agreements, correct?

25

A.

In your initial report you reached

You haven't changed your

Yes.
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Then you have a footnote, Footnote 94 on Page 24 that says

1

Q.

2

this figure does not include the prior license agreement

3

between ASCAP and Pandora which was terminated by Pandora in

4

October 2010 and is the subject of this royalty rate

5

determination.

6

Do you see that?

7

A.

I see that.

8

Q.

So you made a judgment prior to the time of your deposition

9

that the ASCAP-Pandora form agreement was not relevant to be

10

considered as one of the 25 possible benchmarks in this case,

11

correct?

12

A.

Correct.

13

Q.

You changed your mind after I deposed you?

14

A.

Well, I still don't think it is appropriate as a reasonable

15

competitive benchmark, but because of your questions, I made

16

sure to provide my discussion of that in my witness statement.

17

Q.

18

a benchmark, correct?

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

But you think the BMI agreement that has been terminated

21

is, right?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

Even though Pandora terminated that BMI agreement, right?

24

A.

Especially because Pandora is the one that terminated it.

25

Q.

Now, stay on Figure 3 of Exhibit 401.

Okay, but you still don't think that the ASCAP agreement is

The other benchmark
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1

that is missing from your initial report is the SESAC

2

agreement, correct?

3

A.

The Pandora-SESAC agreement, yes.

4

Q.

Isn't it a fact that at the time you rendered your initial

5

opinion in September of 2013, you had not even seen the

6

Pandora-SESAC agreement, right?

7

A.

8

report was due.

9

Q.

Right.

I think it came to our attention right before the

What you were trying to look at in your analysis were all

10

of the benchmark agreements that could possibly be similarly

11

situated to ASCAP, right?

12

A.

13

the ones I had available to me, yes.

14

Q.

15

benchmarks that you examined was the similarity of the parties,

16

right?

17

A.

18

available to me and then I looked at this list and then looked

19

for comparability.

20

Q.

21

in connection with your initial report a copy of the SESAC

22

agreement that they signed?

23

A.

24

before this initial report was due.

25

Q.

I was looking at all of the ones, yes, that seemed -- all

And one of the criteria you used for selecting the

Well, I was looking at all of the license agreements I had

Okay.

So you didn't have Pandora, Pandora didn't give you

I believe that agreement only came to our attention right

And you didn't make it part of your initial report, right?
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1

A.

I am sorry, we were not able to do that, no.

2

Q.

Now -- you can put that down -- let me talk a little bit

3

about the Sony license you discussed in Paragraph 12 back to

4

your testimony, Professor Marx.

5

the other documents.

6

A.

No problem.

7

Q.

In Paragraph 12, which is part of the introduction to your

8

report, you give the reasons why, in summary form, later in

9

more detail, why you reject the Pandora-Sony and the

I am sorry to confuse you with

10

Pandora-Universal licenses, right?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

And you cite a number of reasons, including a lack of

13

information about repertoire, correct?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

And extreme time pressure, those are the words that you

16

used?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

And just so we're clear, in Paragraph 12 the sentence three

19

lines up from the bottom, Pandora also was under extreme time

20

pressure to obtain licenses, plural, so as to avoid

21

infringement, right?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

And your opinion, is it not, is that Pandora was under

24

extreme time pressure both with respect to the Sony agreement

25

and the Universal agreement, correct?
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

Let's review that.

3

840

When did negotiations with Sony and Pandora start, do

4

you know?

5

A.

It would have been in, I believe, the second half of 2012.

6

Q.

They started months before the agreement was signed,

7

correct?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

And you don't really know anything about the back-and-forth

10

between Sony and Pandora that led to that agreement, do you?

11

A.

I don't have a great deal of detail on that.

12

Q.

You can't tell me, can you, about the negotiations that

13

took place in October and November and December on a detail

14

basis between Sony and Pandora?

15

A.

No.

16

Q.

You can't describe any of the proposals for me that Sony

17

made along the way, can you?

18

A.

I don't have that for you.

19

Q.

Or any of the counters that Pandora made over the course of

20

this negotiation?

21

A.

No.

22

Q.

But you do know that there were negotiations between the

23

end of September when Pandora learned about Sony's withdrawal

24

and the end of December when they signed the deal, right?

25

A.

I believe so, yes.
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And your testimony is those three months of negotiations

1

Q.

2

about which you don't have any facts constituted extreme time

3

pressure, right?

4

A.

No, that is not my testimony.

5

Q.

The time pressure hasn't come from the period of time in

6

which they were negotiating?

7

A.

8

beyond which without a license Pandora would be facing

9

infringement risk and where the user -- sorry -- the publisher

No.

The important thing is whether there is a deadline

10

can push Pandora up against that deadline.

11

Q.

12

when you want to use copyrighted material?

13

A.

14

didn't seem to play a role in the EMI definition.

15

Q.

There is always a deadline, isn't there, Professor Marx,

Well, the time pressure and that kind of deadline effect

I am asking a different question.

16

Would you agree with plea that if your definition of

17

time pressure is that there is a deadline, then there is time

18

pressure in every negotiation.

19

A.

20

is important.

21

Q.

22

Pandora was under time pressure in the Sony negotiation,

23

whether or not, for example, Pandora acted with dispatch in

24

trying to get a deal done, right?

25

A.

Isn't that correct?

The extent to which the time pressure plays a role is what

But you didn't consider in reaching your conclusion that

That didn't seem the relevant feature.
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1

Q.

842

Now let's talk about Universal.

2

You know, don't you, that Pandora learned about the

3

Universal's withdrawal five months before the Universal

4

actually withdrawal was effective from ASCAP.

5

that?

6

A.

That is not consistent with my understanding.

7

Q.

If I represented to you -- and I'll try to do it

8

accurately -- there was a phone call, which we'll hear about

9

tomorrow, on February 14th, 2013, and the withdrawal was July

Do you know

10

1, that was a period of four and a half months or so?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

Again you don't know anything about what happened over the

13

course of those negotiations in that four and a half month

14

period, right?

15

A.

Well, I know some things.

16

Q.

You don't know anything about the back-and-forth with

17

respect to offers?

18

A.

I don't have a lot of detail on offers back and forth.

19

Q.

Do you know how many times the parties met?

20

A.

No.

21

Q.

But your conclusion that Pandora was under extreme time

22

pressure is due to the fact that on July 1, 2013, Universal was

23

going to withdraw, right?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

If the negotiations had begun, instead of in February of

That hard deadline?
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1

2013, in February 2012, you'd still reach the same conclusion

2

that Pandora was under extreme time pressure, right?

3

A.

4

negotiate; it is where the publisher is using the deadline to

5

push the user up against that deadline with the threat of

6

copyright infringement.

7

Q.

8

list of the works, right?

9

A.

It is related, yes.

10

Q.

Is the time pressure not really an independent reason then?

It depends.

The issue is not how long they had to

Well, that has to do with whether or not they gave them a

11

Is that what you're saying as to why you find the Sony

12

and Universal agreements are not competitive benchmarks?

13

A.

14

the information?

15

Q.

Yes.

16

A.

No.

17

Q.

I was confused then.

18

You're asking me if the time pressure was independent of

They're related.

So in Paragraph 12, let's go back there, the second

19

sentence says, Paragraph 12 of Exhibit 6, Pandora did not have

20

the information necessary to avoid infringement by taking Sony

21

and Universal works out of its system or was prohibited from

22

such information; and, thus, had no true alternative to signing

23

licenses with these publishers before their Rule 1.12

24

withdrawals from ASCAP became effective.

25

under extreme time pressure to obtain licenses so as to avoid

Pandora also was
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844

infringement.

2

I thought those were independent reasons.

Are you

3

saying they're part of the same reasons?

4

A.

They're related.

5

Q.

They're related, but if Pandora had the information --

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

-- about the Sony and Universal repertoires, you're not

8

saying that negotiating a license in three months or four and a

9

half months is extreme time pressure, are you?

10

A.

If they had -- no, I am not making an independent judgment

11

that it is three versus five or some number of months that are

12

creating the time pressure.

13

Q.

Okay.

14

Let me try to probe a little bit further on Sony.

Would you turn to Paragraph 77 of your declaration on

15

Page 28.

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

You're much faster than I am.

18

Are you there?

Now, it's true, is it not, that the most important

19

reason why you reject the Sony and Universal agreements was the

20

lack of repertoire information, right?

21

A.

No.

22

Q.

It is not the most important reason?

23

A.

I don't know that I'd rank my reasons by importance.

24

Q.

Can you rank it if you have a different view, tell me what

25

it is?
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I think I haven't, I haven't ranked.

I have three reasons,

1

A.

2

four for Universal why they cannot be considered competitive

3

benchmarks, and I don't have in mind a ranking of them.

4

Q.

So one is not necessarily more important than the other?

5

A.

I don't have that in mind right now.

6

Q.

Okay.

7

845

Now, you say, look at the first bullet, Paragraph 77,

8

this deals with Sony.

9

A.

I see that.

10

Q.

You say despite numerous requests to both ASCAP and Sony,

11

Pandora did not receive repertoire identification information

12

for the works covered by the direct Pandora-Sony license prior

13

to the execution and effective date of the license.

14

Do you see that?

Do you see that?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

There weren't numerous requests made to ASCAP, were there?

17

A.

Numerous requests to both ASCAP and Sony, I believe so,

18

yes.

19

Q.

20

I am asking you to separate them.
There were not numerous requests made to ASCAP for

21

information, were there?

22

A.

23

recollection of multiple right now.

24

Q.

25

2012, correct?

I certainly remember at least one.

I don't have a

And the one is Mr. Steinthal's e-mail on December 17th,
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1

A.

Wasn't it Mr. Rosenbloum?

2

Q.

With respect to -- do we have the document, please.

3

show you.

4

I will

I won't waste time.

It was in the middle of December, right?

5

A.

I am sorry.

6

Q.

I am asking you what your support is for the sentence that

7

says there were numerous requests to ASCAP?

8
9

You're asking me about a particular e-mail?

MR. STEINTHAL:

Your Honor, that the statement is not

just to ASCAP, but ASCAP and Sony.

10

THE COURT:

Overruled.

11

A.

I don't believe I have evidence for you of numerous

12

requests to only ASCAP.

13

BY MR. COHEN:

14

Q.

You're only aware of one request to ASCAP, correct?

15

A.

That is all that comes to mind right now.

16

Q.

And you're aware of two requests to Sony, the two e-mails

17

that you set out in that first bullet, correct?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

And you have not -- let me ask you this:

20

at a lot of documents in this case, right?

21

A.

Yes, sir.

22

Q.

You have tried and listed them and tried to look at every

23

single document that could be relevant to your analysis, right.

24

A.

I have done my best.

25

Q.

You have not seen, have you, a piece of paper that suggests

You have looked
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1

that there was a request made to Sony for information between

2

November 1st, 2012 and December 17th, 2012.

3

A.

I don't recall that.

4

Q.

Nor did you see any document that suggested that Sony was

5

requested for information before November 1, 2012 by Pandora,

6

right?

7

A.

I don't recall that.

8

Q.

Now, the importance of having this information was to allow

9

Pandora to have a credible threat to take down the works,

Is that correct?

10

right?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

And that's because in your view, Pandora could have

13

substituted for the work of Sony, for example, if it didn't

14

enter into an agreement with Sony, right?

15

A.

16

infringement.

17

Q.

By not playing the works, right?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

And by substituting the works of other publishers, right?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

And you haven't seen a single piece of paper, have you,

22

that suggests that Pandora took a single step to take down the

23

Sony works in preparation for the end of the year?

24

A.

I have not seen that.

25

Q.

No one from Pandora told you, did they, that they were

At the very least, it could have avoided copyright
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1

engaged in prefatory work to take down the works of Sony?

2

A.

Nobody told me.

3

Q.

Now, your conclusion that Pandora, if they had the

4

information, might have taken down the works, you get some

5

support from that, if I understand your report correctly, from

6

the so-called label experiments, right?

7

A.

I viewed the -- yes.

8

Q.

Let me ask the question a better way so you won't fumble

9

with it.

10

A.

Sorry.

11

Q.

The question is you viewed the label experiments as

12

evidence that Pandora has the ability to substitute works,

13

right?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

The label experiments are the only documents that you've

16

seen that suggest that Pandora has ever done any substitution,

17

correct?

18

A.

19

substitution.

20

Q.

21

depending upon royalty rates, right?

22

A.

Right.

23

Q.

It doesn't choose among record labels based on royalty

24

rates, correct?

25

A.

Well, that is what the Music Genome Project does is the

But it doesn't intentionally choose among publishers

Right.
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The point of the quote-unquote label experiments was for

1

Q.

2

Pandora to see if it could manipulate certain labels for

3

reasons unrelated to user preference, correct?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

You talk about that in Paragraph 50 of your declaration?

6

A.

And in 69.

7

Q.

Let's talk about Paragraph 50.

8
9

849

Here you discuss the so-called label experiments,
right?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

I am going to show you what has been marked as PX 48 and

12

ask you a couple of questions about this.

13

Now, you recognize PX 48 is a document you relied upon

14

for your evidence of a label experiments, correct?

15

A.

Yes.

16

MR. COHEN:

I offer PX 48, your Honor.

17

MR. STEINTHAL:

18

THE COURT:

19

(Pandora's Exhibit 48 received in evidence)

No objection.

Received.

20

BY MR. COHEN:

21

Q.

22

in July of 2013, right?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Well, PX 48 tells us that Pandora was running quote-unquote

25

experiments with 1 percent of its listeners each week?

Now, PX 48 relates to some quote-unquote experiments done
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1

A.

I am sorry.

2

mind.

3

Q.

Was it in July or in October -- July.

850

Never

Thank you.

We'll try to be clear.

4

I know you're trying to be precise.

In the introduction it says since July 26, 2013?

5

A.

I see that.

Thank you.

I am sorry.

6

Q.

We have been running experiments, right?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

And these experiments related to an effort to see if they

9

could move users among those five record labels, right?

10

A.

Move users?

11

Q.

Influence users' choices by increasing the amount of time

12

the users were directed to those labels, right?

13

A.

They're not trying to influence the users' choices.

14

Q.

Let me ask the question a better way.

15

right, yes?

16

A.

17

would.

18

Q.

19

they were actually increasing the plays of these labels in

20

response to requests by users, right?

21

A.

That's correct.

22

Q.

At the time that you filed your initial report that we saw

23

before, Exhibit 401 for identification, on September 27th,

24

2013, you weren't even aware of these label experiments, right?

25

A.

They were boosting,

They were playing these labels more than they otherwise

Right.

They weren't substituting away from these labels;

That's correct.
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1

Q.

You learned about that later?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

In the course of your work in this case, did you find out

4

any information that suggested that Pandora engaged in any such

5

experiments with substitution prior to July of 2013?

6

A.

No.

7

Q.

Has anyone ever told you that at the time of the Sony

8

negotiation in December of 2012, Pandora was engaging in the

9

substitution of works?

10

A.

No.

11

Q.

What about at the time of the Universal negotiation, were

12

there any efforts by Pandora to substitute works?

13

A.

Not that I'm aware of.

14

Q.

The only information you have is PX 48, right?

15

A.

And my understanding of how the Music Genome Project

16

operates.

17

Q.

18

been incorporated into the Pandora services as a regular

19

feature, have they?

20

A.

Not that I'm aware of.

21

Q.

Do you have any other information to tell us about

22

substitution, actual substitution by Pandora based on the

23

identity of publisher or record label?

24

A.

No.

25

Q.

Now, you know, do you not, that the Sony deal that was

Right.

And these quote-unquote experiments, they haven't
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1

signed effective 1-1-13 paid Sony on the basis of usage,

2

correct?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

So the more Sony music that was played, the more Pandora

5

would pay at the rate in the Sony agreement, right?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

I know you have been here, so you know we are not going to

8

mention the rate, but the rate in the Sony agreement is a rate

9

that you view to be above the market rate, correct, above the

10

competitive rate?

11

A.

12

benchmark.

13

Q.

14

Pandora -- the Sony license isn't a rate above the fair market

15

rate?

16

A.

I think it is above the fair market rate.

17

Q.

And Pandora thought it was above the fair market rate,

18

right?

19

A.

I believe so, yes.

20

Q.

They're asking for a rate lower than that in this courtroom

21

and they have gone to trial, right?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

So Pandora would have an incentive to substitute away from

24

Sony works beginning January 1, 2013, to lower its royalty

25

payments, right?

Well, I don't view that rate as a reasonable competitive

Are you saying that you're unwilling to say that the
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Well, it doesn't -- what would it substitute to?

853

It would

1

A.

2

need to know -- there are a couple of issues.

3

Q.

Can you answer my question yes or no?

4

A.

I am sorry.

5

Q.

Sure.

6

to substitute away from Sony works which they were paying on at

7

an above market rate?

8

A.

Not necessarily.

9

Q.

Not necessarily?

10

First --

Can you ask it again?

My question is whether Pandora would have incentive

They wouldn't want to substitute to works on which

11

they were paying at a lower rate?

12

A.

13

rate.

I think the rate for all the works was uncertain at that

14

time.

They don't know until this, this procedure is finished,

15

they don't know what the rate would be for --

16

Q.

They knew what the rate would be for SESAC works, right?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

They had the right to play every song in the SESAC

19

repertoire at a fraction of the Sony price, correct?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

The Sony rate, the Sony rate for ASCAP works is six times

22

the SESAC rate, right?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

So every work that they put into the Genome project that

25

directed a user to a SESAC work rather than a Sony work would

If they could identify works at which there is a lower
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1

have saved Pandora money if they thought they were paying at

2

above market rate, right?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

Are you aware of anything that Pandora did at any time in

5

2013 to substitute away from the so-called above market Sony

6

prices to music that was cheaper?

7

A.

No.

8

Q.

Now, you testified in your direct testimony that at the

9

time of the execution of the Sony agreement, Sony didn't have

10

complete information -- sorry -- Pandora did not have complete

11

information about the works in the Sony repertoire, correct?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

It had some information, did it not?

14

A.

I believe so, yes.

15

Q.

And that information was available to them before they

16

signed the license and after they signed the license, correct?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

So once they enter into a license with Sony that was

19

usage-based, if they wanted to substitute, they had information

20

about which Sony songs they should substitute away from,

21

correct?

22

A.

They had some information, yes.

23

Q.

Now, some of that information is actually displayed in the

24

lyrics on the Pandora web site, right?

25

A.

Some information is displayed.

I am not sure anyone is
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1

attesting to the accuracy of that information.

2

Q.

3

are you?

4

A.

No.

5

Q.

You've looked at least since your deposition, if not

6

before, at information on the Pandora web site that reveals the

7

identity of publishers, right?

8

A.

I have seen that, yes.

9

Q.

Let me show you AX 333 which are the lyrics from a Beatle

You're not attesting to the inaccuracy of that information,

10

song, Yellow Submarine.

11

A.

Oh, I love that song.

12

Q.

So do I!

13

Now, this AX 333 is a screen-shot from Pandora's site,

14

and you know from your use of Pandora that every time a song

15

comes up --

16
17

MR. COHEN:

I am going to offer AX 333, your Honor.

It is already in?

18

THE COURT:

Yes, it is.

19

BY MR. COHEN:

20

Q.

21

time a song comings up, there is a little legend at the bottom

22

that allows you to go to the lyrics, right?

23

A.

I don't know if it is every time.

24

Q.

But often, right?

25

A.

Yes.

You know from your own personal use of Pandora that every
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If you turn to the back of 333, right, after the lyrics, it

1

Q.

2

says, "Publishers:

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

So that information at a minimum was available to Pandora

5

in 2013 if they wanted to substitute away from the high priced

6

Yellow Submarine to some lower priced music, right, SESAC

7

music?

8

A.

9

information would be able to be used that way.

Sony/ATV Music Publishing," right?

I don't know, I don't know whether actually the LyricFind
As I recall,

10

there were restrictions in Pandora's LyricFind contract that

11

limited their use of the information there.

12

Q.

You're interpreting the LyricFind contract?

13

A.

I am saying I read it, and I am not sure -- you're asking

14

whether they can use that information -- I am not sure they can

15

use that information.

16

Q.

17

restrictions on this information.

Let me ask you to assume there are no contractual

18

Would you agree with me that Pandora has information,

19

has information about songs in the Sony catalog that it

20

publishing on its own web site?

21

A.

I agree they publish this information on their web site.

22

Q.

When you thought about the information that might be

23

available to Pandora, you also knew that there is information

24

in ASCAP's web site about publisher information, right?

25

A.

Yes.
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1

Q.

You actually checked some of that information, didn't you?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

So let me show you what we're going to mark as AX 404,

4

which are the results of a search in the Ace Database, ASCAP's

5

database, for the song Yellow Submarine.

6

Now, Professor Marx, you know, do you not, that you

7

can get song level information like this from the ASCAP

8

database?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

If you look at Exhibit 404, what we see is that the

11

publisher for this song is identified as Sony/ATV, correct?

12

A.

It also says, "Northern Songs, Ltd."

13

Q.

"Care of Sony/ATV," correct?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

And there is no contractual restriction that would bar

16

Pandora from using this information on the ASCAP database to

17

manipulate songs in Sony's, would it?

18

A.

Nothing I know of.

19

MR. COHEN:

I offer 404, your Honor.

20

MR. STEINTHAL:

21

THE COURT:

22

(Defendant's Exhibit 404 received in evidence)

No objection.

Received.

23

BY MR. COHEN:

24

Q.

25

itself maintains a web site where it gives information about

Do you also know, I think you do, Professor Marx, that Sony
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1

songs that it publishes, right?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

You have looked at that web site, have you not?

4

A.

Indeed, I have, yes.

5

Q.

Let me show you Exhibit 403, which is a page from the

6

Sony/ATV music publishing web site related to the song Yellow

7

Submarine.

8

information about its catalog, right?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

And if you look up Yellow Submarine as reflected in Exhibit

11

403, you find out it is a Sony song, right?

12

So Sony has a web site where you can access

The fact it comes up, it tells you it is a Sony song,

13

is that the idea?

14

web site?

15

A.

Is that what you found when you reviewed the

That is my understanding, yes.

16

MR. COHEN:

I offer 403, your Honor.

17

MR. STEINTHAL:

18

THE COURT:

19

(Defendant's Exhibit 403 received in evidence)

20

(Continued on next page)

No objection, your Honor.

Received.

21
22
23
24
25
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1

BY MR. COHEN:

2

Q.

3

from either LyricFind, the ASCAP database or the Sony database

4

to allow it to substitute away from the above-market Sony

5

songs?

6

A.

No.

7

Q.

Now, let's talk about your views about Universal and

8

whether--

Are you aware of any efforts by Pandora to use information

9

MR. COHEN:

I'm sorry, your Honor.

10

THE COURT:

Thank you.

11

MR. COHEN:

May I proceed?

12

THE COURT:

Yes.

13

A.

Actually, sir, the record label experiments were part of

14

that effort, but I don't know of any actual-- I don't know that

15

they did it with respect to these particular publishers.

16

Q.

17

record label experiments were designed to boost the play of

18

certain record labels.

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

They had nothing to do with boosting or lowering the play

21

of songs published by certain music publishers.

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

Okay.

24

on page 28.

25

repertory information to Pandora during the negotiations, the

But let's just be clear.

I thought we were clear.

The

Correct?

Correct?

So turn to paragraph 77, the second bullet, please,
Now, you say "While Universal did provide
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1

information was provided under a nondisclosure agreement that

2

prevented Pandora from using the information to either avoid

3

infringement in the event that no agreement was reached by

4

the time its existing license ceased to be in effect or to

5

shift play away from works covered by Universal's high royalty

6

rate."

7

Do you see that?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Do you stand by that statement?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

Are you offering an independent opinion that the NDA

12

prevented Pandora from using information provided by Universal

13

for the purpose of avoiding infringement?

14

A.

15

read the contract.

16

Q.

17

right?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

Okay.

20

been marked as JX 83 in evidence.

21

read, right?

22

A.

Yes, I believe so.

23

Q.

Okay.

24

conclusion, did you not, in the course of your work, that this

25

agreement prevented Pandora from using the information provided

No, I'm noting the testimony of Mr. Rosenbloum and I also

You're basing it in part on your reading of the contract,

Let's show you the contract.

Let's show you what's

This is the contract you

And you reached a conclusion, an independent
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by Universal for the purpose of avoiding infringement?

2

A.

3

There was testimony by Mr. Rosenbloum that they couldn't use

4

it, and then I looked at the contract and it seemed the

5

language there suggests they couldn't use it.

6

Q.

7

solely on Mr. Rosenbloum's testimony -- he'll be here

8

tomorrow -- or whether you're relying in part on your reading

9

of the agreement.

I'm not sure what you mean by "independent conclusion."

Well, I'm trying to understand whether you're relying

10

A.

I think I'm relying on both.

11

Q.

Okay.

12

the definition of confidential information?

13

A.

Well, I read it.

14

Q.

Okay.

15

provided by Universal?

16

A.

Do you want me to read this paragraph 1?

17

Q.

I would like you to read paragraph 1 since it's part of

18

your direct testimony.

19

861

Now, when you read the agreement, did you look at

Does it say anything about repertory information

(Pause)

20

Q.

Just let me know when you have read paragraph 1.

21

A.

I think I'm-- I read it.

22

Q.

When you read the agreement, in forming your opinion, did

23

you understand that information that was publicly known and

24

generally available was outside the scope of this

25

confidentiality agreement as it says in paragraph 1?
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1

A.

I believe so.

2

Q.

Okay.

3

information about Universal's repertory is publicly known in

4

the same way that the Sony information could be discovered?

5

A.

6

yes.

7

Q.

8

in the Universal repertory, right?

9

A.

I assume so.

10

Q.

And the ASCAP database would show us the songs in the

11

Universal repertory, right?

12

A.

13

it would tell you the publisher.

14

Q.

Right.

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

And, of course, the lyrics that are displayed on Pandora --

17

the lyrics that are displayed on Pandora also, for at least

18

some Universal songs, right, display that the publisher is

19

Universal Music Publishing, right?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

Now, you do know that Universal provided information,

22

express repertory information, to Pandora months before the

23

agreement was signed, right?

24

A.

25

timing, it's not in my head right now.

And did you know when you formed your opinion that

I understand that Universal probably also has a website,

All right.

And the Universal website would show us songs

If you queried the ASCAP database with a particular song,

Including Universal, right?

I'm right now not-- I know they provided it, but as for the
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But the timing is not important to your conclusion,

1

Q.

2

right?

3

A.

I don't think it's essential here.

4

Q.

All right.

5

agreement and from Mr. Rosenbloum's deposition testimony is

6

that although Pandora had been provided with that information,

7

it could not use it for the purpose of taking down Universal's

8

repertory, right?

9

A.

That is my understanding, yes.

10

Q.

And that would have prevented, in your view, Pandora from

11

substituting away from Universal works, right?

12

A.

To avoid the infringement risk, yes.

13

Q.

All right.

14

all of these documents in the case, have you seen a single

15

e-mail or other piece of paper in which Pandora sought

16

permission from Universal to use the repertory list that was

17

provided to Pandora for the purpose of taking down the works?

18

A.

No.

19

Q.

Are you aware of any step that Pandora took as a business

20

matter to prepare for taking down Universal works as of July 1,

21

2013?

22

A.

No.

23

Q.

Now, on the infringement threat, have you seen any document

24

in this case that contained an explicit threat by Sony to sue

25

Pandora for copyright infringement if Pandora did not take down

And your understanding from reading this

And have you seen -- again, in your review of
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1

Sony's works after January 1?

2

A.

No.

3

Q.

Has anyone told you in the course of the work that you've

4

done here that Sony ever made an explicit threat of copyright

5

infringement in the course of those negotiations?

6

A.

No.

7

Q.

Can you point me to any document that suggested at any

8

point in the Universal negotiations Universal threatened Sony--

9

Pandora, Universal threatened Pandora with copyright

10

infringement?

11

A.

No.

12

Q.

Has anyone ever told you that at any time in the course of

13

Universal-Pandora negotiations, Universal threatened Pandora

14

with copyright infringement if they didn't enter into a license

15

effective July 1, 2013?

16

A.

No.

17

MR. COHEN:

Your Honor, I'm moving to a different

18

line, so if this is an appropriate time for a midmorning

19

break.

20

THE COURT:

21

(Recess)

22

THE COURT:

Counsel.

23

MR. COHEN:

Thank you, your Honor.

24

BY MR. COHEN:

25

Q.

Sure.

Professor Marx, could you turn to paragraph 80 of Exhibit
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1

6?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

And the section of your report that begins with paragraph

4

80 deals with the risk of collusion or coordination between

5

ASCAP, Sony and Universal, right?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

And that is another reason why you reject the Sony and

8

Universal agreements as competitive benchmarks, correct?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

Now, let's just be clear at the outset.

11

in paragraph 81 you talk about a risk of collusion, right?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

Now, collusion is a subject that you actually publish on a

14

good deal, right?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

You are not testifying, are you, that there was collusion

17

with respect to the licensing of Pandora at the end of 2012?

18

A.

That's correct.

19

Q.

Your view is that the participation on the board of ASCAP

20

of the Sony and Universal executives created a risk of

21

coordination between ASCAP and the withdrawing publishers,

22

right?

23

A.

Among other things, yes.

24

Q.

And you're not saying, though, are you-- withdrawn.

25

In paragraph 81 --
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1

by communications between Sony on the one hand and Universal on

2

the other and ASCAP at the end of 2012, correct?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

And you point to Mr. Horowitz's e-mail, among other things,

5

right?

6

A.

Among other things, yes.

7

Q.

Okay.

8

communications from Sony, ASCAP would have entered into a deal

9

with Pandora at the end of 2012?

And you're not saying, are you, that absent those

10

A.

Correct.

11

Q.

Correct, you're not saying that?

12

A.

Correct, I'm not saying that.

13

Q.

I know.

14

And you're not saying, are you, that but for

15

Mr. Horowitz's e-mails, ASCAP would have entered into a deal

16

with Pandora at the end of 2012?

17

A.

Correct, I am not saying that.

18

Q.

In fact, you're not offering any opinion at all, are you,

19

as to why ASCAP and Pandora did not enter into a deal at the

20

end of 2012?

21

A.

22

why they didn't do a deal.

23

having concerns that he would be viewed as not participating or

24

not holding if he didn't-- if he accepted the Pandora offer,

25

which gives me concern.

Correct?

Well, the evidence that I describe points to some reasons
And Mr. LoFrumento testified about
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But does not rise to the level of a collusive

1

Q.

2

arrangement between ASCAP and its publishers at the end of

3

2012, correct?

4

A.

5

whether it rises to that level.

6

Q.

7

offer an opinion of collusion, correct?

8

A.

That's correct.

9

Q.

Now, the risk that you point out -- one of the risks that

I haven't done a determ-- an investigation to determine

Right.

Which means you have not-- you are not willing to

10

you point out about continuing seats on the ASCAP board for

11

Universal and Sony, that applied to all the publishers who were

12

on the board, right?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

Including Warner Music, right?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

And Warner Music never entered into a direct license with

17

Pandora, did it?

18

A.

I don't believe they did.

19

Q.

And BMG was on the ASCAP board, right?

20

A.

I would want to check, but, yes, I'm sure that's right.

21

Q.

And you know that BMG didn't enter into a direct license

22

with Pandora, correct?

23

A.

Correct.

24

Q.

And look at paragraph 74.

25

second bullet, you say that "Continued involvement in ASCAP

And here you outline, in the
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1

generally by the direct licensing publishers allows for

2

anticompetitive information exchanges and means of disciplining

3

deviations from anticompetitive agreements."

4

Do you see that?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

Is there a footnote missing from that paragraph?

7

A.

Are you thinking about a footnote to my textbook on the

8

Economics of Collusion?

9

Q.

No, I'm not, but thank you.

10

In your report, when you have evidence from the

11

record, you cite it in the footnotes, right?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

Let me ask it more clearly.

14

A.

Sorry.

15

Q.

You don't have any evidence, do you, that there were

16

anticompetitive information exchanges among the ASCAP board

17

members?

18

A.

No.

19

Q.

You don't have any evidence that anyone disciplined

20

deviations from anticompetitive agreements with respect to

21

Pandora?

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

And, in fact, what the evidence shows is that there was

24

wide deviations from what Sony and Universal did among the

25

ASCAP Board members, right?

Oh, I understand what you're asking.
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I think you're using "deviation" in a different way there,

1

A.

2

but they-- maybe I'll stop at that.

3

Q.

4

on the ASCAP board withdrew from ASCAP and entered into an

5

agreement to charge Pandora a price higher than the ASCAP

6

price, right?

7

A.

Only two of them.

8

Q.

Only two out of how many publishers?

9

A.

I don't know.

10

Q.

I want to talk a little bit about the Apple agreements.

11

Could you turn to paragraph 30 of Exhibit 6, PX 6?

12

starts on page 14 of your report.

13

A.

I'm there.

14

Q.

Thank you.

Sorry.

In fact, we don't see evidence that each of the publishers

15
16

869

Do you know?

And that

Now, you conclude, in the first sentence of paragraph
30, that Apple is not similarly situated to Pandora.

17

Do you see that?

18

A.

I see that.

19

Q.

Now, "similarly situated," that's not an economic term, is

20

it?

21

A.

No.

22

Q.

You're referring to the consent decree language?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Okay.

25

MR. COHEN:

Could we put that up, please?
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And I'll give you a copy so you don't have to look at the

1

Q.

2

relevant provision of the consent decree, which would be

3

Section 2R, if I remember correctly.

4

MR. COHEN:

Yes.

We've marked this as AX 406 for

5

identification.

6

Q.

7

see the definition of similarly situated.

8

A.

I see it there.

9

Q.

Okay.

Now, if you turn to the third page of Exhibit 406, you'll

And that's what you were referring to in the first

10

sentence of paragraph 30 of your report, right?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

"'Similarly situated' means music users or licensees in the

13

same industry."

14

Do you see that?

15

A.

I see that.

16

Q.

Now, Apple's iTunes Radio Service and Pandora, they're in

17

the same industry, aren't they?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

"That perform ASCAP music."

20

perform ASCAP music, correct?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

"That operate similar businesses."

23

operate similar businesses, right?

24

A.

25

businesses.

ITunes Radio and Pandora

You disagree that they

I disagree that Apple and Pandora operate similar
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1

Q.

Then let's focus just on the iTunes Radio Service.

2

A.

Okay.

3

Q.

That business is similar to Pandora, is it not?

4

A.

I believe it is.

5

Q.

And "use music in similar ways."

6

use music in similar ways, right?

7

A.

8

well beyond the benefits it gets just from iTunes Radio.

9

I'm having a hard time separating iTunes Radio from Apple.

ITunes Radio and Pandora

Apple's use of the music and the iTunes Radio Service goes
So

10

Q.

So you didn't consider whether the iTunes Radio Service was

11

similarly situated to Pandora?

12

A.

I didn't reach a conclusion about that.

13

Q.

And you're not disputing, are you, that the iTunes Radio

14

Service is in all material respects similar to Pandora,

15

right?

16

A.

17

Apple, I think they probably would be similarly situated.

18

Q.

19

revenue streams, correct?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

Now, is it true that both iTunes Radio and Pandora are

22

advertising-supported services?

23

A.

24

and iTunes Radio has advertising.

25

Q.

But for the complementary revenue streams that flow to

So your conclusion rests on that issue of the complementary

Well, Pandora is most-- predominantly advertising supported

And also has a service for free that's available to
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1

subscribers, right?

2

A.

3

yes.

4

Q.

I'm trying to focus on iTunes Radio now.

5

A.

Okay.

6

Q.

You understand that Pandora has listeners who listen to an

7

ad-supported service and it has subscribers who listen on an

8

ad-free basis to Pandora, right?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

And Apple has an advertising-supported service, Apple's

11

iTunes Radio, and subscribers who listen on an ad-free basis,

12

right?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

Now, they offer, in fact, nearly identical customized radio

15

products to listen to, don't they?

16

A.

17

very similar.

18

iTunes Radio is new.

19

Q.

20

whatever that is, is exactly the same as Music Genome.

21

from a customer, a listener, perspective, they operate in

22

similar ways, right?

23

A.

24

but certainly user-- the way the listener interacts with the

25

website, that kind of thing is very similar.

Yes.

It's more complicated than just iTunes Radio, but,

Well, the way the user interacts with the website, that's

Okay.

The engines behind it are different.

I think

I don't know --

And I wasn't asking whether the iTunes' algorithm,
But

I just don't know whether the quality would be the same,
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Now, at the time of your deposition, you told me you had

1

Q.

2

not been able to access iTunes Radio.

3

Before writing this report, had you actually accessed

4

iTunes Radio?

5

A.

I have.

6

Q.

Okay.

7

right?

8

A.

9

somebody who was using it before, so I had seen it before.

And you know it's a customized music service,

I hadn't accessed it personally.

I had stood behind

10

have I actually been able to do it myself?

11

Q.

12

attempting to maximize the revenue that it's earning from

13

advertising on its iTunes Radio Service?

14

A.

15

That's what the shareholders would want.

16

Q.

17

advertising revenue on the iTunes Radio Service.

But

No.

Do you have any evidence -- evidence -- that Apple is not

Well, I assume it's trying to maximize its overall profits.

I'm asking a different question.

18

I'm focused only on the

You understand they sell advertising, right?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

And they compete with Pandora for advertisers, right?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

Do you have any evidence to suggest that Apple is not

23

attempting to maximize its advertising revenues on its iTunes

24

Radio Service?

25

A.

Well, absolutely.

All the complementary revenue streams--
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1

when you have complementary products, if you're going to

2

maximize your profits overall, you wouldn't be maximizing the

3

revenue streams on each individual one.

4

having complementary revenue streams.

5

Q.

6

selling advertising that's preventing it from maximizing its

7

advertising revenues?

8

A.

9

the overall profits of the business.

That's the nature of

And what is it that Apple is not doing with respect to

Well, I presume it's using iTunes Radio to best maximize
So using it to promote

10

hardware sales, its iTunes Match service, music downloads.

And

11

that might make it behave differently in terms of the types of

12

advertising, the number of minutes of advertising it sells.

13

Q.

I understand it might, but what I'm focused on are facts.

14

Do you have facts to report to the Court that

15

demonstrate that iTunes Radio is not attempting to maximize its

16

advertising revenue?

17

A.

No.

18

Q.

Now, your view of an appropriate revenue base for iTunes

19

Radio is that it should include ancillary products, right?

20

sale-- some of this revenue from ancillary services and

21

products?

22

A.

Okay.

When you say-- no.

23

Q.

Okay.

What is your view of the appropriate revenue base

24

for Apple?

25

A.

Yes or no?

The

It may-- when you're trying to figure out the right revenue
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1

base to use for a license, it may be that the best revenue base

2

to use is just that advertising because it's easy to measure,

3

it's well defined.

4

revenue base would need to take into account whether the music

5

used is generating other revenue streams for Apple.

6

Q.

7

performed, is it?

8

A.

No.

9

Q.

And I just want to make sure that this is not limited to

Right.

But the rate that you then apply to that

And that's not a calculation that you have

It's not a calculation I have performed.

Sorry.

10

Apple.

11

started a music streaming service that was licensed at the

12

Apple rate.

13

Let's just assume, hypothetically, Verizon Wireless

Same rate as the Apple rate.

Would it be your testimony that that rate would not be

14

appropriate for Pandora because Verizon also sells cell phones

15

and data plans?

16

A.

17

issues might arise.

18

Q.

19

that has ancillary revenues, right?

20

A.

21

appropriately.

22

Q.

23

appropriately.

24

A.

Correct.

25

Q.

And you didn't make any effort to do it, did you?

I would have to look at it, but I suspect the same kind of

So you're not willing to use any rate from a music user

Oh, no, I'd be happy to use it if I felt I could adjust it

Okay.

And you don't think you could adjust the Apple rate
Correct?
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I didn't feel like I had the data to even begin to adjust

1

A.

2

for things like hardware sales and downloads.

3

Q.

Right.

4

Did you try to obtain any information that would allow

5

you to adjust the Apple rate?

6

A.

7

the record.

8

Q.

So you did nothing, right?

9

A.

I did no calculation.

10

Q.

Now, would you look at paragraph 43 in your Apple section?

11

A.

I'm there.

12

Q.

Okay.

I asked my staff whether such information was available in
I understand that it's not.

You say that "Evidence suggests" --

13

THE COURT:

Could you hold on one minute, Counselor?

14

MR. COHEN:

Of course, your Honor.

15

THE COURT:

Thank you.

16

Q.

You say, in paragraph 43, "Evidence suggests that the

17

necessary conditions to reflect a competitive fair market value

18

were not met in Apple's negotiations with the publishers and

19

PROs.

20

to rapidly conclude a deal with ASCAP (and withdrawing

21

publishers), casting still further doubt on whether its

22

licenses reflect 'fair market value.'"

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

You don't have the first fact, do you, about those

25

negotiations?

Time considerations may have placed Apple under pressure

Right?
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1

A.

I'm not sure what you mean.

2

Q.

What do you know about the negotiations between Apple and

3

ASCAP, Apple and BMI, Apple and Sony, Apple and Warner

4

Chappell?

5

A.

6

announced days before Apple's 2013 worldwide developers

7

conference, which is portrayed as a strategic event and where

8

there might have been time pressure on Apple to get these deals

9

negotiated in time for events like this.

I know it was reported in the press about how they were

10

Q.

Is that the footnote 23 in your report, the Christman

11

article in Billboard?

12

A.

And also 24 on the next page.

13

Q.

Same article, isn't it?

14

A.

Oh.

15

Q.

Plus a second Billboard article?

16

A.

Yeah, there's additional.

17

Q.

So your article support for your economic opinion that

18

Apple was under pressure, time pressure, are two articles in

19

Billboard.

20

A.

21

two articles I cite.

22

Q.

23

Let's take Warner Chappell.

24

Warner Chappell and Apple start?

25

A.

Right?

Yes, plus my understanding of the issues, but those are the

Well, do you know anything about the actual negotiations?
When did the negotiations between

I don't know.
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1

Q.

Do you know how long before June of 2013 they started?

2

A.

No, I don't.

3

Q.

Would you give me the same answer for every music

4

publisher?

5

A.

With their Apple negotiations, yes.

6

Q.

And the same answer for ASCAP and BMI?

7

A.

Yes, with Apple.

8

Q.

Let's talk about SESAC, if we may.

9

878

Turn to paragraph 55.

You say, in paragraph 55-- actually in paragraph 55,

10

"I eliminate SESAC from consideration because its repertory is

11

dissimilar to the ASCAP repertory and the differences are not

12

amenable to adjustment," right?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

Now, when you say they're dissim-- the repertory is

15

dissimilar, you mean they have different works, right?

16

A.

17

quantity and quality of the works.

18

Q.

No, what I was meaning there was differences in the

Well, let's talk about quality.

19

You've done no analysis whatsoever of any differences

20

in quality-- quality-- between the ASCAP and SESAC repertories,

21

right?

22

A.

Right.

23

Q.

Now, you also are concerned about the uncertainty of the

24

size of the SESAC repertory, right?

25

A.

Yes.
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And if you look at Figure 3 on page 23, what you've done

1

Q.

2

there is to adjust Professor Murphy's table, his implied ASCAP

3

rates--

4

MR. COHEN:

Can you take that down?

I don't know if

5

you can tell anything, but take it down.

Okay.

Thank you.

6

Let me do it without violating confidentiality.

7

Q.

8

7 percent and you assumed a market share of 10 percent based on

9

statements made by Mr. Kennedy, right?

What you did was Professor Murphy assumed a market share of

10

A.

Well, I used that market share of 10 percent to do the

11

calculation, yes.

12

Q.

Right.

13

Now, you know that the SESAC rate reported for 2013 is

14

increasing year on year, right?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

So it would be higher in 2014 and higher in 2015, right?

17

A.

That's my understanding.

18

renegotiate, but certainly you can see that it was increasing

19

in these years, 2011 through 2013.

20

Q.

21

I think they have the ability to

Right.
Now, you know, do you not, that since the first day

22

that SESAC entered into a license with Pandora, it's never

23

renegotiated the rate, right?

24

A.

I would have to review the history.

25

Q.

Are you aware just sitting here today, to the best you can
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1

do, are you aware of any effort by Pandora ever to renegotiate

2

its SESAC rate?

3

A.

I don't have something in my mind right now.

4

Q.

By the way, do you know of any evidence that Pandora ever

5

asked SESAC for a list of its repertory?

6

A.

I don't know of evidence of that.

7

Q.

So assuming that the rate of increase of the SESAC license

8

stays as under the current license, and if we continued your

9

Column D to 2014 and 2015, we would get a higher rate than the

10

1.92 percent that you report for 2013, correct?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

All right.

13

a little over 2 for 2014?

14

you'll take my representation.

15

A.

I think that's probably the right calculation.

16

Q.

2.02 for 2014 and 2.11 for 2015.

17

directionally correct to you?

18

A.

Yes, it does.

19

Q.

Turn back, if you would, to paragraph 17 of your

20

declaration-- of your testimony, I'm sorry.

21

A.

I see it there.

22

Q.

Now, you say, in paragraph 17, first bullet, "Like

23

iHeartRadio (and other RMLC internet radio offerings) and RMLC

24

terrestrial radio offerings, Pandora's business is based

25

primarily on advertising," right?

You would adjust that.

Would you get a rate of

I'll give you my numbers and see if

Does that seem

Thank you.

It's on page 9.
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

Pandora's business is a mix of advertising and

3

subscription, is it not?

4

A.

Correct.

5

Q.

The RMLC terrestrial radio offerings, they're not primarily

6

advertising.

7

A.

I believe that's correct.

8

Q.

There's no subscription to terrestrial radio that you're

9

aware of, correct?

They're entirely advertising, aren't they?

10

A.

Not that I'm aware.

11

Q.

Nor is there any subscription revenue generated by the RMLC

12

internet radio offerings, correct?

13

A.

14

I'm not aware of it.

15

Q.

It's possible some of them have a subscription feature, but

Right.

16

But when you wrote this sentence, the only entity that

17

is mentioned, that you're aware of, that has subscription

18

revenue as well as advertising revenue is Pandora, right?

19

A.

20

stations and Pandora, yes.

21

Q.

22

advertising-supported service, right?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Although the subscription revenue is growing, right?

25

A.

Yes.

Of this set, iHeartRadio, the RMLC terrestrial radio

Now, you know, do you not, that Pandora is primarily an
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You're not aware of any plans by Pandora to abandon the

1

Q.

2

subscription part of its business?

3

A.

No, I'm not.

4

Q.

And your conclusion that Pandora is similarly situated to

5

the RMLC, it doesn't really turn on the fact, does it, that

6

Pandora is primarily advertising?

7

A.

I suppose-- that's one of the points of similarity.

8

Q.

Well, if, for example, Pandora's service was 90 percent

9

subscription and 10 percent advertising instead of the other

10

way around, you'd still reach the same conclusion, wouldn't

11

you?

12

A.

13

essential to the underlying economics of making them

14

comparable.

15

Q.

16

paragraph 25, please, and that's on page 13.

I suppose I might.

Okay.

17

I don't think that's going to be

Well, let's continue with this.

Let's turn to

"When licensees operate similar businesses"-- this is

18

part of your similarly situated analysis, right?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

-- "the value that they derive from performance rights

21

tends to be reflected in revenue sources that are the same or

22

similar.

23

revenue for radio station or service operators are advertising

24

and/or subscriptions."

25

A.

For example, the primary or exclusive sources of

Yes.
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Again, just so we're clear, you're not aware of any

1

Q.

2

subscription revenue for your RMLC comparative, are you?

3

A.

I'm not aware of any.

4

Q.

Now, you eliminated from your consideration a whole bunch

5

of benchmark licenses for licensees that generate advertising

6

or subscription revenue, right?

7

A.

You said advertising subscription revenue?

8

Q.

Advertising or subscription revenue.

9

A.

I'm sorry, can you just ask it again?

10

Q.

Let me ask a better question.

11

Look at paragraph 28.

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

This is the first-- now, this is the first set of

14

eliminations that you make from Figure 2 on the preceding page,

15

right, two pages before?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

So in Figure 2 you list 27 different agreements that you

18

look at, and in paragraph 28 you make your first elimination

19

due to differences in business models or royalty bases.

20

Correct?

21

A.

22

because their royalty bases or royalty structures do not permit

23

a valid comparison.

24

Q.

25

paragraph 28 that does not derive its primary or exclusive

Due to significant differences in the business models or

Is there a single licensee that you've eliminated in
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1

source of revenue from advertising or subscription?

2

A.

You're asking me if any of these don't?

3

Q.

Correct.

4

A.

To get something other than advertising or subscription?

5

Yes, Apple.

6

Q.

7
8

For its iHeartRadio service?
THE COURT:

Q.

9

884

Apple?

IHeartRadio?

ITunes Radio Service.
MR. COHEN:

Thank you, your Honor.

10

A.

The revenue that Apple gets from the music use on iTunes

11

Radio consists of-- there are components to that that are from

12

the download service, they're from iTunes management, from

13

hardware sales.

14

Q.

15

Slacker, Songza, do any of those services generate revenue

16

other than from advertising or subscription?

17

A.

18

I don't really think of that as subscription revenue.

19

Q.

20

you think of it as?

21

A.

Affiliate fees, wholesale revenue.

22

Q.

And they're payments indirectly from consumers?

23

A.

They're payments from the downstream firm.

24

Q.

Okay.

25

A.

Okay.

Last.fm, Live365, MoibTV, Music Choice, Muzak, Sirius XM,

Well, for example, Music Choice, I mean the affiliate fees,

You don't think of that as subscription revenue?

What do

We'll talk about that in a moment.
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Q.

Okay?

2

885

But Music choice, let's put that to one side.

How about Last.fm, advertising and subscription?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

How about Live365, advertising and subscription?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

MoibTV, advertising and subscription?

7

A.

Well, again, there's the same kind of issues as Music

8

Choice, where they're receiving compensation from wireless

9

carriers.

10

Q.

For distribution, right?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

By the way, Pandora, it doesn't distribute itself to

13

consumers, does it?

14

A.

I'm not sure what you mean by that.

15

Q.

Can you access Pandora without a subscription to either a

16

wireless device or to an internet service?

17

A.

18

on, like, an iPad.

19

Q.

You need access to Wi-Fi, right?

20

A.

Oh, you need access to the internet, yes.

21

Q.

Correct.

22

A.

It's an internet radio service.

23

Q.

Right.

24

right?

25

A.

Well, you don't need a subscription to access it from Wi-Fi

Because it has to be distributed by somebody else,

You have to have access to the internet, yes.
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Q.
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Right.

2

And in Music Choice, you have to have access to the

3

cable system, right?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

How about Sirius XM?

6

A.

I think of that as subscription.

7

Q.

Slacker?

8

A.

Subscription and advertising.

9

Q.

Songza?

10

A.

Subscription and advertising.

11

Q.

Let's turn to a different subject.

12

paragraph 49, please?

13

headed on the page before "Interactive and Noninteractive

14

Services are Not Similar."

15

Would you turn to

And this is in a section that's actually

Do you see that?

16

A.

I see that.

17

Q.

You know, do you not, that Pandora competes for advertisers

18

with interactive services?

19

A.

I've seen evidence that discusses that, yes.

20

Q.

All right.

21

A.

No.

22

Q.

And you know, do you not, that Pandora competes for

23

listeners with interactive services, correct?

24

A.

I've seen evidence related to that.

25

Q.

And you're not disputing that, are you?

You're not disputing that, are you?
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1

A.

No, I'm not.

2

Q.

Now, in paragraph 50, you say that one difference between a

3

service such as Pandora and an on-demand service has to do with

4

the cannibalization of sales, right?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

You haven't done any empirical work, have you, on whether

7

the cannibalization of sales by interactive services is

8

different than the cannibalization of sales under

9

noninteractive services?

10

A.

No, I have not.

11

Q.

You're not offering the opinion, are you, that Pandora does

12

not cannibalize sales?

13

A.

I'm not offering that opinion.

14

Q.

And you've seen information in this case, have you not,

15

that shows that a number of Pandora subscribers use that

16

service in lieu of purchasing music, right?

17

A.

It's not coming to my mind right now.

18

Q.

Okay.

19

going to show you a document that we've marked as AX 125 for

20

identification.

21

Let me see if I can refresh your recollection.

I'm

Now, if you go past the first e-mail-- first of all,

22

why don't you look at this document and tell me whether you've

23

seen this before.

24

A.

25

I believe I've seen this.
MR. COHEN:

I offer AX 125, your Honor.
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1

MR. STEINTHAL:

2

THE COURT:

3

(ASCAP Exhibit AX 125 received)

No objection, your Honor.

Received.

4

Q.

Would you turn to page 5 of 13?

5

this Pandora research document entitled "Users of Pandora are

6

more likely than users of paid subscription services to be

7

using the service as a substitute for buying music."

8
9

888

There's a chart here in

Do you see that?
A.

I'm sorry, I must not be on the right page.

Oh, I am on

10

the right page.

11

Q.

12

numbers on it.

13

the bottom.

14

A.

I'm there.

15

Q.

Okay.

16

the notion that on-demand services cannibalize music more than

17

users of Pandora?

Yes.

It's branded at the bottom.

I'm sorry, there's many

It's page 3 of the chart, but page 5 of 13 on

Okay.

Now, that research is inconsistent, is it not, with

18

MR. STEINTHAL:

19

THE COURT:

Objection, your Honor.

Overruled.

20

A.

No, it's not.

21

Q.

Okay.

22

cannibalization of music that Pandora had research that showed

23

that its users were more likely than users of paid subscription

24

services to be using the service as a substitute for buying

25

music?

So did you consider in your opinion about
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A.

Well, I considered it, but it's not relevant.

2

Q.

Not relevant.

3

889

Okay.

And did you do anything to measure whether Pandora

4

users are more or less likely than terrestrial radio users to

5

use the service as a substitute for buying music?

6

A.

7

a Pandora user listens to a song, are they likely to buy that

8

song?

9

ask your question again.

I mean, the question is whether when-- if a Pandora-- when

This is-- okay.

Maybe-- I'm straying.

Put this chart to one side.

Maybe you could

10

Q.

I have a more general question

11

first.

12

A.

Okay.

13

Q.

You told us you did not do any empirical work to measure

14

cannibalization of on-demand services versus Pandora, right?

15

A.

Right.

16

Q.

Did you do any empirical work to measure the

17

cannibalization of music sales for Pandora versus terrestrial

18

radio?

19

A.

No, I did not.

20

Q.

Now, have you seen in your review of Pandora materials

21

information which discloses that Pandora has a mixed impact on

22

the amount of music spending by Pandora listeners?

23

A.

I don't specifically recall that right now.

24

Q.

Okay.

25

empirical data did you rely on?

So for your views on cannibalization of music, what
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I relied on the general distinction between interactive and

1

A.

2

noninteractive services, that on-demand services would allow

3

you to have a better substitute for a personal record

4

collection.

5

890
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As an economist, did you do any empirical work that would

1

Q.

2

allow you to support that conclusion?

3

A.

4

relationship between on-demand versus -- interactive versus

5

non-interactive services and one of the foundations why you

6

expect to see higher rates for the interactive services.

7

Q.

That seemed to me a generally accepted view on the

Let me ask my question again.

8

Did you do any empirical work to support your

9

conclusion that cannibalization among on-demand users,

10

cannibalizations of sales is higher than Pandora, yes or no?

11

A.

No.

12

Q.

Let's go to Paragraph 104, please.

13

iHeartRadio, right?

14

A.

I believe it probably shows up in other places.

15

Q.

That is a fair observation.

16

of iHeartRadio, right?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

Let's be clear because I don't want to be confused.

19

This is a of

It is one of your discussions

Throughout this report when you use the words

20

iHeartRadio, you are referring only to iHeart Radio's create

21

station feature, right?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

And you actually disclose that -- it is a little hard to

24

read -- in Footnote 6, right, on Page 9?

25

A.

Yes.
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You say on Footnote 6 on Page 9, there are a number of

1

Q.

2

music options available to listeners from the iHeart Radio web

3

site, including stations that appear to be simulcasts of

4

terrestial radio stations.

5

It is the non-simulcast stations on iHeartRadio that

6

are most similar to Pandora's service and on which somewhat

7

different worldly terms are applied relative to the simulcast.

8

Hereinafter when I refer to iHeartRadio, unless the context

9

clearly indicates otherwise, I am referring to the

10

non-simulcast online streaming stations that are available from

11

the iHeart Radio web site.

12

That was an accurate statement?

13

A.

Right.

14

Q.

I hate to make you go back to Page 38, Paragraph 104.

15

A.

I am there.

16

Q.

When you say in Paragraph 104 iHeartRadio is among

17

Pandora's closest competitors, you're only talking about create

18

a station, right?

19

A.

The non-simulcast are also some of those genre stations.

20

Q.

You're talking about -- you're not talking about simulcast

21

of terrestrial streams, right?

22

A.

Correct.

23

Q.

You're aware that the bulk of listening on iHeartRadio is

24

attributable to simulcasts, not non-simulcasts, correct?

25

A.

My understanding is that about 27 percent is the terrestial
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1

part.

2

Q.

3

iHeartRadio is attributable to simulcast, right?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

And you're aware, are you not, that the vast bulk of

6

revenue generated by iHeartRadio is attributable to

7

simulcasting, not personalized radio, correct?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Turn, if you would, to Paragraph 112.

10

893

That would mean that 73 percent of the listening on

I am sorry,

Paragraph 113, my mistake, on Page 40.

11

Now, just give to give this some context, one of the

12

reasons why you think the RMLC benchmark is the best benchmark

13

is because iHeart Radio's non-simulcast services are covered by

14

that license, right?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

Now, in Paragraph 113, you're trying to explain why Clear

17

Channel generates virtually no revenue from its non-simulcast

18

service, right?

19

A.

20

they don't have in-stream audio ads.

21

Q.

What you're saying is it might change in the future, right?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

Did you look at any business plans of Clear Channel's?

24

A.

Not that I recall.

25

Q.

What are the revenues of Pandora, do you know, that they

I am not sure what you mean by explain.

I am pointing out
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1

generate --

2

A.

Something --

3

Q.

-- from their service?

4

A.

400 and something million dollars.

5

Q.

Last year?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

Would you agree with me, based on the information you've

8

seen, that the amount of money that iHeartRadio generates from

9

its personalized radio service is less than 1/10th of 1 percent

10

of that amount?

11

A.

12

have advertising.

13

Q.

14

internet only broadcast radio is nascent, and its revenue

15

levels are not necessarily informative as to future revenue

16

potential, right?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

And you're referring there, the nascent service you're

19

talking about is iHeart Radio's custom radio service, right?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

Your suggestion to the court it should set a rate for a

22

$400 million Pandora service based on a nascent service that

23

generates less than 1/10 of 1 percent of that amount, correct?

24

A.

25

That could be.

It is very small.

I don't believe they

What you say in the second line of Paragraph 113, is that

No.

?

That dramatically misstates my testimony.
MR. COHEN:

No further questions, your Honor.
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1

MR. STEINTHAL:

2

THE COURT:

3

(Recess)

4

THE COURT:

If we could take a short break?

Sure.

Please be seated.

5

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

6

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

7

Q.

Good morning, Dr. Marx.

8

A.

Good morning, Mr. Steinthal.

9

Q.

During Mr. Cohen's examination, you were asked whether

10

anyone told you that Pandora was preparing to take down Sony

11

works before or during the time period of the negotiations in

12

late 2012.

13

895

Do you recall saying that you did not see or hear any

14

evidence of their preparing to take down works?

15

A.

I recall that.

16

Q.

Let me ask you to take a look at three documents because I

17

believe you identified three documents in your testimony about

18

written requests for data identifying the works that were made

19

by Pandora to Sony or ASCAP.

20

three documents.

21
22
23
24
25

So let's take a look at those

(Pause)

Dr. Marx, I have delivered up to you PX 38, from Mr.
Rosenbloum to Peter Brodsky at Sony, dated November 1, 2012.
The second document is JX 134.

The second document is

dated December 17th, 2012, from Delida Costin to Peter Brodsky.
Then the third document I have had put before you, JX
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1

64, is an e-mail, dated December 17th, 2012, from me to Mr.

2

Reimer and Mr. Cohen.

3

First of all, let me offer PX 38.

4

MR. COHEN:

No objection.

5

THE COURT:

PX 38 is received.

6

(Pandora's Exhibit 38 received in evidence)

7

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

8

Q.

9

about in response to Mr. Cohen's questions?

Are these the three written communications you testified

10

A.

Yes, they are.

11

Q.

While he asked you whether anyone told you that Pandora was

12

preparing to take down works, and you said you hadn't been so

13

told, you were aware, I gather, of the nature of the request

14

reflected in PX 38?

15

A.

Oh, yes.

16

Q.

And you see where in PX 38 the request is made to Sony:

17

"I wanted to follow up with you about our conversation

18

last week regarding Pandora.

19

uncertainties around Sony/ATV's and EMI's position with respect

20

to webcasting rates, Pandora has decided that it needs to be

21

prepared to take down all Sony/ATV and EMI content in the event

22

we are unable to agree on rates by the end of this year.

23

that regard, please let me know if you can provide us with an

24

electronic listing of Sony/ATV and EMI repertoire."

25

As I mentioned, given the

In

Do you see that?
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1

A.

I see that.

2

Q.

Does that give you any indication as to whether Pandora

3

wished to have the ability to take down Sony/ATV and EMI works?

4

MR. COHEN:

5

A.

6

ability.

Objection your Honor.

I think it is completely clear they wished to have that

7

THE COURT:

Dr. Marx, there was an objection.

8

THE WITNESS:

9

THE COURT:

Sorry, your Honor.

That is okay.

Sustained.

Stricken.

10

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

11

Q.

12

seeking to try to do from an economic matter in connection with

13

with the negotiations?

14

A.

15

position in this negotiation where they would have the ability

16

to refuse to agree to a license without facing infringement

17

risk.

18

Q.

19

there to be an explicit threat of infringement or the risk of

20

infringement to enter into a negotiation calculus?

21

A.

No.

22

Q.

Why is that?

23

A.

Just because they haven't -- it was clear -- my

24

understanding is it was very clear to Pandora, in the absence

25

of a license and in the absence of the information required to

Does this e-mail tell you anything about what Pandora was

Yes, it indicates they're seeking to put themselves in a

On the subject of infringement risk, is it necessary for
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1

take down the works, they were going to be in a very difficult

2

position, essentially unable to avoid that infringement risk

3

without ending their service, and I think that threat was

4

present regardless of whether the publishers sent e-mails

5

explicitly spelling it out to them.

6
7

10

I move to strike as nonresponsive, your

THE COURT:

Overruled.

Honor.

8
9

MR. COHEN:

BY MR. STEINTHAL:
Q.

Let me ask you this question.

11

Is the risk of infringement that you speak to in your

12

written testimony, is it affected at all by the size of the

13

repertoire of the publisher with whom you're negotiating?

14

A.

15

copyright law works is we have per work infringement, and so if

16

you hit one of those works, the penalty would apply.

17

Q.

18

the risk of infringement even higher?

19
20

No.

My understanding of the way the infringement, the

If a publisher commands a larger portion of the market, is

MR. COHEN:

Objection, your Honor.

Can we do this

without leading?

21

THE COURT:

Sustained.

Stricken.

22

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

23

Q.

24

you're negotiating have any impact on the risk of infringement?

25

A.

Does the size of the repertoire of the publisher with whom

It would increase the probability that you hit one of those
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1

songs.

2

Q.

3

evidence as PX 141.

4

A.

Are we done with these?

5

Q.

There is an article that is embedded in this Sony e-mail

6

that is in evidence entitled, "Sony/ATV now has the power to

7

shut Pandora down"?

8

A.

I see that.

9

Q.

Do you know from an economic perspective, how could a

899

Let me ask you to take a look at what is already in

Thank you.

10

company like Sony/ATV have the power to shut Pandora down?

11

A.

12

where Pandora -- the profits from continuing to operate their

13

service were less than the expected penalties, they would face

14

from copyright infringement, then their best option is to shut

15

down to avoid the infringement risk.

Well, if Sony/ATV were able to put Pandora in the position

16

THE COURT:

Now, counsel, we have seen this before.

17

don't have in my list it is actually received, but my

18

recollection is it was received perhaps under a different

19

number?

20

MR. COHEN:

We'll check.

I

I know it was received not

21

for the truth during the cross-examination of Mr. Brodsky is my

22

recollection.

23

THE COURT:

Yes.

24

MR. COHEN:

We'll try to conform our lists maybe this

25

evening and give your Honor our best list.
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1

2

THE COURT:

Good.

Monday is fine.

PX 141 is received

not for the truth.

3

(Pandora's Exhibit 141 received in evidence)

4

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

5

Q.

6

told that Pandora was preparing to take down works, let me ask

7

you to look not only at -- we already looked at the November 1

8

e-mail, but let's look at JX 134.

9

A.

I see it.

10

Q.

And this is the e-mail from Ms. Costin, dated December 17,

11

to Mr. Brodsky?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

Do you see in the second sentence where it says:

14

Dr. Marx, going back to your testimony that you weren't

"While we remain hopeful that we will reach mutually

15

acceptable terms, we also find ourselves in a position where we

16

must prepare for the possibility that we are with unable to

17

obtain a license prior to January 1, 2013, which is the date

18

that has been signaled as the effective date of the Sony/ATV

19

withdrawal of certain of its compositions for certain uses.

20

am writing, therefore, to request that Sony/ATV identify the

21

specific musical compositions that it intends to withdraw from

22

each of BMI's and ASCAP's license authority effective as of

23

January 1, 2013."

24
25

I

Does that tell you anything from an economic matter as
to why Pandora would be making this request?
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Well, it certainly suggested they're making that request in

1

A.

2

order to put themselves in the position not to sign a license,

3

so they would have the ability to not sign a license and not

4

face infringement risk.

5

Q.

6

requests for catalog information from Pandora to Sony other

7

than these three written requests.

8

A.

That's right.

9

Q.

Is it possible that other requests were made verbally in

10

Now, I believe you testified that you are not aware of any

Is that right?

discussions that you were not a party to?

11

MR. COHEN:

Objection, your Honor.

12

THE COURT:

Sustained.

13

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

14

Q.

15

to substitute.

16

A.

I recall.

17

Q.

You made reference to Pandora's Music Genome Project in

18

connection with Pandora's ability to substitute, correct?

19

A.

Yes, I did.

20

Q.

You didn't get a chance to explain.

Now, you were asked some questions about Pandora's ability

21

Do you recall that?

Can you explain what, if any, relevance Pandora's

22

Music Genome Project has in reference to Pandora's ability to

23

substitute?

24

A.

25

classification of musical works based on different

Yes.

The Music Genome Project, the way that operates is by
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1

characteristics which are likely to make them substitutes from

2

the perspective of the listener.

3

And so under the Pandora service, you enter a keyword,

4

a song or an album, and the Music Genome Project looks at

5

characteristics of that that are similar to other music in the

6

Pandora repertoire, in the songs they have classified in the

7

Music Genome Project, and identifies ones that are likely to

8

suit the preferences of that listener, that are likely to be

9

substitutes.

10

Q.

11

you think helps or otherwise affects Pandora's ability to

12

substitute?

13

A.

14

heart of the Music Genome Project.

15

Q.

16

come back to in a while.

17

Is the specific technology that Pandora has technology that

I think the ability to substitute across songs is at the

You were asked several questions about SESAC which I will

In your report you address, do you not, whether

18

Pandora had available to it information about the songs that

19

comprise the SESAC repertoire, correct?

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

What is your understanding whether Pandora has such

22

information available to it?

23

A.

24

information about what's in the SESAC repertoire and that RMLC

25

members generally don't have good information about what is in

My understanding is that Pandora doesn't have good
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1

the SESAC repertoire.

2

Q.

3

decision where this issue was addressed by the District Court

4

in Pennsylvania?

903

When you say "RMLC members," are you referring to a recent

5

MR. COHEN:

Objection, your Honor.

6

THE COURT:

Sustained.

7

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

8

Q.

9

substitution, Mr. Cohen asked you a number of questions about

10

why it was that Pandora didn't substitute away from Sony works

11

to SESAC works, for example.

12

A.

I recall.

13

Q.

In your view, did Pandora have an ability to substitute

14

away from Sony works to SESAC works?

15

A.

16

didn't know all of the Sony works.

17

all of the SESAC works.

Let me ask you, this going back to evidence of

Do you recall those questions?

Well, there are a couple of issues.

18

One is that they

Second, they didn't know

This issue of substituting it, it is something that

19

potentially puts at risk the quality of the service, and so it

20

is something that you would expect a business to enter into

21

slowly and carefully, and I view the label experiments as being

22

a step to help the business understand whether they can do that

23

kind of substitution without disrupting the quality of their

24

product.

25

Q.

Could you elaborate a little more what you mean by the
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1

experiment.

2

A.

3

increasing the use of certain record label's songs above and

4

beyond what the Music Genome Project would have, what their

5

usual algorithm would have produced, and then they used -- they

6

have a control group and an experimental group, and they

7

evaluated the user's behavior along their standard metrics for

8

evaluating the performance of the algorithm.

Those are the label experiments, where Pandora considered

9

They looked at things called return days and

10

abandonment, and they found for the most part no statistically

11

significant effect on these measures of user satisfaction as a

12

result of the experiments they tried.

13

Q.

14

label tracks has relevance to the musical works embedded in

15

those tracks?

16

A.

17

substitution definitely.

18

Q.

19

it down right, you said that it involved increasing the number

20

of plays of certain label's works in response to requests by

21

users.

Do you view that an experiment in connection with record

I think it speaks to the ability to do that kind of

I think when you answered Mr. Cohen's questions, if I wrote

22

Was there any, in this particular experiment, were the

23

users directly involved in the experiment itself?

24

A.

25

listener starting the service and entering a keyword, if the

No.

I just interpret what he was saying, in exchange for a
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1

algorithm would have normally produced a set of possible songs,

2

that that listener would be presented with the algorithm is

3

increasing the likelihood it was considered for the boost

4

values.

5

Q.

6

how important is it to have information about the publishing

7

information -- how important is it to have publishing

8

information about the songs you're substituting to?

9

A.

In going back to having a practical ability to substitute,

Well, it is critically important to avoid infringement

10

risk.

11

better you would be able to substitute, to move from higher

12

price to lower priced works.

13

The more and better information that you have, the

Of course, to do that kind of substitution, you need

14

both information about what the prices are as well as what the

15

works are.

16

Q.

17

incentive, Pandora's incentive to substitute.

I was going to ask you, Mr. Cohen asked you about the

18

Can you speak to what factors would affect Pandora's

19

incentive to substitute in a world where some rates are not

20

known?

21

A.

22

part certainly they would have an incentive to substitute away

23

from high priced works to lower priced works to the extent they

24

can do that without disrupting the quality of their offering.

25

In the period that we've been talking about, for the most

There is a lot of uncertainty in the period of time we
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1

have been talking about about what would be ultimately the

2

prevailing price for, for example, the Universal works.

3

certain periods of the time in certain works, they would be

4

paying for Sony-EMI works, and they don't have -- they may not

5

have information about what exactly the works are.

6

In

With all of this uncertainty, I don't find it

7

particularly surprising that they weren't aggressively trying

8

to substitute during this period of time.

9

Q.

Was there an awareness as to what the price would be for

10

the performance of works at the end of this proceeding during

11

the time period involved?

12

A.

13

proceeding would be, so there would be uncertainty about the

14

price of ASCAP's works as well.

15

Q.

16

that you could get song-by-song publisher information on the

17

Ace web site of ASCAP and the Sony/ATV web site.

18

that?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

How, if at all, does the ability to get song-by-song

21

publisher information affect Pandora's ability in negotiating

22

with withdrawing publishers?

23

A.

24

going to allow them to avoid infringement risk.

25

information, and they could bit-by-bit collect this information

No.

They wouldn't have known then what the outcome of this

You were shown some screen-shots of websites indicating

Do you recall

Well, I don't think it is the level of information that is
It is song
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907

to help with substitution.

2

I don't think that this is the information that is

3

going to put them in a position to be able to take down works

4

and alleviate the risk of infringement.

5

Q.

6

discovery or on cross-examination to generate a comprehensive

7

list of all the music in the Sony repertoire or the Universal

8

repertoire by virtue of going to Sony's web site or Universal's

9

web site or ASCAP's web site?

Is there any ability in the information that you saw in

10

A.

It is my understanding that that's not possible.

11

Q.

Let me ask you to take a look at Joint Exhibit 83.

12

the confidentiality agreement between Universal Music

13

Publishing Group and Pandora.

14

A.

I have it here, yes, I do.

15

Q.

Mr. Cohen referred you to the definition of confidential

16

information in Paragraph 1 and one of the phrases in there.

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

Let me ask you this.

19

That is

Can you tell me whether in any of the whereas clauses

20

in this document there is any language that bears upon a list

21

of Universal's works was meant to be deemed confidential

22

information under the agreement?

23

MR. COHEN:

Objection, your Honor.

24

THE COURT:

Well, I know counsel are very sensitive to

25

that fact with respect to the contract.

That said, as long as
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1

it is unambiguous, it is for the court to construe, and counsel

2

will argue to me on that score if there is ambiguity, and I am

3

not sure I see any in it.

4

The extrinsic evidence that can be looked at for a

5

determination of its meaning will not come from these experts

6

who are testifying in this trial, but nonetheless to the extent

7

that an examination of the contract has helped inform the

8

expert's opinion on any of the topics on which she has opined,

9

I am happy to have her describe what her understanding of the

10

meaning of the contract is.

11

A.

12

contract?

13

Q.

Yes.

14

A.

My understanding is that the confidential information that

15

is defined in the second whereas paragraph is the list that was

16

provided, the list of Universal's works that was provided from

17

Universal to Pandora, and then there is the Paragraph 1 we

18

looked at before that I assume -- my understanding of that is

19

that they're not going to go after Pandora for revealing, for

20

example, for posting the verifying publisher information on

21

their web site.

22

I should describe my understanding of the meaning of the

What I read in here was the Paragraph 2, the nonuse

23

and nondisclosure part where it says the company agrees not to

24

use any confidential information for any purpose except to

25

evaluate and engage in discussions concerning a potential
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I understand that

1

business relationship between the parties.

2

to mean that they can't use it for other purposes other than

3

valuing the repertoire.

4

909

Then there are a number of other clauses that speak to

5

their inability to use it for things like substitution after

6

the agreement of the contract or taking down the works to avoid

7

infringement.

8

information, and in No. 4, all confidential information shall

9

be --

They're not to, they're not to reveal the

10

THE COURT:

Slowly.

11

THE WITNESS:

Sorry.

All confidential information

12

shall be and remain the property of Universal, and such

13

confidential information, if written, and any copies thereof,

14

shall be promptly returned to Universal upon request or

15

destroyed at Universal's request unless prohibited by law or

16

regulation.

17

It seemed to me if they had to return the list, it

18

wasn't going to be possible for them to incorporate it into

19

their computer systems and to make sure those songs were

20

excluded.

21

There is further in this paragraph the company shall

22

not make, have made, use or sell for any purpose, any product

23

or service other than -- or other item using, incorporating or

24

derived from any confidential information, which it seems like

25

if they were to incorporate the confidential information into
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1

their information systems in order to make sure they didn't

2

play a Universal work, it seems to me to be violating the

3

language in this agreement.

4

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

5

Q.

910

That was my understanding.

Let me ask you to move on to a different topic.

6

Going back to the incentives that you were asked about

7

by Mr. Cohen, incentives to substitute under the Sony

8

agreement, are you familiar with the non-recoupable advance

9

term of the Sony-Pandora agreement?

10

A.

I don't recall the number right now.

11

Q.

Would the existence of a non-recoupable advance payment

12

obligation affect a party's incentive to substitute?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

How so?

15

A.

Well, if it is sung already, the payment, it is not

16

recoupable, then the benefit that you would get by substituting

17

away from a higher priced work to a lower priced work is

18

reduced because you've paid for that work already.

19

a sung cost and you would no longer have that same kind of

20

incentive to substitute.

21

Q.

22

pressure issues that you allude to in your testimony, the

23

relationship with the compulsion to act and risk of

24

infringement.

25

whether there is any difference in the circumstances affecting

So that is

Mr. Cohen asked you a number of questions about the time

Let me give you two hypotheticals and ask you
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1

your economic analysis of whether it's fair market value or

2

not.

3

911

Hypothetical No. 1, you're negotiating with a

4

copyright owner of a work or a group of works and you're

5

starting out your business and you're negotiating over price.

6

If the seller wants a price that's higher than you're prepared

7

to pay, that's hypothetical No. 1, and I will ask you about the

8

compulsion to act in that situation if you feel that the price

9

is too great.

10

Compare that to a situation that Pandora was in, where

11

it had been operating for years under a blanket license and had

12

a million different tracks embedded on its server and then had

13

a period in the Sony case of approximately three months in

14

which to negotiate an arrangement for, you know, do whatever

15

its options, exercise whatever options it had in that

16

situation.

17

Is there a difference economically between those two

18

situations?

19

A.

20

in terms of opportunity cost.

21

potential licensee in your two scenarios are very different.

22

The first one, Scenario 1, you can license or not license the

23

work.

24

position you're in before.

25

Absolutely there's a difference.

Economists like to talk

The alternatives facing the

If you don't license the works, then you're in the same

If you're a user with a service in place, a library of
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1

works in place, if you license the work, your alternative of

2

not licensing the work, that is in a position where you either

3

face infringement risk or need to shut down your service.

4

the alternatives being faced by the licensees in those

5

situations are very different.

6

Q.

7

believe quotes the same economic literature that is in Dr.

8

Murphy's report, at Paragraph 53.

9

A.

So

If you would turn to Paragraph 63 of your report which I

Yes.

10

THE COURT:

Which paragraph?

11

MR. STEINTHAL:

12

THE COURT:

63?

63, your Honor.

Thank you.

13

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

14

Q.

15

information.

16

definition includes the cash equivalent value at which a

17

willing and unrelated buyer would agree to buy and a willing

18

and unrelated seller would agree to sell a company when neither

19

party is compelled to act and when both parties have reasonable

20

knowledge of the relevant available information.

21

There are a couple of references to the importance of
There is at the beginning of the paragraph, the

Then if you skip down to the second to the last

22

sentence, it says the definition also indicates the importance

23

of the availability of information, that is, the value is based

24

on an information set that is assumed to contain all relevant

25

and available information.
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1

913

Do you see that?

2

A.

I see that.

3

Q.

What is your view as to whether in the circumstances of the

4

Sony-Pandora negotiation, information identifying the works in

5

the Sony repertoire or part of the information set that is

6

referred to in this paragraph?

7

A.

8

thinking about what makes the information relevant -- what is

9

important in the relevance of the information is substitution,

10

and there are two ways in which it would be valuable for a user

11

to be able to substitute.

I believe they are.

An economist would look at -- and

12

One is to have the ability in this copyright

13

infringement setting to have this ability to not sign a license

14

and not face the risk of infringement, and also the ability to

15

substitute after you have a license, to be able to substitute

16

from higher priced to lower priced works.

17

competition disciplines prices because buyers have the ability

18

to substitute away from higher priced works to lower priced

19

works.

20

That is how

If you don't have that ability to substitute, then you

21

don't have widely, you don't have competition disciplining the

22

prices.

23

Q.

You were here when Dr. Murphy testified, were you not?

24

A.

Yes, I was.

25

Q.

You heard him testify, did you not, in substance that in a
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1

competitive market, it is permissible for a publisher in the

2

circumstances of a Sony-Pandora negotiation to leverage

3

Pandora's lack of information and to generate higher market

4

price.

5
6

Did you hear him testify to that?
MR. COHEN:

Objection.

I don't think that is a fair

summary of the testimony.

7

MR. STEINTHAL:

I'll rephrase the question.

8

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

9

Q.

You were here during Dr. Murphy testimony, yes?

10

A.

Yes, I was.

11

914

(Continued on next page)

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

2

Q.

3

its better information in a negotiation to obtain a higher

4

price.

915

He gave testimony about the ability of a seller to leverage

5

Were you here during his testimony?

6

A.

Yes, I was.

7

Q.

Do you agree or disagree with Dr. Murphy about whether the

8

withholding of information from Pandora in the negotiations

9

between Pandora and Sony during the period October to January--

10

October 1, 2012 to January 1, 2013, do you agree with him that

11

a transaction can be a competitive market transaction even

12

when the seller with holds the information requested by

13

Pandora?

14

A.

I disagree with that.

15

Q.

Why?

16

A.

My understanding of the task here is to look at reasonable

17

competitive benchmarks.

18

situation of the buyers in this case not actually knowing the

19

identities of what they've purchased from each individual

20

seller is that this market has evolved in an environment with

21

the PROs where it wasn't important to the users of the music to

22

be able to keep track of which publisher was associated with

23

each individual work.

24
25

And the only reason we are in this odd

And in a competitive environment, in the absence of
PROs, I just don't see how that could ever evolve.

If you
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1

think of an example, think of there being a hundred songs out

2

there and they're each-- they each have-- there's publishers, a

3

hundred publishers.

4

service where you offer that music.

5

to buy your inputs.

6

would get bids from the different suppliers of the music and

7

you would evaluate the bids and you would select the music

8

based on the prices presented to you that you would like to

9

use.

10

And you as a-- you'd like to start a
You're a buyer.

You need

So you would have a procurement and you

And you would ask-- you would go to the sellers and

11

say, I see the price you've offered me.

12

music.

13

going to tell you which song is mine, then you would go to the

14

next seller and say, Fine, I'll buy from somebody else.

15

Which song is it?

I'd like to buy your

And if they tell you, Oh, I'm not

I just-- it's an odd market and it evolved in a world

16

with PROs where the users didn't need that information.

17

then there was the -- you know, a kind of dramatic change, it

18

seems, with the Rule 112 withdrawals where kind of suddenly

19

they were in a position of needing that information in order

20

not-- not only the information, but the ability to use it

21

effectively to avoid being put in a position of being held up

22

against the threat of infringement risk.

23

And

So I think it was-- that's a very important piece of

24

what happened in these transactions.

And I think it speaks

25

to, for example, the Sony and Universal licenses as not being
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1

reasonable competitive benchmarks.

2

Q.

3

power always exercise market power to obtain a higher than

4

competitive market price?

5

A.

No.

6

Q.

And did you observe in connection with your report in this

7

case any differences between how certain of the actors, certain

8

of the publishers, acted with respect to the market power they

9

had?

Now, in the economic literature, does an entity with market

10

A.

11

Sony and Universal that there was this feature of the

12

negotiation that Pandora was pushed up against a deadline

13

beyond which, in the absence of signing a license with those

14

publishers, they would face infringement risk.

15

Well, it appears in the negotiations between Pandora and

And that kind of dynamic did not appear to play a role

16

in the EMI negotiation, where, in the EMI negotiation, EMI

17

withdrew and notified Pandora that they were withdrawing and

18

they needed to sign a license.

19

they fairly quickly came to agreement on the key economic terms

20

of the license.

21

administering the works through the remainder of 2011 and then

22

signed-- ultimately signed a deal in the spring of 2012

23

retroactive to the beginning of 2012.

And my understanding is that

They were going to continue with ASCAP

24

So it just doesn't seem to have been affected by the

25

time pressure associated with the lack of information and the
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1

risk of infringement the same way that other licenses were.

2

Q.

3

questions to you relating to interactive on-demand services as

4

distinguished from noninteractive radio services.

5

believe he asked you some questions about competition for

6

advertising and competition for audience.

7

Now I want to switch the subject to some of Mr. Cohen's

Let me ask you this:

And I

In connection with your

8

testimony, did you review the differences between on-demand

9

services and noninteractive services?

And if so, how did that

10

affect your economic testimony?

11

A.

12

noninteractive, and those correspond nicely to the underlying

13

economics.

14

been used by ASCAP because they fit nicely with the

15

underlying economic features that you would expect to affect

16

the rates.

17

Well, I looked at the ASCAP definition of interactive and

So I continued to use those labels as they had

In particular, you would expect the users' ability to

18

substitute across works to affect competitive rates.

19

there's a key difference in the ability to substitute between

20

interactive and noninteractive services.

21

expect that the extent of cannibalization of a publisher's

22

other sales of the music to affect the rates.

23

key differences on that to mention between the interactive and

24

noninteractive services.

25

And

And you would also

And there are

So I thought those labels embodied nicely the economic
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1

foundations for why rates might be different, and that's why I

2

excluded the interactive services as potentially being

3

reasonable competitive benchmarks.

4

Q.

5

ability to substitute as between on-demand services or

6

interactive services and noninteractive services.

You referred in your answer to the difference in the

7

Could you elaborate on that a little bit, please?

8

A.

Yes.

With an on-demand service, the user goes on to the

9

service and requests a song.

And either the service has the

10

song or they don't have the song.

They're not really in a

11

position to offer them a different song.

12

noninteractive service like Pandora, the user might enter-- the

13

listener might enter a song and Pandora can offer it

14

substitutes, other songs, and so can still provide a quality

15

listener experience based on the offering of substitute songs

16

rather than a particular individual song.

17

Q.

18

125.

19

A.

What is it?

20

Q.

It's actually an attachment to an e-mail from Mike Herring

21

to Westergren.

22

A.

I have it.

23

Q.

And you were shown -- let's see.

24

A.

We were looking at page 5 of 13.

25

Q.

And if you'd turn to page 2 of the document, do you see

But with a

And during your examination, you were shown a document, AX

Which document are you referring to?
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1

that this was a Universal Music Group study, not a Pandora

2

study?

3

MR. COHEN:

4

MR. STEINTHAL:

920

Objection, your Honor.
Your Honor, she was examined on the

5

presumption that this was a Pandora document.

That's the way

6

Mr. Cohen identified it.

7

the study attached is a Universal Music Group custom research

8

study.

9

A.

And it's clear on the face of it that

I'm sorry, I don't know-- where are you?

10

MR. STEINTHAL:

11

of our witnesses if we need to.

12

THE COURT:

13

THE WITNESS:

14

THE COURT:

Your Honor, I'll come to this with one

Page 4 of 13.
I see it, yes.

I'm going to permit you to inquire.

15

Q.

16

questioned about is a Universal Music Group study?

17

A.

I see that here.

18

Q.

Now, you were asked some questions about with whom Pandora

19

competes for listeners.

20

Do you see that the source of the study that you were

Do you have any views as to whether Pandora competes

21

with over-the-air radio stations for listeners?

22

A.

23

listeners.

24

Q.

25

with over-the-air broadcasters for advertising?

I believe they do compete with over-the-air broadcast for

And do you have an understanding as to whether they compete
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Yes, I believe there's been quite a bit of testimony to

1

A.

2

that effect.

3

Q.

4

coordination by Mr. Cohen.

You were asked some questions about collusion and

5

Did you become aware of facts in the record that

6

reflected that certain publishers may have known terms of the

7

Sony-Pandora agreement after-- soon after the Sony-Pandora

8

agreement was entered into?

9

A.

Yes, I saw that in the record.

10

Q.

How, if at all, does that affect your testimony about

11

coordination that you observed?

12

A.

13

suggests coordination between, in this case, Universal and

14

Sony.

15

looks at the detection of collusion.

16

things an economist might look at is whether there has been

17

sharing of competitively sensitive information.

18

921

Well, it's another-- it's another piece of evidence that

For example, in my academic work, I have a paper that
And one of the kinds of

And so when you see-- in a competitive environment, it

19

would be odd to see Sony revealing the terms of its agreement

20

to Universal because you would think in a competitive

21

environment they would have concerns that Universal could then

22

come in and undercut their price by a little bit and take

23

market share away from them.

24

competitive dynamic you saw here.

25

apparently revealing the terms of this agreement.

But that wasn't the kind of
In fact, you saw them
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So it's another piece of evidence that would go on the

1

2

side of adding to my concerns that you're not seeing a

3

competitive environment.

4

Q.

5

to show you one of the iHeartRadio documents that were

6

produced.

7

I'm going to change the subject a little bit.

MR. STEINTHAL:

I'm going

Please don't put it on the screen.

8

Q.

Do you have PX-- I'm sorry, JX 76 before you?

9

A.

I do.

10

Q.

Okay.

11

research in connection with your testimony?

12

A.

Yes, I did.

13

Q.

And does it reflect the number of radio listener hours on

14

Clear Channel's custom radio offering versus it's noncustom

15

radio offering on the internet?

16

A.

That's my understanding of this, yes.

17

Q.

And if you look at the second page of the exhibit that's

18

titled "Custom Radio Listener Hours," can you make any

19

observation about any trends in the amount of listener hours on

20

the-- I'm sorry, amount of custom radio listener hours on

21

iHeartRadio?

22

A.

23

time in the months that-- since they've had the service.

24

believe, also, if you look at it as a percentage of total

25

listening hours, they're also increasing over time.

Did you review JX 76 during the course of your

Well, they're clearly increasing fairly dramatically over
And I
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Indeed, if you look at 2013 numbers, you see escalation.

1

Q.

2

If you just look from January to March, the last three months

3

we have, you see a jump of almost a third in the custom radio

4

listener hours, do you not?

5

A.

That's what you see, yes.

6

Q.

Whereas, the increase in noncustom hours from January to

7

March is -- after a bit of a dive, it's pretty much level from

8

January to March, is it not?

9

A.

Yes, that's correct.

10
11

MR. STEINTHAL:

Your Honor, I know it's 12:45.

I

don't have much longer, but I may be 10 or 15 minutes, so...

12

THE COURT:

Good.

Thank you.

13

MR. COHEN:

I was just going to ask, your Honor, when

14

you know what you'd like to do, Mr. Saltzman is being held

15

prisoner by us downtown.

16

it now, but if you have a chance today to advise us, then I

17

think that we'd like to get him back to work.

18

a chance.

19
20

THE COURT:

So I'm not suggesting you have to do

Wait one minute.

Whenever you get

Excuse me, Counsel.

have deposition excerpts from Mr. Saltzman.

I

Anything else?

21

MR. COHEN:

His written direct statements.

22

THE COURT:

I'm having trouble putting my hands on

MR. COHEN:

Why don't we give your Honor a copy during

23
24
25

that.

the lunch break.
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1

THE COURT:

2

declarations ahead of time.

3

somewhere.

4
5

MR. COHEN:

924

I had thought I had read all of the

So it's possible I buried it

We have it right here, your Honor.

I'll

get it and hand it to Mr. Gibson.

6

THE COURT:

Thank you.

7

Counsel, we're far enough along now where you should

8

feel free to project, if you'd like, the day for summation

9

argument.

And you should also talk with each other about which

10

day you would like that to be, whether you want it the next

11

business day or after a break.

Okay?

12

MR. COHEN:

I think we've done that, your Honor.

13

MR. STEINTHAL:

14

THE COURT:

Are you going to tell me?

15

MR. COHEN:

Yes.

We've done that.

We were going to raise it this week,

16

I think, your Honor.

Well, subject to your Honor's schedule,

17

on the theory that we finish the testimony a week from

18

Thursday, which is our working assumption, we thought the

19

following Monday, the 10th, would be appropriate for summation

20

if that would work for your Honor.

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. STEINTHAL:

23

schedule every night, your Honor.

24

THE COURT:

25

(Recess)

Okay.

Great.

Thanks.

No secrets.

That's okay.

Appreciate it.

We've been revisiting the

Good.

Have a nice lunch.
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1

A F T E R N O O N

2

MR. STEINTHAL:

S E S S I O N

Thank you, your Honor.

3

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

4

Q.

5

to 58 of your report.

6

21 -- it's actually paragraph 54.

7

benchmark.

Dr. Marx, just a few more things.

8

925

Turn to paragraphs 55

This is the section where you, on page
You deal with the SESAC

Do you see that?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

Did you consider any qualitative factors regarding SESAC's

11

repertory as compared to ASCAP's repertory in conducting your--

12

or in giving your testimony?

13

A.

14

apparently has a qualitatively different repertory; that it's

15

more selective, invitation only.

16

quantitative information that would allow any kind of

17

adjustment for this difference in quality.

18

Q.

19

that you talk about in paragraphs 55 to 58.

20

A.

That's correct.

21

Q.

Now, does the fact that SESAC's rate with Pandora increases

22

year over year mean that ASCAP's rate for Pandora should

23

increase year over year?

24

A.

No.

25

Q.

Why not?

Well, I considered the evidence in the record that SESAC

I didn't have any

And the factors you're talking about now are the factors
Is that right?
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My understanding is that representations were made to

1

A.

2

Pandora in negotiations that SESAC's-- the size of SESAC's

3

repertory was increasing over time and that that was the

4

foundation for them asking for and Pandora being willing to

5

pay an increasing rate over time.

6

SESAC's repertory is increasing in size relative to the other

7

PROs, it would suggest ASCAP's rate should be decreasing over

8

time.

9

Q.

If anything, the fact that

And when you refer to size, do you refer to absolute terms

10

and market share terms or anything else?

11

A.

12

information that was represented to Pandora for its

13

negotiations.

14

Q.

15

I believe you testified that you prefer benchmark agreements be

16

negotiated outside of the influence of a rate court.

I was thinking about the information that we had here, the

Now, going back to the beginning of your cross-examination,

17

Do you remember that?

18

A.

Yes.

If I had a reasonable competitive benchmark that's

19

free of the concerns I have here, I have a preference for

20

seeing one that would be outside of the PRO structure.

21

Q.

22

every single agreement that's negotiated outside of a rate

23

court?

24

A.

25

individually to assess whether it offers a reasonable

Well, let me ask you this:

Does that preference apply to

Well, I mean, I would want to evaluate each license
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1

competitive benchmark.

2

Q.

3

benchmark, are you referring to the characteristics of

4

paragraph 63 that you testified to earlier?

5

A.

Yes, I am.

6

Q.

Now, Mr. Cohen showed you some ASCAP Ace database web

7

printouts.

8

printout from their website about how you can get some

9

information about a composition?

And when you say whether it offers a reasonable competitive

I think he showed you one.

Do you recall that?

A

10

A.

Yes, I have that here.

11

Q.

And he also asked you some questions regarding the

12

availability to Pandora of certain publishing information from

13

a source that provides lyrics information for Pandora's

14

website, LyricFind.

15

Do you remember that subject?

16

A.

Yes, I do.

17

Q.

And you gave some testimony regarding the ability or lack

18

thereof for Pandora to rely on that data for either

19

substituting to other publisher works or removing works to

20

avoid infringement.

21

Do you remember that subject coming up?

22

A.

I do.

23

Q.

Let me ask you to take a look at four different screenshots

24

that we've printed out during the break.

We're going to mark

25

them as Exhibits 725, 726, 727 and 728.

And I'll identify for
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1

928

you what these are and for the Court.

2

MR. STEINTHAL:

They are printouts -- the first two

3

pages of each exhibit is a printout, your Honor, from the

4

Pandora website of the lyric information that is on the Pandora

5

website right now as furnished from LyricFind.

6

last page of the exhibit is the ASCAP Ace database printout

7

regarding the exact same song.

8

witness some questions about these four songs.

9

And then the

And I'm going to ask the

Exhibit 725 relates to the song Somebody That I Used

10

to Know by Gotye.

Exhibit 726 is a song called Closer by Tegan

11

and Sara.

12

by Miley Cyrus.

13

Heaven by Bruno Mars.

14

the printout from the Pandora website and the last page is the

15

printout from the ASCAP Ace database.

Exhibit 727 relates to a song called Wrecking Ball
And Exhibit 728 is a song called Locked Out of
And in each case the first two pages are

16

Now, if you take a look at Exhibit 725 --

17

THE COURT:

18

MR. STEINTHAL:

19

MR. COHEN:

No objection.

20

THE COURT:

Received.

21

(Pandora Exhibits 725, 726, 727 and 728 received)

Are you offering these?
Yes, your Honor.

22

Q.

If you look at Exhibit 725 --

23

A.

I'm sorry, I don't have the numbers on mine.

24

tell me what the song is?

25

Q.

Can you just
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1

A.

Somebody That I Used to Know?

2

Q.

Yeah, Somebody That I Used to Know.

3

A.

I have that one.

4

THE COURT:

Which number is this?

5

MR. STEINTHAL:

725, your Honor.

6

Q.

Do you see that the information at the bottom of the second

7

page of the exhibit relating to the song Somebody That I Used

8

to Know that's on the Pandora website, you'll see the third

9

line from the top "Publishers," it says Warner/Chappell Music?

10

Do you see that?

11

A.

I see that.

12

MR. COHEN:

I'm sorry, I don't have that on my copy.

13

THE COURT:

It's the third line down from the top.

14

MR. COHEN:

I'm sorry, your Honor.

15

MR. STEINTHAL:

I see it now.

One second, your Honor.

16

Q.

17

song is Warner/Chappell Music on the third line?

18

A.

I see that.

19

Q.

Then if you go to the last page of the exhibit, which is

20

the information on the ASCAP website for the same song, do you

21

see on the right-hand side that it lists Universal?

22
23

Do you see the publisher listing on the second page for the

MR. COHEN:

Objection, your Honor.

I have two

objections, if I may.

24

THE COURT:

Yes.

25

MR. COHEN:

First is it misstates the evidence.

These
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This song attached, 725, on its face is a

1

are different songs.

2

remix by a different artist so it's not the same song.

3
4

Second, I don't think anything's going on here other
than counsel testifying through these documents.

5

THE COURT:

Okay.

6

MR. STEINTHAL:

Your Honor, I don't believe it's a

7

different song, but let's get rid of 725.

8

727 and 728, because I don't think there'll be any similar

9

objection.

10

Let's just do 726,

And I don't think that one was well-founded.

Let's

do 726.

11

THE COURT:

Which one is that?

12

MR. STEINTHAL:

That's the song called Closer.

13

Q.

14

above the "Features of This Track," you'll see four lines up

15

"Publisher:

16

A.

I see that.

17

Q.

And if you turn to the last page of the exhibit, do you see

18

that the publishing information from the Ace database is that

19

it is Sony/ATV Tunes as the publisher and Major Bob Music?

20

A.

21

And you see on the second page, in the middle of the page,

Major Bob Music and EMI Music Publishing"?

And Kim Williams Music, I guess.
MR. COHEN:

Your Honor, I'm going to renew my

22

objection.

We're heading into-- the witness will not on

23

recross be able to deal with these.

24

administrator of EMI after the merger.

25

knowledge at all.

Sony/ATV was the
I mean, she has no

I don't mind if Mr. Steinthal puts these in
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1

the record, wants to argue that the LyricFind information is

2

not necessarily accurate, but I don't think that this witness

3

can do anything to substantiate that.

4

MR. STEINTHAL:

Your Honor, and they'll stipulate to

5

these exhibits coming in and that they reflect what they

6

reflect, which is different publishers --

7

THE COURT:

8

which you'll all sum up on.

9

11

Well, they reflect what they reflect,

MR. STEINTHAL:

10

THE COURT:

931

Okay.

That's fine.

We have an agreement.

They've been admitted.

12

MR. STEINTHAL:

13

questions.

14

RECROSS EXAMINATION

15

BY MR. COHEN:

16

Q.

17

All right.

Good afternoon, Dr. Marx.

I have no further

Just a few questions.

Do you recall in response to Mr. Steinthal's questions

18

you contrasted the situation of somebody who doesn't have an

19

ASCAP license, has to start a business, on the one hand with a

20

situation where somebody has an ASCAP license and then somebody

21

withdraws and they find themselves with music on their service

22

and they now need a license?

23

A.

I remember that.

24

Q.

And I think the gist of your testimony -- you can correct

25

me if I'm wrong -- is that you thought they were economically

Do you remember that?
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1

different situations, right?

2

A.

That's correct.

3

Q.

Now, Pandora learned about EMI's withdrawal in May of 2011,

4

correct?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

And you know, do you not, from your review of the report,

7

that the 112 withdrawal that ASCAP implemented, the new rule of

8

the compendium, was not limited to EMI music.

9

to any publisher, right?

It was available

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

And can you tell us what steps Pandora took from May of

12

2011 to the fall of 2012 to prepare for the possibility that

13

another publisher would follow suit?

14

A.

I'm not sure I can point you to any documents.

15

Q.

Did you see any e-mails or documents in the vast number of

16

documents that you reviewed that suggested that a request was

17

made to ASCAP for any publisher information in 2011?

18

A.

Not that I recall.

19

Q.

Did you see any request to ASCAP for any publisher

20

information prior to December 17th, 2012, the e-mail that

21

Mr. Steinthal showed you?

22

A.

23

conversation, as I recall.

24

Q.

To ASCAP.

25

A.

I have to check the date on that one e-mail.

Well, one of those e-mails is referring to an earlier phone

I'm focusing on to ASCAP.
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1

Q.

Absolutely.

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

Now, that's a request made to Sony, right?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

Now, the request that-- look at JX 64.

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

That's Mr. Steinthal's e-mail to Mr. Reimer and to me,

8

right?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

Right.

11

933

I think you're referring to PX 38?

And I see the date there.

December 17th, 2012.

Now, understanding that as of May of 2011, publishers

12

were free to engage in new media withdrawal, have you ever

13

seen a document dated earlier than December 17th, 2012, in

14

which Pandora tried to get any repertory information from

15

ASCAP?

16

A.

I don't have a recollection of such a document.

17

Q.

Did you review Mr. Kennedy's declaration that he submitted

18

to the Federal Trade Commission in connection with the proposed

19

transaction involving Sony and EMI?

20

A.

21

entire thing.

22

Q.

23

your recollection.

24

as AX 96.

25

I believe I reviewed part of it.

I'm not sure I read the

Well, let me show you the document, see if it refreshes
I'm going to show you what we have marked

It's a declaration of Joseph Kennedy.

You know that Mr. Kennedy was then CEO of Pandora?
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1

A.

Yes, I do.

2
3

934

MR. STEINTHAL:

Your Honor, this is outside the scope

of my examination.

4

THE COURT:

I don't know if it is yet.

We'll take it

5

question by question.

6

A.

Thank you.

7

Q.

Professor Marx, I'm actually only interested in one piece

8

and it relates to preparation by Pandora.

9

A.

I'm sorry, can you just remind me what this is exactly?

10

Q.

Do you not recognize the document?

11

A.

Just sitting here right now, no.

12

that, that would be great.

13

Q.

14

opposition to the proposed merger, the proposed transaction

15

between Sony and EMI.

16

A.

And what was the date?

17

Q.

We don't know the date.

18

A.

Okay.

19

Q.

In 2012.

20

A.

Okay, thanks.

And I'm actually --

If you can help me on

This is a declaration submitted by Mr. Kennedy in

We'll have to ask Mr. Steinthal.

21

MR. STEINTHAL:

22

MR. COHEN:

May I just try to put context on it, your

24

THE COURT:

One question at a time.

25

MR. COHEN:

Thank you.

23

Your Honor.

Honor?
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Do you see where Mr. Kennedy writes at the bottom of

1

Q.

2

paragraph 10 --

3

THE COURT:

This isn't...

4

MR. COHEN:

I'm offering AX 96 as an admission, your

5

Honor.

6

MR. STEINTHAL:

7

MR. COHEN:

Are you disputing this document?

8

THE COURT:

Wait, Counsel.

9

So, Counsel, help me.

10

MR. COHEN:

12

MR. STEINTHAL:

13

THE COURT:

15
16
17

Your Honor, it's not even signed.

Do I have deposition excerpts

from Mr. Kennedy?

11

14

935

Yes, your Honor.
I'm sure you do.

Was this covered in the deposition

excerpts I have?
MR. STEINTHAL:
excerpts.

Totally.

I mean, I assume it's in the

There's no dispute about the document.

THE COURT:

No, no, no.

It's being offered as an

18

admission now, which means it would be coming in as substantive

19

evidence, which is different than just using it to

20

cross-examine an expert as something she considered or didn't

21

consider or does it change her opinion or whatever.

22

And I don't want to receive it as substantive evidence

23

without having a chance for Pandora/Mr. Kennedy to respond

24

substantively about the document.

25

more a procedural one.

That's my issue, which is

If you can assure me that there was an
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1

adequate opportunity for Mr. Kennedy or a Pandora witness to

2

address this document substantively, I have no problem with you

3

examining the witness, this expert, about it.

4

MR. STEINTHAL:

Your Honor, my problem is the scope

5

and whether it's outside the scope.

6

document.

It's not as to the

Mr. Kennedy will be here.

7

THE COURT:

8

(Pause)

9

MR. COHEN:

Your Honor, I'm happy to address that.

10

THE COURT:

No, it's overruled.

11

that.

Excuse me one second.

Let me just confirm

Yes, it's overruled.

12

MR. COHEN:

Is it received, your Honor?

13

THE COURT:

Yes.

14

MR. COHEN:

Yes, I'm sorry, your Honor.

15

(ASCAP Exhibit 96 received)

Sorry.

16

Q.

AX 96 in evidence, Professor Marx, I'm trying to explore

17

your testimony in response to Mr. Steinthal's questions about

18

what could Pandora have done in response to this new world.

19

Do you remember giving that testimony?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

And one thing that it could have done was to ask publishers

22

for repertory information before it received notice of

23

withdrawals by those publishers, right?

24

A.

It could have done that.

25

Q.

Now, would you look at paragraph 10 of Exhibit 96 in
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1

evidence, where Mr. Kennedy, referring above to the EMI

2

withdrawal, says "It is possible that Sony will follow suit and

3

withdraw from one or more PROs the same set of digital

4

performance rights that EMI withdrew from ASCAP."

5

Do you see that?

6

A.

I see that.

7

Q.

So would you agree with me that this declaration had to be

8

written before Sony gave notice of withdrawal, right?

9

A.

Yes, it would seem so.

10

Q.

And are you aware of any steps that Pandora took against

11

the possibility that Sony would follow suit prior to November

12

of 2012?

13

A.

I don't think I have anything to point you to.

14

Q.

Okay.

15

Mr. Steinthal the concept of market power.

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

And you said it appeared to you from your review of the

18

evidence that EMI did not exercise its market power as against

19

Pandora, right?

20

A.

We're using those words?

21

Q.

If you don't recall, you don't recall.

22

A.

Okay.

23

Q.

Let me ask you the question:

24

exercised its market power in connection with the agreement

25

that it entered into with Pandora?

Now, you discussed for a few minutes with
Correct?

Do you think that EMI
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Well, I don't think they pushed Pandora up against a

1

A.

2

deadline, pushing them into a transaction with a lot of time

3

pressure, pushing them up against a deadline beyond which they

4

would face infringement risk without information about the

5

repertory.

6

Q.

7

that the EMI agreement is a competitive market transaction,

8

correct?

9

A.

And, again, not to replow old ground, you have concluded

I have concerns about it.

It's not my best benchmark, but

10

I do find it to be informative and a competitive market

11

benchmark.

12

Q.

13

been the same as in the Sony agreement and all else equal in

14

the EMI negotiation, would you still find that to be a

15

competitive market benchmark if it had a different rate?

16

A.

I don't see why it wouldn't.

17

Q.

So it's not the rate-- it's not the rate in the EMI

18

agreement that makes it a competitive market benchmark, it's

19

the circumstances, right?

20

A.

It was the circumstances I was looking at, yes.

21

Q.

Okay.

22

substitution?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

And I just want to make sure that I understand your

25

testimony from this morning.

And, hypothetically, if the rate in the EMI agreement had

Now, you spent some time with Mr. Steinthal on

I am correct, am I not, that you
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1

engaged in no empirical study on the question of substitution?

2

Correct?

3

A.

4

empirical evidence.

5

studies myself.

6

Q.

7

that's something Pandora did, correct?

8

A.

That's correct.

9

Q.

You didn't do anything, did you, empirically?

10

A.

No, I did not.

11

Q.

Now, you testified in response to Mr. Steinthal's questions

12

that the Sony rate was revealed to Universal.

There's the record label experiment, so I considered that
I did not engage in additional empirical

And just so we're clear, the record label experiment,

13

Do you remember that?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

That's not actually in your sworn final testimony, is it?

16

A.

I don't recall it being in the witness statement, no.

17

Q.

Right.

18

And you're not saying, are you, that somebody from

19

Sony had a conversation with someone from Universal and

20

disclosed the rate, are you?

21

A.

I'm not saying that.

22

Q.

And you know, do you not, that the Sony rate was printed in

23

the newspaper, right?

24

A.

25

I'm aware of that.
MR. COHEN:

No further questions, your Honor.
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1

MR. STEINTHAL:

2

THE COURT:

940

I have nothing further, your Honor.

So, Dr. Marx, if I understand correctly,

3

you identified two economic factors that could support a

4

differentiation between a Pandora rate and a rate for an

5

on-demand service:

6

the extent of cannibalization of other sales that publishers

7

would like to make of their works.

One was substitutability and the other is

8

THE WITNESS:

9

THE COURT:

That's correct.

Are songwriters-- well, are songwriters,

10

when they are in the market for the sale of their works, as

11

opposed to a music publisher, which might be a large

12

corporation with many different elements, holding many

13

different bundles of rights under the copyright laws, are

14

songwriters similarly influenced in these decisions about the

15

correct price point for the sale of their works and whether

16

there should be a spread between the price of their works in a

17

Pandora-like service and on-demand service?

18

affected by both economic features of those services?

19

THE WITNESS:

Are they similarly

They would be similarly affected by the

20

substitution effect because that's on the user side.

And to

21

the extent that-- on the cannibalization issue, when someone

22

plays their song, that detracts from their willingness to

23

download the song, it would depend whether the songwriter is

24

losing the benefits over from the download side.

25

understanding that they are also getting a share of the

It's my
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royalties paid on the download.

THE COURT:

Okay.

And I have the benefit of JX 145,

3

which counsel have worked hard together to provide to me, and

4

it describes, perhaps in this connection -- and I'm mentioning

5

some of these things so that counsel will know what's going on

6

in my head and hopefully make sure I'm on track here -- that

7

songwriters and composers have mechanical rights that may or

8

may not be affected by this analysis.

9

Okay.

So are there economic features of the distribution of

10

music with respect to a comparison between Pandora and

11

simulcast radio or radio stations that are solely the internet,

12

but they're not-- they're programmed for a mass audience and

13

there's no individualization of the music for each listener.

14

Are there economic factors that suggest there should be a

15

spread between those two types of services as well?

16

THE WITNESS:

I don't-- I don't see it, because the

17

key economic factors that are going to influence the rate are

18

these issues of the ability of the user to substitute and the

19

willingness of the publisher to provide the music, taking into

20

account the extent that it cannibalizes or enhances other sales

21

of the music.

22

So I don't see the gap there.

THE COURT:

So one of the issues that I raised with

23

counsel early on -- and if you don't want to opine on this and

24

if you have no opinion about it, that's just fine, but I wanted

25

to give you a choice about whether to speak to this issue -- is
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1

the extent to which the 2.5 rate in the Music Choice context is

2

or is not an appropriate rate for me to be looking at when

3

assessing the appropriate rate for Pandora.

4

THE WITNESS:

Economists usually distinguish between

5

wholesale and retail levels of a distribution chain.

6

publisher of music wants to be compensated for the value that's

7

being contributed by its music -- if you look at, for example,

8

in the Music Choice context, Music Choice is being compensated,

9

is getting value from the music because they're selling it to

10

the downstream firm.

11

that up and selling it on to the customers.

12

compensated for it.

13

And if a

And then that downstream firm is marking
So they're getting

So really for the publisher of the music to capture a

14

percentage of the value that's generated by their music, they

15

need a percentage of what Music Choice is getting and a

16

percentage of the markup.

17

much of the downstream firm's market is exactly due to the

18

music.

19

to base the royalty on only the wholesale revenue stream, but

20

to use a higher rate to compensate for the fact that you're

21

not-- there's a piece of it that you're not including.

22

You're not including the markup that the downstream firm is

23

getting.

24
25

But it's difficult to untangle how

So it seems that what's been done for practicality is

There's a total value being created by the music,
Music Choice is receiving some, is getting the wholesale
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1

revenue stream, and the downstream firm is going to use

2

typically a percentage markup, mark up that input and sell that

3

to its downstream customers, so it's also getting some value

4

from-- some profits from the music, from adding the music to

5

its service.

6

So you would really like to compensate the publishers

7

based on both pieces of revenue.

8

multiply the royalty rate by one part of the revenue, you need

9

to use a higher royalty rate.

10

If you only are going to

And that, I think, is the understanding in going

11

from -- I believe it was a 1.75 royalty rate that was used when

12

Music Choice was selling direct to customers, and then when it

13

was switched to using a royalty rate that was instead going to

14

be multiplied by their wholesale revenue, they used a higher

15

royalty rate.

16

economics.

So that would correspond to the underlying

17

THE COURT:

So you believe that Music Choice, properly

18

read, supports a 1.75 rate?

19

THE WITNESS:

20

applied to retail revenue, yes.

21
22
23
24
25

THE COURT:

I believe it supports a 1.75 rate

Well, not the retail revenue there,

but -THE WITNESS:

No, no.

For example, if you're going to

apply that to revenue for a user like Pandora.
THE COURT:

Pandora.
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THE WITNESS:

2

THE COURT:

3

MR. COHEN:

Counsel, any further questions?

Yes, just one follow-up on the Court's

last line.

6
7

Okay.

Sorry.

Mr. Cohen?

4
5

Yes.

944

Mr. Steinthal, do you have anything?

Who goes first?

I think you go first if you have something.

8

THE COURT:

9

wish to put to this witness?

10

Mr. Steinthal, did you have questions you

MR. STEINTHAL:

No, your Honor.

11

RECROSS EXAMINATION

12

BY MR. COHEN:

13

Q.

14

of answers you gave to Judge Cote.

Professor Marx, I just want to understand the last series

15

In the Music Choice example, the royalty rate is

16

being applied as against the revenue collected for content.

17

Correct?

18

A.

19

company, yes.

20

Q.

For content, right?

21

A.

Yeah, for the stream that they're providing.

22

Q.

And in Pandora, the revenue that Pandora collects is for

23

content, right?

24

A.

25

Pandora's consumer facing, so they have the user interface,

It's the revenue that Music Choice receives from the cable

Yes.

Well, it's for the underlying-- the user interface--
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1

they have the underlying Music Genome.product.

2

the engine as well as the content.

3

945

So they have

(Continued on next page)

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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Music Choice has those things, too, right?

946

They program

1

Q.

2

the music that goew out over the cable networks.

3

networks don't program it, right?

4

A.

I am not sure I know what you mean by, "program the music."

5

Q.

Do you know what Music Choice is?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

It has stations, right, genre stations?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

The cable company doesn't decide what those genres should

The cable

10

be and what stations they should be on?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

Music Choice decides that?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

15

programs the content, right?

16

A.

17

pre-programmed music streams.

18

Q.

19

Genome Project?

20

A.

It is not customized radio.

21

Q.

I gather you have reviewed the Mobi decision?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

Did you review the Second Circuit's decision in Real

24

Networks?

25

A.

It programs the content in the same way that Pandora

I am not sure the same way is -- it is providing

You said not the same way, you done know if they have a

I have reviewed part of that.

I don't know that I can say
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1

I have read the entire thing.

2

Q.

3

court's questions, that in Real Networks, the rate of 2.5

4

percent was applied to Launch Cast?

947

Are you aware, or were you aware when you answered the

5

MR. STEINTHAL:

I will object.

6

characterization of direct.

7

THE COURT:

Yes.

That is not a correct

I don't want this witness to be

8

examined about what a court did or didn't do.

9

get to economic theory.

I was trying to

10

BY MR. COHEN:

11

Q.

12

wholesale and retail, what economic theory are you talking

13

about?

14

A.

15

example, so in a supply chain, you would have a firm upstream

16

would supply input to a downstream firm and the downstream firm

17

would mark it up and sell it to end customers.

When you said that economic theory distinguishes between

Well, there is lots of literature on pass-through, for

18

The intermediate firm is receiving profits from the

19

sale of the input, so Music Choice is receiving profits from

20

the sale of the music, and the downstream firm is then marking

21

that up and selling it on to its customers, so it is also

22

getting an additional bit of profit from the sale of the music.

23

Q.

24

Pandora's distribution is wirelessly, correct?

25

A.

For the example of Pandora, Pandora is one of the ways that

Yes.
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948

And all of the revenue with respect to the wireless piece

1

Q.

2

of the Pandora transmission stays at the carrier level, does it

3

not?

4

A.

5

advertising revenue from those eyeballs, I presume.

6

Q.

7

subscribe to some kind of data or other plan to get product,

8

correct?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

Just like in Music Choice, cable subscribers have to

11

subscribe to cable to see the content that's provided by Music

12

Choice, right?

13

A.

14

With a cable company, the Music Choice channels would be part

15

of the bundled package of channels that you are paying for as

16

part of your cable subscription.

17

Pandora would be selling advertising.

They would have

Subscribers, to see that advertising, would have to

But it is part of -- I don't think of these as comparable.

When I have service with AT&T for my mobile phone, it

18

is true I can access Pandora through the phone, the smart

19

phone, but I am not paying for Pandora as a bundled application

20

as part of my wireless subscription.

21

Q.

22

Let me go back to Launch Cast for a moment.
Do you know without, debating the case, do you know

23

whether the rate in the Real Networks case was applied to

24

wholesale or retail, using your terms?

25

MR. STEINTHAL:

I object again because there was no
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1

rate that was ultimately decided in the Second Circuit.

2
3

949

THE COURT:

Okay.

Counsel, yes, let's not go to

Launch Cast and Real Networks.

4

MR. COHEN:

All right, your Honor.

5

BY MR. COHEN:

6

Q.

7

to content is the revenue base against which the Music Choice

8

rate was applied, correct?

9

A.

You know, do you not, that all of the revenue attributable

Well, the revenue is not all the revenue from the content

10

because the cable company is also getting revenue from the

11

content.

12

The royalty rate is multiplied by only Music Choice's

13

revenue, and so that rate would have to be higher than a rate

14

that was applied to all of the revenue drive from the music.

15

Q.

Let me ask the question this way:

16

In the Music Choice example, the content provider is

17

Music Choice, correct?

18

A.

Yes.

19

MR. COHEN:

No further questions.

20

MR. STEINTHAL:

Just a couple of follow up, your

21

Honor.

22

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

23

BY MR. STEINTHAL:

24

Q.

25

need to use the internet to access it?

First of all, Dr. Marx, is Amazon a wholesaler because you
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1

A.

No.

2

Q.

And were you able in the context of the document

3

productions in this case to gain access to all of Music

4

Choice's agreements with ASCAP and BMI?

5

A.

6

information.

7

Q.

8

your testimony in this case, rely on the Music Choice case?

I believe we were relying on court cases for that

Did Dr. Murphy, in his prior reports that you rebutted in

9

MR. COHEN:

Objection, your Honor.

10

THE COURT:

Overruled.

11

A.

I am sorry.

I would have to -- I don't recall.

12

MR. STEINTHAL:

13

THE COURT:

Any additional questions, Mr. Cohen?

14

MR. COHEN:

No, your Honor.

15

THE COURT:

Thank you, Doctor.

16

(Witness excused)

17

MR. STEINTHAL:

18

There were some objections to Dr. Marx's witness

I have nothing else, your Honor.

We have some housekeeping, your Honor.

19

statement relating to the removal of passages that related to

20

the settlement that was reached before the trial regarding

21

deductions.

22

objections based on a removal of that.

23

950

We have no objection to -- we agree with ASCAP's

I am not sure how your Honor wants to handle that,

24

whether we should submit to you later a physically marked-up

25

version that takes those out or whether you're comfortable with
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1

the way in which the circled in red and what you have.

2
3

THE COURT:

Are we talking about the striking the

passages addressed to the deduction for advertising costs?

4

MR. STEINTHAL:

5

THE COURT:

Yes.

I am happy for you to just get those to me

6

on a piece of paper we can just mark so that there is consent

7

to strike.

8

MR. STEINTHAL:

9

The March witness statement, Pandora Exhibit 6, is

10

951

Okay.

That is not a problem.

that in?

11

THE COURT:

Yes, that was received.

12

MR. STEINTHAL:

In terms of other exhibits that we are

13

moving in with Dr. Marx at this time as to which ASCAP has no

14

objection, the exhibits are PX 27, PX 89, PX 94, PX 95, PX 185,

15

PX 342.

16

THE COURT:

17

MR. STEINTHAL:

18

THE COURT:

19

MR. STEINTHAL:

20

(Pause)

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. STEINTHAL:

23

THE COURT:

24

MR. STEINTHAL:

25

Hold on one second.

185?

After 185?

342, PX --

Hold on!
Okay.

Got it!
PX 356.

It's in.
PX 362 to 3.

PX 365, PX 367, PX 372

through 379, PX 382, PX 383, PX 386, PX 395, PX 613.
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1

THE COURT:

2

MR. STEINTHAL:

3

THE COURT:

4

(Pandora's Exhibits 27, 89, 94, 95, 185, 342, 362 to

Yes.

And PX 614.

They're received.

5

363, 365, 367, 372 to 379, 382, 383, 386, 395, 613, 614

6

received in evidence)

7

MR. STEINTHAL:

Then the next category are exhibits to

8

which ASCAP had a Rule 802 objection.

9

to the parties' agreement that articles and publications are

That is waived subject

10

not being offered for the truth of the matter asserted.

11

are PX 358 --

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. STEINTHAL:

14
15
16
17
18
19

These

Yes.
-- PX 361, 364, 369 to 371, 387, 389,

390, 392 and 393.
(Pandora's Exhibits 358, 361, 364, 369 to 371, 387,
389, 390, 392 and 393 received in evidence)
MR. STEINTHAL:

There are four exhibits, I believe,

where there is still an objection, PX 153.
MR. COHEN:

I need to see copies of those, Mr.

20

Steinthal.

21

subject to the understanding --

22

952

With respect to the proceeding, no objection

THE COURT:

Okay.

I didn't hear everything you said,

23

Mr. Cohen.

So why don't we, with respect to these four

24

exhibits, why don't you folks talk about them at the break and

25

then we can clear up any confusion on the record after that.
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1

MR. COHEN:

2

MR. STEINTHAL:

All right.

Then we proceed to Rosenblatt.

Maybe

3

this should the time we take a short break and deal with the

4

documents and put Mr.Rosenblatt on.

5

THE COURT:

6

(Recess)

7

THE COURT:

8

MR. STEINTHAL:

9

Great.

Counsel, please be seated.
If I may, your Honor, we have reached

agreement on those three.

PX 153, PX 388 --

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. STEINTHAL:

12

THE COURT:

13

(Pandora's Exhibits 153, 388, 610 received in

14
15
16
17
18

Now you need to wait.

Okay.

And PX 610.

They're received.

evidence)
MR. STEINTHAL:

Thank you.

With that, we call William

Rosenblatt.
THE COURT:

Mr. Rosenblatt, please take the stand.

WILLIAM R. ROSENBLATT,

19

called as a witness by the Pandora,

20

having been duly sworn, testified as follows:

21
22
23
24
25

953

THE COURT:

Please be seated.

State your full name

and spell your last name for the record.
THE WITNESS:

My name is William R. Rosenblatt, R 0 S

E N B L A T T.
THE COURT:

Give me just one second here,
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1

Mr. Rosenblatt.

2
3

document that bears the number PX 8 on the first page.
THE WITNESS:

Actually, your Honor, I have no

documents here.

6
7

(Pause)

Mr. Rosenblatt, I believe you have before you a

4
5

THE COURT:
moment.

Oh, it is coming.

Do you have your declaration?

9

THE WITNESS:

10

THE COURT:
page?

THE WITNESS:

13

THE COURT:

14

THE WITNESS:

15

THE COURT:

16

THE WITNESS:

17

THE COURT:

Yes.

Does it have 66 pages in all?
Yes, your Honor.

Is your signature on the last page?
Yes, it is.

You executed that signature on November

18th?

19

THE WITNESS:

20

THE COURT:

21

Yes, your Honor.

Does it have the number PX 8 on the front

12

18

It is coming in a

Thank you, counsel.

8

11

954

Yes.

Now, before signing this document, did you

read it carefully?

22

THE WITNESS:

23

THE COURT:

24

THE WITNESS:

25

THE COURT:

Yes, I did, your Honor.

Do you swear to the truth of its contents?
Yes, I do.

I have been given a binder today with what
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1

I believe are remaining objections to this witness.

2

understand that correctly?

955

Do I

3

MR. STONE:

I believe so, your Honor.

4

THE COURT:

And the first one I found was on Page 53.

5

Did I overlook one?

6

MR. STONE:

7

10

That is the

first one.

8
9

You did not, your Honor.

THE COURT:
second.

This has to do with -- excuse me one

(Pause) -- with the KXMDZ radio station.

I think that

its stricken given my prior ruling, Mr. Steinthal?

11

MR. STEINTHAL:

12

THE COURT:

Yes, your Honor, I understand that.

The passage then at Paragraph 143 is

13

stricken.

The next ones I found I believe began on Page 62,

14

and that have to do with a discussion of Apple and iTunes

15

Radio, and I was going to overrule that.

16

Did you want to be heard?

17

MR. STONE:

18
19
20

No, your Honor.

I'll explore it on cross.

That is fine.
THE COURT:

Okay.

Good.

So with those rulings, PX 8

is received.

21

(Pandora's Exhibit 8 received in evidence)

22

MR. STONE:

23

Before I begin, I would like to place

before the witness --

24

(Pause)

25

MR. STONE:

Your Honor, I am going to place before the
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1

witness a binder with his deposition and a binder with some

2

documents we can look at during his cross, and I have copies

3

for the court and your Honor's law clerk.

4

THE COURT:

956

Thank you.

5

CROSS-EXAMINATION

6

BY MR. STONE:

7

Q.

Good afternoon, Mr. Rosenblatt.

8

A.

Good afternoon, Mr. Stone.

9

Q.

Nice to see you again.

10

A.

Likewise.

11

Q.

You are here on behalf of Pandora as an expert to give

12

testimony about the radio industry, correct?

13

A.

Loosely defined, yes.

14

Q.

Are you loosely defining testimony or the radio industry?

15

A.

I'll just say yes.

16

Q.

One of the things that you do in your written testimony is

17

offer the court a definition of radio, correct?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

That's the first point in your summary and conclusions

20

section, Paragraph 8 on Page 3?

21

A.

22

Yes.
MR. STONE:

23

BY MR. STONE:

24

Q.

25

Why don't we put that up for a moment.

You say there that:
"The term 'radio' refers to a set of expected features
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957

1

and functionality that has maintained its core essence through

2

many technological innovations, including the transition to the

3

internet era.

4

media in which a programmer transmits audio programming to a

5

listener, where the programming is not directly selected by the

6

listener but programmed by the provider.

7

listener does not choose the songs and does not know what song

8

is coming next."

9

Since its inception, radio has been a form of

In other words, the

Do you see that there?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

Am I correct you cite absolutely no evidence, no documents,

12

no testimony in that paragraph?

13

A.

Correct.

14

Q.

That is, in fact, not the first definition of radio that

15

you offered in this case, is it?

16

A.

I am sorry?

17

Q.

Do you recall a definition that was in your opening expert

18

report that is different than that?

19

A.

20

but otherwise I think the substance of it is the same.

21

Q.

What other definitions have I offered?

I believe I may have shortened it for the sake of brevity,

Okay.

22

Well, let's probe that a bit if we can.

Take out the binder with your deposition, please, and

23

look at Page 17.

24

A.

Tab 17?

25

Q.

No.

Sorry, sir.

The binder that has only your deposition
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1

in it.

2

A.

Oh, I am sorry.

3

Q.

That is totally okay.

4

4.

5

A.

Okay.

6

Q.

You and I were discussing the opinions in your expert

7

report at that stage, and I asked you at Line 4:

8

"Q

9

we were looking at.

958

Page 17 of your deposition, at Line

Let's go back to the opinions in your opening report which
The first bullet under your summary of

10

opinions is, 'the term radio is understood by consumers as a

11

set of expected features and functionality that has maintained

12

its core essence through many technological innovations,

13

including the transition to the internet era.""

14

Do you see that there?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

In your opening report you said that radio was a term

17

understood by consumers to have those attributes, correct?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

And you have removed the phrase "understood by consumers"

20

from Paragraph 8.

21

expected features and functionality," correct?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

You didn't speak to a single consumer in preparing your

24

expert report or your testimony in this case about what they

25

understand "radio" to mean, correct?

It now just says, "Radio is a set of
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I did see

1

A.

2

surveys.

3

speak to any individual consumers.

4

Q.

Did you conduct a survey of your own?

5

A.

No.

6

Q.

Did you interview a consumer, a group of consumers, a focus

7

group?

8

A.

No.

9

Q.

You saw surveys in this case of what consumers

10

I didn't speak to any individual consumers.

959

The answer to your question is correct, I did not

I've seen several surveys, saw no need to do that.

understand --

11

THE COURT:

So, excuse me.

So, Mr. Rosenblatt, I know

12

you're trying to be responsive here, but let me just describe

13

the rules of the road.

14

If you can answer a question fairly with a yes or a

15

no, then do so.

If you need to add some information because a

16

yes or a no would not be a complete answer, then you may do so.

17

Thank you.

18

THE WITNESS:

Thank you, your Honor.

19

BY MR. STONE:

20

Q.

21

they understand the word "radio" meant?

22

A.

No.

23

Q.

Let me direct you to Page 24 of your deposition, please.

24

A.

Okay.

25

Q.

And to Line 6.

You saw surveys in this case of consumers being asked what

Let's skip my throat-clearing of the first
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1

four words.

2

960

I asked you:

"Am I correct that you are offering the following

3

definition of radio in your report, 'radio is audio programming

4

that someone receives from a remote source on an electronic

5

device and that after the user takes initial steps to select a

6

station, features content programmed by the provider, not the

7

user.

This definition is fundamentally unchanged today."

8

And I said is that correct?

9

Do you recall that?

And you said yes.

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

And other than it having been transcribed as program, not

12

programmer by the provider, that was the definition of radio

13

you offered in your report, correct?

14

A.

I assume that that is correct, yes.

15

Q.

Let me refresh your recollection.

16

copy of your report.

17

expert report just to confirm that programmed was, in fact,

18

program?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

That was the definition you offered in your expert report

21

and that we discussed at your deposition, correct?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

And you invented that definition, correct?

24

A.

I am sorry?

25

Q.

Yes, you created that definition, correct?

I'll just hand you a

I am handing you a paragraph of your

I invented the definition?
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1

A.

Yes, I did.

2

Q.

You didn't take it from a book?

3

A.

Correct.

4

Q.

You didn't take it from an encyclopedia?

5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

You didn't take it, for example, from a dictionary?

7

A.

Correct.

8

Q.

You defined the term radio with that definition, correct?

9

A.

Correct.

10

Q.

And then you testified that that definition was

11

fundamentally unchanged, correct?

12

A.

Has been fundamentally unchanged over the years.

13

Q.

You have since changed it.

14

definition of radio, aren't you?

15

A.

16

difference among these definitions.

17

Q.

18

definition apply to Pandora?

19

THE COURT:

961

You're now offering a new

My view, yes, but my view is that there's no substantive

Well, let's take a look at that for a moment.

Does that

What?

20

Q.

Does the definition of radio that we discussed in your

21

deposition and is in your opening report apply to Pandora?

22

Does Pandora meet that definition?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Let me focus you on the, "user takes initial steps to

25

select a station."

Do you see that there?
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962

1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

How does one select a station on an AM/FM terrestial radio?

3

A.

Well, there are a number of ways, such as hitting a preset

4

button, operating a tuning dial, hitting seek or scan if you're

5

talking about terrestial AM and FM, which I believe was your

6

question so, yes, those are the ways I can think of.

7

Q.

8

and simulcast of AM and FM, a user's menu of available stations

9

comprises only those stations that are actually being broadcast

You were agree with me that for both terrestrial AM and FM

10

and simulcast, correct?

11

A.

Only those stations being broadcast and simulcast?

12

Q.

Yes.

13

A.

"Menu" is a bit problematic in what you just said to me

14

because if you're dealing with a simulcast aggregator such as

15

Tune In or iHeartRadio, there are other ways of finding

16

stations other than menus.

17

Q.

18

exist, correct?

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

I have to select from among the existing stations, correct?

21

A.

Correct.

22

Q.

The same is true for simulcast, no matter how I find a

23

simulcast, I have to pick from among the ones that actually

24

exist, correct?

25

A.

I cannot tune in on the radio a station that does not

That's correct.
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We would call that in that context taking steps to select a

1

Q.

2

station, correct?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

I don't have to do that on Pandora; I can make my own

5

station, correct?

6

A.

7

rules that Pandora sets up for creating stations.

8

Q.

Okay.

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

I can make a station based on a song I like?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

I can make a station based on an album I like?

13

A.

I'm not sure about album, but that is a possibility.

14

have to go look.

15

Q.

And I can make a station based open a genre I like?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

Correct?

18

You can, yes, you can make a station based on a set of

I can make a station based on an artist I like?

I'd

And I am not actually limited to just one artist I

19

like in creating a station, correct?

20

A.

You can add artists to your station, yes.

21

Q.

So let's say I woke up this morning in the mood to hear the

22

music of the composer Sergei Rachmaninoff.

23

Rachmaninoff station, correct?

24

A.

On Pandora, yes, you could.

25

Q.

If I wanted to hear the Bee Gees, I could add variety and

I can create a
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1

have a Bee Gees and Rachmaninoff station, correct?

2

A.

Yes, you could.

3

Q.

Can we agree there is not a station on terrestial radio

4

playing Bee Gees and Rachmaninoff?

5

A.

I would not necessarily agree to that.

6

Q.

Let's go back to the definition of radio that you're

7

currently offering in Paragraph 8 of your written testimony on

8

Page 3.

9

Would you put that up.

You say here that:

"Radio has always been a form of media in which a

10

programmer transmits audio programming to a listener, where the

11

programming is not directly selected by the listener but

12

programmed by the provider.

13

not choose the songs and does not know what song is coming

14

next."

15

In other words, the listener does

Do you see that there?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

Am I correct you have defined radio for the purposes of

18

internet broadcast of music as anything that is not on-demand?

19

A.

I'm not sure I would sign on to that.

20

Q.

Can you identify for me an existing internet radio --

21

strike that -- can you identify for me an existing internet

22

music service that meets -- does not meet your definition of

23

radio and is also not on-demand?

24

A.

25

make sure I have it in my head, please.

Sure.

For example -- I am sorry.

Can you restate so I
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My question is you have defined radio to be everything that

1

Q.

2

isn't on-demand?

3

I'm asking for an example.

4

A.

Something that is not radio and is not on-demand?

5

Q.

But is, to be fair, an internet transmission of music.

6

juke box is neither of them but, let's state what we are

7

talking about.

8

A.

Something that isn't radio but isn't on-demand?

9

Q.

Yes.

10

A.

I need a minute.

11

Q.

Perhaps Mr. Steinthal can ask you about that on redirect.

12

Thanks.

You're said you're not sure about that, and

Nothing coming to mind?

13

THE COURT:

Counsel, we are going to pause here.

14

MR. STONE:

I am happy to pause.

15

THE COURT:

We are going to pause.

16

(Pause)

That is fine.

17

A.

18

here between what I believe yesterday was referred to as

19

lean-back versus lean-forward experiences.

20

A

I can't think of any because there is really a dichotomy

So I would say, as I sit here today, right now, no, I

21

can't think of any.

22

MR. STONE:

Bill, can you go back to -- actually, yes,

23

go back to the definition from the deposition, so that is Page

24

24 of this deposition.

25

BY MR. STONE:
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We talked about taking initial steps to select a station.

1

Q.

2

Let's talk about the next phrase, a transmission that features

3

content programmed by the provider that was not the user.

4

That was your definition in your expert report and at

5

your deposition, correct?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

Will you agree with me that Pandora is self-programmed,

8

which is to say, that the user programs the experience?

9

A.

No.

10

Q.

You do not agree that Pandora is self-programmed?

11

MR. STEINTHAL:

Your Honor, if I may?

12

He can't use a deposition if it is not to impeach, and

13

the very definition he is using in the deposition is sitting

14

not just at the front of his testimony, but in Paragraph 14 of

15

his testimony.

I am a little -- I hate to interrupt, but --

16

MR. STONE:

We can clarify.

17

MR. STEINTHAL:

Depositions are used for impeaching,

18

and that is not what is happening here.

19

BY MR. STONE:

20

Q.

Turn to Paragraph 14 of your statement, sir.

21

A.

Which statement?

22

Q.

Of the direct testimony today.

23

that --

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

There is a different definition of radio there, correct?

It should be in the binder
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1

MR. STEINTHAL:

2

THE COURT:

Objection; mischaracterizes direct.

Sustained.

3

BY MR. STONE:

4

Q.

There is a definition of radio there, correct?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

We can use this version of it.

7

programmed by the provider, not the user."

8

there?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

What I was asking you was will you agree with me that

11

Pandora is self-programmed, whereas terrestial radio is not?

12

A.

13

phrase self-programmed.

14

Q.

15

correct?

16

A.

17

it is self-programmed.

18

Q.

19

of documents, the document behind Tab 7.

20

already in evidence.

21

A.

I am sorry.

22

Q.

7, sir.

23

A.

7, okay.

24

Q.

This is a document entitled, "Audience measurement

25

disspelling the myths," dated January 18th, 2012.

I am not sure I understand.

"Performs content
Do you see that

I am not comfortable with that

You am not sure what it means.

You know that Pandora thinks it is self-programmed,

I am not sure I would agree necessarily that Pandora thinks
I am not sure what --

Let me ask you to look first in the binder in front of you
This is AX 89.

It is

That was tab number?
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

Let me direct you, if I could, to the page -- if you look,

3

sir, you will be handed the documents with page numbers, so it

4

will say AX 89 -- something of 10.

5

10.

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

Do you see a table entitled, "The Pandora advantage-beyond

8

the numbers"?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

Do you see two columns, one for broadcast radio and one for

11

Pandora?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

Do you see that the first row is written, "Personalized

14

self-programmed"?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

What does it say for broadcast radio?

17

A.

It says, "no."

18

Q.

What does it say for Pandora?

19

A.

It says, "yes."

20

Q.

Let me ask you to turn to a document that is behind -- in a

21

moment -- -- the first document behind Tab 1.

22

A.

Okay.

23

Q.

This is a document produced by Pandora entitled, "Internet

24

radio and Pandora," dated July 2010, not yet in evidence as AX

25

46.

Please turn to AX 89, 8 of
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1

MR. STONE:

I offer it.

2

MR. STEINTHAL:

3

THE COURT:

4

(Defendant's Exhibit AX 46 received in evidence)

No objection, your Honor.

Received.

5

BY MR. STONE:

6

Q.

Let me direct you to the page that is AX 46, 10 of 12.

7

A.

Okay.

8

Q.

Do you see that there?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

Entitled, "Why Pandora is more than streaming radio."

11

you see that?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

And there are comparisons of Pandora to CBS Radio, Clear

14

Channel radio, and the Katz Online Network.

15

there?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

Do you see the column entitled, "Self-programmed"?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

In this Pandora document, how does Pandora describe itself

20

as to whether it is self-programmed or not?

21

A.

22

necessarily mean that I would describe it that way.

23

Q.

24
25

Do

Do you see that

It describes itself as self-programmed, which doesn't

That is my second to next question, whatever that means.
How does it describe the radio networks, whether

they're self-programmed?
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First of all, those are companies; they're not identifiers

1

A.

2

of services, so it is a little bit hazy given that CBS Radio

3

operates a number of services.

4

But to be responsive to your question, it does not, it

5

says "no" under self-programmed.

6

Q.

7

Pandora is self-programmed, yes or no?

8

A.

9

not comfortable ascribing it to Pandora.

To be responsive to your question, do you agree that

I'm not sure I understand what that term means.

10

would use.

11

Q.

12

that?
MR. STEINTHAL:

14

THE COURT:
A.

I am just

It is not a term I

It seems to be a term they use, you will agree with me on

13

15

Objection, your Honor.

Overruled.

It is a term that they've used in a couple of documents.

16

MR. STONE:

We're at a couple of now.

Let me mark the

17

next one.

18

mark this as AX 410 for identification.

19

bears the Bates numbers Pandora 1403102140323.

20

410 on the witness' in case we have to come back to it.

21

BY MR. STONE:

22

Q.

23

discovery personalization in connection?

24

A.

25

970

What is our next exhibit in sequence?

I am going to

It is a document that
I am writing AX

Do you see, sir, a document entitled, "Redefining radio,

Yes.
MR. STONE:

This was produced from Pandora's files.

I
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1

offer it.

2

MR. STEINTHAL:

3

THE COURT:

4

(Defendant's Exhibit AX 410 received in evidence)

No objection.

Received.

5

BY MR. STONE:

6

Q.

Turn to the last page, sir.

7

A.

Okay.

8
9

971

MR. STONE:

Bill, could you please put up the last

page of this document.

10

BY MR. STONE:

11

Q.

12

advantage.

13

to your consumer, with less clutter and measurable results."

14

There is a chart entitled, "Summary:

The Pandora

Pandora delivers personalized targeted information

Do you see once again, sir, it says, "Broadcast radio

15

is not self-programmed, while Pandora is"?

16

A.

That is what it says, yes, I agree that is what it says.

17

Q.

But you disagree with it substantively, correct?

18

A.

I am not sure I either disagree or agree because I don't

19

have an understanding of what that term means.

20

Q.

21

radio is that the user does not program the content, correct?

22

A.

May I look at my definition?

23

Q.

If you need to, sure.

24

A.

I'm sorry.

25

Q.

Try Paragraph 14 of your statement.

One of the elements of at least one of your definitions of

I am looking in the wrong place.
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1

A.

Thank you.

2

Q.

My question to you is one of the elements of your

3

definition is that after selecting a station, the user does not

4

program the content, correct?

5

A.

That's correct.

6

Q.

And now I'm showing you a third document in which Pandora

7

says it is self-programmed, and I am asking you whether you

8

agree?

9

A.

I would say that with the proviso, the answer is no, with

10

the -- no, I do not agree, with the proviso that I'm not

11

comfortable with this term self-programmed.

12

it means.

13

Q.

Okay, but you don't agree that Pandora is self-programmed?

14

A.

I think I just said that I am not sure what that term

15

means, but with that proviso, I do not agree.

16

your question is yes, yes, I do not agree.

17

Q.

18

redefining radio.

19

correct?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

That is a phrase you've seen a lot in your review of the

22

documents in this case, correct?

23

A.

I have seen it several times.

24

Q.

You will agree with me that one of the major messages that

25

Pandora sends to the marketplace, to consumers, to advertisers,

I am not sure what

So the answer to

One of the documents we just looked at says that Pandora is
That was the title of the slide AX 410,
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1

to investors, to the public is that Pandora is redefining

2

radio, correct?

3

A.

4

as well, but, yes.

5

Q.

6

answer to yes or no.

7

send out the message that it is redefining radio?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Other online services also claim to be redefining radio,

Yes, and similar messages are sent out by its competitors

I am going to ask you if you're willing to confine your
The question I asked you was does Pandora

10

correct?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

Let me show you a document that is behind Tab 12 in your

13

binder.

14

A.

Okay.

15

Q.

Do you have that in front of you?

16

A.

Yes, I do.

17

Q.

The title of this document is:

18

It is already in evidence.

It is AX 131.

"Pandora, redefining radio, discovery, personalization

19

and connection," correct?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

Let me ask you to turn to the page that bears 128869.

22

guess that would be 4 of 24.

23

A.

Okay.

24

Q.

It says, "Our mission:

25

I

Redefining radio."

Do you see that there?
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

Again not the only document you've seen in which Pandora

3

asserts that redefining radio is its mission?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

So it is your contention in your definition of radio that

6

the definition of radio has remained fundamentally unchanged,

7

correct?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

It is Pandora's contention that Pandora is redefining

974

10

radio, correct?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

Let me ask you to turn to the document in your binder

13

behind Tab 11.

14

appendix to AX 131 which we just looked at.

15

evidence.

16

A.

Okay.

17

Q.

Turn to the page that is AX 30, 12 of 58, please.

18

A.

Okay.

19

Q.

"Our listeners say it best.

20

listeners strongly agree that listening to music on Pandora is

21

better than listening to music on AM/FM radio."

22

It is numbered AX 130, and I believe to be the
This is already in

75 percent of Pandora

Do you see that there?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Will you agree with me that you have seen many documents

25

from Pandora in which they compare themselves to AM/FM radio
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1

and declare that they have a superior product to AM/FM radio?

2

A.

Sure.

3

Q.

Have you been to the Pandora web site yourself?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

Do you have a Pandora account?

6

A.

Of course.

7

Q.

I'd like to hand out something we discussed at your

8

deposition.

9

Pandora web site shows someone who doesn't have an account,

10

I guess this would be AX 411.

975

This is what the

just a stranger to the web site.

11

MR. STONE:

I offer AX 411.

12

MR. STEINTHAL:

13

THE COURT:

14

(Defendant's Exhibit AX 411 received in evidnece)

No objection, your Honor.

Received.

15

BY MR. STONE:

16

Q.

17

only music you like."

It says, "It's a new kind of radio -- stations that play

18

Do you see that there?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

Do you agree with the sentence that Pandora is a new kind

21

of radio, with stations that play only the music you like?

22

A.

23

I am not sure it only plays music I like.

24

Q.

25

radio, in the second iteration of the word "radio" in that

I agree with it is a new kind of radio.

It is still radio.

When you say that it's a new kind of radio, it's still
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1

sentence, you're referring to your own definition, it is a new

2

kind of radio, but it still meets the Bill Rosenblatt

3

definition, correct?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

You will agree with me that Pandora has told the investing

6

public that they're in the early stages of transforming radio,

7

correct?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

It is Pandora's contention, even if it isn't yours, that

10

Pandora is changing radio, correct?

11

MR. STEINTHAL:

12

THE COURT:

Objection, your Honor.

Sustained.

Form.

13

BY MR. STONE:

14

Q.

15

correct?

16

A.

That's their contention, yes.

17

Q.

Do you disagree with them?

18

A.

Radio has been changing for almost a hundred years, so

19

sure, I don't disagree with that.

20

Q.

21

unchanged?

22

A.

23

unchanged.

24

as push buttons in cars and use of software to select music

25

which dates back to the 1970's, and electronic tuning,

It is Pandora's contention that Pandora is changing radio,

I agree with it.

I thought the definition of radio was fundamentally

No.

Now it has been changing for a hundred years?

The definition that I offer has fundamentally
On top of that there are things that change, such
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1

satellite radio, cable TV radio.

2

Q.

3

created it around September of last year, correct?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

You haven't changed it except when you changed it in your

6

testimony?

Your definition is fundamentally unchanged since you

7

MR. STEINTHAL:

8

THE COURT:

9

Objection, your Honor.

Sustained.

BY MR. STONE:

10

Q.

Let me show you what is behind Tab 24 of your binder.

11

is JX 55 already in evidence.

12

A.

Okay.

13

Q.

From the size of the binder --

14

THE COURT:

AX 55?

15

MR. STONE:

JX.

16

THE COURT:

I am sorry.

This

I apologize.

17

BY MR. STONE:

18

Q.

19

didn't put the whole document in out of deference to the trees.

These are excerpts from Pandora's 2012 annual report.

20

If I could direct you to Page 5 of 130, could you put

21

that up on the board.

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

Let me take you to the second paragraph.

24

early stages of transforming radio."

25

We

"We are in the

Do you see that there?
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

Do you agree with it?

3

A.

No.

4

Q.

And you understand that this is an annual report issued by

5

Pandora to the investing public?

6

A.

Sure.

7

Q.

Let me direct you to Page 7, so two pages further in.

8

A.

Okay.

9

Q.

Let me take you to the bottom of that page.

10

MR. STONE:

I am sorry, Bill, Page 6 of 130.

I

11

apologize, 7 of the document.

12

BY MR. STONE:

13

Q.

Do you see the paragraph that is headed, "our DNA"?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

Let's look at the sentence that starts fundamentally.

16

is going to go on to the next page.

17

the rest of that sentence.

18

BY MR. STONE:

19

Q.

20

since it was first invented.

21

FM and satellite bands have been added, but the experience has

22

remained a one-way broadcast until now.

23

personalization and interaction, we've redefined radio and

24

disrupted one of the largest consumer media categories, where

25

80 percent of all music listening happens."

It

Bill, could you pull up

"Fundamentally, radio has remained virtually unchanged
The content has changed and the

Through
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1

979

Do you see that there?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

Do you agree with it?

4

A.

No.

5

Q.

Let me direct you to Pandora's 2013 annual report.

6

JX 82 in your binder behind Tab 25, and to -- Bill, if I you

7

could?

8

(Off-the-record discussion)

9

MR. STONE:

It is

So we are on 7 of 123, your Honor.

Pull

10

up the paragraph that is the overview of Pandora's business.

11

BY MR. STONE:

12

Q.

13

with the Securities & Exchange Commission?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

You may not have any understanding of this, but do you

16

understand that it is important to be accurate in one's

17

securities filings?

18

A.

You understand this to be a document that Pandora filed

I have that general understanding.

19

MR. STEINTHAL:

20

THE COURT:

Objection.

Overruled.

21

BY MR. STONE:

22

Q.

23

internet radio in the United States, offering a personalized

24

experience for each of our listeners.

25

form of radio, one that uses intrinsic qualities of music to

"Overview of the business.

Pandora is the leader in

We have pioneered a new
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1

initially create stations and then adapts playlists in real

2

time based on the individual feedback of each listener."

3

Do you see that there?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

Do you agree with it?

6

A.

Yes, it is still radio.

7

still radio.

8

980

It is a new form of radio.

It is

I agree with it.

(Continued on next page)

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

BY MR. STONE:

2

Q.

3

headed "Our Service"?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

It says "Unlike traditional radio stations that broadcast

6

the same content at the same time to all of their listeners, we

7

enable each of our listeners to create up to 100 personalized

8

stations."

Turn to the next page, please.

9

You see the paragraph

You see that there, sir?

Do you see that there?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

Do you agree with that?

12

A.

Sure.

13

Q.

Well, if there's any part of the sentence you don't agree

14

with, please tell me, or do you agree with it?

15

A.

I agree with it.

16

Q.

And one of the components of your definition of radio is

17

that the user initially selects the station.

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

And this is Pandora telling the investing public that they

20

allow their listeners to create up to 100 stations, correct?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

Let me direct you to AX 313.

23

20 and it's already in evidence.

24
25

It's unlike traditional radio stations.

MR. STONE:
A.

Correct?

It's in your binder behind AX

You can put it up, Bill.

I'm sorry, Tab 20?

Oh, it's just one page.
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It is, indeed, one page.
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It is a printout from the Pandora

1

Q.

2

website entitled "About the Music Genome Project."

3

that there?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

Is this a page you've looked at before when you've looked

6

at the Pandora website?

7

A.

I believe so.

8

Q.

Let me direct you to the last paragraph.

9

wealth of musicological information stored in the Music Genome

10

Project, Pandora recognizes and responds to each individual's

11

tastes.

12

experience - stations that play music you'll love - and nothing

13

else."

14

Do you see

"By utilizing the

The result is a much more personalized radio

Do you agree with that?

15

A.

I don't agree with "you'll love."

I'd go as far as you may

16

love.

17

Q.

18

because there hasn't actually been a demonstration of Pandora

19

for the Court yet.

20

let's spend a couple of seconds together on what Pandora does.

21

Okay?

Well, let's talk for a second about what Pandora does

22

I understand there will be next week, but

You've used Pandora?

23

A.

Of course.

24

Q.

You've created stations?

25

A.

Yes.
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So you hypothetically seed a station with-- well, we had

1

Q.

2

Yellow Submarine.

3

with that.

4

A.

Okay.

5

Q.

It will say "The Beatles station," correct?

6

A.

Something like that, yes.

7

Q.

As you're typing in the name of your seed, whether it's The

8

Beatles or it's Yellow Submarine, you'll see a drop-down list

9

of things that match what you've written so far.

You seed a station with The Beatles.

Start

It's trying

10

to anticipate what you're typing so it can give you a shortcut

11

to click, correct?

12

A.

13

technique, sure.

14

Q.

15

anticipatory searching.

16

A.

And I'm trying to characterize it more carefully, yes.

17

Q.

What happens if you type in the name of an artist that

18

Pandora doesn't have?

19

A.

I don't know off the top of my head.

20

Q.

You've never stumped it yet?

21

A.

I believe I have, but I don't recall what happened.

22

Q.

Okay.

23

Beatles, correct?

24

A.

Yes, they do.

25

Q.

A song will come on, chosen by the Music Genome Project,

That's correct.

It's a standard anticipatory search

I think we can all agree no one thinks Pandora invented
I'm describing it.

I'd have to try it.

So back to our Beatles station.

They have The
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1

right?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

It may or may not be a Beatles song?

4

A.

Correct.

5

Q.

You have the ability to thumb up that song, correct?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

You have the ability to thumb down that song?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Subject to limitations that we'll come to, you have the

984

10

ability to skip that song, correct?

11

A.

Yes, and the limitations also apply to thumbing down.

12

Q.

Is it your testimony that there's a limit to how many songs

13

you can thumb down?

14

A.

15

but I agree with you, you can thumb it down.

16

Q.

Right.

17

A.

Without limitation.

18

Q.

Well, let's talk about what happens when you thumb a song

19

up.

20

up and thumbing down are, in fact, a thumb up and a thumb down,

21

correct?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

If you click on the thumb up icon, what effect does that

24

have on your music listening experience?

25

A.

There are limits on what happens when you thumb it down,

First off, for the Court's benefit, the icons for thumbing

I'm sorry, repeat the question.
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1

Q.

2
3

Absolutely.

If you click on the thumb up icon, what effect does
that have on your music listening experience?

4

THE COURT:

Okay.

Everybody's trying to figure out

5

how much I do and don't know.

6

MR. STONE:

Will the Court permit a question?

7

THE COURT:

I don't have Pandora.

I don't have a

8

Pandora account.

9

everything I've read the basics about how Pandora works.

10

don't want to presume knowledge, but that's where I am.

11

I do think I've gathered, though, from

MR. STONE:

Okay.

I

I will tailor my questions with

12

that in mind and make perhaps some less obvious points about

13

it.

14

Q.

15

I like this, correct?

16

A.

That is correct.

17

Q.

And it will then analyze and essentially guess as to why I

18

like it, correct?

Thank you, your Honor.
If I thumb up a song, I'm telling the Music Genome Project

19

THE COURT:

Let me add I may get a Pandora account.

20

want to be evenhanded here.

21

have Pandora accounts.

I

And I think ASCAP would like me to

22

MR. COHEN:

So stipulated, your Honor.

23

THE COURT:

And ASCAP would like me to listen to music

24

every waking moment of my day.

25

MR. HARRISON:

As long as it's on Pandora.
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1

2

THE COURT:

every waking moment.

3
4

986

Pandora would like me to listen to it

Okay.

MR. STEINTHAL:

But we're all together here.

I'm not sure about that, your Honor.

There's a big cost associated with that.

5

THE COURT:

Okay.

6

BY MR. STONE:

7

Q.

Let's turn to thumbing down.

8

A.

Okay.

9

Q.

I'm on The Beatles station that we just created and Hey

10

Jude comes on.

Happens not to be a song I like; I thumb it

11

down.

12

A.

13

limit on free account, the song stops playing and will not play

14

again.

15

Q.

16

subscriber or not, if I thumb down a song, I will never hear it

17

again on that station, correct?

18

A.

19

day, but I'm not a hundred percent confident about that.

20

Q.

21

skip, correct?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

So it may be that if I've hit my skip limit, I've thumbed

24

down a song, it will continue playing it that time, correct?

25

A.

What happens?

Two things:

One, assuming that you haven't reached your

Well, let's break those into pieces.

Whether I'm a

I believe there's a limit to the number of thumbs down per

Okay.

There is a limit to the number of songs I could

And just for clarification, Pandora does change these
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1

limits from time to time.

2

Q.

3

changed the limits on how many songs you can skip in

4

anticipation of the Apple iTunes Radio launch, correct?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

They loosened it.

7

A.

I believe that's true.

8

yesterday.

9

Q.

Yes, they do, and we may come back to that.

987

In fact, they

They allowed you to skip more songs?
Ms. Flynn testified to that

Well, I don't want-- if the basis of your testimony is

10

solely that Ms. Flynn said so, you should tell me because I

11

want to understand how you know that.

12

A.

13

iTunes Radio.

14

Q.

15

its skip limitations has nothing to do with whether you've used

16

iTunes Radio.

17

A.

I'm sorry.

18

Q.

Are you aware that in anticipation of the launch of iTunes

19

Radio, Pandora loosened up its own skip limitations?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

One of the pairs of phrases we've heard in the testimony

22

thus far is one-to-one and one-to-many.

23

those terms?

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

Am I correct that a one-to-many model of broadcasting is

That is the basis for my testimony because I haven't used

Well, the two things are unrelated.

Pandora loosening up

Are you familiar with
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1

that music emanates from a central source and many listeners

2

all hear it at the same time?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

To take an easy example, terrestrial radio is a one-to-many

5

model.

6

and they all hear the same thing at the same time, correct?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

Will you agree with me that Pandora is a one-to-one model?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

Which is to say that no two Pandora listeners hear the same

11

stream of music, correct?

12

A.

It's unlikely.

13

Q.

And if it happened, it would be random coincidence as

14

opposed to Pandora intentionally delivering the same stream of

15

music to two people?

16

A.

I agree.

17

Q.

Will you agree with me that Pandora calls itself radio when

18

it's talking to prospective advertisers, but says it's not

19

radio when it's talking to prospective consumers and users?

20

A.

21

second.

22

Q.

23

advertisers, correct?

24

A.

Generally, yes.

25

Q.

Because it's trying to get into their radio ad buy, the

It gets broadcast.

People who tune it in, tune it in

It's highly unlikely.

I would agree to the first, but not necessarily to the

Pandora calls itself radio when it's talking to prospective
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1

amount of money they have to advertise on, quote, radio.

2

Correct?

3

A.

That's one reason.

4

Q.

Whereas, as we've seen in annual reports and power points,

5

Pandora says it's redefining radio, it's changing radio, it's

6

different from radio when trying to persuade users to prefer it

7

over traditional radio, correct?

8

MR. STEINTHAL:

9

THE COURT:

Objection, your Honor, formwise.

Sustained.

10

Q.

Whereas, when Pandora is talking to potential users, it

11

says it's redefining radio or changing radio or some synonym,

12

correct?

13

A.

14

"changing radio."

15

never says to con-- I have never seen it mention to consumers

16

that it is not radio; that it is something other than radio.

17

It is always expressed as "redefining," "innovating," things of

18

that nature.

19

just don't recall sitting here right now.

20

Q.

21

19 and is already in evidence.

22

Billboard, this is an article by Tim Westergren, the founder of

23

Pandora.

We've seen "redefining radio."

It's possible, but I would suggest that it

When you say "changing," you may be correct.

I

Let me show you AX 240, which is in your binder behind Tab

24
25

I'm not sure that I recall

This is, although published by

Do you see that?
A.

Yes.
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Let me direct you to the second page, please, and to the

1

Q.

2

first full paragraph on that page.

3

200 million registered listeners on Pandora.

4

account for over 8 percent of all radio listening hours, and

5

Pandora holds the position as the number one radio station in

6

virtually all local markets in the U.S."

7

It says "There are now over
We already

To be clear, Pandora doesn't broadcast AM/FM.

8

Correct?

9

A.

Correct.

10

Q.

"Our catalog has more than a million songs in it, and we

11

play virtually every song, every month.

12

broadcast medium musicians have known all their lives - a

13

perpetual fight by the well-financed for coveted slots on

14

narrow play lifts."

15

This is not the

Do you agree that Pandora is not the broadcast medium

16

musicians have known all their lives?

17

A.

Not entirely.

18

Q.

Let me direct you to AX 59, which is behind Tab 2 in your

19

binder.

20

MR. STONE:

This is not yet in evidence, so, Bill,

21

please do not put it up.

22

A.

Tab 2 you said?

23

Q.

I did, indeed.

24

A.

Thank you.

25

990

MR. STONE:

I offer AX 59.
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1

MR. STEINTHAL:

No objection.

2

THE COURT:

3

(ASCAP Exhibit AX 59 received)

Received.

4

Q.

Let me direct you to page 9 of 13.

5

A.

Okay.

6

Q.

It's a little dark at the top.

7

copy in your binder.

8

Pandora?"

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

And it's a poll.

11

strongly agree this is a reason they listen to Pandora."

12

you see that there?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

The first one, 77 percent of the respondents-- let me start

15

by saying that obviously these numbers total more than 100, so

16

one infers people can like more than one reason, correct?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

Okay.

19

the ability to create radio stations based on your favorite

20

songs or artists."

21

It's easier to see in the

It says "Why do people listen to

Do you see that there?

It says "Percent of listeners who
Do

It's a check-all-that-apply scenario.
And 77 percent of the respondents checked "You like

Do you see that there?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

Can you create radio stations on traditional AM/FM radio?

24

A.

No.

25

Q.

Can you create radio stations on AM/FM simulcast?
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1

A.

No.

2

Q.

The next one, 74 percent, "You like the ability to skip

3

songs."

4

992

Do you see that?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

Can you skip songs on the radio?

7

A.

No.

8

Q.

Can you skip songs on simulcast?

9

A.

No.

10

Q.

The next one is "Pandora is easy to use."

11

that one.

12

use?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

Do you think Pandora is easy to use?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

The next one, "Pandora has fewer commercials than AM/FM

17

radio."

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

What's the next one, at 60 percent?

20

A.

"Pandora seems to play a wider selection of songs than

21

AM/FM radio stations."

22

Q.

What's the next one?

23

A.

"Pandora learns about your personal musical tastes and

24

continues to adapt the music it selects."

25

Q.

Probably skip

Next-- well, do you think the radio is easy to

Sixty-two percent of the people like that, correct?

You'll agree with me that terrestrial AM/FM radio does not
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1

learn about the individual tastes of individual listeners and

2

adapt the transmission just for that listener?

3

A.

4

that.

5

Q.

6

you talk about in your testimony is technologies that AM/FM

7

radio is now using to be better responsive to what its

8

listeners as a whole think, correct?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

And one such product is something called Jelli.

11

A.

Correct.

12

Q.

We'll come to that.

Could you repeat that, please?

Sure.

13

993

There were several parts to

Well, let's come at it this way:

One of the things

Correct?

For the moment, will you agree with me that

14

terrestrial radio does not tailor its broadcast to the personal

15

taste of each individual listener?

16

A.

Not to each individual listener.

17

Q.

Right.

18

A.

Correct.

19

Q.

Next, "Pandora has no personalities or DJs," 49 percent.

20

Nor does simulcast, correct?

Do you see that there?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

And terrestrial radio, as we all know, does, in fact -- or

23

at least some terrestrial radio has personalities and DJs,

24

correct?

25

A.

Some do, yes.
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994

Do you think that Pandora is a category creator redefining

1

Q.

2

radio?

3

A.

No.

4

Q.

Let me show you a document that's behind Tab 22 in your

5

binder.

6

It's JX 45.
MR. STONE:

It's already in evidence.
This is -- if you skip past the cover

7

e-mail, Bill, one page, you'll see this is Pandora's

8

presentation-- one more page-- at its Analyst Day in 2011.

9

Q.

Do you see that there, sir?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

Let me direct you to page 71 of 74, please.

12

Do you see a slide showing analysts the key investment

13

highlights for Pandora?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

It says "Pandora is a category creator redefining radio."

16

I take it you disagree?

17

A.

I would say I would agree with it with respect to its

18

availability to certain investors in the context of an IPO

19

perhaps.

20

Q.

Well, Pandora had its IPO already, correct?

21

A.

I'm sorry, I didn't pay attention to when this was

22

published, so...

23

Q.

Well, Pandora is a publicly traded company, right?

24

A.

Right.

25

published before or after the IPO.

Otherwise, I disagree.

I just am not aware of whether this document was
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1

Q.

2

it.

I now sense the ambiguity in my question and let me re-ask

3

We're standing here in January of 2014, correct?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

Pandora has had its IPO already, correct?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

Is Pandora still a category creator?

8

A.

No.

9

Q.

Do you recall-- well, do you agree that Pandora is a new

10

kind of radio?

11

A.

I would need to know new with respect to what?

12

Q.

You can't answer "Is Pandora a new kind of radio?" without

13

knowing more?

14

A.

Newer than what? is what I would need to know.

15

Q.

Let me ask you to turn to your deposition at page 113.

16

you see at the top of that page I asked you the question:

17

"Q.

Do you agree that Pandora is a new kind of radio?"

18
19

Do

MR. STEINTHAL:

Your Honor, if we could just have a

chance to get there.

20

MR. STONE:

Of course.

21

Q.

Do you see that I asked you:

22

"Q.

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

And you answered:

25

"A.

Do you agree that Pandora is a new kind of radio?

I think as I explained earlier this morning, it is one
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996

1

example of a new set of features within the realm of radio.

So

2

I would say yes.

3

but I would qualify that by saying so are various other

4

services that exist and in fact existed before Pandora

5

launched."

6

I would agree that it is a new kind of radio,

Do you recall giving that testimony?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

Was it truthful?

9

A.

I stand by it.

10

Q.

Okay.

11

referring to other internet-using services, correct?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

Do you recall at your deposition that you described Pandora

14

as being radio-plus?

15

A.

16

itself as radio-plus.

17

Q.

And you said it was a fair characterization, correct?

18

A.

I don't recall that exactly one way or another.

19

Q.

Let's see if I can refresh your recollection.

20

The other services that exist, to be clear you're

I recall that I characterized Pandora's own description of

Well, before I do that, will you agree with me that

21

Pandora can fairly be thought of as radio-plus?

22

A.

23

means traditional AM/FM terrestrial broadcast radio.

24

Q.

And simulcast?

25

A.

Okay, yes, I'll buy that, if by "simulcast" you mean

I agree to the extent that radio in the phrase "radio-plus"
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1

individual simulcast stations.

2

Q.

997

I think we may-- withdrawn.

3

Are you suggesting that there's personalized

4

simulcast?

5

A.

No.

6

Q.

Simulcast is the internet transmission of what is otherwise

7

simultaneously being broadcast across the airwaves subject to

8

perhaps some changes in the advertising context, correct?

9

A.

Right.

I'm merely making a clarifying-- hopefully

10

clarifying distinction between individual simulcast stations

11

and simulcast aggregators such as TuneIn and iHeartRadio.

12

Q.

13

example, to search to see whether any of the simulcast

14

broadcasts happen to currently be playing a song I like,

15

correct?

16

A.

17

were encouraged not to offer that feature.

18

Q.

19

the internet to access lots of simulcasts?

20

A.

Correct.

21

Q.

Each simulcast, however, is a one-to-many broadcast of

22

simultaneous transmission of AM/FM radio, correct?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

So for clarity, I might be able to access over the internet

25

here in New York something that's simultaneously being

A simulcast aggregator is a program that allows me, for

Actually, no, they don't do that anymore.

I think they

A simulcast aggregator now simply is a place I can go on
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998

1

broadcast on the airwaves in Marrakesh, correct?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

Whereas, I can't pick up that broadcast with an antenna

4

from Marrakesh here?

5

A.

Correct.

6

Q.

Do consumers interact with the Pandora service?

7

A.

Yes, consumers interact with any form of digital media.

8

Q.

One of which is Pandora?

9

A.

Correct.

10

Q.

You have seen documents in which Pandora refers to

11

thumbing up, thumbing down, and skipping as being interactions,

12

correct?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

And you don't take any particular issue with that term?

15

Seems okay to you?

16

A.

17

that term.

18

Q.

19

binder.

20

A.

I'm sorry, that's Tab 9?

21

Q.

It is, indeed, sir.

22

A.

Thank you.

23

Q.

And specifically to the page that is 20 of 31.

24

A.

Okay.

25

Q.

This is a page entitled "Web Listener:

No, it's a standard term in the computer world.

It fits

Let me ask you to turn to the document behind Tab 9 in your
It's AX 92.

What's the Overlap
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1

of Core Interactions?"

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

And am I right that the core interactions being discussed

4

there are thumbing up, thumbing down and skipping?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

And what this shows you is that in the month of February

7

being described there, 62 percent-- I'm sorry, 72 percent of

8

the users of Pandora engaged in at least one of the core

9

interactions:

999

Correct?

Thumb up, thumb down or skip.

Correct?

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

Pandora has described itself to investors as being

12

interactive, correct?

13

A.

14

that word in descriptions to investors.

15

Q.

16

169 not yet in evidence.

17

A.

I'd have to see the context, but I'd assume that they used

Turn to the document behind Tab 29 in your binder.

It's PX

Okay.

18

MR. STONE:

I offer it without objection, your Honor.

19

THE COURT:

Received.

20

(Pandora Exhibit PX 169 received)

21

Q.

22

paper.

23

in June of 2011.

24
25

These are excerpts from a larger slide deck, again to save
This is in connection with the initial public offering
Turn to the next page, please.

MR. STEINTHAL:

Your Honor, just to interpose, with

certain documents I don't mind their using an excerpt, but if
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1

we're taking just some pages that refer to certain buzzwords

2

and there are other pages in here that are not part of it, I

3

think that could be unfair.

4

MR. STONE:

1000

I actually agree with that, your Honor,

5

and I'm informed by my ever-ready team that, in fact, the whole

6

document is in the binder.

7

THE COURT:

Well, the whole document's going to be in

8

evidence.

Well, we should actually clarify that.

9

of the parties' exhibits in advance of trial.

I got a set

And when I am

10

receiving an exhibit at trial, I'm assuming that what I'm

11

receiving is actually the document that the parties provided to

12

me before trial.

13

particular witness just to save copying costs or because the

14

rest of the document is irrelevant, I'm ignoring that.

15

extent I got a document before trial that bore that number,

16

it's that document, the pretrial document, that I'm receiving

17

into evidence.

So that if you use fewer pages with a

18

Is that everybody's understanding?

19

MR. STONE:

20

MR. STEINTHAL:

21

MR. STONE:

To the

Absolutely, your Honor.
Yes, your Honor.

And to the point that we should be

22

attempting to give each other complete sets of the documents so

23

that if, for example, the next page was an edit of the previous

24

page, we haven't, I agree with you, we should be giving each

25

other complete documents and have been.
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1

BY MR. STONE:

2

Q.

1001

Let me direct you to-- I've got to do this by page number.

3

MR. STONE:

Jump six pages ahead from where you are,

4

Bill.

Yes.

5

Q.

6

appears on the page Pandora 22099?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

Do you see that Pandora is situated between a column of

9

"Broadcast Radio" and a column of "Internet"?

Do you see the document that's up there on the screen and

10

A.

Yes.

11

Q.

Do you agree with me that starting on the left, Pandora is

12

free, assuming one doesn't choose to subscribe?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

And requires no effort?

15

it's ubiquitous?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

Allows you to discover new music?

18

A.

Sure.

19

Q.

And it is -- of the attributes of the internet, it's

20

one-to-one?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

It's personalized?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

And, at least in some senses, although we all agree not in

25

all, it is interactive, correct?

However much effort it requires,

You agree?
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In the technical internet sense of the word, yes, it is

1

A.

2

interactive.

3

Q.

4

interacts with it?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

Let's talk about personalized for a second.

7

you the document that is-- hmm, it's not in the binder.

And by "the technical internet sense," you mean one

8
9

MR. STEINTHAL:

Let me show

Actually, your Honor, if we're going

to a different spot, can we take a short break?

10

MR. STONE:

Sure.

11

THE COURT:

Sure.

12

(Recess)

13

MR. STONE:

14

BY MR. STONE:

15

Q.

16

testimony?

Thank you, your Honor.

Mr. Rosenblatt, would you turn to page 60 of your

17

MR. STONE:

I'm sorry, not his deposition, Bill.

My

18

fault.

His direct testimony in this case, Exhibit 8.

19

A.

Page 60?

20

Q.

Six-zero.

21

A.

Okay.

22

Q.

There's a table at the top of that page, correct?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

And that's a table that initially appeared in your rebuttal

25

expert report, correct?
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1

A.

I believe that's true.

2

Q.

And you haven't changed it from your rebuttal expert

3

report, correct?

4

A.

I don't recall having changed it.

5

Q.

Am I correct that down the left side of this table, you

6

list various online music services?

7

A.

8

Ms. Flynn's report that fall under the personalized radio

9

heading.

1003

It's the same?

Yes, specifically those are the ones identified in

10

Q.

And just so that we're clear, when we're talking, for

11

example, in this chart about Spotify, the second to the bottom

12

row, you see that there?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

You're referring to the personalized radio feature of

15

Spotify, correct?

16

A.

That is correct.

17

Q.

And when you are talking about iHeartRadio, fourth from the

18

bottom, you're talking about the Create Station feature within

19

iHeartRadio, correct?

20

A.

21

same designations apply to Rhapsody and Rdio in that table and

22

Slacker.

23

Q.

24

functionality as well, correct?

25

A.

Yes.

And in the interests of time and clarification, the

Because Slacker, Rhapsody and Rdio offer on-demand

That is correct.
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1004

1

Q.

As does Spotify?

2

A.

Yes.

3

Q.

And for iHeartRadio, the distinction you're drawing is

4

between the custom feature of Create Station and otherwise

5

simulcasting.

6

A.

Correct.

7

Q.

Moving across the top, we see features for creating a

8

station by artist, genre, song and composer, correct?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

And we see features for providing feedback:

11

feedback, negative feedback, skip a song, and the ability to

12

add variety to a station.

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

Will you agree with me that the features that you identify

15

in this table are themselves innovations over AM/FM?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

And will you agree with me that Pandora offers all of them?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

Turn to page 34 of your testimony, please.

20

A.

Okay.

21

Q.

Will you agree with me that you start a section here

22

entitled "Similarities Between AM/FM and Internet Radio"?

23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

And that what follows on the next set of pages are ways

25

in which you think AM/FM radio and Pandora are similar to one

Correct?

Positive

Correct?
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1

another?

2

A.

3

internet radio for Pandora.

4

Q.

5

personalized internet radio, not simulcast or on demand,

6

correct?

7

A.

8

be drawing comparisons that include simulcast.

9

look through what I've written to verify that.

I would say yes with one quibble:

Okay.

That I would substitute

But for internet radio you are substituting

Certainly not on demand.

10

Q.

11

we're clear.

12

1005

All right.

In some of these cases I may also
I would have to

Well, let's break that into pieces just so that

In the section of your report that describes

13

similarities between AM/FM and internet radio, you were not

14

expressing an opinion that the internet radio services,

15

including Pandora, are or are not similar to on-demand

16

services.

17

A.

In this section of the document, I agree.

18

Q.

Okay.

19

disparity in music use, you're talking about between internet

20

radio services like Pandora and AM/FM radio, not internet radio

21

services and on-demand services?

22

A.

I agree.

23

Q.

Let's walk through some of the differences you identify.

24

The first category is on page 35, the next page.

25

methods of music programming," you see that there?

Correct?

So to the extent, for example, that you discuss

"Similar
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1006

1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

Am I correct that what you describe in this section is that

3

both AM/FM radio on the one hand and streaming internet

4

services like Pandora on the other are programmed using

5

sophisticated algorithms?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

The algorithm may vary from provider to provider, but the

8

idea is that they're all using computers to decide what

9

listeners likely want to hear, correct?

10

A.

They're using computers and possibly human input in

11

addition to computers, but, yes.

12

is yes.

13

Q.

14

broadcast over AM/FM radio or simulcast of AM/FM radio, that

15

user feedback ultimately drives a one-to-many broadcast hitting

16

many listeners at the same time, correct?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

Whereas a service like Pandora can take that feedback and

19

those algorithms and provide individually tailored streams of

20

music to individual customers?

21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

And you will agree with me that the ability to do that is a

23

significant advantage for a company like Pandora?

24

A.

25

tout as differentiating, so I would agree, yes.

The answer to your question

You will agree with me, however, will you not, that for a

Yes.

It's certainly one of the main features that they
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Okay.

1007

Let's then look at Section B, which is on page 36,

1

Q.

2

"Similarity of music most often played."

3

there?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

The heading is kind of orphaned on page 36.

6

actually on the next page, paragraph 110, correct?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

And then there's a chart or a diagram on your next page,

9

and that's the entirety of your section, "Similarity of music

Do you see that

The section is

10

most often played," correct?

11

A.

Correct.

12

Q.

Let's start with the beginning of paragraph 110, please.

13

"Another similarity can be seen in the music that is played on

14

AM/FM and internet radio.

15

services now play largely the same music as the most popular AM

16

and FM stations."

17

The most popular internet radio

And you, in Figure 5, show the relative air play on

18

Pandora and on AM/FM radio of the ten most popular songs on

19

Pandora starting in June of 2012.

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

And you found that there's a very significant overlap in

22

the ten most popular songs on Pandora and the ten most popular

23

songs on AM/FM radio during the time periods you looked at.

24

Correct?

25

A.

Correct?

Yes.
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1008

Did look at whether those songs were also the most popular

1

Q.

2

songs purchased on iTunes during that period of time?

3

A.

No.

4

Q.

Did you look at whether they were the most popular songs

5

played on juke boxes during that period of time?

6

A.

No.

7

Q.

Did you look at whether they were the most popular songs

8

played on on-demand services?

9

A.

No.

The purpose of this section was to compare internet

10

with AM/FM radio.

11

Q.

Right.

12

To the extent, however, that the Court is trying to

13

determine whether Pandora is like AM/FM radio or is like

14

on-demand services, this section of your report only addresses

15

the first half of that comparison, correct?

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

And does not provide any control or counter or denominator

18

of a comparison against on-demand services, correct?

19

A.

That is correct.

20

Q.

Now, when you looked at the data on similarity of the

21

songs, did you look at to what extent there was overlap not in

22

the ten most popular songs, but in, say, the next 20 after

23

that?

24

A.

25

on Pandora on a certain-- in a certain week in June.

Well, I started with the numbers 1 through 10 in popularity
I was
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1

given weekly data.

2

Q.

Yes.

3

A.

And I honestly don't-- and I did look at other data, and I

4

honestly don't recall whether I looked below the top ten.

5

may have.

6

of brevity.

7

Q.

8

your binder, please.

I may have decided to just show ten in the interests

Let me direct you to the document that is behind Tab 30 in

9
10

I

MR. STONE:

This is PX 512.
It is not yet in evidence.

document from Pandora's files.

It's a

I offer it.

11

MR. STEINTHAL:

No objection.

12

THE COURT:

13

(Pandora Exhibit PX 512 received)

Received.

14

Q.

Sir, if you look in the footnote on page 39 of your

15

testimony, you will see that PX 512 is one of the documents

16

that you cite as source material for the chart you created,

17

correct?

18

A.

In the interests f time, I'll take your word for it, yes.

19

Q.

I appreciate that.

20

And on the right here we see the most popular song--

21

well, let's do the left first.

22

top 100.

23

A.

24

On the left we see the Pandora

Correct?

Yes.
(Continued on next page)

25
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1010

Those are the most frequently played songs on Pandora

1

Q.

2

during that time period, correct?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

And on the right we see Media Base, the most popular songs

5

in the top 40 and rhythmic categories, correct?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

And you found substantial overlap between the top 10 songs

8

on Pandora and the top 10 songs in the top 40 and rhythmic

9

categories, correct?

10

A.

Right.

11

Q.

Will you agree with me that the red highlighting and the

12

key on the top right is not on Pandora top 100?

13

A.

Yes, that's what it says.

14

Q.

So will you agree with me that on the right column all of

15

the songs highlighted in red that were among the top songs on

16

top 40 and rhythmic were not among the top 100 on Pandora that

17

month?

18

A.

Yes.

19

Q.

Will you agree with me in the interest of time that if we

20

were to look at the other documents you side, one often sees

21

substantial differences after the top 10 songs?

22

A.

23

similar behavior.

24

Q.

25

I'd be willing to agree that the other weeks would show

Let's go back to Page 37, Paragraph 110 of your testimony.
I'd like to draw your attention to the last sentence
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It begins with the word Pandora 4 lines

1

of that paragraph.

2

from the bottom.

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

Do you see that there?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

It says, "Pandora music selection on some stations may

7

include a greater variety of artists and titles than AM/FM

8

stations."

9

1011

I want to pause there for a second.

The first use of

10

the word "stations," Pandora music selection on some stations,

11

you mean Pandora stations, correct?

12

A.

Yes.

13

Q.

May include a greater variety of artists and titles than

14

AM/FM stations.

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

I focus on the word, "may."

17

Pandora plays a substantially greater variety of music than

18

AM/FM radio does?

19

A.

20

deposition.

21

is played on FFC licensed AM and FM radio stations in the

22

United States.

23

Q.

24

have also seen many other documents in which Pandora publicly

25

touts the vast breadth of songs it plays by comparison to what

Do you see that there?

Is there any doubt that

Well, there is the statement that I cited from Tim Conrad's
The truth is that we don't know what exact variety

You did cite a sense from Mr. Conrad's deposition.

You
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1

is played on AM/FM radio, correct?

2

A.

3

total variety of AM/FM radio music play in the United States is

4

unknowable by certain shortcuts that they use to compare the

5

variety that they play, which is knowable.

6

Q.

7

data, correct?

8

A.

Yes.

9

Q.

Media Base is a recognized source for data in the radio

Yes, and I have seen that they get around the fact that the

And the shortcut that they use is they rely on Media Based

10

industry, correct?

11

A.

Yes?

12

Q.

In fact, you rely on it for your calculation of music use,

13

correct.

14

A.

I did.

15

Q.

If somebody were to make a comparison to volume of music

16

played on the radio, relying on music use, Media Base data,

17

that is a traditional and perfectly acceptable way of doing it,

18

correct?

19

A.

20

percent of SEC licensed stations.

21

Q.

22

measured simply by number of stations treating all stations as

23

equal, correct?

24

A.

Equal in terms of their listenership, yes.

25

Q.

In fact, they're not equal in terms of their listenership,

It is one of two generally accepted sources.

It is the best we have and Media Base only covers about 10

Media Base covers 10 percent of SEC licensed stations,
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1

are they?

2

A.

Certainly not.

3

Q.

And Media Base includes the largest radio stations,

4

correct?

5

A.

One would presume so.

6

Q.

In fact, you know that they do because that is how they get

7

data people rely on, correct?

8

A.

9

wouldn't have a viable product.

If they didn't include the biggest stations, then they

10

Q.

And they do have a viable product?

11

A.

They certainly do.

12

Q.

Before we go onto Media Base, I want to finish this

13

sentence with you.

14

You say Pandora music selection on some stations may

15

include a greater variety of artists and titles than AM/FM

16

stations, but the music content, recorded songs distributed by

17

record labels -- is undeniably of the same nature.

18

that correctly?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

Does Spotify play something other than recorded songs

21

distributed by record labels?

22

A.

Not to my knowledge.

23

Q.

Does juke boxes play something other than recorded songs

24

distributed by record labels?

25

A.

Did I read

No.
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Are you aware of any internet music provider of any type

1

Q.

2

that is a commercial service that doesn't play recorded songs

3

distributed by record labels?

4

A.

5

by record labels.

6

Q.

In addition, correct?

7

A.

In addition, yes.

8

Q.

But it is hardly differentiating Pandora from its

9

competitors to say Pandora plays songs that are recorded songs

Well, some of them may play recorded songs not distributed

10

distributed by record labels, you'll agree?

11

A.

12

preceding few questions, then I agree.

13

Q.

14

back -- actually, before we do that, I want to show you a

15

document that is in your binder.

16

find behind Tab 23.

17

A.

Okay.

18

Q.

The first page of this document is an e-mail exchange,

19

correct?

20

A.

Yes.

21

Q.

And there is an attachment?

22

A.

Yes.

23

Q.

Let's go to the attachment, please.

24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

This is a document entitled artist and track spin

If you define competitors the way you just did in your

Now let's talk about volume of music usage and we'll come

It is JX 48 which you will
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1

diversity, Pandora versus terrestial radio, week ending August

2

25, 2010.

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

Will you agree with me that this says that according to

5

Media Base, you'll see that this says that according to Media

6

Base, 6,000 artists got at least one spin on AM/FM radio during

7

that particular week of August 2010, correct?

8

A.

Could you put the display back up, please.

9

Q.

You can put it back up.

10

A.

Can you repeat the question, please.

11

Q.

Absolutely.

12

Base, 6,000 artists got at least one spin on AM/FM radio during

13

that particular week of August 2010.

14

A.

Are you asking me if I agree that it says that.

15

Q.

Yes, I am?

16

A.

Yes, for the stations that Media Base tracks, that's

17

correct.

18

Q.

19

which is the sort Pandora is using there, 6,000 artists got at

20

least one spin, correct?

21

A.

22

non-commercial stations, college stations, et cetera, a lot of

23

satellite.

24

Q.

25

correct number is if you think 6,000 is incorrect?

Do you see that there?

You'll see that this says according to Media

What this is saying for the stations tracked by Media Base

That's right and Media Base doesn't track a lot of

There is a lot that it doesn't track.

Do you have anyway of clarifying for the court what the
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Other than the certainty that it is higher, no, I do not

1

A.

2

have a way of quantifying that number.

3

Q.

And this is a comparison that Pandora created, correct?

4

A.

Yes.

5

Q.

Do you have any reason to believe that the data for the

6

week ending August 25th, 2010 is atypical in terms of the

7

comparison between spins and artists on Pandora on the one hand

8

and spins and artists measured by Media Base on the other?

9

A.

No.

10

Q.

Now, if you go back to the e-mail exchange, let's start

11

with the last one at the bottom of the page, e-mail from Joe

12

Kennedy at Pandora, and it carries over to the next page.

13

you see that?

14

A.

Yes.

15

Q.

And it is to an address that is execstaff at Pandora.

16

you see that?

17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

Do you understand that to be to be Mr. Kennedy's executive

19

staff?

20

A.

I assume that to be the case.

21

Q.

And one to come team?

22

A.

Right.

23

Q.

It might be interesting stats to have in our pocket,

24

particularly when our topic of our catalog diversity comes up.

25

Do

Do

Do you see that?
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

Back to the previous page and up one e-mail, Mr. Conrad,

3

the chief technology officer writes, I'd love to track these

4

same exact stats for Pandora each week, correct?

5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

And even if the 6,000 track number has to be adjusted

7

somewhat for the scope of Media Base, you'll agree with me that

8

Pandora plays an enormous amount more music than terrestial

9

radio does, correct?

10

A.

I am not sure I would agree with "enormous."

11

the total diversity of SEC licensed AM and FM air play plus

12

satellite and cable is unnoticeable.

13

As I said,

What I would agree is that this is the best

14

quantitative measure that the industry has available and so

15

therefore I can understand why Pandora would be interested in

16

touting that set of statistics.

17

Q.

18

consumption which begins on Page 40 of your testimony.

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

Am I correct one of the things that you did in preparing

21

your testimony and your expert report was attempt to calculate

22

the number of songs per hour being played on the radio using

23

what are called media guide data, correct?

24

A.

25

be useful and available in drawing a comparison between AM/FM

Let's talk about the section similarity of music

Yes, this was one of the data points that I thought would
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1

and internet radio.

2

MR. STONE:

1018

Bring up Paragraph 115, Bill.

3

BY MR. STONE:

4

Q.

5

formats of radio, religious and talk, you ended up with a

6

weighted average of 11.01 songs per hour on terrestial radio?

7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

And 15 songs per hour on Pandora?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

You read the expert report of Professor Ashenfelter,

11

correct?

12

A.

Yes, I did.

13

Q.

Did you also read his written testimony?

14

A.

No.

15

Q.

Let me just direct you to his expert report.

16

very similar numbers in his expert report, correct?

17

A.

Yes, I believe they were similar.

18

Q.

11 point something and 15, correct?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

And you're not expressing any opinion in this case that

21

anything in Professor Ashenfelter's report was incorrect,

22

right?

23

A.

24

Ashenfelter's report.

25

Q.

Am I correct, sir, that when you excluded non-music heavy

He calculated

I am not expressing any opinion whatsoever about Professor

You agree with me that Pandora plays more music per hour
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1

than the radio does on average?

2

A.

Plays more music per hour, yes, I agree.

3

Q.

Am I correct that the reason for the distinction that

4

you're drawing is that one of your arguments is that because of

5

station switching, people actually hear more than 11 songs per

6

hour on the radio?

7

A.

By "radio," you mean AM and FM broadcast radio, yes.

8

Q.

I do, and thank you.

9

I want to set aside for a moment what the user hears

10

and I want to focus first on what Pandora and the AM/FM

11

stations transmit, okay?

12

A.

Okay.

13

Q.

You calculated that on average Pandora transmits 15 songs

14

an hour and the radio stations other than religion and talk

15

which are talk-heavy, broadcast on average 11.01 songs per

16

hour, correct?

17

A.

18

took it from the deposition of -- who was it -- Tim Westergren.

19

Mr. Westergren's deposition; so, therefore, I assumed that that

20

that was the correct figure.

21

Professor Ashenfelter came up with a similar figure and so I

22

assumed that was an appropriate figure.

23

Q.

24

number, the 15 -- you did calculate the radio number, the 11?

25

A.

Yes, with the proviso that I did not calculate the 15.

I

Of course, I did notice that

And just to be clear, you didn't calculate the Pandora

Yes, based on ASCAP data.
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Let me show you what is in your binder behind Tab 13, it is

1

Q.

2

an Exhibit AX 157.

3

A.

Okay.

4

Q.

In the interest of time, we'll deal with this with another

5

witness.

6

Let's just set this aside.

Thank you, sir.

Let's talk about your point that people hear more than

7

11 songs an hour on the radio, okay?

8

A.

Okay.

9

Q.

You have not quantified how many more songs than 11 people

10

hear in an hour on the radio, correct.

11

A.

No.

12

Q.

One of the reasons that you reached that conclusion is an

13

article or study from 2003 about the effects of switching

14

stations in a car while driving, correct?

15

A.

16

stations in a car.

17

Q.

18

stations for a number of reasons, correct?

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

They switch stations because they don't like a song?

21

A.

That is one of the reasons.

22

Q.

They switch stations because they hit an advertisement?

23

A.

That is another, yes.

24

Q.

They switch stations because they're fighting with the

25

passenger about what to listen to?

I have simply suggested it is more than 11.

Well, the study was about the motivations for switching

Right.

What that study found is that people switch
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That is a glib characterization but, yes, the essence, I

1

A.

2

agree.

3

Q.

4

what the person who switches stations hears on the next station

5

on which they arrive?

6

A.

No.

7

Q.

So from that studies per switch, it is counted as a switch

8

of station if I switch from a song I don't like to a

9

commercial, correct?

Does the study on which you rely tell you anything about

10

A.

That's a possibility.

11

Q.

Right.

12

from or what it is being switched to, correct?

13

A.

14

commercial -- sorry -- from a song that you don't like, and you

15

get a commercial, you're going to keep switching until you get

16

another song.

17

Q.

18

that is not the case, right?

19

A.

That may be.

20

Q.

And you have no way of of knowing what those people in the

21

unnamed southeastern city were switching from or to, correct?

22

A.

23

switching into three buckets.

24

possibly music, the other was from music to other music, and

25

then the other one was from non-music to non-music.

That study is indifferent to what is being switched

Well, one can assume that if you are switching from a

I suspect the advertiser whose commercial that is hopes

No.

The only thing that I did was to group the reasons for
One was from non-music to
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So, for example, one of the reasons was boring topics

1

2

of conversation, from which I assume they're listening to a

3

talk show and they prefer to listen to a talk show about

4

something else.

5

So for the sake of conservatism, I assume that when

6

they're done switching, they've lighted on another talk show.

7

Q.

8

music and commercials, correct?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

There is talk?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

There is news?

13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

There is sports?

15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

Traffic and weather on the one, right?

17

A.

1010 WINS, yes.

18

Q.

None of those appear on Pandora.

19

comedy, if you choose comedy, and advertisements if you are not

20

a subscriber, correct?

21

A.

That is correct.

22

Q.

And so does Pandora ever insert comedy into a music feed

23

without the user having added comedy to it?

24

A.

I don't believe so.

25

Q.

As far as you know, the music and comedy live separately,

Just to be clear, there are things on the radio other than

Pandora plays only music,
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Otherwise, one

1

and if one wants to listen to comedy, one can.

2

hears music?

3

A.

4

that some people may consider to be comedy, I agree.

5

Q.

6

should be laughed at, can you agree with me that Pandora keeps

7

the music separate from the comedy?

8

A.

Yes, that is the intent.

9

Q.

And if one is a subscriber to Pandora for the annual fee,

To the extent that certain music is not considered comedy

Okay.

Leaving aside our respective opinions of what music

10

and one chooses a music station, all you're going to hear is

11

music wall-to-wall 24 hours a day until you turn it off,

12

correct?

13

A.

That is correct.

14

Q.

And now on the point of your study that you rely on, I want

15

to make sure I understand.

16

study, 373 people in an un-named southeastern city, you

17

conclude that people switch channels frequently enough in their

18

car to raise the number of songs that an AM/FM radio listener

19

hears above 11 on average, but you don't know to how much?

20

A.

I agree with that.

21

Q.

Let's talk about Section F in your report.

22

45.

23

listening habits on 44.

I am sorry.

From this now almost 11-year-old

I skipped one.

That is on Page

Let's go to E, similarity of

24

MR. STONE:

Your Honor, may I use this while --

25

THE COURT:

Sure.

Thank you for asking.
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1

BY MR. STONE:

2

Q.

You see your section on similarity of listening habits?

3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

You calculate listening hours per day, number of favorite

5

stations, frequency of music program changes?

6

A.

Yes.

7

Q.

Am I correct that in this section you have compared Pandora

8

to AM/FM radio, but you haven't compared either to on-demand

9

service providers?

10

A.

That's correct.

11

Q.

Let's talk about effects of music purchasing on Page 45.

12

A.

Okay.

13

Q.

You're familiar with the concept of cannibalization that

14

listening to music might cause someone not to want to buy it?

15

A.

16

report.

17

Q.

18

Yes, I refer to that as substitution, I believe, in my

Fair enough.
Have you compared the substitution effect of Pandora,

19

which is to say, the extent to which listening to music on

20

Pandora causes someone not to want to buy that music, to the

21

substitution effect of on-demand services?

22

A.

23

data that's conflicting and not apples-to-apples, and so I

24

decided to stick with the simpler conclusion that both AM/FM

25

and internet radio have both substitutional and promotional

Well, I've looked at data, and found that there is a lot of
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1

effects, and I have stopped short of quantifying or comparing

2

those, the magnitude of those effects.

3

Q.

4

services and AM/FM radio, you have seen data that each drives

5

sales of music, you have seen data that each inhibits sales of

6

music and so aside from the fact that they're both report to do

7

both, you haven't expressed a comparison beyond that?

8

A.

That is correct.

9

Q.

You haven't compared either of them, AM/FM radio or

So with respect to a comparison between Pandora and similar

10

Pandora, to on-demand services in this regard?

11

A.

Correct.

12

Q.

Turn to Page 47.

13

A.

Okay.

14

Q.

You have a section called convergence of internet and AM/FM

15

radio.

16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

Am I correct what you describe in this section is

18

technological advances that traditional AM/FM radio stations

19

have come up with to try to compete with services like Pandora?

20

A.

Yes, and with each other.

21

Q.

Who is the "each other" in that sentence?

22

A.

Each other, other AM/FM broadcast groups, stations, et

23

cetera.

24

Q.

25

advances in AM/FM radio, correct?

Do you see that?

But this is a section that describes for the court recent
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1

A.

Yes.

That is what this section describes.

2

THE COURT:

Counsel, how much longer for this witness?

3

MR. STONE:

5 to 10 minutes at most.

4
5

break or continue?
MR. COHEN:

Do you want to

I am happy that the court prefers.
I want to say, and Mr. Steinthal and I can

6

confer, we have two witnesses tomorrow, both of whom are

7

traveling great distances before and after the testimony.

8

don't know, I don't want to intrude on the court's evening.

9

don't know how much Mr. Steinthal has, but to the extent we can

10

reserve as much if not all of tomorrow for those witnesses that

11

might be good.

12

MR. STEINTHAL:

I will have 15 minutes tops.

I
I

I can't

13

imagine it would be longer than that, but also if your Honor

14

could start at 9:00 perhaps tomorrow instead of 9:30, that is a

15

longer day starting early.

16

THE COURT:

17

MR. STEINTHAL:

18

THE WITNESS:

19

THE COURT:

I don't know if that is feasible.

I can do it.
Can the witness do it.

The witness can do it either way.

Okay.

So we'll start at 9:00 o'clock

20

tomorrow.

So I'm thinking we are going to have roughly a half

21

an hour with this witness in total of all examination.

22

MR. STEINTHAL:

23

THE COURT:

24
25

Subject to your questions, your Honor.

Right.

So at 9:30 we'll be starting with

our two new witnesses.
MR. COHEN:

Mr. Horowitz followed by Mr. Rosenbloum.
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1

THE COURT:

2

(Court adjourned until Thursday, January 30, 2014, at

3

Thank you.

1027

Have a nice evening.

9:00 o'clock am)

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 21–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027)

COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC
Pursuant to the August 3, 2021 Order of the Copyright Royalty Board Granting Joint
Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order in the above-captioned proceeding, eCRB Docket
No. 25555, and the November 1, 2021 Stipulation between National Music Publishers’ Association
and the Nashville Songwriters Association International (collectively, the “Copyright Owners”),
on the one hand, and Amazon.com Services LLC, Apple Inc., Google LLC, Pandora Media, LLC,
and Spotify USA Inc., on the other, Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”) shall serve written
responses and objections to the following requested documents on or before November 15, 2021,
and shall produce copies of the following requested documents on a rolling basis, with a good faith
initial production to be made on December 2, 2021, and substantial completion of all responsive
documents to be produced electronically on or before December 13, 2021.
I.

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Except where otherwise indicated, Documents requested are those Documents

created or modified from January 1, 2017 to the present (the “Relevant Time Period”).

1
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2.

All Documents that respond, in whole or in part, to any clause of any paragraph of

the requests set forth in Appendix A attached hereto (the “Requests”) shall be produced in their
entirety, including all attachments and enclosures. Only one copy need be produced of Documents
that are identical (e.g., for electronic Documents, those that have the same MD5HASH value) if
You indicate via a metadata field all of the custodians or repositories where such document existed.
3.

All Documents responsive to a Request shall be produced in a separated and

indicated range of Bates-numbered documents. Alternatively, an index or metadata field can be
provided indicating, for each Request, which Documents are responsive to that Request.
4.

These Requests are continuing ones. If, between the date hereof and the time a

determination is issued in this proceeding, You receive or become aware of any additional
Documents from the Relevant Time Period responsive to the Request, You shall produce all such
further Documents as they are received or discovered.
5.

In addition to producing all original and final versions of Documents, You shall

produce all drafts, alterations, modifications, changes and amendments of Documents, as well as
all copies non-identical to the original in any respect, including any copy bearing non-identical
markings or notations of any kind.
6.

For any Document responsive to these Requests which is known to have been

destroyed or lost, or is otherwise unavailable, identify each such Document by author, addressee,
date, number of pages, and subject matter; and explain in detail the events leading to the destruction
or loss, or the reason for the unavailability of such Document, including the location of such
Document when last in Your possession, custody, or control, and the date and manner of its
disposition.

2
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7.

If You object to any Documents requested on the grounds of privilege, work

product or other grounds, Your response should state the existence of the information, Document
or communication, identify the specific grounds on which Your objection is based in a manner that
will enable other participants to assess the claim, and identify the information objected by
furnishing its date, participants (e.g., names of speakers or authors or addressees) and a general
description of the nature of the purportedly protected information.
8.

Documents should be produced in the manner and formats as described in

Appendix B, attached hereto.
II.

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions apply to the Requests:
1.

Agreement. The term “Agreement” shall include any and all Documents that form

a part of the transaction that is the subject of the agreement or of which the agreement is a part,
including any side letters or agreements that convey or describe any rights or consideration that
form a part of the transaction that is the subject of the agreement or of which the agreement is a
part.
2.

Amazon, You or Your. The term “Amazon,” “You,” or “Your” shall mean

Amazon.com Services LLC, Amazon.com, Inc., Amazon Digital Services LLC, and each of their
present and former parents, subsidiaries, and affiliates, their predecessors, their successors, and
their present and former members, principals, officers, directors, employees, partners, associates,
agents, representatives, and other persons acting or purporting to act on any of their behalf.
3.

Amazon HD. The phrase “Amazon HD” shall mean Amazon’s music streaming

service, Amazon Music HD.
4.

Amazon Music. The term “Amazon Music” shall mean Amazon’s music division

and department by that name, and any other department, division, personnel or vendors of Amazon
3
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involved in its Services and Offerings, including Amazon Prime Music, Amazon Music Unlimited
and Amazon Music Free.
5.

Amazon Music Free. The phrase “Amazon Music Free” shall mean Amazon’s

music streaming service, Amazon Music Free.
6.

Analysis. The term “Analysis” shall mean Documents including data, summaries,

studies, surveys, user feedback, experiments, programs, projections, analyses, forecasts, reports,
presentations, slide decks, memoranda, budgets, estimates, discussions (including notes, minutes
of meetings, correspondence and testimony), communications, presentations (including those to
boards, potential or current investors, advertisers, lenders, investment bankers, the public and all
others), press releases, public statements, six-page memos or any other documents that examine,
analyze, contemplate, consider, discuss, investigate, ponder, evaluate, interpret, estimate, examine,
report, review, explore or otherwise address a subject matter, without regard to who created the
Document.
7.

Bundle. The term “Bundle” shall mean any offering or plan in which an Eligible

Digital Music Service is bundled with any good or service that is not an Eligible Digital Music
Service. Each such Offering with distinct components is a distinct Bundle.
8.

Bundled Subscription Offering. The term “Bundled Subscription Offering” shall

mean any offering of a Service made available to end users together with one or more other
products or services. The phrase “Bundled Subscription Offering” shall include any offering that
meets the definition of "Bundled Subscription Offering” as set forth in Your Rate Proposal. Each
such Offering with distinct components is a distinct Bundled Subscription Offering.
9.

Business. The term “Business” shall include the operations of each and every one

of Your business units, departments or any other subdivisions, and includes operations concerning

4
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all of the products, services, Offerings, third-party sales, Devices, Services or other commercial or
business activities or services in which You engage.
10.

Business Leadership.

The phrase “Business Leadership” shall mean any

employee at Level 8 or above in the Amazon hierarchy.
11.

Business Metrics. The term “Business Metrics” means data, analysis or measures

of business performance or success, including measures of customer lifetime value (each example
in this definition is just an example, and the term includes any similar metric by whatever acronym
or name is used, such as lifetime value, lifetime revenues, lifetime customer value, CLV, LTV,
CLTV, LTR, LCV, etc.), subscriber or customer acquisition cost or SAC or CAC, average revenue
per user or ARPU, churn or retention rates, trial or promotional conversion rates, revenues, profits,
margins, enterprise or share value, subscriber or customer growth, net promoter score or NPS,
consumer willingness to pay (WTP) or any other metric or key performance indicator used by You
to measure or define business performance or success.
12.

Concerning.

The term “concerning” shall mean constituting, comprising,

memorializing, analyzing, discussing, reflecting or relating to.
13.

Device. The term “Device” shall mean any hardware, software or consumer

electronics device, product, good or service that allows an End User to play sound recordings,
including portable and non-portable MP3 players, smartphones, media players, digital audio
players, smart speakers, car audio or media players, tablets, smart TVs, speakers, home stereo
systems, desktop computers, laptop computers or software applications, regardless of whether
playing sound recordings is the sole or primary purpose of such device. For the avoidance of doubt,
“Devices” includes all Alexa-enabled products and devices.
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14.

Digital Service Provider. The phrase “Digital Service Provider” shall mean any

company or service providing users with access to one or more Services, including any Digital
Music Provider as defined in Section 115, including its present and former parents, subsidiaries,
and affiliates, its predecessors, its successors, and its present and former members, principals,
officers, directors, employees, partners, associates, agents, representatives and other persons acting
or purporting to act on its behalf, representing or including one or more such companies or
Services. The phrase “Digital Service Provider” shall also include any trade association or
lobbying group that represents or is funded in whole or in part by one or more Digital Service
Providers, including DiMA. For the avoidance of doubt, “Digital Service Providers” include
participants Amazon, Apple, Google, Spotify and Pandora.
15.

Discounted Subscription Offering. A “Discounted Subscription Offering” shall

mean any subscription Offering offered at a discount off of the standard, list or retail price
(including at no charge for a period of time), including any Family Plan, Free Trial Offering,
Student Plan or any Offering to the extent that a Prime member discount may be applied.
16.

Document. The term “Document” is defined as set forth in Rule 34(a) of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. “Document” shall be broadly defined to include electronicallystored information and all media on which information is recorded or stored.
17.

Eligible Digital Music Service. The phrase “Eligible Digital Music Service” shall

mean any product or service that involves activity that, in whole or in part, is currently or was at
any time during the Relevant Time Period subject to compulsory licensing under Section 115
and/or covered under 37 C.F.R. Part 385. For the avoidance of doubt, and without limitation,
Amazon Music Free, Amazon Music Prime and Amazon Music Unlimited are Eligible Digital
Music Services.

6
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18.

End Users. The phrase “End Users” shall have the same meaning as in Your Rate

Proposal.
19.

Family Plan. The phrase “Family Plan” shall have the same meaning as in Your

Rate Proposal.
20.

Free Trial Offering. The phrase “Free Trial Offering” shall have the same

meaning as in Your Rate Proposal.
21.

Impact. The term “Impact” includes actual, potential, contemplated, estimated or

forecasted impact.
22.

Interactive Stream. The phrase “Interactive Stream” shall mean a digital delivery

of a sound recording of a musical work, using streaming technology, in response to an end user’s
request (made in any manner), and, for the avoidance of doubt, includes Eligible Interactive
Streams as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019) and Interactive Streams as defined in 37 C.F.R. §
385.11 (2014).
23.

Licensed Activity. The phrase “Licensed Activity” shall have the same meaning

as in Your Rate Proposal.
24.

Limited Download. The phrase “Limited Download” shall mean a digital delivery

of a sound recording of a musical work that is available for listening by the end user for a limited
period of time or a limited number of times, and, for the avoidance of doubt, includes Eligible
Limited Downloads as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019) and Limited Downloads as defined in
37 C.F.R. § 385.11 (2014).
25.

Measure. The term “Measure” shall mean to average, benchmark, calculate,

compute, estimate, forecast, gauge, quantify, or value.
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26.

Mechanical License. The phrase “Mechanical License” shall mean any license

granting rights subject to compulsory licensing under Section 115 (whether obtained by direct
negotiation, from the Harry Fox Agency, or in compliance with the provisions of Section 115 and
its implementing regulations).
27.

Mechanical Royalty. The phrase “Mechanical Royalty” shall mean any royalty

paid pursuant to a Mechanical License.
28.

Mixed Service Bundle. The phrase “Mixed Service Bundle” shall have the same

meaning as in Your Rate Proposal.
29.

Non-Eligible Digital Music Service. A “Non-Eligible Digital Music Service”

shall mean any product or service that involves the transmission or delivery of one or more sound
recordings of musical works (including where sound recordings of musical works are embodied in
music videos or other audiovisual works) in the form of digital signals, whether for free or by
subscription, whether by streaming or download (either permanent or temporary), whether offering
a single type of music service or bundling together different music services (e.g., streaming and
downloads), and whether available on a personal computer, television, receiver, set-top box,
mobile/cellular phone, other mobile device (iPad, smartphone, tablet computer, laptop, etc.), or
any other device or platform, where such product is not currently and was not at any time during
the Relevant Time Period subject to compulsory licensing under Section 115 or covered under 37
C.F.R. Part 385.
30.

Non-Licensed Work. The phrase “Non-Licensed Work” shall have the same

meaning as in Your Rate Proposal.
31.

Offering. An “Offering” of a Service shall mean each version, variation or offering

of such Service to end users, including any version, variation or offering of the Service that is: (a)
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marketed or sold at a different or discounted price or with different branding (including, e.g., a
Family Plan, Student Plan or Standalone Non-Portable Subscription); (b) bundled with any other
product or service (including, e.g., a Bundled Subscription Offering; (c) subject to different end
user eligibility requirements; or (d) subject to different terms and conditions of use. For the
avoidance of doubt, each Bundled Subscription Offering with distinct components is a distinct
Offering, and each Offering that is made available both at full price and with a Prime member
discount constitute two distinct Offerings.
32.

Permanent Download. A “Permanent Download” shall mean a digital delivery of

a sound recording of a musical work in the form of a download that may be retained and played
on a permanent basis, and, for the avoidance of doubt, includes Permanent Downloads as defined
in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019) and Permanent Digital Downloads as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2
(2014).
33.

Play. The term “Play” shall have the same meaning as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2

34.

Prices.

The term “Prices” shall mean all prices or other amounts (whether

measured in currency or any other form of consideration) listed or charged to any entity (including
consumers, users, labels, advertisers, etc.) in connection with a Service, including: (a) to users for
use of the Service (such as for purchase of subscriptions to the Service, or for the purchase of
Permanent Downloads or Ringtones); (b) for advertisements placed on the Service; (c) for payper-click or other advertising-related activity; (d) for promotional activities offered on the Service;
and (e) for Internet referral traffic or other referrals for goods or services made to or from the
Service.
35.

Pricing. The term “Pricing” shall mean actual, potential, contemplated, estimated

or forecasted pricing or setting or determining any Price.

9
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36.

Prime Music. The phrase “Prime Music” shall mean Amazon’s music streaming

service, Amazon Music Prime.
37.

Rate Proposal. The phrase “Rate Proposal” shall mean Your Proposed Rates and

Terms as submitted in Your Written Direct Statement, filed on October 13, 2021.
38.

Record Company. The phrase “Record Company” shall mean any company that

directly or indirectly owns, licenses, controls or has the right to exploit sound recording copyrights
(or equivalent rights under chapter 14, title 17, of the U.S. Code), including any and all parent,
subsidiary or affiliate recording companies and record labels and any aggregators, and, for the
avoidance of doubt, includes any Sound Recording Company as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2
(2019) and any Record Company as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.11 (2014).
39.

Relevant Time Period. The phrase “Relevant Time Period” shall mean January 1,

2017 to present.
40.

Section 115. The phrase “Section 115” shall mean 17 U.S.C. § 115 of the U.S.

Copyright Act.
41.

Service. A “Service” shall mean an Eligible Digital Music Service or a Non-

Eligible Digital Music Service.
42.

Service Provider Revenue. The phrase “Service Provider Revenue” shall have

the same meaning as in Your Rate Proposal.
43.

Standalone Non-Portable Subscription Offering.

The phrase “Standalone

Portable Subscription Offering” shall include both the “Standalone Non-Portable Subscription
Offering—Streaming Only” and the “Standalone Non-Portable Subscription Offering—Mixed”
Offerings, each as defined in Your Rate Proposal.

10
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44.

Student Plan. The phrase “Student Plan” shall have the same meaning as in Your

Rate Proposal.
45.

Taxes. The phrase “Taxes” shall have the same meaning as in Your Rate Proposal.

46.

Third-Party Fees. The phrase “Third-Party Fees” shall have the same meaning as

in Your Rate Proposal.
47.

Total Content Cost (“TCC”). The phrase “Total Content Cost” or “TCC” shall

mean the total amount paid, incurred, or expensed in connection with the right to make Interactive
Streams or Limited Downloads of sound recordings through any Service, and, for the avoidance
of doubt, includes Total Cost of Content or TCC as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019), and
amounts expensed by a an Eligible Digital Music Service and/or Non-Eligible Digital Music
Service pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §§ 385.13 and 385.23 (2014).
48.

Unlimited. The term “Unlimited” shall mean Amazon’s music streaming service,

Amazon Music Unlimited.
49.

The singular form of a noun or pronoun shall be considered to include within its

meaning the plural form of the noun or pronoun, and vice versa; and the past tense shall include
the present tense where the clear meaning is not distorted. The term “including” shall mean
“including but not limited to.” The term “or” shall mean “and” and vice-versa, as necessary to
bring within the scope of the Requests all information or Documents that would be excluded absent
this definition.
Dated: November 2, 2021
New York, New York
PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
By:
Benjamin K. Semel
11
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Frank P. Scibilia
Donald S. Zakarin
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036
(212) 421-4100
bsemel@pryorcashman.com
fscibilia@pryorcashman.com
dzakarin@pryorcashman.com
Attorneys for Copyright Owners
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APPENDIX A
1.

Documents sufficient to show Your monthly step-by-step royalty pool calculation

for each Offering.
2.

Documents sufficient to show how each royalty pool calculation input was

calculated, including:
a.

Which department and position gathers the data;

b.

Which position signs off on each final input;

c.

Any and all code that is used in the data gathering process;

d.

Which database repositories are queried and for what information;

e.

Any and all processes for subsequent modifications to data queried from

databases; and
f.

Any and all processes used to Measure pool calculation inputs, and which

department and position sign off on each Measure.
3.

Documents sufficient to show, for each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services,

broken down monthly at every level of detail available for the Relevant Time Period, under the
terms and definitions of Your Rate Proposal:
a.

Your payable royalty pool under 37 C.F.R. § 385.21(b);

b.

Your Service Provider Revenue;

c.

Your per-subscriber minimum calculations;

d.

The percentage of advertising on each of Your Services that is placed

between content that constitutes Licensed Activity and content that constitutes nonLicensed Activity; and

1
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e.

For each Bundled Subscription Offering, the reduction to the payable

royalty pool that would be made pursuant to the calculation set forth in § 385.2,
definition of Service Provider Revenue, (5), (6).
4.

Documents sufficient to show, for each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services,

broken down monthly at every level of detail available for the Relevant Time Period, under the
terms and definitions of Your Rate Proposal:
a.

All applicable Taxes, Third-Party Fees, refunds to End Users and any other

costs, fees or offsets You would be permitted to deduct from Your gross revenues
in calculating Your Service Provider Revenue;
b.

All reductions to the counts of users with access to your subscription

Eligible Digital Music Services that You would be permitted to make;
c.

All reductions to the payable royalty pool that You would be permitted to

make in connection with any Licensed Activity Allocation; and
d.

All reductions to the payable royalty pool that You would be permitted to

make in connection with Bundled Subscription Offerings.
5.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, all of the consideration that You

have included in Your computation of Total Content Costs for calculating Mechanical Royalties,
and any consideration paid to Record Companies that You have excluded, for any period or to any
licensor to which You have paid royalties under either the Phonorecords II or Phonorecords III
rates and terms, whether pursuant to a compulsory license or any voluntary agreement that includes
a TCC measure for determining royalties, broken down at every level of specificity at which such
information exists, including each type of consideration that You include (including cash,
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ownership equity, monetary advances, barter or any other monetary and/or nonmonetary
consideration), and the respective amounts included for each royalty reporting period.
6.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, all of the consideration that You

have paid, expensed and/or recorded for the rights to license sound recordings, broken down at
every level of specificity at which such information exists, including each type of consideration
that You include (including cash, ownership, equity, monetary advances, barter, advertising
discounts or any other monetary or nonmonetary consideration) and the respective amounts
expensed for each royalty reporting period.
7.

All Analysis concerning Your actual or projected costs of licensing sound

recordings or musical works for any of Your Services or Offerings.
8.

Documents sufficient to show the extent, scope and structure of (a) Amazon.com

Services LLC, and (b) “Amazon Music,” as used in Your Written Direct Statement and Your
witnesses’ Written Direct Testimony, including, for each, its organizational structure, subdivisions,
number and types of employees and position within the larger Amazon organizational structure.
9.

Documents sufficient to show in its entirety “the team’s charter” for Amazon Music,

discussed in Amazon Exhibit 200.
10.

All WW Amazon Music Monthly Business Reviews.

11.

Documents sufficient to show Your monthly U.S. costs, revenues, profits and

margin calculations for each of Your Services, broken down at every level of specificity for which
records are maintained.
12.

All regular or periodic Analysis that reports Business Metrics concerning Your

Services.
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13.

All Documents in which You report Business Metrics concerning Your Services to

any member of Your Business Leadership.
14.

All Analysis concerning projected costs, revenues, profits or other Business Metrics

concerning any of Your Services or Offerings.
15.

All Analysis of minimum measures of revenues, profits or other Business Metrics

that are necessary in order for You to continue to offer any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services,
including any analysis of break-even points or shut-down points for such services.
16.

For each cost of Your Eligible Digital Music Services that is shared or allocated

with any other service, department or other Business unit, documents sufficient to identify the total
cost, the other Busines unit(s) that also share the cost, the method of allocation, and the amount
allocated to each Business unit. (See, e.g., Written Direct Testimony of James Duffett-Smith
(“Duffett-Smith Testimony”), ¶¶ 231-234; Written Direct Testimony of Tami Hurwitz (“Hurwitz
Testimony”), ¶¶ 4, 29-42)
17.

Documents sufficient to show on a monthly basis, at every level of specificity at

which such information exists, all marketing costs related to any Eligible Digital Music Service,
Licensed Activity or any other product, service, or line of Business You market in connection with
music; all allocations made of marketing costs; and to whom such marketing costs were paid, on
a Service-by-Service basis. (See, e.g., Hurwitz Testimony, ¶ 29)
18.

All Analysis concerning the

including:
a.

All Documents underlying the testimony that

4
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b.

All Analysis concerning

;

c.

All Documents and Analysis underlying
; and

d.

All Analysis concerning Unlimited’s Impact on any of Your other Business

lines.
19.

All Analysis concerning

20.

All Analysis concerning the expected viability of Amazon Music Free, including

Analysis of its viability under existing or potential Mechanical Royalty rates, performance royalty
rates or sound recording royalty rates.
21.

Documents sufficient to identify on a monthly basis the number of total subscribers,

inactive subscribers and Active Subscribers, as defined in Your Rate Proposal, for each of Your
Bundled Subscription Offerings.
22.

All Analysis concerning the Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on Your Eligible

Digital Music Services, including its Impact on subscriber numbers, revenues, costs and the sale
of Alexa-enabled Devices. (See Marx Testimony, ¶ 37 & n.83)
23.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, the total number of sound

recordings and musical works available for streaming on (a) Prime Music; and (b) Unlimited.
24.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, the total number of sound

recordings and musical works available for streaming on Amazon Music Free’s “limited catalog
of pre-set playlists” (Marx Testimony, ¶ 227), and the number of playlists available.
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25.

All Analysis concerning

26.

Documents sufficient to show all comparable products or services and average

standalone published prices considered or utilized by You in connection with Your calculation of
Service Provider Revenue for Prime Music.
27.

All Analysis of
)

28.

All Analysis concerning

29.

All Analysis concerning all functions of Amazon Music Free’s design that create

value for Your Business or any Business line, including its function as a platform to sell ads.
30.

All Analysis concerning the data about Amazon Music Free listeners that you make

available to advertisers.
31.

All Analysis concerning Amazon Music Free listeners’ willingness to pay for music.

32.

All Analysis concerning whether non-Prime member Amazon Music Free listeners

spend more on Your products and services, relative to other non-Prime members. (See, e.g.,
Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 56, 64, 83; Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 21)
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33.

All Analysis concerning limitations You have placed on the particular advertisers,

types of advertisers or products that may be advertised on Amazon Music Free, and Documents
sufficient to show the Impact of such restrictions on the calculation and amount of Service Provider
Revenue that would be reported under Your Rate Proposal. (See, e.g., Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 56,
64, 83; Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶¶ 21-23)
34.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, the total number of

advertisements that were played on Amazon Music Free, the number that advertised Your Eligible
Digital Music Services and the number that advertised Your other products or services, and all
Analysis concerning the Impact that Amazon Music Free ads have had on the purchase of Your
other products and services.
35.

All Analysis concerning the accounting of ads that advertise Your own products or

services on Amazon Music Free, including whether and how revenue from those ads is recorded
or Measured, and the amounts of any such revenue recorded or Measured and a description of the
services for which such revenue relates.
36.

All Analysis concerning the redline comment in

37.

All documents concerning the Impact of Your Eligible Digital Music Services on

Your Business, including on any margin calculations or other Business Metrics.
38.

All Analysis concerning

7
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39.

All Analysis concerning

40.

All Analysis concerning

41.

All Analysis concerning

42.

All Analysis concerning amounts that
. (See, e.g., Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 37, 46-49, 61-63, 65-67, 69, 78, 79-82)

43.

All Analysis concerning the

. (See, e.g.,

Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 12; Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 20, 36, 28, 37, 46-49, 61-63, 65-67, 69,
79-82, 88, Exhibit 200)
44.

All Analysis concerning the Impact on sales of Alexa-enabled Devices from:
a.

Your Services;

b.

The Price at which a Standalone Non-portable Subscription Offering is

offered;
c.

The length of any Unlimited free trial offer accompanying purchase of an

Alexa-enabled Device;
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d.

Any other Unlimited, Prime Music or Amazon Music Free discount,

promotion or offering tied to the purchase of an Alexa-enabled Device; or
e.

Any of an Alexa-enabled Device’s music-related features or offerings.

(See, e.g., Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 14, 42-43, 45, 51, 52, 53, 55, 74, 78)
45.

All Analysis concerning actual or forecasted sales volume, revenues or profits from

the sale of Alexa-enabled Devices.
46.

Documents sufficient to show all revenues that You receive from Digital Service

Providers in connection with the distribution of their Services through your app store or through
any Device, broken down at every level of specificity at which it is maintained by You.
47.

All Analysis concerning improvements to Alexa functionality that derive from

consumer use of Your Services.
48.

All Analysis concerning the revenue You receive from “merchandise” sold through

Unlimited or the Amazon Music app, including Documents sufficient to show monthly gross
revenue from the sale of “merchandise” and monthly revenue You retain from such sales. (See,
e.g., Marx Testimony, ¶ 51; Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 35, 39)
49.

All Analysis concerning Your use or monetization of user data gathered in

connection with Your Eligible Digital Music Services, including Your use or monetization of such
data in the provision or sale of Your other products or services.
50.

All Documents concerning the Impact of Your Eligible Digital Music Services on

(a) Your Business, including on any margin calculations or other Business Metrics, or (b) Your
overall Business ecosystem.
51.

All Analysis concerning the

9
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(See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 200)
52.

All Analysis concerning

53.

For each of Your Bundled Subscription Offerings: (a) all Analysis concerning

specific Pricing that was implemented; (b) all Analysis including reports to Business Leadership,
or any other decisionmakers, concerning the Pricing that was implemented; and (c) all Analysis
concerning the Impact of Pricing other than the Pricing that was implemented on Your Business
Metrics.
54.

For each of your Mixed Service Bundles: (a) all Analysis concerning specific

Pricing that was implemented; (b) all Analysis including reports to Business Leadership, or any
other decisionmakers, concerning the Pricing that was implemented; and (c) all Analysis
concerning the Impact of Pricing other than the Pricing that was implemented on Your Business
Metrics.
55.

For each of your Standalone Non-Portable Subscription Offerings: (a) all Analysis

concerning specific Pricing that was implemented; (b) all Analysis including reports to Business
Leadership, or any other decisionmakers, concerning the Pricing that was implemented; and (c) all
Analysis concerning the Impact of Pricing other than the Pricing that was implemented on Your
Business Metrics.
56.

With regard to
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57.

All Documents defining, explaining, discussing, estimating or Measuring

58.

All Analysis concerning the use of loss leader strategies, discounted, promotional

or low gross margin Pricing by You or by any other Digital Service Provider.
59.

All Analysis concerning Pricing strategies for Eligible Digital Music Services,

including Pricing strategies for discounted or promotional tiers, higher priced or premium tiers or
Device-tethered tiers, whether involving Your Services or the Services of other Digital Service
Providers.
60.

All Analysis concerning the Impact of different Pricing models for Your Eligible

Digital Music Services, including the Impact of Pricing models for each of Your Offerings on
Your Business, Your Business forecasts, any of Your Business Metrics or other Digital Service
Providers.
61.

All Analysis concerning

62.

All Analysis concerning the relationship between Amazon Music and any other of

Your lines of Business,
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63.

All Analysis concerning

64.

All Analysis concerning

65.

All Analysis concerning

66.

As addressed in

a.
b.

or

c.
67.

All Analysis concerning

68.

All Analysis concerning

69.

All Analysis concerning

70.

All Analysis concerning
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71.

In relation to the statement in

.
72.

All Analysis concerning

73.

All Analysis concerning

74.

All Analysis concerning

75.

All Analysis concerning

76.

All Analysis concerning

77.

All Analysis concerning Your decision to provide high-definition music at no extra

cost for Unlimited subscribers (“Free HD Upgrade”).
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78.

All Analysis concerning the Impact of the Free HD Upgrade on revenue that

otherwise would have been included in Mechanical Royalties calculations, or on any other
Business Metric.
79.

All Analysis concerning consumer willingness to pay for high-definition music.

80.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, how many Unlimited

subscribers have selected the Free HD Upgrade.
81.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, the number of Amazon HD

subscribers.
82.

Documents sufficient to show, for each Offering on a monthly basis, the: (a) total

End Users accessing the Offering via a free trial, and total Plays associated with those End Users;
(b) the End Users accessing the Offering via a free trial who are included in subscriber counts for
the Offering for the purposes of determining per-subscriber royalty rates, and total Plays associated
with those End Users; and (c) the End Users accessing the Offering via a free trial who are not
included in subscriber counts for the Offering for the purposes of determining per-subscriber
royalty rates, and total Plays associated with those End Users.
83.

Documents sufficient to show:
a.

and
b.
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84.

All Analysis concerning

85.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, each Discounted Subscription

Offering offered by You, including for each such Offering:
a.

the dates during which it was offered;

b.

the Price;

c.

the number of subscribers, broken down by Prime member subscribers and

non-Prime member subscribers;

86.

d.

the revenue accrued; and

e.

its terms and conditions.

All Analysis concerning the amount that Unlimited Student Plan subscribers spend

on Your products and services, including all Analysis concerning any difference in the amount
that Prime member Student Plan subscribers and non-Prime Student Plan subscribers spend on
Your products and services.
87.

All Analysis concerning the amount that Unlimited Family Plan subscribers spend

on Your products and services, including all Analysis concerning any difference in the amount
that Prime member Family Plan subscribers and non-Prime Family Plan subscribers spend on Your
products and services.
88.

All Analysis concerning the amount that Unlimited Individual Plan subscribers

spend on Your products and services, including all Analysis concerning any difference in the
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amount that Prime Individual Plan subscribers and non-Prime Individual Plan subscribers spend
on Your products and services.
89.

All Analysis concerning retention of Unlimited Student Plan subscribers as

Unlimited subscribers after expiration of their Student Plans, broken down at every level of
specificity maintained by You.
90.

Documents sufficient to show

. (See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 200)
91.

All Analysis concerning the extent to which non-family members share accounts

included in Unlimited Family Plans, and any methods You have used to monitor and verify that
only family members are sharing such accounts. (See, e.g., Hurwitz Testimony, ¶ 12)
92.

All Analysis concerning Your decision to allow for up to six separate sub-accounts

in Your Family Plan Offering, rather than a different number of separate sub-accounts.
93.

All Analysis concerning

94.

All Analysis concerning

95.

All Analysis concerning
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96.

All Analysis concerning

97.

All Analysis concerning the willingness to pay of Unlimited subscribers, and any

levels of willingness to pay that correlate to the various Unlimited pricing tiers You offer. (See,
e.g., Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 10, 11)
98.

All Analysis concerning the extent to which Unlimited subscribers also listen to

Prime Music. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 12; Marx Testimony, ¶ 68)
99.

All Analysis concerning the extent to which

100.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, and as a percent of all Unlimited

subscribers:
a.

the number of conversions from Prime Music users to Unlimited subscribers

(and separately, as a percent of all Prime Music users);
b.

the number of Prime members who are not Prime Music users, who newly

subscribe to Unlimited (and separately, as a percent of all Prime members who are
not Prime Music users); and
c.
101.

the number of non-Prime members who newly subscribe to Unlimited.

All Analysis concerning
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102.

All Analysis concerning

103.

Documents sufficient to show

104.

All Analysis concerning

105.

Documents sufficient to show

106.

All Analysis concerning

107.

All Analysis concerning

108.

All Analysis concerning the catalog size of Prime Music and/or Amazon Music

Free, including Analysis of potential increases to catalog size.
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109.

All Analysis concerning the on-demand functionality of Amazon Music Free,

including Analysis of actual or potential expansion of on-demand functionality.
110.

All Analysis concerning

111.

All Analysis concerning Your contemplated, new or forthcoming services that will

or may constitute an Eligible Digital Music Service, including any Analysis Measuring Mechanical
Royalties for any such service.
112.

All Analysis concerning any process or method that You have used or contemplated

using to determine or Measure whether accounts have engaged in User Manipulation or other
fraudulent activity, as set forth in the definition of Artificial Accounts in Your Rate Proposal.
113.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, broken down on an Offering-

by-Offering basis, the extent of User Manipulation and the number of Artificial Accounts, as
defined in Your Rate Proposal, that have been identified by or for You and Documents sufficient
to show the method(s) used to identify or Measure such manipulation and accounts.
114.

Documents sufficient to identify for each Bundled Subscription Offering and for

each Mixed Service Bundle, on a monthly basis: (a) the Price charged for the Bundle; (b) the total
revenues for the Bundle; (c) the revenues reported to musical works licensors pursuant to the
Section 115 compulsory license for the Eligible Digital Music Service in the Bundle; (d) the
number of subscribers to the Bundle; and (e) the standalone Prices for each component of the
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Bundle (or, where no standalone Price for a component exists, the standalone Price(s) of the most
closely comparable product(s) or service(s) for each such Bundle component.
115.

All Documents concerning any “product or service (including a product or service

subject to another subpart) available for a separate charge to End Users who also purchase a
Subscription Offering (including a Bundle Subscription Offering) where End Users could not
obtain that product or Service on a standalone basis.”
116.

All Analysis concerning

117.

Documents sufficient to identify, for each Eligible Service since its inception, any

changes You have made in Your methods of Measuring revenue under GAAP, whether in the
context of internal, royalty or other calculations, and all Documents concerning the Impact of any
such change on overall revenue recognition, allocation or other Business Metrics.
118.

Documents sufficient to show all sponsorship or commissions You received as a

result of the placement of third-party advertising on a Relevant Page, as defined in Your Rate
Proposal, or on any page accessed automatically when a user has interacted with a Relevant Page.
119.

Documents sufficient to show, for each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services

and at every level of specificity at which it exists, all “barter[s] or other nonmonetary
consideration,” as used in Your Rate Proposal, that You have received during the Relevant Time
Period.
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120.

Documents sufficient to show, for each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services

and at every level of specificity at which it exists, all “in-kind promotional consideration” You
have received that would be excluded from TCC under Your Rate Proposal.
121.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis for each Offering: (a) each tax

that You pay that would fall under Your definition of Taxes in Your Rate Proposal; (b) all fees
that You pay that would fall under Your definition of Third-Party Fees in Your Rate Proposal; (c)
all app store fees that You pay; and (d) all carrier charges that You pay.
122.

For each amount identified in connection with the immediately preceding Request,

if such amount was determined using an allocation or estimation, Documents sufficient to show
how (a) the method of such allocation or estimation was determined; (b) such allocation or
estimation was Measured; and (c) such allocation or estimation was applied.
123.

All Documents concerning the Impact of all fees and costs that could have been

deducted from Your Service Provider Revenue under Your Rate Proposal during the Relevant
Time Period, including Taxes, Third-Party fees, refunds, app store fees, phone company fees and
any other set-offs or deductions, on royalty payments.
124.

All Agreements in which the definition of revenue provides for the deduction of

any or all costs and fees whose deduction is provided for in Your Rate Proposal.
125.

All Analysis concerning the actual or potential portability of any Echo Device. (See,

e.g., Marx Testimony, ¶ 65)
126.

Documents sufficient to show the number of Plays, on a monthly basis, for each of

your Eligible Digital Music Services, including a breakdown of (a) Plays of musical works in the
Public Domain; (b) Plays of Eligible Interactive Streams; and (c) Plays of Eligible Limited
Downloads.
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127.

All Analysis concerning

128.

All Analysis that compares the
to: (a) the $0.25 per subscriber minimum in the Phonorecords II rates;

(b) the $2.99 value You attributed as the supposed stand-alone value of music in the Prime
subscription fee; (c) the effective per stream rate You paid for Prime Music under Your direct
Agreements with

(See,

e.g. Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶¶ 111-130, 132-146, 158-175, 176-178)
129.

All Analysis concerning

130.

All Analysis concerning actions You have taken or contemplated to limit the

number of Plays or otherwise limit royalties owed under a per-play royalty rate, if any, including
Documents sufficient to show which actions were implemented and the Impact of such actions on
royalties owed or on any other Business Metrics.
131.

All Analysis concerning Your Record Company Agreements which provide for a

per-play rate for any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services.
132.

All Analysis concerning
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133.

All Analysis concerning

.
134.

Documents sufficient to show all Services or Offerings through which You have

provided or have contemplated providing End Users access to Restricted Downloads, as defined
in Your Rate Proposal.
135.

Documents sufficient to show all Non-Licensed Works (together with all metadata

maintained by You to identify such works) that have been streamed on Your Eligible Digital Music
Services, together with monthly Play counts for each such work, broken down on a Service-byService basis.
136.

Documents sufficient to show, broken out by Offering on a monthly basis, the

revenue allocation that would have occurred between any Non-Licensed Works and Licensed
Activity offered together in an Offering, if such allocation were made under Your Rate Proposal.
137.

All Analysis concerning any process or method You use, have used or have

contemplated using to determine: (a) when advertisements or sponsorships will be placed in
between content that would constitute Licensed Activity and content that would constitute nonLicensed Activity under Your Rate Proposal; and (b) whether advertisements or sponsorships will
be placed between such activities or “embedded or served within” a Non-Licensed Work.
138.

Documents sufficient to show all revenue generated, on a monthly basis, from

“advertisements or sponsorships that [have been] placed between content that constitutes Licensed
Activity and content that constitutes non-Licensed Activity,” as set forth in Your Rate Proposal.
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139.

Documents sufficient to show all “adjustments to monthly reports of usage” and to

“annual reports of usage” that You have made, which would not be subject to Late Fees as defined
in Your Rate Proposal; and all Late Fees that You have paid as a result of such adjustments, at
every level of specificity at which such data exists.
140.

Documents sufficient to identify (by URL and title, together with all other metadata

maintained by You to identify such works) musical works in the public domain on each of Your
Offerings for each month, and the number of Plays of each such work each month.
141.

All Analysis concerning the

142.

All Analysis concerning the statement

143.

All Analysis concerning

144.

All Analysis concerning

145.

All Analysis concerning
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146.

All Analysis concerning any discussion or effort made by You

147.

All Analysis concerning the market power or bargaining power of any music

publisher, PRO, Record Company or Digital Service Provider, or any group of any of the foregoing
types of entities.
148.

All Documents concerning

149.

Copies of all Approval Requests (see, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 128) for licenses for

musical works or sound recordings for any of Your Offerings, and all responses or subsequent
reports or correspondence concerning such requests.
150.

Copies of all overviews of approval (see, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 132) or denials of

approval all for licenses for musical works or sound recordings for any of Your Offerings, and all
responses or subsequent reports or correspondence concerning such requests.
151.

All Documents in the Amazon Approvals portal (see, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 132,

“

”), concerning all licenses for musical works or sound

recordings for any of Your Offerings.
152.

All Documents concerning any Agreement with a music publisher in which the

publisher agreed to license 100% of any compositions in which it held a partial interest, including
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copies of the final Agreement and all negotiations concerning such grant of rights. (See, e.g.,
Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 41)
153.

All Documents concerning any effort by You to obtain the agreement of a music

publisher to license more than its percentage interest in a composition and any response by any
publisher. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 41)
154.

All Documents concerning any Agreement made with any music publisher that is

for less than the statutory rate. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 41)
155.

All Analysis concerning any statement by Sony Music Publishing of what benefits

it sought to obtain or expected to obtain during the negotiations discussed in Duffett-Smith
Testimony, ¶ 102.
156.

All Documents concerning any response by You to

. (See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 62)
157.

All Analysis concerning the factors and circumstances that make a direct license

with a music publisher for performance rights

158.

Copies of all musical works license Agreements that You have negotiated for

Amazon Music Free.
159.

All Analysis concerning the reasons

. (Duffett-Smith
Testimony, ¶ 70)
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160.

All Documents concerning any attempts by You to obtain exclusive music content

for Your Offerings from music copyright owners.
161.

All Analysis concerning attempts by any of Your competitors to obtain exclusive

music content for Offerings.
162.

All Analysis concerning marketplace competition to obtain exclusive music content

for Offerings.
163.

All correspondence between You and any Record Company concerning

Mechanical Royalties, including concerning the Impact of Mechanical Royalties or Mechanical
Royalty rates on sound recording royalties, payments, or other consideration paid to any Record
Company or to Record Companies generally.
164.

All Analysis concerning the terms of the 2021 standard long-tail Independent

Record Company agreement, including as to

165.

All Analysis concerning using advances or minimum guarantees to get better

economics on rates for sound recording or musical works licenses. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith
Testimony, ¶ 109 & Amazon Exhibit 48)
166.

All Analysis in which You Measure recoupment of advances or minimum

guarantees in sound recording or musical works licenses.
167.

Documents sufficient to show all advances and minimum guarantees included in

Your direct Agreements with music publishers; how much of each minimum guarantee or advance
has been recouped; the dates of recoupment relative to the terms of the Agreements; and any
Measurement by You of the contribution of rate savings obtained to such recoupment or relating
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to the economic benefit to You of paying lower rates if not recouped. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith
Testimony, ¶¶ 60-62)
168.

All Documents showing any calculation by You of the rate savings obtained in any

publishing deal in return for an advance or minimum guarantee and how much less You would
pay in royalties by agreeing to an advance or minimum guarantee. (See, e.g., Amazon Exhibits 67,
68, 73 and 77)
169.

All Documents in which You communicated with a musical work or sound

recording licensor concerning Your estimates of when advances or minimum guarantees would be
recouped by You.
170.

All Documents concerning

171.

All Analysis comparing the ratio of public performance income versus the

mechanical income payable to publishers. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 132; Amazon
Exhibit 61)
172.

All Analysis concerning

173.

All Analysis concerning PRO negotiations, including

174.

All Analysis concerning any license Agreements between You and any PRO

subsequent to 2008 and any rate court proceedings initiated by You. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith
Testimony, ¶ 72)
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175.

All Analysis concerning any comparison that You have performed between the cost

of performance income payments in direct deals with music publishers and the costs of
performance income payments to PROs, including any Analysis done by You of the benefits You
obtained by virtue of the deductions You have obtained in Your Agreements with PROs, including
but not limited to App Store deductions. (See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 127)
176.

Documents sufficient to show Your global performance royalty and Mechanical

Royalty payments, and the respective effective royalty rates per-play, per-subscriber and as a
percentage of Your declared revenue, broken down by payee, month and territory, at every level
of specificity at which they are maintained.
177.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, Your costs of licensing

administration prior to the availability of the MLC blanket license, including all costs incurred by
You in connection with Your own performance of licensing administration activities in connection
with Your voluntary and statutory licenses and uses pursuant thereto, and all amounts paid or
expensed by You to any third-party vendor providing license administration services.
178.

Documents sufficient to identify all administrative burdens that are currently placed

on You but used to be carried by labels or publishers, as asserted in the Duffett-Smith Testimony,
¶ 231; the dates when those administrative burdens shifted from labels or publishers to You; and
Your Measurement of the supposed costs of such burdens since the dates identified above.
179.

All Analysis concerning Your bargaining position with Warner Chappell Music

versus Your bargaining position with Sony Music Publishing respecting a per play Mechanical
Royalty rate for Prime Music, as discussed in the Duffett-Smith Testimony ¶ 132.
180.

All Analysis concerning Your efforts to link U.S. musical works royalty rates to

European Union (“EU”) royalty rates.
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181.

All Documents concerning any effort by You to link EU or United Kingdom (“UK”)

Agreements and rates and terms for such Agreements to U.S. Agreements and rates and terms for
such Agreements. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶¶ 100, 101)
182.

All Documents and Analysis concerning Your linking of EU and/or UK deals to

U.S. deals, including any communications between You and: (1) Record Companies linking U.S.
deals to EU/UK deals; and (2) music publishers linking U.S. deals to EU/UK deals. (See, e.g.,
Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 109; Amazon Exhibit 48)
183.

All Documents and Analysis concerning per stream rates in EU and/or UK deals

(See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 109; Amazon Exhibit 48)
184.

All Documents and Analysis concerning any basis on which You distinguish the

rates and terms on which You pay royalties in the UK and EU, including on a per play basis, from
the rates and terms on which You pays royalties in the United States. (See, e.g., Exhibit 60)
185.

All Analysis concerning Your decision to include music videos at no extra charge

for Unlimited subscribers, including all Analysis concerning other structures that were considered,
such as making music videos available as a separate or add-on offering. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith
Testimony, ¶ 77; Amazon Exhibit 20)
186.

All Analysis concerning the efforts You made to identify music publishers with

rights to
187.

All Analysis concerning Your internal views on royalty rates for video as opposed

to audio. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 103)
188.

All Analysis concerning the inclusion of music video plays within the audio-play

pool,
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189.

All Analysis concerning

190.

All Analysis concerning Your drafting of language in proposals or Agreements with

publishers respecting video rights that You contend provides for inclusion of video plays as if they
were audio plays and included within the audio only royalty pool but excludes from the audio pool
only any uplift of royalty for video rights.
191.

All Analysis concerning how the language of Agreements with licensors could be

used to accomplish the inclusion of video in the audio only royalty pool despite licensors objection
thereto.
192.

Personnel charts or other Documents sufficient to show the reporting lines for each

witness who submitted written testimony for You, including the line of reports up from the witness
to the top of the organization, and all personnel who report directly or indirectly up to the witness.
193.

Copies of all of Leslie M. Marx’s and Robert Klein’s prior testimony (including

hearing testimony, deposition testimony and written testimony) from any prior proceeding before
the Copyright Royalty Board, together with all of their work papers and exhibits to such testimony.
194.

All Documents concerning the data underlying

(Amazon Exhibit 50), referred to in the Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 114 & n.111.
195.

All reports Wayne Coleman issued as an expert witness (only including audit

reports where his audit report was submitted as an expert report) and all testimony he offered in
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any case or cases in which he testified, either deposition or trial, in the last 5 years. (See Written
Direct Testimony of Wayne Coleman (“Coleman Testimony”), ¶ 13 & Amazon Exhibit A).
196.

All Agreements executed by Coleman in the last 6 years setting the terms under

which Coleman conducted any audits of a music publisher, including any confidentiality
Agreement entered into by Coleman with respect to any information provided to him in connection
with such audits. (See Coleman Testimony, ¶¶ 10, 16, 17).
197.

All Documents and songwriter Agreements concerning whether, as asserted in the

Coleman Testimony, ¶ 29, the songwriter has to absorb the loss with respect to any advance that
was not recouped.
198.

All Documents concerning the assertion in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 34, that co-

publishing deals are like bank loans with 25% interest.
199.

All Documents concerning the assertions in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 44(f),

regarding music publishers agreeing with Record Companies to accept lower mechanical payments
under controlled composition clauses.
200.

All Documents concerning the assertion in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 42, that

writers have to wait 2 years after recoupment to get paid.
201.

All Documents concerning the assertion in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 44(b), that

music publishers take administration or “equivalency” fees even if such is not provided for in the
contract.
202.

All Documents concerning the assertion in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 44(i), that

writers get paid foreign performance money through music publishers rather than through
corresponding Agreements between U.S. PROs and foreign societies.
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203.

All Documents concerning the assertion in the Coleman Testimony, ¶¶ 51 & 52,

about music publishers hindering or limiting Coleman’s audits.
204.

All Documents concerning the songwriter referenced in the Coleman Testimony, ¶

53, any Agreement Coleman had with that songwriter, and Documents sufficient to show what
Coleman charged the songwriter.
205.

All Documents concerning the assertion in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 56, that

music publishers underperform and all Documents reflecting any study done by Coleman
concerning that assertion and the standards that Coleman purports to apply.
206.

All Documents concerning the unmatched monies held by Digital Service Providers,

as purported in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 62, and the reasons why, if any, music publishers would
have any interest in having $400+ million owed for streaming be held by the Digital Service
Providers.
207.

All Documents concerning the assertion in Coleman Testimony, ¶ 63, that music

publishers make no effort to match songs/writers to income reported to them.
208.

All Documents concerning
, including all Documents

and Analysis concerning the revenues and expenses of the streaming services in the U.S. in 2020
as compared to 2008 and any impact of the growth of streaming on other forms of performance
income and mechanical income from 2008 through 2020. (See Braun Testimony, ¶¶ 17, 19)
209.
, all Documents concerning any performance income paid to ASCAP on
account of any of Your Services for 2019, and the basis on which You Measured any performance
income payments to ASCAP.
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210.

all Documents concerning the following: (i) the number of monthly Prime Music
users from June 2016 through December 2019; (ii) the number of streams on Prime Music on a
monthly basis from June 2016 through December 2019; and (iii) the revenue You internally
attributed to Prime Music users, including incremental revenue spent by Prime Music users in
purchasing Your other products and services, on a monthly, quarterly or annual basis from June
2016 through December 2019.
211.

212.

All Documents concerning

213.

All Documents concerning
as opposed to the cost to You of any per stream

or percent of revenue or TCC rate of payment or any other rate of payment.
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214.

All Documents concerning

215.

All Documents concerning

216.

All Documents concerning

217.

All Documents and Analysis concerning

.
218.

All Documents concerning

219.

All Documents concerning permission to use documents exchanged pursuant to

Federal Rule 408 as settlement communications as evidence. (See Amazon Exhibit 134)
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220.

All Documents concerning any agreement by ASCAP

221.

All Documents concerning

, as discussed in the Braun Testimony ¶¶ 60-61.
222.

All Documents concerning the justification, if any, of You
. (See, e.g.,

Braun Testimony, ¶¶ 71-72)
223.

All Analysis done by You that is referred to in the Braun Testimony, ¶¶ 71-72,

including all assumptions and the basis for all assumptions, showing

. (See Braun Testimony, ¶¶ 71-72)
224.

All Analysis discussed in the immediately preceding paragraph, but
. (See Braun Testimony,

¶¶ 71-72)
225.

All Documents concerning
. (See Braun Testimony, ¶¶ 73)

226.

All Analysis by You of

(See Amazon Exhibit 150)
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227.

All Analysis concerning the risks You have taken with “new, unproven business

models” related to Your Eligible Digital Music Services, where such risks resulted in a material
loss to You. (Marx Testimony, n. 258)
228.

All Documents and Analysis concerning
(Marx Testimony, ¶ 169, 177),
; and all Analysis of the viability of Unlimited under

the January 2018 rates, including any actions Amazon contemplated or took to maintain its
viability.
229.

All Analysis concerning the extent to which Unlimited subscribers also pay to

subscribe to other Digital Service Providers’ Eligible or non-Eligible Digital Music Services while
also paying for Unlimited. (See, e.g., the Written Direct Testimony of Robert Klein (“Klein
Survey”))
230.

All Analysis concerning the reasons Prime members subscribe to Amazon Prime,

and the importance Prime members place on particular Prime benefits or services. (See, e.g., “Klein
Survey”)
231.

All Analysis concerning the criteria music listeners use in choosing a music

streaming service. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
232.

All Analysis concerning Unlimited subscribers’ music listening habits before

subscribing to Unlimited. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
233.

All Analysis concerning music listeners’ reasons not to pay for a music streaming

service. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
234.

All Analysis concerning the importance and effects of free trials on subscribers’

decision to subscribe to Unlimited. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
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235.

All Analysis concerning subscribers’ reasons for subscribing to Unlimited. (See,

e.g., “Klein Survey”)
236.

All Analysis concerning the Impact on subscription numbers if various amounts or

types of music were removed from Unlimited’s catalog. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
237.

All Analysis concerning the length of time people listen to Amazon Music Free

before they upgrade or fail to upgrade to Unlimited. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
238.

All Analysis concerning how Amazon Music Free listeners would access music if

Amazon Music Free were no longer available. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
239.

The complete, unredacted version of each of Your Exhibits.

240.

Documents sufficient to show the author and recipients of each correspondence,

report, memo or other Analysis contained in Your Exhibits.
241.

All replies and subsequent correspondence concerning each piece of

correspondence contained in Your Exhibits.
242.

All prior drafts and subsequent versions of each correspondence, report, memo or

other Analysis contained in Your Exhibits, including subsequent editions of monthly, annual,
periodic or ad hoc reports or other Analysis.
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APPENDIX B: PRODUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
I.

GENERAL

A.
Prior Productions. In instances in which a participant is producing hardcopy or
electronically-stored information that was previously produced to a party other than Copyright
Owners in another proceeding, the producing participant should make best efforts to comply with
these Specifications. If the producing participant believes that compliance with these
Specifications is too burdensome, the participants will meet and confer in an attempt to agree
upon a mutually-acceptable format that provides the discovering participant with a production
that can be reasonably accessed electronically.
B.
Privilege Logs. Participants shall exchange privilege logs, which shall provide,
along with other pertinent information about the document withheld or redacted, all claims of
privilege. As a supplement to the privilege log, the producing participant shall also produce a list
of the attorney(s) involved in the privileged communications, their firm(s) and all email
address(es) associated with the attorney(s). Participants should produce privileged logs in an
electronic and easily-searchable format.
II.

PRODUCTION OF HARDCOPY INFORMATION

A.
TIFFs. Hardcopy paper documents shall be scanned as single-page, Group IV
compression TIFF images of at least 300 dots per inch (DPI). Each image shall have a unique
file name, which is the Bates/control number of the document. Original document orientation
shall be maintained (i.e., portrait to portrait and landscape to landscape).
B.
Metadata Fields. Schedule 1 lists the information that shall be produced for
hardcopy information and provided in the data load file at the same time that the TIFF images
and Optical Character Recognition (OCR)-acquired text files are produced.
C.
OCR-Acquired Text Files. When subjecting physically documents to an OCR
process, the settings of the OCR software shall maximize text quality over process speed. Any
settings such as “auto-skewing” or “auto-rotation” should be activated when documents are
OCR’d.
D.
Database Load Files/Cross-Reference Files. Documents shall be provided with
(i) a delimited metadata file (.dat, .txt. or .csv) and (ii) an image load file (.lfp, .opt, or .dii).
E.
Bates/Control Numbering. All images must be assigned a Bates/control number
that shall: (1) be unique across the entire document production and the document productions
made to Copyright Owners in Phonorecords III, including the remand proceeding; (2) maintain a
constant length across the entire production; (3) contain no special characters or embedded
spaces; and (4) be sequential within a given document. If a Bates/control number or set of
Bates/control numbers is skipped or otherwise omitted in a production, the producing participant
will disclose the Bates numbers or ranges in a cover letter accompanying the production.
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F.
Attachments – Parent-Child Relationships. Parent-child relationships shall be
preserved. When attachments and embedded files are combined within their parent documents,
the “BegAttach” and “EndAttach” fields, listing the unique beginning and ending number for
each attachment or embedded document, must be included in the data load file.
G.
Unitization of Documents. In scanning paper documents, distinct documents
shall not be merged into a single record, and single documents shall not be split into multiple
records (i.e., paper documents should be logically unitized). The participants will make best
efforts to unitize documents correctly.
III.

PRODUCTION OF ELECTRONICALLY-STORED INFORMATION (ESI)

A.
Culling Methodologies. The participants shall meet and confer to disclose and
discuss any methodology or technologies being employed by each participant to reduce or limit
the number of documents to be reviewed in the discovery process. This includes, but is not
limited to: search term culling, date-range culling, file-type culling, cluster mapping, mass
coding, automated coding and e-mail thread suppression. Each participant shall disclose the
proposed criteria for the exclusion of documents.
B.
System files.
reviewed or produced.

Common system and program files need not be processed,

C.
Email. Email shall be collected from the producing participant’s email
server/store (e.g., Microsoft Exchange Server, Lotus Domino Server) whenever possible.
Metadata and header files shall be extruded from email messages. Email messages, meeting
notices, calendar items, contacts and tasks shall be extracted.
D.
Metadata Fields. Each of the metadata and coding fields set forth in Schedule 1
shall be produced for that document. The participants are not obligated to populate manually any
of the fields in Schedule 1 if such fields cannot be extracted from a document or obtained from a
document repository where the document is currently residing, with the exception of Custodian,
Confidentiality, Document Type and South File Path fields, which shall be populated by the
producing participant.
E.
TIFFs. Single-page, Group IV compression TIFF images of at least 300 dots per
inch (DPI). Each image shall have a unique file name, which is the Bates/control number of the
document. Original document orientation shall be maintained (i.e., portrait to portrait and
landscape to landscape). TIFFs will show any and all text and images which would be visible to
the reader using the software that created the document (e.g., track changes in Microsoft Word
documents, speaker’s notes in Microsoft PowerPoint).
F.
Compressed Files/ZIPs.
Compressed file types shall be decompressed
reiteratively to ensure that the file is decompressed to the lowest possible compression resulting
in individual folders and/or files.
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G.
Text Files. For each document, a single text file shall be provided along with the
image files and metadata. The text file name shall be the same as the page Bates/control number
of the first page of the document. File names shall not have any special characters or embedded
spaces. Electronic text must be extracted directly from the native electronic file unless the
document was redacted, an image file, or a physical file. In these instances, a text file created
using OCR will be produced in lieu of extracted text. Under no circumstances shall the receiving
participant be required to rely upon a less accurate version of the text than the producing
participant. For example, if the producing participant has access to extracted text from electronic
document files, the receiving participant shall receive extracted text as well, instead of OCR’d
text generated from an image file.
H.
Spreadsheets. Spreadsheets shall be produced as a native document file along
with the extracted text and relevant metadata identified in Schedule 1 for the entire spreadsheet,
plus a Bates-numbered TIFF image slip-sheet stating “Document Produced in Native Format,”
endorsed with the applicable Bates/control number and any Confidentiality designations.
I.
Presentation programs (e.g., Microsoft PowerPoint).
PowerPoint
presentations and similar documents shall be processed with hidden slides and all speaker notes
unhidden, and shall be processed to show both the slide and the speaker’s notes on the TIFF
image.
J.
Structured Data. To the extent a response to discovery requires production of
discoverable electronic information contained in a database, the participants shall meet and
confer regarding the method(s) of production that will best provide all relevant information,
including but not limited to duplication of databases or limited access for the purpose of
generating reports.
K.
Audio and Video files. All audio and video files shall be produced in native
format with the source file path provided. Audio and video files will be considered e-documents
for purposes of Schedule 1.
L.
Other Native File Productions. To the extent a producing participant elects to
produce a file in native format (or such production is otherwise called for by these
Specifications), any native files produced shall be produced with a Bates/control-numbered TIFF
image slip-sheet stating “Document Produced in Native Format,” along with the Confidentiality
designation (if any). Any native files that are produced shall be produced with the source path
provided, as well as all extracted text and applicable metadata fields set forth in Schedule 1.
M.
File size limitation/Non-Standard Files. The format of production of unusually
large files and non-standard electronic files, large oversized documents (e.g., blueprints), etc.,
will be discussed before production to determine the optimal production format.
N.
Color. Except as otherwise provided herein, documents containing color need
not be produced initially in color. However, if an original document contains color necessary to
understand the meaning or content of the document, the producing participant will honor
reasonable requests for a color image of the document.
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an

O.
“-R”

Replacements. All files that are replaced for any reason must be annotated with
designation
appended
to
the
original
production
number.
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description

ProdBeg

Control Number for the first
page of the
document.

ProdEnd

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)

Control Number for the last page
of the document.
Control Number of the
first production Bates number
of the first document of the
attachment.

BegAttach

Example Values

All

Prefix-0000000001

All

Prefix-0000000002

All

Prefix-0000000003

All

Prefix-0000000005

Control Number of the
last production Bates number
of the last document of the
attachment.
EndAttach

Custodian
/Source

Custodian name produced
in format: Lastname, Firstname.
Where redundant names occur,
individuals should be
distinguished by an initial which is
kept constant throughout
productions. For instance: Smith,
John
A. and Smith, John B.
All

Smith, Jane; Smith, John A.;
Smith, John B.; Taylor,
Michael

Descriptor for the type of
document:
"E-document" for electronic
documents not
attached to emails;
"Emails" for all emails; "Eattachments" for files that were
attachments to emails; and
"Hardcopy" for hard copy
physical documents that have
been scanned and converted to an
electronic image.
DocumentType

All

Email

5
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description
File name of the E- document,
Email, or E- attachment including
the native file extension.

FileName
The file extension of the
document is defined as the
substring of the file name which
follows but does not include the
last occurrence of the dot
character.
DocExt
Represents that this file is
produced in its native file format.
NativeFile

EmailSubject

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Text of the subject line.htm

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Htm

E-documents, Eattachments

Flag

Subject line of an email.
All SMTP addresses of all
recipients that were included on
the "To" line of the email.
Multiple recipients should be
delimited by the semicolon
character.

To
From

Example Values

The name and email
address of the sender of the
email.

Email

Text of the subject line

Email

larry.murphy@email.com

Email

Bart.Cole@email.com

Email

sstephens44@email.com

Email

ceo-gs@email.com

Email

mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
* If Time Sent is included as
part of Date Sent this field is
not required.

All recipients that were included
on the "CC" line of the email.
CC

DateSent

All recipients that were
included on the "BCC" line of
the email.
Date and time an email was
sent.

Time Sent*

Date and time an email was
sent.

BCC

Email
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description

DateRcvd

Date and time an email was
received.

TimeRcvd*

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)
Email

Date and Time an email was
received.
The file name(s) of the
documents attached to Emails, or
E-documents. E-documents with
embedded documents such as
documents contained in a ZIP file
should have the embedded
document name(s) listed here.
Multiple files should be delimited
by a semicolon character.

Attach

Email

ParentID

Control Number for the
first page of the parent
document.

ParentDate

Date of native file.

Email, E-documents
Native / Email,
E-documents, Eattachments
Native / Email,
E-documents, Eattachments

DateCreated

Date and time the document
was created.

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

TimeCreated*

Date and Time the document
was created.

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Any value populated in the Title
field of the document properties.

Example Values
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
* If Time Rcvd is included as
part of Date Rcvd this field is
not required.

AttachFilename1.ext;
AttachFilename2.ext;
AttachFilename3.ext
Prefix-0000000001
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
* If Time Created is
included as part of Date
Created this field is not
required.

E-documents, Eattachments

Title

Subject

Any value populated in the
Subject field of the document
properties.

E-documents, Eattachments

Subject

Author

Any value populated in the
Author field of the document
properties.

E-documents, Eattachments

Author

Title
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description

DateLastMod

Date and time the
document was last
modified to the file system of
the original
media from which it was
collected.

TimeLastMod*

Folder
Importance
MD5Hash

Redacted

Date and Time an email was last
modified.

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Email message directory.
Priority.
Checksum for a file, a
128-bit value.
Descriptor for documents that
have been redacted.
"Yes" for redacted
documents; "No" for
unredacted documents.
Descriptor for documents
that are replacements for
previously-produced documents.
"Yes" for replacement documents,
"No" for non-replacement
documents.

All
Email
Email, E-documents,
E-attachments

All

Replacement

All
The directory structure of
the original file(s). If a file is
inside of a container, the
container name is included in
the path.

SourceFilePath

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Example Values

mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM

mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
* If TimeLastMod is
included as part of
DateLastMod this field is
not required.
Mailbox – Smith,
Joe\Inbox\Client
Materials\Crivella West\
Flag
e4d909c290d0fb1ca068ffad
df22cbd0

Yes

Prefix-0000000003-R
\ C:\Documents and
Settings\jsmith\My
Documents\CLE
material\SearchTermAnalys
isReport.pdf
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)

Example Values

The total number of
attachments including any
attachments that were not
processed and the
contents of additional
attached containers. A value
of zero (0) should be returned
for any files/documents
without attachments.
AttachmentCount

All

PgCount

Unique ID number for each
produced custodian.
Number of printed pages in
the document.

ProdVol

Name of media that data was
produced on.

Size

Size (in bytes) of the
original file.

CustodianID

All
All
All
Email, E-documents, Eattachments

3

001; 002
2
Wave 001 – Hard Drive
1408

9
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Before the
UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
Washington, D.C.
In the Matter of:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 21-CRB-0001-PR
(2023-2027)

AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC’S OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO
COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
Pursuant to Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5;
the Copyright Royalty Judges’ (the “Judges”) Notice of Participants, Commencement of
Voluntary Negotiation Period, and Case Scheduling Order, dated February 9, 2021; the Judges’
Order Granting Joint Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order, dated August 3, 2021; and
the parties’ email agreement, Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”), by and through its
attorneys, Kellogg, Hansen, Todd, Figel & Frederick, P.L.L.C, hereby objects and responds to
the First Set of Requests for Production of Documents (the “Requests”) of the National Music
Publishers’ Association, Inc., and the Nashville Songwriters Association International
(collectively, the “Copyright Owners”), served on November 3, 2021, as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

These objections and responses are based on Amazon’s knowledge, information,

and belief at this time. Amazon’s search for responsive documents is ongoing, and Amazon
expressly reserves the right to supplement or amend these responses at any time. Amazon

1
Amazon’s Objections and Responses to Copyright Owner’s
First Set of Requests for Production
Dkt. No. 21-CRB-0001-PR (2023-2027)
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further reserves the right to raise any additional objections deemed necessary or appropriate in
light of or as the result of any further review.
2.

Amazon reserves all objections at any hearing or on any motion to the use or

admissibility on any ground of any document identified or disclosed. The identification or
disclosure of any document does not constitute an admission by Amazon that such document is
relevant to the action or admissible in evidence.
3.

Neither the fact that an objection is interposed to a particular Request nor the fact

that no objection is interposed necessarily means that responsive documents exist.
4.

The statement that Amazon will conduct a reasonable search for non-privileged

documents in response to a particular Request does not mean that Amazon knows such
documents to exist, or to be in Amazon’s possession, custody, or control.
5.

By agreeing to produce documents in response to any Request, Amazon does not

waive, and does not agree to waive, any attorney work-product doctrine, attorney-client
privilege, or any other protection. Any inadvertent production of a protected document is not
intended to waive any such protection, nor is the production of any protected document to be
deemed a waiver of such protection as to any other document or category of information.
6.

Amazon reserves the right to redact irrelevant, confidential, or privileged

information contained in any document produced.
7.

Amazon reserves all objections to any additional discovery in this proceeding.
GENERAL OBJECTIONS

The following General Objections apply to each and every one of the Requests, and
should be considered part of Amazon’s response to each and every one of the Requests. Any
Specific Objections provided below are made in addition to these General Objections, and failure
2
Amazon’s Objections and Responses to Copyright Owner’s
First Set of Requests for Production
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to reiterate a General Objection below does not constitute a waiver or limitation of that or any
other objection.
1.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek disclosure of

documents protected by the attorney-client privilege, the common interest privilege, or the
attorney work-product doctrine, or documents that were prepared in anticipation of litigation or
are subject to any other privilege or exemption from discovery. The inadvertent production of
any privileged or exempted document shall not be deemed a waiver of any applicable privilege or
exemption. Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek disclosure of
confidential, proprietary, or trade secret information.
2.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek disclosure of

documents that are not directly related to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
3.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that they require Amazon to locate

or identify documents that are not within Amazon’ possession, custody, or control.
4.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that the documents sought are in the

Copyright Owners’ possession, custody, or control, or might otherwise be obtained by the
Copyright Owners from other sources and the burden of obtaining them would be the same, or
greater, for Amazon as it is for the Copyright Owners.
5.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that that they would require Amazon

to create documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in
response to a document request.”).

3
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First Set of Requests for Production
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6.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that

.
OBJECTIONS TO INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
The following Objections to Definitions and Instructions apply to each and every one of
the Requests, and should be considered part of Amazon’s response to each and every one of the
Requests.
1.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 1 to the extent that it seeks to impose an

obligation on Amazon to produce documents that are not “directly related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Amazon filed its
Written Direct Statement on October 13, 2021. Documents that postdate that filing fall outside
the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. For purposes of these Requests, Amazon
will construe the “Relevant Time Period” to end on October 13, 2021.
2.

Amazon objects to Instruction Nos. 2-8 to the extent that they seek to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.
§ 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order.
3.

Amazon further objects to Instruction No. 3 on the ground that it is unduly

burdensome. Amazon will produce documents in the manner kept by Amazon in the ordinary
course of business.
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4.

Amazon further objects to Instruction No. 5 as overly broad, unduly burdensome,

and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it would require Amazon to
produce “all drafts, alterations, modifications, changes[,] amendments[, and non-identical
copies]” of all documents responsive to any Request. Unless otherwise specified, Amazon will
produce only the final versions of documents responsive to the Requests.
5.

Amazon objects to the definition of “Amazon, You or Your” as overly broad,

unduly burdensome, unrelated to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement, and disproportionate to
the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it includes business units beyond Amazon Music.
Amazon will construe “Amazon, You or Your” to refer only to Amazon Music. 1
6.

Amazon objects to the definition of “Analysis” as overly broad, unduly

burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it seeks
publicly available documents or documents readily accessible to the Copyright Owners.
7.

Amazon objects to the definition of “Business Metrics” as overly broad, unduly

burdensome, unrelated to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement, and disproportionate to the needs
of this proceeding to the extent that it encompasses “measures of customer lifetime value” or
similar metrics. Amazon will construe “Business Metrics” to exclude those metrics. Amazon
also objects to the inclusion of “net promoter score” or “NPS” in this definition as vague and
ambiguous.
8.

Amazon objects to the definition of “Record Company” on the ground that it

encompasses entities that are not “directly related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.

1

Amazon does not adopt the Copyright Owners’ definition of “Amazon Music,” but instead uses
the term as it is used by Amazon in the ordinary course of business.
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17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Amazon’s Written Direct Statement
discussed

Therefore, requests for documents about other label
agreements fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon will
construe the term “Record Company” to refer

SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES
REQUEST NO. 1
Documents sufficient to show Your monthly step-by-step royalty pool calculation for
each Offering.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 1
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No. 1 during the Exchange of Preliminary
Disclosures. See AMZN_Phono IV_00003113 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003128.
REQUEST NO. 2
Documents sufficient to show how each royalty pool calculation input was calculated,
including:
a. Which department and position gathers the data;
b. Which position signs off on each final input;
c. Any and all code that is used in the data gathering process;
d. Which database repositories are queried and for what information;
e. Any and all processes for subsequent modifications to data queried from databases; and
f. Any and all processes used to Measure pool calculation inputs, and which department
and position sign off on each Measure.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 2
6
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Amazon objects to Request No. 2 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 2 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 2 on the ground that it would require Amazon to create
documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in
response to a document request.”). Moreover, Amazon objects to Request No. 2 as overbroad,
underlying burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to
Request No. 2 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request
No. 2.
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REQUEST NO. 3
Documents sufficient to show, for each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services, broken
down monthly at every level of detail available for the Relevant Time Period, under the terms
and definitions of Your Rate Proposal:
a. Your payable royalty pool under 37 C.F.R. § 385.21(b);
b. Your Service Provider Revenue;
c. Your per-subscriber minimum calculations;
d. The percentage of advertising on each of Your Services that is placed between content
that constitutes Licensed Activity and content that constitutes non-Licensed Activity; and
e. For each Bundled Subscription Offering, the reduction to the payable royalty pool that
would be made pursuant to the calculation set forth in § 385.2, definition of Service
Provider Revenue, (5), (6).
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 3
Amazon objects to Request No. 3 on the ground that it would require Amazon to create
documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in
response to a document request.”). Amazon objects to Request No. 3 in its entirety and does not
intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 3. Subject to the Specific Objections,
the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon intends to
furnish information responsive to Request No. 3 in its response to Interrogatory No. 1.
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REQUEST NO. 4
Documents sufficient to show, for each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services, broken
down monthly at every level of detail available for the Relevant Time Period, under the terms
and definitions of Your Rate Proposal:
a. All applicable Taxes, Third-Party Fees, refunds to End Users and any other costs, fees
or offsets You would be permitted to deduct from Your gross revenues in calculating
Your Service Provider Revenue;
b. All reductions to the counts of users with access to your subscription Eligible Digital
Music Services that You would be permitted to make;
c. All reductions to the payable royalty pool that You would be permitted to make in
connection with any Licensed Activity Allocation; and
d. All reductions to the payable royalty pool that You would be permitted to make in
connection with Bundled Subscription Offerings.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 4
Amazon objects to Request No. 4 on the ground that it would require Amazon to create
documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in
response to a document request.”). Amazon objects to Request No. 4 in its entirety and does not
intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 4.
REQUEST NO. 5
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, all of the consideration that You have
included in Your computation of Total Content Costs for calculating Mechanical Royalties, and
any consideration paid to Record Companies that You have excluded, for any period or to any
licensor to which You have paid royalties under either the Phonorecords II or Phonorecords III
rates and terms, whether pursuant to a compulsory license or any voluntary agreement that
includes a TCC measure for determining royalties, broken down at every level of specificity at
which such information exists, including each type of consideration that You include (including
cash, ownership equity, monetary advances, barter or any other monetary and/or nonmonetary
consideration), and the respective amounts included for each royalty reporting period.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 5
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 5 that can be located
after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 6
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, all of the consideration that You have
paid, expensed and/or recorded for the rights to license sound recordings, broken down at every
level of specificity at which such information exists, including each type of consideration that
You include (including cash, ownership, equity, monetary advances, barter, advertising discounts
or any other monetary or nonmonetary consideration) and the respective amounts expensed for
each royalty reporting period.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 6
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 6 that can be located
after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 7
All Analysis concerning Your actual or projected costs of licensing sound recordings or
musical works for any of Your Services or Offerings.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 7
Amazon objects to Request No. 7 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome,
and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.”
Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions
and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 7
that can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 8
Documents sufficient to show the extent, scope and structure of (a) Amazon.com
Services LLC, and (b) “Amazon Music,” as used in Your Written Direct Statement and Your
witnesses’ Written Direct Testimony, including, for each, its organizational structure,
subdivisions, number and types of employees and position within the larger Amazon
organizational structure.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 8
Amazon objects to Request No. 8 to the extent that it seeks documents regarding the
entire corporate entity Amazon.com Services LLC, which engages in activities unrelated to
music, on the ground it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 8 to the extent that it seeks documents
on employee positions “within the larger Amazon organizational structure,” on the ground that it
is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Subject
to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and
Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 8 for
Amazon Music, to the extent such documents can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 9
Documents sufficient to show in its entirety “the team’s charter” for Amazon Music,
discussed in Amazon Exhibit 200.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 9
Amazon objects to Request No. 9 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about

, are not
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directly related to Amazon’s direct case.
Therefore, Request No. 9 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 9 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate
to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 9 in its entirety and does not
intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 9.
REQUEST NO. 10
All WW Amazon Music Monthly Business Reviews.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 10
Amazon objects to Request No. 10 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 10 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 11
Documents sufficient to show Your monthly U.S. costs, revenues, profits and margin
calculations for each of Your Services, broken down at every level of specificity for which
records are maintained.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 11
Amazon objects to Request No. 11 on the ground that it would require Amazon to create
documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 1412
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CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in
response to a document request.”). As Amazon has explained to the Copyright Owners during a
previous meet-and-confer, Amazon does not maintain “monthly U.S. costs, revenues, profits and
margin calculations” in the ordinary course of business. Creating such calculations would
require significant time and effort. Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and
the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents
responsive to Request No. 11, as agreed over email during the Exchange of Preliminary
Disclosures.
REQUEST NO. 12
All regular or periodic Analysis that reports Business Metrics concerning Your Services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 12
Amazon objects to Request No. 12 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 12 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 13
All Documents in which You report Business Metrics concerning Your Services to any
member of Your Business Leadership.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 13
Amazon objects to Request No. 13 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
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Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 13 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 14
All Analysis concerning projected costs, revenues, profits or other Business Metrics
concerning any of Your Services or Offerings.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 14
Amazon objects to Request No. 14 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 14 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 15
All Analysis of minimum measures of revenues, profits or other Business Metrics that are
necessary in order for You to continue to offer any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services,
including any analysis of break-even points or shut-down points for such services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 15
Amazon objects to Request No. 15 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has conducted a reasonable investigation to determine
whether non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 15 currently exist. Based on that
reasonable investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 15.
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REQUEST NO. 16
For each cost of Your Eligible Digital Music Services that is shared or allocated with any
other service, department or other Business unit, documents sufficient to identify the total cost,
the other Busines[s] unit(s) that also share the cost, the method of allocation, and the amount
allocated to each Business unit. (See, e.g., Written Direct Testimony of James Duffett-Smith
(“Duffett-Smith Testimony”), ¶¶ 231-234; Written Direct Testimony of Tami Hurwitz (“Hurwitz
Testimony”), ¶¶ 4, 29-42)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 16
Amazon objects to Request No. 16 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Paragraphs 231-234 of the Written Direct Testimony
of James Duffett-Smith (“Duffett-Smith WDT”) discuss investments in bookkeeping, and
paragraphs 4 and 29-42 of the Hurwitz WDT discuss improvements to Amazon Music Unlimited
(“Unlimited”) as part of Amazon’s efforts to attract more customers to Unlimited. Thus, Request
No. 16 is not directly related to the cited testimony, and calls for Amazon to produce documents
that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 16 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 16 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 16.
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REQUEST NO. 17
Documents sufficient to show on a monthly basis, at every level of specificity at which
such information exists, all marketing costs related to any Eligible Digital Music Service,
Licensed Activity or any other product, service, or line of Business You market in connection
with music; all allocations made of marketing costs; and to whom such marketing costs were
paid, on a Service-by-Service basis. (See, e.g., Hurwitz Testimony, ¶ 29)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 17
Amazon objects to Request No. 17 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 17 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 18
All Analysis concerning the
including:
a. All Documents underlying the testimony that
;
b. All Analysis concerning

;

c. All Documents and Analysis underlying
; and
d. All Analysis concerning Unlimited’s Impact on any of Your other Business lines.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 18
Amazon objects to subparts (c) and (d) of Request No. 18 on the ground that they call for
the production of documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
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case. Moreover, Amazon did not address “Unlimited’s Impact” on “other Business lines”
beyond the funneling of consumers from Amazon Music Free (“Free”) and Amazon Music
Prime (“Prime Music”) to Unlimited. Therefore, subparts (c) and (d) of Request No. 18 calls for
Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 18 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
subparts (a) and (b) of Request No. 18 that can be located after a reasonable search. Amazon
does not intend to produce documents in response to subparts (c) and (d) of Request No. 18.
REQUEST NO. 19
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 19
Amazon objects to Request No. 19 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 19 that can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 20
All Analysis concerning the expected viability of Amazon Music Free, including
Analysis of its viability under existing or potential Mechanical Royalty rates, performance
royalty rates or sound recording royalty rates.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 20
Amazon objects to Request No. 20 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 20 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 21
Documents sufficient to identify on a monthly basis the number of total subscribers,
inactive subscribers and Active Subscribers, as defined in Your Rate Proposal, for each of Your
Bundled Subscription Offerings.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 21
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No. 21 during the Exchange of Preliminary
Disclosures. See AMZN_Phono IV_00003113 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003128.
REQUEST NO. 22
All Analysis concerning the Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on Your Eligible Digital
Music Services, including its Impact on subscriber numbers, revenues, costs and the sale of
Alexa-enabled Devices. (See Marx Testimony, ¶ 37 & n.83)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 22
Amazon objects to Request No. 22 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 22 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
18
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SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 22 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 22 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 22.
REQUEST NO. 23
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, the total number of sound recordings
and musical works available for streaming on (a) Prime Music; and (b) Unlimited.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 23
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 23 that can be
located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 24
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, the total number of sound recordings
and musical works available for streaming on Amazon Music Free’s “limited catalog of pre-set
playlists” (Marx Testimony, ¶ 227), and the number of playlists available.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 24
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 24 that can be
located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 25
All Analysis concerning
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 25
Amazon objects to Request No. 25 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon also has already produced a comprehensive analysis addressing this topic as
part of its Written Direct Statement. See Amazon Ex. 92. Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce
any additional non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 25 that can be located after a
reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 26
Documents sufficient to show all comparable products or services and average standalone
published prices considered or utilized by You in connection with Your calculation of Service
Provider Revenue for Prime Music.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 26
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No. 26 as part of Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. See Amazon Ex. 92.
REQUEST NO. 27
All Analysis of
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 27
Amazon objects to Request No. 27 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon also has already produced documents responsive to Request No. 27 as part
of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Amazon also objects to Request No. 27
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Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections
to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce any additional documents responsive to
Request No. 27 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 28
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 28
Amazon objects to Request No. 28 to the extent that it requests documents regarding

Amazon
further objects to Request No. 28 to the extent it assumes

Amazon further objects to Request No. 28 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 28 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 28.
REQUEST NO. 29
All Analysis concerning all functions of Amazon Music Free’s design that create value
for Your Business or any Business line, including its function as a platform to sell ads.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 29
Amazon objects to Request No. 29 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 29 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
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Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 29 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 29 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 29.
REQUEST NO. 30
All Analysis concerning the data about Amazon Music Free listeners that you make
available to advertisers.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 30
Amazon objects to Request No. 30 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 30 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 30 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 30 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 30.
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REQUEST NO. 31
All Analysis concerning Amazon Music Free listeners’ willingness to pay for music.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 31
Amazon objects to Request No. 31 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 31 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 32
All Analysis concerning whether non-Prime member Amazon Music Free listeners spend
more on Your products and services, relative to other non-Prime members. (See, e.g., Hurwitz
Testimony, ¶¶ 56, 64, 83; Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 21)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 32
Amazon objects to Request No. 32 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Paragraph 21 of the Duffett-Smith WDT merely
describes Free, noting that Free customers “listen to advertisements rather than paying for access
to the service.”

Therefore, Request No. 32 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 32 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to
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the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request
No. 32 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 32.
REQUEST NO. 33
All Analysis concerning limitations You have placed on the particular advertisers, types
of advertisers or products that may be advertised on Amazon Music Free, and Documents
sufficient to show the Impact of such restrictions on the calculation and amount of Service
Provider Revenue that would be reported under Your Rate Proposal. (See, e.g., Hurwitz
Testimony, ¶¶ 56, 64, 83; Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶¶ 21-23)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 33
Amazon objects to Request No. 33 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Paragraphs 21-23 of the Duffett-Smith WDT merely
describes Free, noting in particular that Free customers “listen to advertisements rather than
paying for access to the service.” Duffett-Smith WDT ¶ 21.

Therefore, Request No. 33 calls for
Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 33 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 33 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 33.
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REQUEST NO. 34
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, the total number of advertisements
that were played on Amazon Music Free, the number that advertised Your Eligible Digital Music
Services and the number that advertised Your other products or services, and all Analysis
concerning the Impact that Amazon Music Free ads have had on the purchase of Your other
products and services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 34
Amazon objects to Request No. 34 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 34 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 34 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request
No. 34 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 34.
REQUEST NO. 35
All Analysis concerning the accounting of ads that advertise Your own products or
services on Amazon Music Free, including whether and how revenue from those ads is recorded
or Measured, and the amounts of any such revenue recorded or Measured and a description of
the services for which such revenue relates.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 35
Amazon objects to Request No. 35 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 35 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
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Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 35 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 35 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 35.
REQUEST NO. 36
All Analysis concerning the redline comment in

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 36
Amazon objects to Request No. 36 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). The referenced “redline comment” was not
discussed in the testimony of any Amazon witness. Indeed, no Amazon witness cited the
document on which the “redline comment” appears. Therefore, Request No. 36 calls for
Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 36 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
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the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 36 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 36.
REQUEST NO. 37
All documents concerning the Impact of Your Eligible Digital Music Services on Your
Business, including on any margin calculations or other Business Metrics.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 37
Amazon objects to Request No. 37 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 37 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 37 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 37 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 37.
REQUEST NO. 38
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 38
Amazon objects to Request No. 38 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 38 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
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Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 38 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 38 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 38.
REQUEST NO. 39
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 39
Amazon objects to Request No. 39 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Therefore, Request No. 39 calls for
Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 39 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 39 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 39.
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REQUEST NO. 40
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 40
Amazon objects to Request No. 40 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case.
Therefore, Request No. 40 calls
for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 40 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 40 in its entirety and does not intend
to produce documents in response to Request No. 40.
REQUEST NO. 41
All Analysis concerning
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 41
Amazon objects to Request No. 41 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case.
Therefore, Request
No. 41 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially
related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No.
14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of
permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 41 on the
ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 41 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 41.
REQUEST NO. 42
All Analysis concerning amounts that
(See, e.g., Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 37, 46-49, 61-63, 65-67, 69, 78, 79-82)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 42
Amazon objects to Request No. 42 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Therefore, Request No. 42 calls for
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Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 42 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 42 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 42.
REQUEST NO. 43
All Analysis concerning the
. (See, e.g., DuffettSmith Testimony, ¶ 12; Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 20, 36, 28, 37, 46-49, 61-63, 65-67, 69, 79-82,
88, Exhibit 200)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 43
Amazon objects to Request No. 43 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has conducted a reasonable investigation to determine
whether non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 43 currently exist. Based on that
reasonable investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 43.
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REQUEST NO. 44
All Analysis concerning the Impact on sales of Alexa-enabled Devices from:
a. Your Services;
b. The Price at which a Standalone Non-portable Subscription Offering is offered;
c. The length of any Unlimited free trial offer accompanying purchase of an Alexaenabled Device;
d. Any other Unlimited, Prime Music or Amazon Music Free discount, promotion or
offering tied to the purchase of an Alexa-enabled Device; or
e. Any of an Alexa-enabled Device’s music-related features or offerings.
(See, e.g., Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 14, 42-43, 45, 51, 52, 53, 55, 74, 78)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 44
Amazon objects to Request No. 44 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). The cited paragraphs of the Hurwitz WDT concern
the basic features of the Single Device Plan, Hurwitz WDT ¶ 14; Amazon’s investment in voice
features for Amazon Music, id. ¶¶ 42-43; the ability of customers to use Alexa/Echo to play
songs from competing music streaming services, id. ¶ 45;

and
. Therefore, Request

No. 44 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially
related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No.
14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of
permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 44 on the
ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 44 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 44.
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REQUEST NO. 45
All Analysis concerning actual or forecasted sales volume, revenues or profits from the
sale of Alexa-enabled Devices.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 45
Amazon objects to Request No. 45 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 45 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 45 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 45 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 45.
REQUEST NO. 46
Documents sufficient to show all revenues that You receive from Digital Service
Providers in connection with the distribution of their Services through your app store or through
any Device, broken down at every level of specificity at which it is maintained by You.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 46
Amazon objects to Request No. 46 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 46 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
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Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 46 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request
No. 46 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 46.
REQUEST NO. 47
All Analysis concerning improvements to Alexa functionality that derive from consumer
use of Your Services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 47
Amazon objects to Request No. 47 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 47 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 47 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 47 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 47.
REQUEST NO. 48
All Analysis concerning the revenue You receive from “merchandise” sold through
Unlimited or the Amazon Music app, including Documents sufficient to show monthly gross
revenue from the sale of “merchandise” and monthly revenue You retain from such sales. (See,
e.g., Marx Testimony, ¶ 51; Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 35, 39)
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 48
Amazon objects to Request No. 49 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). While portions of the cited paragraphs in the
Hurwitz WDT and the Written Direct Testimony of Leslie Marx (“Marx WDT”) briefly
reference the availability of artist merchandise for purchase through the Amazon Music app,
those brief references are components of a larger discussion of product improvements to grow
Unlimited’s subscriber base. Therefore, Request No. 48 calls for Amazon to produce documents
that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 48 on the ground that it is overbroad and unduly
burdensome to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 48 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 48.
REQUEST NO. 49
All Analysis concerning Your use or monetization of user data gathered in connection
with Your Eligible Digital Music Services, including Your use or monetization of such data in
the provision or sale of Your other products or services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 49
Amazon objects to Request No. 49 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 49 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
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Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 49 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 49 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 49.
REQUEST NO. 50
All Documents concerning the Impact of Your Eligible Digital Music Services on (a)
Your Business, including on any margin calculations or other Business Metrics, or (b) Your
overall Business ecosystem.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 50
Amazon objects to Request No. 50 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 50 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 50 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 50 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 50.
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REQUEST NO. 51
All Analysis concerning the

(See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 200)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 51
Amazon objects to Request No. 51 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case. Moreover,
Therefore, Request No. 51 calls for
Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 51 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 51 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 51.
REQUEST NO. 52
All Analysis concerning
.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 52
Amazon objects to Request No. 52 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case. Therefore,
Request No. 52 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 52 on
the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 52 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 52.
REQUEST NO. 53
For each of Your Bundled Subscription Offerings: (a) all Analysis concerning specific
Pricing that was implemented; (b) all Analysis including reports to Business Leadership, or any
other decisionmakers, concerning the Pricing that was implemented; and (c) all Analysis
concerning the Impact of Pricing other than the Pricing that was implemented on Your Business
Metrics.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 53
Amazon objects to Request No. 53 to the extent that it requests documents regarding
Prime Music, on the ground that Amazon has never sold Prime Music as a standalone service
and any request for Prime-related documents that go beyond Prime Music do not “directly
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relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R.
§ 351.5(b)(1). Amazon also objects to subpart (c) of Request No. 53 on the ground that it seeks
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Id. Those
aspects of Request No. 53 call for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 53 on
the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce
non-privileged documents responsive to subparts (a) and (b) of Request No. 53 that can be
located after a reasonable search, to the extent such documents do not concern Prime Music.
Amazon does not intend to produce documents in response to subpart (c) of Request No. 53.
REQUEST NO. 54
For each of your Mixed Service Bundles: (a) all Analysis concerning specific Pricing that
was implemented; (b) all Analysis including reports to Business Leadership, or any other
decisionmakers, concerning the Pricing that was implemented; and (c) all Analysis concerning
the Impact of Pricing other than the Pricing that was implemented on Your Business Metrics.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 54
Amazon objects to Request No. 54 on the ground that Amazon has never sold Prime
Music as a standalone service and any request for Prime-related documents that go beyond Prime
Music do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Amazon also objects to subpart (c) of Request No.
54 on the ground that it seeks documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written
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Direct Statement. Id. Request No. 54 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 54 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to
the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request
No. 54 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 54.
REQUEST NO. 55
For each of your Standalone Non-Portable Subscription Offerings: (a) all Analysis
concerning specific Pricing that was implemented; (b) all Analysis including reports to Business
Leadership, or any other decisionmakers, concerning the Pricing that was implemented; and (c)
all Analysis concerning the Impact of Pricing other than the Pricing that was implemented on
Your Business Metrics.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 55
Amazon objects to subpart (c) of Request No. 55 on the ground that it seeks documents
that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, subpart (c) of Request No. 55 calls for
Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 55 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
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Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
subparts (a) and (b) of Request No. 55 that can be located after a reasonable search. Amazon
does not intend to produce documents in response to subpart (c) of Request No. 55.
REQUEST NO. 56
With regard to

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 56
Amazon objects to Request No. 56 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests for

are not

directly related to Amazon’s direct case. Therefore, Request No. 56 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 56 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request
No. 56 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 56.
REQUEST NO. 57
All Documents defining, explaining, discussing, estimating or Measuring
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 57
Amazon objects to Request No. 57 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case. Therefore,
Request No. 57 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 57 on
the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 57 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 57.
REQUEST NO. 58
All Analysis concerning the use of loss leader strategies, discounted, promotional or low
gross margin Pricing by You or by any other Digital Service Provider.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 58
Amazon objects to Request No. 58 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 58 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
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Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 58 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 58 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 58.
REQUEST NO. 59
All Analysis concerning Pricing strategies for Eligible Digital Music Services, including
Pricing strategies for discounted or promotional tiers, higher priced or premium tiers or Devicetethered tiers, whether involving Your Services or the Services of other Digital Service
Providers.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 59
Amazon objects to Request No. 59 to the extent that it requests documents regarding
Prime Music, on the ground that Amazon has never sold Prime Music as a standalone service
and any request for Prime-related documents that go beyond Prime Music do not “directly
relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R.
§ 351.5(b)(1). Amazon also objects to Request No. 59 to the extent that it seeks documents
beyond those concerning prices that Amazon actually implemented. Id. Those aspects of
Request No. 59 call for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 59 on
the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the
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General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce
non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 59 that can be located after a reasonable
search, to the extent such documents do not concern Prime Music and to the extent such
documents concern prices that Amazon actually implemented.
REQUEST NO. 60
All Analysis concerning the Impact of different Pricing models for Your Eligible Digital
Music Services, including the Impact of Pricing models for each of Your Offerings on Your
Business, Your Business forecasts, any of Your Business Metrics or other Digital Service
Providers.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 60
Amazon objects to Request No. 60 to the extent that it requests documents regarding
Prime Music, on the ground that Amazon has never sold Prime Music as a standalone service
and any request for Prime-related documents that go beyond Prime Music do not “directly
relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R.
§ 351.5(b)(1). Amazon also objects to Request No. 60 to the extent that it seeks documents
beyond those concerning prices that Amazon actually implemented. Id. Those aspects of
Request No. 60 call for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 60 on
the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce
non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 60 that can be located after a reasonable
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search, to the extent such documents do not concern Prime Music and to the extent such
documents concern prices that Amazon actually implemented.
REQUEST NO. 61
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 61
Amazon objects to Request No. 61 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 61 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 62
All Analysis concerning the relationship between Amazon Music and any other of Your
lines of Business

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 62
Amazon objects to Request No. 62 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case. Therefore,
Request No. 62 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
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in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 62 on
the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 62 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 62.
REQUEST NO. 63
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 63
Amazon objects to Request No. 63 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case. Therefore,
Request No. 63 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 63 on
the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 63 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 63.
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REQUEST NO. 64
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 64
Amazon objects to Request No. 64 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case.

Therefore, Request No. 64 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 64 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 64 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 64.
REQUEST NO. 65
All Analysis concerning
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 65
Amazon objects to Request No. 65 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case.

Therefore, Request No. 65 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 65 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 65 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 65.
REQUEST NO. 66
As addressed in
a.
b.

or

c.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 66
Amazon objects to Request No. 66 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case.

Therefore, Request No. 66 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 66 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 66 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 66.
REQUEST NO. 67
All Analysis concerning
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 67
Amazon objects to this Request as vague and ambiguous insofar as it refers to an
unspecified Spotify pricing “decision.” Amazon also objects to Request No. 67 on the ground
that it calls for the production of documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to
Amazon’s direct case.

Therefore, Request No. 67
calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 67 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 67 in its entirety and does not intend
to produce documents in response to Request No. 67.
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REQUEST NO. 68
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 68
Amazon objects to Request No. 68 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case.

Therefore, Request No. 68 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 68 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 68 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 68.
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REQUEST NO. 69
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 69
Amazon objects to Request No. 69 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case.
Therefore, Request No. 69 calls
for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 69 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 69 in its entirety and does not intend
to produce documents in response to Request No. 69.
REQUEST NO. 70
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 70
Amazon objects to Request No. 70 on the ground that Amazon has already produced
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. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 70 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 70 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to
Request No. 70.
REQUEST NO. 71
In relation to the statement in

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 71
Amazon objects to Request No. 71 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case. Therefore,
Request No. 71 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 71 on
the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all” and to the extent it asks for communications
with record labels
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. Amazon objects to Request No. 71 in its entirety and does not intend to
produce documents in response to Request No. 71.
REQUEST NO. 72
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 72
Amazon objects to Request No. 72 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case. Therefore,
Request No. 72 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 72 on
the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 72 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 72.
REQUEST NO. 73
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 73
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Amazon objects to Request No. 73 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case. Therefore,
Request No. 73 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 73 on
the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 73 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 73.
REQUEST NO. 74
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 74
Amazon objects to Request No. 74 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 74 that can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 75
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 75
Amazon objects to Request No. 75 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 75 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 76
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 76
Amazon objects to Request No. 76 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Paragraph 63 of the Marx WDT simply states, based
on public sources, that the HD tier was priced at an extra $5.00 per month, and briefly describes
what the HD tier offered and why Amazon folded it into standard Unlimited.

Requests about

, are not

directly related to Amazon’s direct case.

.

Therefore, Request No. 76 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly
or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and
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Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at
4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 76 on
the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 76 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 76.
REQUEST NO. 77
All Analysis concerning Your decision to provide high-definition music at no extra cost
for Unlimited subscribers (“Free HD Upgrade”).
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 77
Amazon objects to Request No. 77 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 77 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 78
All Analysis concerning the Impact of the Free HD Upgrade on revenue that otherwise
would have been included in Mechanical Royalties calculations, or on any other Business
Metric.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 78
Amazon objects to Request No. 78 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 78 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
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Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 78 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 78 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 78.
REQUEST NO. 79
All Analysis concerning consumer willingness to pay for high-definition music.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 79
Amazon objects to Request No. 79 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 79 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 79 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 79 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 79.
REQUEST NO. 80
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, how many Unlimited subscribers have
selected the Free HD Upgrade.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 80
Amazon objects to Request No. 80 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 80 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 80 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 80.
REQUEST NO. 81
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, the number of Amazon HD
subscribers.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 81
Amazon objects to Request No. 81 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 81 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 81 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
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term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 81 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 81.
REQUEST NO. 82
Documents sufficient to show, for each Offering on a monthly basis, the: (a) total End
Users accessing the Offering via a free trial, and total Plays associated with those End Users; (b)
the End Users accessing the Offering via a free trial who are included in subscriber counts for the
Offering for the purposes of determining per-subscriber royalty rates, and total Plays associated
with those End Users; and (c) the End Users accessing the Offering via a free trial who are not
included in subscriber counts for the Offering for the purposes of determining per-subscriber
royalty rates, and total Plays associated with those End Users.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 82
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 82 that can be
located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 83
Documents sufficient to show:
a.
and
b.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 83
Amazon objects to Request No. 83 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all” and to the extent it asks for communications with record labels
. Subject to the Specific
Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon
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will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 83 that can be located after a
reasonable search,

REQUEST NO. 84
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 84
Amazon objects to Request No. 84 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 84 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 85
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, each Discounted Subscription
Offering offered by You, including for each such Offering:
a. the dates during which it was offered;
b. the Price;
c. the number of subscribers, broken down by Prime member subscribers and non-Prime
member subscribers;
d. the revenue accrued; and
e. its terms and conditions.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 85
Amazon objects to Request No. 85 on the ground that it would require Amazon to create
documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in
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response to a document request.”). Amazon objects to Request No. 85 in its entirety and does
not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 85.
REQUEST NO. 86
All Analysis concerning the amount that Unlimited Student Plan subscribers spend on
Your products and services, including all Analysis concerning any difference in the amount that
Prime member Student Plan subscribers and non-Prime Student Plan subscribers spend on Your
products and services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 86
Amazon objects to Request No. 86 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 86 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 86 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 86 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 86.
REQUEST NO. 87
All Analysis concerning the amount that Unlimited Family Plan subscribers spend on
Your products and services, including all Analysis concerning any difference in the amount that
Prime member Family Plan subscribers and non-Prime Family Plan subscribers spend on Your
products and services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 87
Amazon objects to Request No. 87 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
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§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 87 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 87 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 87 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 87.
REQUEST NO. 88
All Analysis concerning the amount that Unlimited Individual Plan subscribers spend on
Your products and services, including all Analysis concerning any difference in the amount that
Prime Individual Plan subscribers and non-Prime Individual Plan subscribers spend on Your
products and services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 88
Amazon objects to Request No. 88 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 88 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 87 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
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term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 88 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 88.
REQUEST NO. 89
All Analysis concerning retention of Unlimited Student Plan subscribers as Unlimited
subscribers after expiration of their Student Plans, broken down at every level of specificity
maintained by You.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 89
Amazon objects to Request No. 89 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 89 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 90
Documents sufficient to show
. (See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit

200)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 90

Amazon objects to Request No. 90 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case. Therefore,
Request No. 90 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
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in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 90 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 90.
REQUEST NO. 91
All Analysis concerning the extent to which non-family members share accounts
included in Unlimited Family Plans, and any methods You have used to monitor and verify that
only family members are sharing such accounts. (See, e.g., Hurwitz Testimony, ¶ 12)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 91
Amazon objects to Request No. 91 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Paragraph 12 of the Hurwitz WDT discusses the
family plan, but does not discuss the issue of non-family members sharing accounts. Therefore,
Request No. 91 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 91 on
the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 91 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 91.
REQUEST NO. 92
All Analysis concerning Your decision to allow for up to six separate sub-accounts in
Your Family Plan Offering, rather than a different number of separate sub-accounts.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 92
Amazon objects to Request No. 92 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 92 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 92 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 92 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 92.
REQUEST NO. 93
All Analysis concerning
.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 93
Amazon objects to Request No. 93 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Therefore, Request No. 93 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
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15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 93 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 93 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 93.
REQUEST NO. 94
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 94
Amazon objects to Request No. 94 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Therefore, Request No. 94 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 94 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 94 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 94.
REQUEST NO. 95
All Analysis concerning
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 95
Amazon objects to Request No. 95 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 95 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 96
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 96
Amazon objects to Request No. 96 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 96 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 97
All Analysis concerning the willingness to pay of Unlimited subscribers, and any levels
of willingness to pay that correlate to the various Unlimited pricing tiers You offer. (See, e.g.,
Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 10, 11)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 97
Amazon objects to Request No. 97 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
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Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 97 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 98
All Analysis concerning the extent to which Unlimited subscribers also listen to Prime
Music. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 12; Marx Testimony, ¶ 68)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 98
Amazon objects to Request No. 98 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). The cited paragraphs do not discuss the purported
issue of Unlimited subscribers listening to Prime Music. Therefore, Request No. 98 calls for
Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 98 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon does not possess any documents responsive to Request No.
98.
REQUEST NO. 99
All Analysis concerning the extent to which
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 99
Amazon objects to Request No. 99 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
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§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Therefore, Request
No. 99 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially
related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No.
14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of
permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 99 on the
ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Moreover, to the extent that
Amazon objects to Request No. 99 on the
ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, because

Amazon objects to Request No. 99 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 99.
REQUEST NO. 100
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, and as a percent of all Unlimited
subscribers:
a. the number of conversions from Prime Music users to Unlimited subscribers (and
separately, as a percent of all Prime Music users);
b. the number of Prime members who are not Prime Music users, who newly subscribe to
Unlimited (and separately, as a percent of all Prime members who are not Prime Music
users); and
c. the number of non-Prime members who newly subscribe to Unlimited.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 100
Amazon objects to subpart (b) of Request No. 100 on the ground it seeks documents that
do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v);
37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, such documents are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially
related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No.
14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of
permissible discovery in this proceeding. Subject to the General Objections and the Objections
to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to subpart (a) of
Request No. 100 as part of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement, and Amazon will produce nonprivileged documents responsive to subpart (c) of Request No. 100 that can be located after a
reasonable search. Amazon does not intend to produce documents in response to subpart (b) of
Request No. 100.
REQUEST NO. 101
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 101
Amazon objects to Request No. 101 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 101 that can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 102
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 102
Amazon objects to Request No. 102 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s direct case. Therefore,
Request No. 102 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 102
on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 102 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 102.
REQUEST NO. 103
Documents sufficient to show
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 103
Amazon objects to Request No. 103 to the extent it is duplicative of Request Nos. 5 and
6. Amazon further objects to Request No. 103 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “each” and to the extent it concerns record labels
. Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced
documents responsive to Request No. 103 as part of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement, and
Amazon will produce additional non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 3 that can
be located after a reasonable search,

REQUEST NO. 104
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 104
Amazon objects to Request No. 104 on the ground that

Amazon further
objects to Request No. 104 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all” and to the
extent it concerns record labels
Amazon objects to Request No. 104 in its entirety and does not
intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 104.
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REQUEST NO. 105
Documents sufficient to show

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 105
Amazon objects to Request No. 105 to the extent it seeks documents about

Amazon further objects to Request No. 105 on the ground that it
is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the
extent that it concerns record labels
Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request
No. 105 during the Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures. See AMZN_Phono IV_00003119 –
AMZN_Phono IV_00003121.
REQUEST NO. 106
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 106
Amazon objects to Request No. 106 on the ground that
Amazon further
objects to Request No. 106 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject
to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and
Definitions, Amazon will produce additional non-privileged documents responsive to Request
No. 106 that can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 107
All Analysis

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 107
Amazon objects to Request No. 107 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 107 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 107 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No. 107 as part
of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
REQUEST NO. 108
All Analysis concerning the catalog size of Prime Music and/or Amazon Music Free,
including Analysis of potential increases to catalog size.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 108
Amazon objects to Request No. 108 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon also objects to the request for analyses of “potential increases” that were
never implemented; producing documents about hypothetical but never implemented increases
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would be unduly burdensome and is not directly related to Amazon’s direct case. Subject to the
Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 108 that can be
located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 109
All Analysis concerning the on-demand functionality of Amazon Music Free, including
Analysis of actual or potential expansion of on-demand functionality.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 109
Amazon objects to Request No. 109 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has conducted a reasonable investigation to determine
whether non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 109 currently exist. Based on that
reasonable investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 109.
REQUEST NO. 110
All Analysis

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 110
Amazon objects to Request No. 110 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
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Therefore, Request
No. 110 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially
related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No.
14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of
permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 110 on the
ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 110 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 110.
REQUEST NO. 111
All Analysis concerning Your contemplated, new or forthcoming services that will or
may constitute an Eligible Digital Music Service, including any Analysis Measuring Mechanical
Royalties for any such service.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 111
Amazon objects to Request No. 111 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 111 calls for Amazon to
produce documents about hypothetical future services that by definition are, at most, “indirectly
or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and
Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at
4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 111
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on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 111 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 111.
REQUEST NO. 112
All Analysis concerning any process or method that You have used or contemplated
using to determine or Measure whether accounts have engaged in User Manipulation or other
fraudulent activity, as set forth in the definition of Artificial Accounts in Your Rate Proposal.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 112
Amazon objects to Request No. 112 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 112 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 113
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, broken down on an Offering-byOffering basis, the extent of User Manipulation and the number of Artificial Accounts, as
defined in Your Rate Proposal, that have been identified by or for You and Documents sufficient
to show the method(s) used to identify or Measure such manipulation and accounts.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 113
Amazon objects to Request No. 113 to the extent that it seeks documents relating to
Prime Music. Amazon proposed excluding artificial accounts from the number of subscribers in
calculating royalties for services other than Mixed Service Bundles. Subject to the Specific
Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon
will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 112 that can be located after a
reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 114
Documents sufficient to identify for each Bundled Subscription Offering and for each
Mixed Service Bundle, on a monthly basis: (a) the Price charged for the Bundle; (b) the total
revenues for the Bundle; (c) the revenues reported to musical works licensors pursuant to the
Section 115 compulsory license for the Eligible Digital Music Service in the Bundle; (d) the
number of subscribers to the Bundle; and (e) the standalone Prices for each component of the
Bundle (or, where no standalone Price for a component exists, the standalone Price(s) of the
most closely comparable product(s) or service(s) for each such Bundle component.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 114
Amazon objects to subpart (a) of Request No. 114 on the ground that it seeks retail price
information that is publicly available and available in Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
Amazon objects to subparts (b), (d), and (e) to the extent it seeks documents identifying revenue
and subscriber numbers for Amazon Prime and documents about the non-music components of
Amazon Prime, on the ground that such documents do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead,
Request No. 114 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced
documents responsive to subparts (c) and (d) of Request No. 114 during the Exchange of
Preliminary Disclosures, containing reported revenues (when required) and active subscriber
numbers for Prime Music. See AMZN_Phono IV_00003126 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003128.
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REQUEST NO. 115
All Documents concerning any “product or service (including a product or service subject
to another subpart) available for a separate charge to End Users who also purchase a
Subscription Offering (including a Bundle Subscription Offering) where End Users could not
obtain that product or Service on a standalone basis.”
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 115
Amazon objects to Request No. 115 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 115 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 115 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 115 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 115.
REQUEST NO. 116
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 116
Amazon objects to Request No. 116 to the extent it is duplicative of Request No. 25.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 116 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
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Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 116 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 117
Documents sufficient to identify, for each Eligible Service since its inception, any
changes You have made in Your methods of Measuring revenue under GAAP, whether in the
context of internal, royalty or other calculations, and all Documents concerning the Impact of
any such change on overall revenue recognition, allocation or other Business Metrics.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 117
Amazon objects to Request No. 117 to the extent it is duplicative of Request Nos. 11
through 14. Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 117 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 118
Documents sufficient to show all sponsorship or commissions You received as a result of
the placement of third-party advertising on a Relevant Page, as defined in Your Rate Proposal, or
on any page accessed automatically when a user has interacted with a Relevant Page.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 118
Amazon objects to Request No. 118 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 118 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 118 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 118.
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REQUEST NO. 119
Documents sufficient to show, for each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services and at
every level of specificity at which it exists, all “barter[s] or other nonmonetary consideration,” as
used in Your Rate Proposal, that You have received during the Relevant Time Period.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 119
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon has conducted a reasonable investigation to determine whether non-privileged
documents responsive to Request No. 119 currently exist. Based on that reasonable
investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to Request No.
119.
REQUEST NO. 120
Documents sufficient to show, for each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services and at
every level of specificity at which it exists, all “in-kind promotional consideration” You have
received that would be excluded from TCC under Your Rate Proposal.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 120
Amazon objects to Request No. 120 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Amazon did not introduce the “in-kind promotion
consideration” language in its rate proposal during the Phonorecords IV proceeding. Therefore,
Request No. 120 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 120 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 120.
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REQUEST NO. 121
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis for each Offering: (a) each tax that
You pay that would fall under Your definition of Taxes in Your Rate Proposal; (b) all fees that
You pay that would fall under Your definition of Third-Party Fees in Your Rate Proposal; (c) all
app store fees that You pay; and (d) all carrier charges that You pay.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 121
Amazon objects to Request No. 121 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 121 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 121 to the extent that it would require
Amazon to create documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket
No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create
documents in response to a document request.”). Amazon also objects to Request No. 121 on the
ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the terms “each” and “all.” Amazon objects to Request No.
121 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 121.
REQUEST NO. 122
For each amount identified in connection with the immediately preceding Request, if
such amount was determined using an allocation or estimation, Documents sufficient to show
how (a) the method of such allocation or estimation was determined; (b) such allocation or
estimation was Measured; and (c) such allocation or estimation was applied.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 122
Amazon objects to Request No. 122 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 122 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 122 to the extent that it would require
Amazon to create documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket
No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create
documents in response to a document request.”). Amazon also objects to Request No. 121 on the
ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 122 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 122.
REQUEST NO. 123
All Documents concerning the Impact of all fees and costs that could have been deducted
from Your Service Provider Revenue under Your Rate Proposal during the Relevant Time
Period, including Taxes, Third-Party fees, refunds, app store fees, phone company fees and any
other set-offs or deductions, on royalty payments.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 123
Amazon objects to Request No. 123 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has conducted a reasonable investigation to determine
whether non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 123 currently exist. Based on that
reasonable investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 123.
REQUEST NO. 124
All Agreements in which the definition of revenue provides for the deduction of any or
all costs and fees whose deduction is provided for in Your Rate Proposal.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 124
Amazon objects to Request No. 124 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all” and to the extent that it seeks agreements that Amazon will not use to support its rate
proposal. Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 124 that can be located after a reasonable search, to the extent that the documents
will be used by Amazon to support its rate proposal.
REQUEST NO. 125
All Analysis concerning the actual or potential portability of any Echo Device. (See, e.g.,
Marx Testimony, ¶ 65)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 125
Amazon objects to Request No. 125 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
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§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Paragraph 65 generally describes Amazon’s Single
Device Plan and does not address “the actual or potential portability of any Echo Device.”
Therefore, Request No. 125 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly
or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and
Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at
4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 125
on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 125 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 125.
REQUEST NO. 126
Documents sufficient to show the number of Plays, on a monthly basis, for each of your
Eligible Digital Music Services, including a breakdown of (a) Plays of musical works in the
Public Domain; (b) Plays of Eligible Interactive Streams; and (c) Plays of Eligible Limited
Downloads.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 126
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon has conducted a reasonable investigation to determine whether non-privileged
documents responsive to subpart (a) of Request No. 126 currently exist. Based on that
reasonable investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to
subpart (a) of Request No. 126. Also, subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
subparts (b) and (c) of Request No. 126 that can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 127
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 127
Amazon objects to Request No. 127 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 127 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 128
All Analysis that compares the
to: (a) the $0.25 per subscriber minimum in the Phonorecords II rates; (b) the
$2.99 value You attributed as the supposed stand-alone value of music in the Prime subscription
fee; (c) the effective per stream rate You paid for Prime Music under Your direct Agreements
with
(See, e.g. DuffettSmith Testimony, ¶¶ 111-130, 132-146, 158-175, 176-178)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 128
Amazon objects to Request No. 128 to the extent that it requests documents regarding
Amazon’s agreements with UMPG identified in General Objection No. 6, on the ground that
such documents are outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon
further objects to Request No. 128 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject
to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and
Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 128 that
can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 129
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 129
Amazon objects to Request No. 129 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No. 129 as part
of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
REQUEST NO. 130
All Analysis concerning actions You have taken or contemplated to limit the number of
Plays or otherwise limit royalties owed under a per-play royalty rate, if any, including
Documents sufficient to show which actions were implemented and the Impact of such actions
on royalties owed or on any other Business Metrics.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 130
Amazon objects to Request No. 130 to the extent it suggests that Amazon has ever
limited or contemplated limiting the number of plays.

Amazon further objects to Request No. 130 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request
No. 130 as part of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
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REQUEST NO. 131
All Analysis concerning Your Record Company Agreements which provide for a perplay rate for any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 131
Amazon objects to Request No. 131 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all” and to the extent it concerns record labels
. Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced
documents responsive to Request No. 131 as part of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
REQUEST NO. 132
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 132
Amazon objects to Request No. 132 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 132 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 133
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 133
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Amazon objects to Request No. 133 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 133 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 134
Documents sufficient to show all Services or Offerings through which You have provided
or have contemplated providing End Users access to Restricted Downloads, as defined in Your
Rate Proposal.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 134
Amazon objects to Request No. 134 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 134 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 134 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 134.
REQUEST NO. 135
Documents sufficient to show all Non-Licensed Works (together with all metadata
maintained by You to identify such works) that have been streamed on Your Eligible Digital
Music Services, together with monthly Play counts for each such work, broken down on a
Service-by- Service basis.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 135
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Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 135 that can be
located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 136
Documents sufficient to show, broken out by Offering on a monthly basis, the revenue
allocation that would have occurred between any Non-Licensed Works and Licensed Activity
offered together in an Offering, if such allocation were made under Your Rate Proposal.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 136
Amazon objects to Request No. 136 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 136 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 136 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 136.
REQUEST NO. 137
All Analysis concerning any process or method You use, have used or have contemplated
using to determine: (a) when advertisements or sponsorships will be placed in between content
that would constitute Licensed Activity and content that would constitute non- Licensed Activity
under Your Rate Proposal; and (b) whether advertisements or sponsorships will be placed
between such activities or “embedded or served within” a Non-Licensed Work.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 137
Amazon objects to Request No. 137 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 137 calls for Amazon to
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produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 137 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 137 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 137.
REQUEST NO. 138
Documents sufficient to show all revenue generated, on a monthly basis, from
“advertisements or sponsorships that [have been] placed between content that constitutes
Licensed Activity and content that constitutes non-Licensed Activity,” as set forth in Your Rate
Proposal.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 138
Amazon objects to Request No. 138 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 138 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 138 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 138.
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REQUEST NO. 139
Documents sufficient to show all “adjustments to monthly reports of usage” and to
“annual reports of usage” that You have made, which would not be subject to Late Fees as
defined in Your Rate Proposal; and all Late Fees that You have paid as a result of such
adjustments, at every level of specificity at which such data exists.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 139
Amazon objects to Request No. 139 to the extent it would require Amazon to create
documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in
response to a document request.”). Amazon further objects to Request No. 139 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 139 in its entirety and does
not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 139.
REQUEST NO. 140
Documents sufficient to identify (by URL and title, together with all other metadata
maintained by You to identify such works) musical works in the public domain on each of Your
Offerings for each month, and the number of Plays of each such work each month.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 140
Amazon objects to Request No. 140 to the extent that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 140 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
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proceeding. Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has conducted a reasonable investigation to determine
whether non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 140 currently exist. Based on that
reasonable investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 140.
REQUEST NO. 141
All Analysis concerning the

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 141
Amazon objects to Request No. 141 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has conducted a reasonable investigation to determine
whether non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 141 currently exist. Based on that
reasonable investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 141.
REQUEST NO. 142
All Analysis concerning the statement

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 142
Amazon objects to Request No. 142 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Paragraph 21 of the Duffett-Smith WDT generally
describes the role of Free in relation to Unlimited and Prime Music. Therefore, Request No. 142
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calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 142 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 142 in its entirety and does not intend
to produce documents in response to Request No. 142.
REQUEST NO. 143
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 143
Amazon objects to Request No. 143 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon also has already produced an extensive analysis of this topic in its Written
Direct Statement. See Amazon Ex. 203. Subject to the Specific Objections, the General
Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce additional
non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 143 that can be located after a reasonable
search.
REQUEST NO. 144
All Analysis concerning
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 144
Amazon objects to Request No. 144 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Therefore, Request No. 144
calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding.

Amazon also objects to Request No. 144 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request
No. 144 as part of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
REQUEST NO. 145
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 145
Amazon objects to Request No. 145 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
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Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No. 145 as part
of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
REQUEST NO. 146
All Analysis concerning any discussion or effort made by You

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 146
Amazon objects to Request No. 146 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has conducted a reasonable investigation to determine
whether non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 146 currently exist. Based on that
reasonable investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 146.
REQUEST NO. 147
All Analysis concerning the market power or bargaining power of any music publisher,
PRO, Record Company or Digital Service Provider, or any group of any of the foregoing types
of entities.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 147
Amazon objects to Request No. 147 on the ground that on the ground that “[b]road,
nonspecific discovery requests are not acceptable.” 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Amazon further
objects to Request No. 147 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all” and to the
extent it concerns record labels
Amazon also has already produced documents responsive to
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Request No. 147 as part of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Amazon is willing to meet-andconfer with the Copyright Owners to discuss ways to narrow or tailor Request No. 147. In its
present form, however, Amazon objects to Request No. 147 in its entirety and does not intend to
produce documents in response to Request No. 147.
REQUEST NO. 148
All Documents concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 148
Amazon objects to Request No. 148 to the extent it seeks documents that do not “directly
relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R.
§ 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 148 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 148 to the extent it is duplicative of Request No. 146. Amazon also objects to
Request No. 148 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to
the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific
Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon
will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 148 that can be located after a
reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 149
Copies of all Approval Requests (See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 128) for licenses for musical
works or sound recordings for any of Your Offerings, and all responses or subsequent reports or
correspondence concerning such requests.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 149
Amazon objects to Request No. 149 to the extent that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 149
Therefore,
Request No. 149 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 149
on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it seeks “[r]equests,” “responses,” “subsequent reports”, or
“correspondence” and to the extent it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce
non-privileged
that can be located after a reasonable
search.
REQUEST NO. 150
Copies of all overviews of approval (See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 132) or denials of
approval all for licenses for musical works or sound recordings for any of Your Offerings, and
all responses or subsequent reports or correspondence concerning such requests.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 150
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Amazon objects to Request No. 150 to the extent that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 150
. Therefore,
Request No. 150 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 150
on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it seeks “overviews,” “denials,” “responses,” “subsequent reports,”
or “correspondence” and to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon also objects to Request No.
150 to the extent that it is duplicative of Request No. 149. Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce
non-privileged
that can be located after a reasonable
search.
REQUEST NO. 151
All Documents in the Amazon Approvals portal (See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 132,
“
”), concerning all licenses for musical works or sound
recordings for any of Your Offerings.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 151
Amazon objects to Request No. 151 to the extent that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
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§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 151
Therefore,
Request No. 151 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 151
on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon also objects to Request No. 151 to
the extent that it is duplicative of Request Nos. 149 and 150. Subject to the Specific Objections,
the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce
non-privileged
that can be located after a reasonable
search.
REQUEST NO. 152
All Documents concerning any Agreement with a music publisher in which the publisher
agreed to license 100% of any compositions in which it held a partial interest, including copies
of the final Agreement and all negotiations concerning such grant of rights. (See, e.g., DuffettSmith Testimony, ¶ 41)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 152
Amazon objects to Request No. 152 to the extent that it requests documents regarding

Amazon
further objects to Request No. 152 to the extent that it calls for the production of documents that
do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v);
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37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 152 does not limit its request to the counterparties
discussed in the Duffett-Smith WDT. Therefore, Request No. 152 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon also objects to Request No. 152 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome,
and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.”
Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions
and Definitions, Amazon produced the final agreements as part of Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement, and it will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 152 that can
be located after a reasonable search, but
REQUEST NO. 153
All Documents concerning any effort by You to obtain the agreement of a music
publisher to license more than its percentage interest in a composition and any response by any
publisher. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 41)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 153
Amazon objects to Request No. 153 to the extent that it requests documents regarding

Amazon
further objects to Request No. 153 to the extent that it calls for the production of documents that
do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v);
37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 153 does not limit its request to the counterparties
discussed in the Duffett-Smith WDT. Therefore, Request No. 153 calls for Amazon to produce
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documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon also objects to Request No. 153 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome,
and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.”
Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions
and Definitions, Amazon produced the final agreements as part of Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement, and it will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 153 that can
be located after a reasonable search, but
REQUEST NO. 154
All Documents concerning any Agreement made with any music publisher that is for less
than the statutory rate. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 41)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 154
Amazon objects to Request No. 154 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding given that

and that “[b]road, nonspecific discovery requests are not acceptable.” 37 C.F.R.
§ 351.5(b)(1). Amazon objects to Request No. 154 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 154.
REQUEST NO. 155
All Analysis concerning any statement by Sony Music Publishing of what benefits it
sought to obtain or expected to obtain during the negotiations discussed in Duffett-Smith
Testimony, ¶ 102.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 155
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Amazon objects to Request No. 155 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 155 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 156
All Documents concerning any response by You to
(See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 62)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 156
Amazon objects to Request No. 156 to the extent that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Regardless, Request No. 156 calls for
Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 156 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Amazon separately has produced (or will produce) myriad documents about the
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Warner Chappell licensing negotiations, which should provide the Copyright Owners with
sufficient information about Warner Chappell’s expressed position. Amazon does not intend to
produce any additional documents responsive to Request No. 156 specifically.
REQUEST NO. 157
All Analysis concerning the factors and circumstances that make a direct license with a
music publisher for performance rights
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 157
Amazon objects to Request No. 157 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has conducted a reasonable investigation to determine
whether non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 157 currently exist. Based on that
reasonable investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 157.
REQUEST NO. 158
Copies of all musical works license Agreements that You have negotiated for Amazon
Music Free.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 158
Amazon objects to Request No. 158 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon further objects to Request No. 156 to the extent that it calls for the
production of documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 158 does not limit its request
to those license agreements cited in Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Therefore, Request No.
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158 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related”
to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request
No. 158 during the Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures. See AMZN_Phono IV_00000002 –
AMZN_Phono IV_00000146, AMZN_Phono IV_00000148 – AMZN_Phono IV_00000334,
AMZN_Phono IV_00000341 – AMZN_Phono IV_00002404, AMZN_Phono IV_00002406 –
AMZN_Phono IV_00002424, AMZN_Phono IV_00002427 – AMZN_Phono IV_00002489,
AMZN_Phono IV_00002493 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003064, AMZN_Phono IV_00003069 –
AMZN_Phono IV_00003104, AMZN_Phono IV_00003106 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003112,
AMZN_Phono IV_00003130 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003131.
REQUEST NO. 159
All Analysis concerning the reasons
(Duffett-Smith

Testimony, ¶ 70)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 159

Amazon objects to Request No. 159 on the ground that it would require Amazon to create
documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in
response to a document request.”). Amazon further objects to Request No. 159 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
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the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 159 in its entirety and does
not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 159.
REQUEST NO. 160
All Documents concerning any attempts by You to obtain exclusive music content for
Your Offerings from music copyright owners.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 160
Amazon objects to Request No. 160 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 160 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 160 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 160 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 160.
REQUEST NO. 161
All Analysis concerning attempts by any of Your competitors to obtain exclusive music
content for Offerings.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 161
Amazon objects to Request No. 161 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 161 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
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Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 161 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 161 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 161.
REQUEST NO. 162
All Analysis concerning marketplace competition to obtain exclusive music content for
Offerings.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 162
Amazon objects to Request No. 162 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 162 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 162 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 162 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 162.
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REQUEST NO. 163
All correspondence between You and any Record Company concerning Mechanical
Royalties, including concerning the Impact of Mechanical Royalties or Mechanical Royalty rates
on sound recording royalties, payments, or other consideration paid to any Record Company or
to Record Companies generally.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 163
Amazon objects to Request No. 163 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all” and to the extent it asks for communications with record labels
Subject to the Specific
Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon
will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 163 that can be located after a
reasonable search,
.
REQUEST NO. 164
All Analysis concerning the terms of the 2021 standard long-tail Independent Record
Company agreement, including as to
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 164
Amazon objects to Request No. 164 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 164 that can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 165
All Analysis concerning using advances or minimum guarantees to get better economics
on rates for sound recording or musical works licenses. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶
109 & Amazon Exhibit 48)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 165
Amazon objects to Request No. 165 to the extent it calls for the production of documents
that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). The cited testimony and exhibit

Therefore, Request No.
165 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related”
to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Amazon also objects to Request No. 165 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
that it uses the term “all.” Moreover, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No.
165 as part of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce
additional non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 165 that can be located after a
reasonable search, but
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REQUEST NO. 166
All Analysis in which You Measure recoupment of advances or minimum guarantees in
sound recording or musical works licenses.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 166
Amazon objects to Request No. 166 to the extent it calls for the production of documents
that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). The request is not limited to

Therefore, Request No. 166 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are,
at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 166 to the extent it duplicates Request No. 165. Amazon also objects to
Request No. 166 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to
the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific
Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon
will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 166 that can be located after a
reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 167
Documents sufficient to show all advances and minimum guarantees included in Your
direct Agreements with music publishers; how much of each minimum guarantee or advance has
been recouped; the dates of recoupment relative to the terms of the Agreements; and any
Measurement by You of the contribution of rate savings obtained to such recoupment or relating
to the economic benefit to You of paying lower rates if not recouped. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith
Testimony, ¶¶ 60-62)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 167
Amazon objects to Request No. 167 to the extent it calls for the production of documents
that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). The request is not limited to
. Therefore, Request No. 167 calls
for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Amazon also objects to Request No. 167 on the ground that it
would require Amazon to create documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not
required to create documents in response to a document request.”). Amazon also objects to
Request No. 167 to the extent it is duplicative of Request Nos. 165 and 166. Subject to the
Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 167 that can be
located after a reasonable search, but
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REQUEST NO. 168
All Documents showing any calculation by You of the rate savings obtained in any
publishing deal in return for an advance or minimum guarantee and how much less You would
pay in royalties by agreeing to an advance or minimum guarantee. (See, e.g., Amazon Exhibits
67, 68, 73 and 77)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 168
Amazon objects to Request No. 168 to the extent it calls for the production of documents
that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). The request is not limited to
. Therefore, Request No. 168 calls
for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Amazon also objects to Request No. 168 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
that it uses the term “all.” Amazon also objects to Request No. 168 to the extent it is duplicative
of Request No. 165. Moreover, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No. 168 as
part of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Subject to the Specific Objections, the General
Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce additional
non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 168 that can be located after a reasonable
search, but
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REQUEST NO. 169
All Documents in which You communicated with a musical work or sound recording
licensor concerning Your estimates of when advances or minimum guarantees would be
recouped by You.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 169
Amazon objects to Request No. 169 to the extent it calls for the production of documents
that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). The request is not limited to

Therefore, Request No. 169 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are,
at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon also
objects to Request No. 169 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject
to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and
Definitions, Amazon will produce
that can be located after a
reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 170
All Documents concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 170
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Amazon objects to Request No. 170 to the extent it

Amazon further objects to Request No. 170 to the extent
that it calls for the production of documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Therefore, Request No. 170 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon also objects to
Request No. 170 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to
the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific
Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon
produced documents responsive to Request No. 170 as part of Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement.
REQUEST NO. 171
All Analysis comparing the ratio of public performance income versus the mechanical
income payable to publishers. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 132; Amazon Exhibit 61)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 171
Amazon objects to Request No. 171 to the extent that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Requests about
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are not directly related to
Amazon’s direct case. Therefore, Request No. 171 calls for Amazon to produce documents that
are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 171 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject
to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and
Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No. 105 during the Exchange
of Preliminary Disclosures. See AMZN_Phono IV_00002405.
REQUEST NO. 172
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 172
Amazon objects to Request No. 172 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 172 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Amazon further objects to Request No. 172 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
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that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 172 in its entirety and does not intend
to produce documents in response to Request No. 172.
REQUEST NO. 173
All Analysis concerning PRO negotiations, including
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 173
Amazon objects to Request No. 173 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all”

. See 37 C.F.R.

§ 351.5(b)(1) (“Broad, nonspecific discovery requests are not acceptable.”). Moreover, Amazon
already produced documents responsive to Request No. 173 as part of Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. To the extent Request No. 173 seeks additional documents, Amazon objects to it in
its entirety.
REQUEST NO. 174
All Analysis concerning any license Agreements between You and any PRO subsequent
to 2008 and any rate court proceedings initiated by You. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶
72)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 174
Amazon objects to Request No. 174 on the ground that Amazon has never initiated rate
court proceedings. Amazon further objects to Request No. 174 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents
responsive to Request No. 174 that can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 175
All Analysis concerning any comparison that You have performed between the cost of
performance income payments in direct deals with music publishers and the costs of
performance income payments to PROs, including any Analysis done by You of the benefits
You obtained by virtue of the deductions You have obtained in Your Agreements with PROs,
including but not limited to App Store deductions. (See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 127)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 175
Amazon objects to Request No. 175 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 175 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 176
Documents sufficient to show Your global performance royalty and Mechanical Royalty
payments, and the respective effective royalty rates per-play, per-subscriber and as a percentage
of Your declared revenue, broken down by payee, month and territory, at every level of
specificity at which they are maintained.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 176
Amazon objects to Request No. 176 to the extent that it requests documents containing
non-U.S. information, on the ground that such documents do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, such
documents are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions
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and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No. 176 during the
Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures. See AMZN_Phono IV_00002405.
REQUEST NO. 177
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, Your costs of licensing administration
prior to the availability of the MLC blanket license, including all costs incurred by You in
connection with Your own performance of licensing administration activities in connection with
Your voluntary and statutory licenses and uses pursuant thereto, and all amounts paid or
expensed by You to any third-party vendor providing license administration services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 177
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 177 that can be
located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 178
Documents sufficient to identify all administrative burdens that are currently placed on
You but used to be carried by labels or publishers, as asserted in the Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶
231; the dates when those administrative burdens shifted from labels or publishers to You; and
Your Measurement of the supposed costs of such burdens since the dates identified above.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 178
Amazon objects to Request No. 178 on the ground that it would require Amazon to create
documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in
response to a document request.”). Amazon also objects to Request No. 178 to the extent it is
duplicative of Request No. 177. Amazon further objects to the request for documents about “all”
administrative burdens, which are numerous and unduly burdensome to collect (if any
documents cataloging those burdens even exist). Although Amazon will make a reasonable
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production in response to Request No. 177, it will not produce additional documents responsive
to Request No. 178.
REQUEST NO. 179
All Analysis concerning Your bargaining position with Warner Chappell Music versus
Your bargaining position with Sony Music Publishing respecting a per play Mechanical Royalty
rate for Prime Music, as discussed in the Duffett-Smith Testimony ¶ 132.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 179
Amazon objects to Request No. 179 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon also objects to the term “bargaining position” as vague and ambiguous in
this context. Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents concerning
that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 180
All Analysis concerning Your efforts to link U.S. musical works royalty rates to
European Union (“EU”) royalty rates.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 180
Amazon objects to Request No. 180 to the extent that it requests documents beyond
, on the ground that such documents do not “directly relate[ ]”
to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Instead, such documents are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 180 on the ground that it is overbroad,
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unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 180 that can be located after a reasonable search, to the extent such documents
concern
REQUEST NO. 181
All Documents concerning any effort by You to link EU or United Kingdom (“UK”)
Agreements and rates and terms for such Agreements to U.S. Agreements and rates and terms for
such Agreements. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶¶ 100, 101)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 181
Amazon objects to Request No. 181 to the extent that it requests documents beyond
, on the ground that such documents do not “directly relate[ ]”
to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Instead, such documents are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 181 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 181 that can be located after a reasonable search, to the extent such documents
concern
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REQUEST NO. 182
All Documents and Analysis concerning Your linking of EU and/or UK deals to U.S.
deals, including any communications between You and: (1) Record Companies linking U.S.
deals to EU/UK deals; and (2) music publishers linking U.S. deals to EU/UK deals. (See, e.g.,
Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 109; Amazon Exhibit 48)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 182
Amazon objects to Request No. 182 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to
Amazon’s direct case. Therefore, Request No. 182 calls for Amazon to produce documents that
are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 182 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 182 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 182.
REQUEST NO. 183
All Documents and Analysis concerning per stream rates in EU and/or UK deals (See,
e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 109; Amazon Exhibit 48)
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 183
Amazon objects to Request No. 183 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
, are not directly related to
Amazon’s direct case. Therefore, Request No. 183 calls for Amazon to produce documents that
are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 183 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 183 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 183.
REQUEST NO. 184
All Documents and Analysis concerning any basis on which You distinguish the rates
and terms on which You pay royalties in the UK and EU, including on a per play basis, from the
rates and terms on which You pays royalties in the United States. (See, e.g., Exhibit 60)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 184
Amazon objects to Request No. 184 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
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Requests about
, are not directly related to Amazon’s
direct case. Therefore, Request No. 184 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 184 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to
the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request
No. 184 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 184.
REQUEST NO. 185
All Analysis concerning Your decision to include music videos at no extra charge for
Unlimited subscribers, including all Analysis concerning other structures that were considered,
such as making music videos available as a separate or add-on offering. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith
Testimony, ¶ 77; Amazon Exhibit 20)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 185
Amazon objects to Request No. 185 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 185 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 186
All Analysis concerning the efforts You made to identify music publishers with rights to
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 186
Amazon objects to Request No. 186 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 186 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 187
All Analysis concerning Your internal views on royalty rates for video as opposed to
audio. (See, e.g., Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 103)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 187
Amazon objects to Request No. 187 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 187 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 188
All Analysis concerning the inclusion of music video plays within the audio-play pool,

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 188
Amazon objects to Request No. 188 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No. 188 as part
of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
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REQUEST NO. 189
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 189
Amazon objects to Request No. 189 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 189 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 190
All Analysis concerning Your drafting of language in proposals or Agreements with
publishers respecting video rights that You contend provides for inclusion of video plays as if
they were audio plays and included within the audio only royalty pool but excludes from the
audio pool only any uplift of royalty for video rights.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 190
Amazon objects to Request No. 190 on the ground that it is vague and ambiguous.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 190 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 190 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon also objects to Request No. 190 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
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term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 190 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 190.
REQUEST NO. 191
All Analysis concerning how the language of Agreements with licensors could be used to
accomplish the inclusion of video in the audio only royalty pool despite licensors objection
thereto.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 191
Amazon objects to Request No. 191 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 191 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 191 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 191 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 191.
REQUEST NO. 192
Personnel charts or other Documents sufficient to show the reporting lines for each
witness who submitted written testimony for You, including the line of reports up from the
witness to the top of the organization, and all personnel who report directly or indirectly up to the
witness.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 192
Amazon objects to Request No. 192 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
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§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 192 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 192 to the extent it is duplicative of Request
No. 8. Amazon’s production in response to Request No. 8 should also satisfy Request No. 192.
REQUEST NO. 193
Copies of all of Leslie M. Marx’s and Robert Klein’s prior testimony (including hearing
testimony, deposition testimony and written testimony) from any prior proceeding before the
Copyright Royalty Board, together with all of their work papers and exhibits to such testimony.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 193
Amazon objects to Request No. 193 on the ground that it seeks documents in the
Copyright Owners’ possession, custody, or control, and are accessible to the Copyright Owners
to the same extent as to Amazon. Dr. Marx and Mr. Klein have testified in only one other
proceeding before the Copyright Royalty Board – Phonorecords III – in which the Copyright
Owners participated and from which “[a]ny material or testimony . . . may be used in this
Proceeding.” Amended Protective Order, at 2 (Nov. 4, 2021), Docket No. 21-CRB-0001-PR
(2023-2027). Because responsive materials are already part of the record in this case, Amazon
objects to Request No. 193 in its entirety and does not intend to produce them again.
REQUEST NO. 194
All Documents concerning the data underlying
(Amazon Exhibit 50), referred to in the Duffett-Smith Testimony, ¶ 114 & n.111.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 194
Amazon objects to Request No. 194 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 194 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 195
All reports Wayne Coleman issued as an expert witness (only including audit reports
where his audit report was submitted as an expert report) and all testimony he offered in any case
or cases in which he testified, either deposition or trial, in the last 5 years. (See Written Direct
Testimony of Wayne Coleman (“Coleman Testimony”), ¶ 13 & Amazon Exhibit A).
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 195
Amazon objects to Request No. 195 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 195 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 195 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 195 that can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 196
All Agreements executed by Coleman in the last 6 years setting the terms under which
Coleman conducted any audits of a music publisher, including any confidentiality Agreement
entered into by Coleman with respect to any information provided to him in connection with
such audits. (See Coleman Testimony, ¶¶ 10, 16, 17).
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 196
Amazon objects to Request No. 196 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 196 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 196 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 196 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 196.
REQUEST NO. 197
All Documents and songwriter Agreements concerning whether, as asserted in the
Coleman Testimony, ¶ 29, the songwriter has to absorb the loss with respect to any advance that
was not recouped.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 197
Amazon objects to Request No. 197 on the ground that the primary documents that
support Mr. Coleman’s statement in his Written Direct Testimony (“Coleman WDT”) are
agreements between publishers and songwriters that are already in the possession, custody, or
control of the Copyright Owners. Amazon further objects to Request No. 197 on the ground that
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it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the
extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and
the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents
responsive to Request No. 197 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 198
All Documents concerning the assertion in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 34, that
copublishing deals are like bank loans with 25% interest.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 198
Amazon objects to Request No. 200 on the ground that the primary documents that
support Mr. Coleman’s statement are publicly available documents cited in the Coleman WDT.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 198 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 198 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 198.
REQUEST NO. 199
All Documents concerning the assertions in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 44(f), regarding
music publishers agreeing with Record Companies to accept lower mechanical payments under
controlled composition clauses.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 199
Amazon objects to Request No. 199 on the ground that the primary documents that
support Mr. Coleman’s statement are agreements between publishers and record labels that are
already in the possession, custody, or control of the Copyright Owners. Amazon further objects
to Request No. 199 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate
to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all” and to the extent it
concerns record labels
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Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections
to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 199 that can be located after a reasonable search,

REQUEST NO. 200
All Documents concerning the assertion in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 42, that writers
have to wait 2 years after recoupment to get paid.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 200
Amazon objects to Request No. 200 on the ground that the primary documents that
support Mr. Coleman’s statement are publicly available documents cited in the Coleman WDT.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 200 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 200 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 200.
REQUEST NO. 201
All Documents concerning the assertion in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 44(b), that music
publishers take administration or “equivalency” fees even if such is not provided for in the
contract.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 201
Amazon objects to Request No. 201 on the ground that the primary documents that
support Mr. Coleman’s statement are audit reports that are already in the possession, custody, or
control of the Copyright Owners. Amazon further objects to Request No. 201 on the ground that
it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the
extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and
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the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents
responsive to Request No. 201 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 202
All Documents concerning the assertion in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 44(i), that writers
get paid foreign performance money through music publishers rather than through corresponding
Agreements between U.S. PROs and foreign societies.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 202
Amazon objects to Request No. 202 on the ground that the primary documents that
support Mr. Coleman’s statement are audit reports that are already in the possession, custody, or
control of the Copyright Owners. Amazon further objects to Request No. 202 on the ground that
it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the
extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and
the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents
responsive to Request No. 202 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 203
All Documents concerning the assertion in the Coleman Testimony, ¶¶ 51 & 52, about
music publishers hindering or limiting Coleman’s audits.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 203
Amazon objects to Request No. 203 on the ground that it would require Mr. Coleman to
create documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in
response to a document request.”). Amazon further objects to Request No. 203 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
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the extent that it uses the term “all. Amazon objects to Request No. 203 in its entirety and does
not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 203.
REQUEST NO. 204
All Documents concerning the songwriter referenced in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 53,
any Agreement Coleman had with that songwriter, and Documents sufficient to show what
Coleman charged the songwriter.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 204
Amazon objects to Request No. 204 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 204 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 205
All Documents concerning the assertion in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 56, that music
publishers underperform and all Documents reflecting any study done by Coleman concerning
that assertion and the standards that Coleman purports to apply.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 205
Amazon objects to Request No. 205 on the ground that the primary documents that
support Mr. Coleman’s statement are audit reports that are already in the possession, custody, or
control of the Copyright Owners. Amazon further objects to Request No. 205 on the ground that
it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the
extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and
the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents
responsive to Request No. 205 that can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 206
All Documents concerning the unmatched monies held by Digital Service Providers, as
purported in the Coleman Testimony, ¶ 62, and the reasons why, if any, music publishers would
have any interest in having $400+ million owed for streaming be held by the Digital Service
Providers.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 206
Amazon objects to Request No. 206 on the ground that the primary documents that
support Mr. Coleman’s statement are documents already in the possession, custody, or control of
the Copyright Owners. Amazon further objects to Request No. 206 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents
responsive to Request No. 206 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 207
All Documents concerning the assertion in Coleman Testimony, ¶ 63, that music
publishers make no effort to match songs/writers to income reported to them.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 207
Amazon objects to Request No. 207 on the ground that the primary documents that
support Mr. Coleman’s statement are audit reports already in the possession, custody, or control
of the Copyright Owners. Amazon further objects to Request No. 207 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents
responsive to Request No. 207 that can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 208
All Documents concerning

including all Documents
and Analysis concerning the revenues and expenses of the streaming services in the U.S. in 2020
as compared to 2008 and any impact of the growth of streaming on other forms of performance
income and mechanical income from 2008 through 2020. (See Braun Testimony, ¶¶ 17, 19)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 208
Amazon objects to Request No. 208 to the extent it seeks documents not in Amazon’s
possession, custody, or control, or that are accessible to the Copyright Owners to the same extent
as to Amazon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 208 to the extent that it calls for the
production of documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Therefore, Request No. 2 calls for Amazon to produce documents that
are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon also
objects to Request No. 208 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 208 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 208.
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REQUEST NO. 209
all Documents concerning any performance income paid to ASCAP on account of
any of Your Services for 2019, and the basis on which You Measured any performance income
payments to ASCAP.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 209
Amazon objects to Request No. 209 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No. 1 during
the Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures. See AMZN_Phono IV_00000043 – AMZN_Phono
IV_00000060, AMZN_Phono IV_00000255 – AMZN_Phono IV_00000324, AMZN_Phono
IV_00000331 – AMZN_Phono IV_00000334.
REQUEST NO. 210

all Documents concerning the following: (i) the number of monthly Prime Music users
from June 2016 through December 2019; (ii) the number of streams on Prime Music on a
monthly basis from June 2016 through December 2019; and (iii) the revenue You internally
attributed to Prime Music users, including incremental revenue spent by Prime Music users in
purchasing Your other products and services, on a monthly, quarterly or annual basis from June
2016 through December 2019.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 210
Amazon objects to Request No. 210 to the extent that it requests documents regarding
Prime Music revenue attribution, on the ground that such documents do not “directly relate[ ]” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Instead, such documents are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
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Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 210 on the ground that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses
the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to Request No. 210 during
the Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures. See AMZN_Phono IV_00003113 – AMZN_Phono
IV_00003128.
REQUEST NO. 211

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 211
Amazon objects to Request No. 211 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Therefore,
Request No. 211 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 211
on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
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proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 211 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 211.
REQUEST NO. 212
All Documents concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 212
Amazon objects to Request No. 212 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Therefore, Request No. 212 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly
or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and
Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at
4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 212
on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 212 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 212.
REQUEST NO. 213
All Documents concerning

as opposed to the cost to You of any per stream or
percent of revenue or TCC rate of payment or any other rate of payment.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 213
Amazon objects to Request No. 213 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 213 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 214
All Documents concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 214
Amazon objects to Request No. 214 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Therefore, Request No. 214 calls for Amazon to produce documents
that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 214 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 214 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 214.
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REQUEST NO. 215
All Documents concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 215
Amazon objects to Request No. 215 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Therefore,
Request No. 215 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 215
on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 215 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 215.
REQUEST NO. 216
All Documents concerning
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 216
Amazon objects to Request No. 216 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Therefore,
Request No. 216 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 216
on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 216 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 216.
REQUEST NO. 217
All Documents and Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 217
Amazon objects to Request No. 217 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
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Therefore, Request No. 217 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are,
at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 217 because it calls for the production of documents subject to attorneyclient privilege. Moreover, Amazon objects to Request No. 217 on the ground that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent
that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 217 in its entirety and does not intend
to produce documents in response to Request No. 217.
REQUEST NO. 218
All Documents concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 218
Amazon objects to Request No. 218 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 218 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 219
All Documents concerning permission to use documents exchanged pursuant to Federal
Rule 408 as settlement communications as evidence. (See Amazon Exhibit 134)
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 219
Amazon objects to Request No. 219 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 219 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon objects to Request No. 219 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 219 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 219.
REQUEST NO. 220
All Documents concerning any agreement by ASCAP

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 220
Amazon objects to Request No. 220 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Such documents fall outside the scope of
permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 220 on the ground that
it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the
extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 220 in its entirety and does not
intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 220.
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REQUEST NO. 221
All Documents concerning

as discussed in the Braun Testimony ¶¶ 60-61.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 221
Amazon objects to Request No. 221 to the extent that it purports to characterize the
Written Direct Testimony of Amy Braun. Amazon further objects to Request No. 221 on the
ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce
non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 221 that can be located after a reasonable
search.
REQUEST NO. 222
All Documents concerning the justification, if any, of You
Testimony, ¶¶ 71-72)

(See, e.g., Braun

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 222
Amazon objects to Request No. 222 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 222 that can be located after a reasonable search.
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REQUEST NO. 223
All Analysis done by You that is referred to in the Braun Testimony, ¶¶ 71-72, including
all assumptions and the basis for all assumptions, showing
. (See Braun Testimony, ¶¶ 71-72)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 223
Amazon objects to Request No. 223 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 223 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 224

71-72)

All Analysis discussed in the immediately preceding paragraph, but i
(See Braun Testimony, ¶¶

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 224
Amazon objects to Request No. 224 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 224 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 225
All Documents concerning
73)

(See Braun Testimony, ¶¶

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 225
Amazon objects to Request No. 225 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the
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term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 225 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 226
All Analysis by You of
(See Amazon Exhibit 150)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 226
Amazon objects to Request No. 226 to the extent it mischaracterizes Exhibit 150 to
suggest that Amazon “
.” Amazon further objects to Request No. 226 on the
ground that it calls for the production of documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Requests about
are not directly related to
Amazon’s direct case. Request No. 226 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon also objects to
Request No. 226 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to
the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request
No. 226 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 226.
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REQUEST NO. 227
All Analysis concerning the risks You have taken with “new, unproven business models”
related to Your Eligible Digital Music Services, where such risks resulted in a material loss to
You. (Marx Testimony, n. 258)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 227
Amazon objects to Request No. 227 on the ground that it has already produced all
material that Dr. Marx relied upon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 227 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 227 in its entirety and does
not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 227.
REQUEST NO. 228
All Documents and Analysis concerning
; and all Analysis of the viability of Unlimited under
the January 2018 rates, including any actions Amazon contemplated or took to maintain its
viability.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 228
Amazon objects to Request No. 228 on the ground that it has already produced all
materials that Dr. Marx relied upon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 228 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
the extent that it uses the term “all.” Given its extensive production to date, Amazon objects to
Request No. 228 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional documents in response.
REQUEST NO. 229
All Analysis concerning the extent to which Unlimited subscribers also pay to subscribe
to other Digital Service Providers’ Eligible or non-Eligible Digital Music Services while also
paying for Unlimited. (See, e.g., the Written Direct Testimony of Robert Klein (“Klein Survey”))
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 229
Amazon objects to Request No. 229 on the ground that it has already produced all
materials that Mr. Klein relied upon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 229 on the ground
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that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
the extent that it uses the term “all.” Given its extensive production to date, Amazon objects to
Request No. 229 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional documents in response.
REQUEST NO. 230
All Analysis concerning the reasons Prime members subscribe to Amazon Prime, and the
importance Prime members place on particular Prime benefits or services. (See, e.g., “Klein
Survey”)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 230
Amazon objects to Request No. 230 on the ground that it has already produced all
materials that Mr. Klein relied upon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 230 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
the extent that it uses the term “all.” Given its extensive production to date, Amazon objects to
Request No. 230 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional documents in response.
REQUEST NO. 231
All Analysis concerning the criteria music listeners use in choosing a music streaming
service. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 231
Amazon objects to Request No. 231 on the ground that it has already produced all
materials that Mr. Klein relied upon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 231 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
the extent that it uses the term “all.” Given its extensive production to date, Amazon objects to
Request No. 231 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional documents in response.
REQUEST NO. 232
All Analysis concerning Unlimited subscribers’ music listening habits before subscribing
to Unlimited. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 232
Amazon objects to Request No. 232 on the ground that it has already produced all
materials that Mr. Klein relied upon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 232 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
the extent that it uses the term “all.” Given its extensive production to date, Amazon objects to
Request No. 232 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional documents in response.
REQUEST NO. 233
All Analysis concerning music listeners’ reasons not to pay for a music streaming
service. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 233
Amazon objects to Request No. 233 on the ground that it has already produced all
materials that Mr. Klein relied upon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 233 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
the extent that it uses the term “all.” Given its extensive production to date, Amazon objects to
Request No. 233 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional documents in response.
REQUEST NO. 234
All Analysis concerning the importance and effects of free trials on subscribers’ decision
to subscribe to Unlimited. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 234
Amazon objects to Request No. 234 on the ground that it has already produced all
materials that Mr. Klein relied upon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 234 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
the extent that it uses the term “all.” Given its extensive production to date, Amazon objects to
Request No. 234 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional documents in response.
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REQUEST NO. 235
All Analysis concerning subscribers’ reasons for subscribing to Unlimited. (See, e.g.,
“Klein Survey”)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 235
Amazon objects to Request No. 235 on the ground that it has already produced all
materials that Mr. Klein relied upon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 235 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
the extent that it uses the term “all.” Given its extensive production to date, Amazon objects to
Request No. 235 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional documents in response.
REQUEST NO. 236
All Analysis concerning the Impact on subscription numbers if various amounts or types
of music were removed from Unlimited’s catalog. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 236
Amazon objects to Request No. 236 on the ground that it has already produced all
materials that Mr. Klein relied upon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 236 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
the extent that it uses the term “all.” Given its extensive production to date, Amazon objects to
Request No. 236 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional documents in response.
REQUEST NO. 237
All Analysis concerning the length of time people listen to Amazon Music Free before
they upgrade or fail to upgrade to Unlimited. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 237
Amazon objects to Request No. 237 on the ground that it has already produced all
materials that Mr. Klein relied upon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 237 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
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the extent that it uses the term “all.” Given its extensive production to date, Amazon objects to
Request No. 237 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional documents in response.
REQUEST NO. 238
All Analysis concerning how Amazon Music Free listeners would access music if
Amazon Music Free were no longer available. (See, e.g., “Klein Survey”)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 238
Amazon objects to Request No. 238 on the ground that it has already produced all
materials that Mr. Klein relied upon. Amazon further objects to Request No. 238 on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to
the extent that it uses the term “all.” Given its extensive production to date, Amazon objects to
Request No. 238 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional documents in response.
REQUEST NO. 239
The complete, unredacted version of each of Your Exhibits.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 239
Amazon objects to Request No. 239 on the ground that it seems privileged or confidential
business information that is outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Specifically, in addition to privileged information, Request No. 239 calls for the production of
information that does not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, such information is, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Amazon also objects to this
Request insofar as it asks Amazon to violate the Judges’ order preventing the Services from
disclosing the terms of their agreements, if any, with BMI. Amazon further objects to Request
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No. 239 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs
of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 239 in its entirety and does not intend to
produce documents in response to Request No. 239.
REQUEST NO. 240
Documents sufficient to show the author and recipients of each correspondence, report,
memo or other Analysis contained in Your Exhibits.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 240
Amazon objects to Request No. 240 on the ground that “[b]road, nonspecific discovery
requests are not acceptable.” 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Amazon further objects to Request No.
240 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of
this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 240 in its entirety and does not intend to
produce documents in response to Request No. 240.
REQUEST NO. 241
All replies and subsequent correspondence concerning each piece of correspondence
contained in Your Exhibits.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 241
Amazon objects to Request No. 241 on the ground that “[b]road, nonspecific discovery
requests are not acceptable.” 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Amazon further objects to Request No.
241 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of
this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 241 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 241.
REQUEST NO. 242
All prior drafts and subsequent versions of each correspondence, report, memo or other
Analysis contained in Your Exhibits, including subsequent editions of monthly, annual, periodic
or ad hoc reports or other Analysis.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 242
Amazon objects to Request No. 242 on the ground that “[b]road, nonspecific discovery
requests are not acceptable.” 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Amazon further objects to Request No.
242 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of
this proceeding to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 242 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 242.

Dated: November 15, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Joshua D. Branson
Joshua D. Branson
Scott H. Angstreich
Aaron M. Panner
Leslie V. Pope
KELLOGG, HANSEN, TODD,
FIGEL & FREDERICK, P.L.L.C.
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
jbranson@kellogghansen.com
sangstreich@kellogghansen.com
apanner@kellogghansen.com
lpope@kellogghansen.com
Telephone: (202) 326-7900
Facsimile: (202) 326-7999
Counsel for Amazon.com Services LLC
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 21–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027)

COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ SECOND SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC
Pursuant to the August 3, 2021 Order of the Copyright Royalty Board Granting Joint
Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order in the above-captioned proceeding, eCRB Docket
No. 25555, and the November 1, 2021 Stipulation between National Music Publishers’ Association
and the Nashville Songwriters Association International (collectively, the “Copyright Owners”),
on the one hand, and Amazon.com Services LLC, Apple Inc., Google LLC, Pandora Media, LLC,
and Spotify USA Inc., on the other, Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”) shall serve written
responses and objections to the following requested documents on or before November 19, 2021,
and shall produce copies of the following requested documents on a rolling basis, with a good faith
initial production to be made on December 7, 2021, and substantial completion of all responsive
documents to be produced electronically on or before December 14, 2021.
I.

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Except where otherwise indicated, Documents requested are those Documents

created or modified from January 1, 2017 to the present (the “Relevant Time Period”).
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2.

All Documents that respond, in whole or in part, to any clause of any paragraph of

the requests set forth in Appendix A attached hereto (the “Requests”) shall be produced in their
entirety, including all attachments and enclosures. Only one copy need be produced of Documents
that are identical (e.g., for electronic Documents, those that have the same MD5HASH value) if
You indicate via a metadata field all of the custodians or repositories where such document existed.
3.

All Documents responsive to a Request shall be produced in a separated and

indicated range of Bates-numbered documents. Alternatively, an index or metadata field can be
provided indicating, for each Request, which Documents are responsive to that Request.
4.

These Requests are continuing ones. If, between the date hereof and the time a

determination is issued in this proceeding, You receive or become aware of any additional
Documents from the Relevant Time Period responsive to the Request, You shall produce all such
further Documents as they are received or discovered.
5.

In addition to producing all original and final versions of Documents, You shall

produce all drafts, alterations, modifications, changes and amendments of Documents, as well as
all copies non-identical to the original in any respect, including any copy bearing non-identical
markings or notations of any kind.
6.

For any Document responsive to these Requests which is known to have been

destroyed or lost, or is otherwise unavailable, identify each such Document by author, addressee,
date, number of pages, and subject matter; and explain in detail the events leading to the destruction
or loss, or the reason for the unavailability of such Document, including the location of such
Document when last in Your possession, custody, or control, and the date and manner of its
disposition.

2
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7.

If You object to any Documents requested on the grounds of privilege, work

product or other grounds, Your response should state the existence of the information, Document
or communication, identify the specific grounds on which Your objection is based in a manner that
will enable other participants to assess the claim, and identify the information objected by
furnishing its date, participants (e.g., names of speakers or authors or addressees) and a general
description of the nature of the purportedly protected information.
8.

Documents should be produced in the manner and formats as described in

Appendix B, attached hereto.
II.

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions apply to the Requests:
1.

Agreement. The term “Agreement” shall include any and all Documents that form

a part of the transaction that is the subject of the agreement or of which the agreement is a part,
including any side letters or agreements that convey or describe any rights or consideration that
form a part of the transaction that is the subject of the agreement or of which the agreement is a
part.
2.

Amazon, You or Your. The term “Amazon,” “You,” or “Your” shall mean

Amazon.com Services LLC, Amazon.com, Inc., Amazon Digital Services LLC, and each of their
present and former parents, subsidiaries, and affiliates, their predecessors, their successors, and
their present and former members, principals, officers, directors, employees, partners, associates,
agents, representatives, and other persons acting or purporting to act on any of their behalf.
3.

Amazon HD. The phrase “Amazon HD” shall mean Amazon’s music streaming

service, Amazon Music HD.
4.

Amazon Music. The term “Amazon Music” shall mean Amazon’s music division

and department by that name, and any other department, division, personnel or vendors of Amazon
3
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involved in its Services and Offerings, including Amazon Prime Music, Amazon Music Unlimited
and Amazon Music Free.
5.

Amazon Music Free. The phrase “Amazon Music Free” shall mean Amazon’s

music streaming service, Amazon Music Free.
6.

Analysis. The term “Analysis” shall mean Documents including data, summaries,

studies, surveys, user feedback, experiments, programs, projections, analyses, forecasts, reports,
presentations, slide decks, memoranda, budgets, estimates, discussions (including notes, minutes
of meetings, correspondence and testimony), communications, presentations (including those to
boards, potential or current investors, advertisers, lenders, investment bankers, the public and all
others), press releases, public statements, six-page memos or any other documents that examine,
analyze, contemplate, consider, discuss, investigate, ponder, evaluate, interpret, estimate, examine,
report, review, explore or otherwise address a subject matter, without regard to who created the
Document.
7.

Bundle. The term “Bundle” shall mean any offering or plan in which an Eligible

Digital Music Service is bundled with any good or service that is not an Eligible Digital Music
Service. Each such Offering with distinct components is a distinct Bundle.
8.

Bundled Subscription Offering. The term “Bundled Subscription Offering” shall

mean any offering of a Service made available to end users together with one or more other
products or services. The phrase “Bundled Subscription Offering” shall include any offering that
meets the definition of "Bundled Subscription Offering” as set forth in Your Rate Proposal. Each
such Offering with distinct components is a distinct Bundled Subscription Offering.
9.

Business. The term “Business” shall include the operations of each and every one

of Your business units, departments or any other subdivisions, and includes operations concerning

4
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all of the products, services, Offerings, third-party sales, Devices, Services or other commercial or
business activities or services in which You engage.
10.

Business Leadership.

The phrase “Business Leadership” shall mean any

employee at Level 8 or above in the Amazon hierarchy.
11.

Business Metrics. The term “Business Metrics” means data, analysis or measures

of business performance or success, including measures of customer lifetime value (each example
in this definition is just an example, and the term includes any similar metric by whatever acronym
or name is used, such as lifetime value, lifetime revenues, lifetime customer value, CLV, LTV,
CLTV, LTR, LCV, etc.), subscriber or customer acquisition cost or SAC or CAC, average revenue
per user or ARPU, churn or retention rates, trial or promotional conversion rates, revenues, profits,
margins, enterprise or share value, subscriber or customer growth, net promoter score or NPS,
consumer willingness to pay (WTP) or any other metric or key performance indicator used by You
to measure or define business performance or success.
12.

Concerning.

The term “concerning” shall mean constituting, comprising,

memorializing, analyzing, discussing, reflecting or relating to.
13.

Device. The term “Device” shall mean any hardware, software or consumer

electronics device, product, good or service that allows an End User to play sound recordings,
including portable and non-portable MP3 players, smartphones, media players, digital audio
players, smart speakers, car audio or media players, tablets, smart TVs, speakers, home stereo
systems, desktop computers, laptop computers or software applications, regardless of whether
playing sound recordings is the sole or primary purpose of such device. For the avoidance of doubt,
“Devices” includes all Alexa-enabled products and devices.
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14.

Digital Service Provider. The phrase “Digital Service Provider” shall mean any

company or service providing users with access to one or more Services, including any Digital
Music Provider as defined in Section 115, including its present and former parents, subsidiaries,
and affiliates, its predecessors, its successors, and its present and former members, principals,
officers, directors, employees, partners, associates, agents, representatives and other persons acting
or purporting to act on its behalf, representing or including one or more such companies or
Services. The phrase “Digital Service Provider” shall also include any trade association or
lobbying group that represents or is funded in whole or in part by one or more Digital Service
Providers, including DiMA. For the avoidance of doubt, “Digital Service Providers” include
participants Amazon, Apple, Google, Spotify and Pandora.
15.

Discounted Subscription Offering. A “Discounted Subscription Offering” shall

mean any subscription Offering offered at a discount off of the standard, list or retail price
(including at no charge for a period of time), including any Family Plan, Free Trial Offering,
Student Plan or any Offering to the extent that a Prime member discount may be applied.
16.

Document. The term “Document” is defined as set forth in Rule 34(a) of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. “Document” shall be broadly defined to include electronicallystored information and all media on which information is recorded or stored.
17.

Effective Royalty Rates. The phrase “Effective Royalty Rates” means the series

of fractions where: (1) the numerator is equal to the total royalties paid by You for the respective
Offering for the respective period, and (2) the respective denominators are, for the respective
period: (i) total reported subscribers; (ii) total end users with access to the Offering; (iii) total
reported plays; and (iv) total revenues reported.
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18.

Eligible Digital Music Service. The phrase “Eligible Digital Music Service” shall

mean any product or service that involves activity that, in whole or in part, is currently or was at
any time during the Relevant Time Period subject to compulsory licensing under Section 115
and/or covered under 37 C.F.R. Part 385. For the avoidance of doubt, and without limitation,
Amazon Music Free, Amazon Music Prime and Amazon Music Unlimited are Eligible Digital
Music Services.
19.

End Users. The phrase “End Users” shall have the same meaning as in Your Rate

Proposal.
20.

Family Plan. The phrase “Family Plan” shall have the same meaning as in Your

Rate Proposal.
21.

Free Trial Offering. The phrase “Free Trial Offering” shall have the same

meaning as in Your Rate Proposal.
22.

Impact. The term “Impact” includes actual, potential, contemplated, estimated or

forecasted impact.
23.

Interactive Stream. The phrase “Interactive Stream” shall mean a digital delivery

of a sound recording of a musical work, using streaming technology, in response to an end user’s
request (made in any manner), and, for the avoidance of doubt, includes Eligible Interactive
Streams as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019) and Interactive Streams as defined in 37 C.F.R. §
385.11 (2014).
24.

Licensed Activity. The phrase “Licensed Activity” shall have the same meaning

as in Your Rate Proposal.
25.

Limited Download. The phrase “Limited Download” shall mean a digital delivery

of a sound recording of a musical work that is available for listening by the end user for a limited
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period of time or a limited number of times, and, for the avoidance of doubt, includes Eligible
Limited Downloads as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019) and Limited Downloads as defined in
37 C.F.R. § 385.11 (2014).
26.

Measure. The term “Measure” shall mean to average, benchmark, calculate,

compute, estimate, forecast, gauge, quantify, or value.
27.

Mechanical License. The phrase “Mechanical License” shall mean any license

granting rights subject to compulsory licensing under Section 115 (whether obtained by direct
negotiation, from the Harry Fox Agency, or in compliance with the provisions of Section 115 and
its implementing regulations).
28.

Mechanical Royalty. The phrase “Mechanical Royalty” shall mean any royalty

paid pursuant to a Mechanical License.
29.

Mixed Service Bundle. The phrase “Mixed Service Bundle” shall have the same

meaning as in Your Rate Proposal.
30.

Non-Eligible Digital Music Service. A “Non-Eligible Digital Music Service”

shall mean any product or service that involves the transmission or delivery of one or more sound
recordings of musical works (including where sound recordings of musical works are embodied in
music videos or other audiovisual works) in the form of digital signals, whether for free or by
subscription, whether by streaming or download (either permanent or temporary), whether offering
a single type of music service or bundling together different music services (e.g., streaming and
downloads), and whether available on a personal computer, television, receiver, set-top box,
mobile/cellular phone, other mobile device (iPad, smartphone, tablet computer, laptop, etc.), or
any other device or platform, where such product is not currently and was not at any time during
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the Relevant Time Period subject to compulsory licensing under Section 115 or covered under 37
C.F.R. Part 385.
31.

Non-Licensed Work. The phrase “Non-Licensed Work” shall have the same

meaning as in Your Rate Proposal.
32.

Offering. An “Offering” of a Service shall mean each version, variation or offering

of such Service to end users, including any version, variation or offering of the Service that is: (a)
marketed or sold at a different or discounted price or with different branding (including, e.g., a
Family Plan, Student Plan or Standalone Non-Portable Subscription); (b) bundled with any other
product or service (including, e.g., a Bundled Subscription Offering; (c) subject to different end
user eligibility requirements; or (d) subject to different terms and conditions of use. For the
avoidance of doubt, each Bundled Subscription Offering with distinct components is a distinct
Offering, and each Offering that is made available both at full price and with a Prime member
discount constitute two distinct Offerings.
33.

Performance Royalty. The phrase “Performance Royalty” shall have the same

meaning as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2.
34.

Permanent Download. A “Permanent Download” shall mean a digital delivery of

a sound recording of a musical work in the form of a download that may be retained and played
on a permanent basis, and, for the avoidance of doubt, includes Permanent Downloads as defined
in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019) and Permanent Digital Downloads as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2
(2014).
35.

Play. The term “Play” shall have the same meaning as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2

36.

Prices.

The term “Prices” shall mean all prices or other amounts (whether

measured in currency or any other form of consideration) listed or charged to any entity (including
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consumers, users, labels, advertisers, etc.) in connection with a Service, including: (a) to users for
use of the Service (such as for purchase of subscriptions to the Service, or for the purchase of
Permanent Downloads or Ringtones); (b) for advertisements placed on the Service; (c) for payper-click or other advertising-related activity; (d) for promotional activities offered on the Service;
and (e) for Internet referral traffic or other referrals for goods or services made to or from the
Service.
37.

Pricing. The term “Pricing” shall mean actual, potential, contemplated, estimated

or forecasted pricing or setting or determining any Price.
38.

Prime Music. The phrase “Prime Music” shall mean Amazon’s music streaming

service, Amazon Music Prime.
39.

Promotional Offering. The phrase “Promotional Offering” shall have the same

meaning as in Your Rate Proposal.
40.

Rate Proposal. The phrase “Rate Proposal” shall mean Your Proposed Rates and

Terms as submitted in Your Written Direct Statement, filed on October 13, 2021.
41.

Record Company. The phrase “Record Company” shall mean any company that

directly or indirectly owns, licenses, controls or has the right to exploit sound recording copyrights
(or equivalent rights under chapter 14, title 17, of the U.S. Code), including any and all parent,
subsidiary or affiliate recording companies and record labels and any aggregators, and, for the
avoidance of doubt, includes any Sound Recording Company as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2
(2019) and any Record Company as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.11 (2014).
42.

Relevant Time Period. The phrase “Relevant Time Period” shall mean January 1,

2017 to present.
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43.

Section 115. The phrase “Section 115” shall mean 17 U.S.C. § 115 of the U.S.

Copyright Act.
44.

Service. A “Service” shall mean an Eligible Digital Music Service or a Non-

Eligible Digital Music Service.
45.

Service Provider Revenue. The phrase “Service Provider Revenue” shall have

the same meaning as in Your Rate Proposal.
46.

Standalone Non-Portable Subscription Offering.

The phrase “Standalone

Portable Subscription Offering” shall include both the “Standalone Non-Portable Subscription
Offering—Streaming Only” and the “Standalone Non-Portable Subscription Offering—Mixed”
Offerings, each as defined in Your Rate Proposal.
47.

Student Plan. The phrase “Student Plan” shall have the same meaning as in Your

Rate Proposal.
48.

Taxes. The phrase “Taxes” shall have the same meaning as in Your Rate Proposal.

49.

The MLC. The phrase “The MLC” shall mean the Mechanical Licensing

Collective.
50.

Third-Party Fees. The phrase “Third-Party Fees” shall have the same meaning as

in Your Rate Proposal.
51.

Total Content Cost (“TCC”). The phrase “Total Content Cost” or “TCC” shall

mean the total amount paid, incurred, or expensed in connection with the right to make Interactive
Streams or Limited Downloads of sound recordings through any Service, and, for the avoidance
of doubt, includes Total Cost of Content or TCC as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019), and
amounts expensed by a an Eligible Digital Music Service and/or Non-Eligible Digital Music
Service pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §§ 385.13 and 385.23 (2014).
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52.

Unlimited. The term “Unlimited” shall mean Amazon’s music streaming service,

Amazon Music Unlimited.
53.

The singular form of a noun or pronoun shall be considered to include within its

meaning the plural form of the noun or pronoun, and vice versa; and the past tense shall include
the present tense where the clear meaning is not distorted. The term “including” shall mean
“including but not limited to.” The term “or” shall mean “and” and vice-versa, as necessary to
bring within the scope of the Requests all information or Documents that would be excluded absent
this definition.
Dated: November 9, 2021
New York, New York
PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
By:
Benjamin K. Semel
Frank P. Scibilia
Donald S. Zakarin
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036
(212) 421-4100
bsemel@pryorcashman.com
fscibilia@pryorcashman.com
dzakarin@pryorcashman.com
Attorneys for Copyright Owners
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APPENDIX A
243.

Documents sufficient to show, broken down at every level of specificity at which

you report and pay royalties, the Effective Royalty Rates You paid to each sound recording and
musical work licensor for each of Your Services.
244.

Documents sufficient to show each distinct revenue total that You have reported to

The MLC or any sound recording or musical work licensor in any respective period for any product
or service that includes any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services.
245.

Documents sufficient to show each distinct subscriber total that You have reported

to The MLC or any sound recording or musical work licensor in any respective period for any
product or service that includes any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services.
246.

Documents sufficient to show each distinct play total that You have reported to The

MLC or any sound recording or musical work licensor in any respective period for any product or
service that includes any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services.
247.

A copy of the database schema for all of Your databases that hold data used or

referenced in the calculation of royalties for any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services.
248.

All Documents underlying each distinct revenue total that You have reported to

The MLC or any sound recording or musical work licensor in any period for any product or service
that includes any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services, including all data, formulas and code
referenced or used to calculate the revenue total.
249.

All Documents underlying each distinct Total Content Costs total that You have

reported to The MLC or any musical work licensor in any period for any product or service that
includes any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services, including all data, formulas and code
referenced or used to calculate the revenue total.
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250.

All Documents underlying each distinct subscriber total that You have reported to

any sound recording or musical work licensor in any period for any product or service that includes
any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services, including all data, formulas and code referenced or
used to calculate the revenue total.
251.

Documents sufficient to identify any audit of You by any sound recording or

musical work licensors that included within its scope any royalties paid or payable by You for
Your Eligible Digital Music Services.
252.

All Documents concerning any audit of You by any sound recording or musical

work licensors that included within its scope any royalties paid or payable by You for Your Eligible
Digital Music Services, including Documents reflecting the institution of the audit, any errors
claimed or identified by the auditors and the resolution of the audit.
253.

All Agreements in which You obtain any exclusive rights to reproduce or distribute

any sound recordings or musical works, whether such exclusivity is in whole or in part, including
where such exclusivity is for a limited period of time.
254.

All Agreements with any songwriter or artist concerning the creation of sound

recording or musical works, in which you obtain or retain any rights, including copyrights or rights
to receive any royalties or income in connection with the exploitation of the rights.
255.

All Agreements concerning the acquisition or sale of sound recording or musical

work rights, including copyrights or rights to receive any royalties or income in connection with
the exploitation of the rights.
256.

Copies of all of Your Exhibits in electronic form with metadata as it existed when

collected from Your computer systems.
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257.

Documents sufficient to identify Your organizational structure, including a list of

departments, the number of employees working in each department, and the responsibilities of
each department.
258.

All Documents provided to potential or actual investors, financial or investment

analysts, Board(s) of Directors, or any others concerning Your projected costs, revenues, financial
condition, business plans or strategies, as well as materials used in preparation of, or cited in, such
Documents.
259.

All of Your audited and unaudited monthly and annual financial statements, at

every level of specificity at which they are created or maintained, including income statements,
balance sheets, projections, profit and loss statements, budgets and cash flow statements, together
with all supporting or refuting schedules, analyses and other materials related to, underlying or
used to support or refute such statements.
260.

All Documents concerning the current and future financial condition of the music

streaming industry, including any industry-wide or Digital Service Provider-specific forecasts,
projections or analyses.
261.

Documents sufficient to show, for the U.S. music streaming industry generally, and

separately for Your U.S. Business and each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services: (a) the total
fixed and variable costs; (b) the source or category of each such cost; and (c) the amount spent on
each cost source or category, measured in the ordinary course of business.
262.

Documents sufficient to show, on a quarterly and annual basis, every type of profit

margin You measure in the ordinary course of business, for the U.S. music streaming industry
generally and separately for Your U.S. Business and each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services,
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including gross profit margin, contribution margin and operating profit margin, and Documents
sufficient to show how such margins are calculated.
263.

All Documents concerning the effect of the Section 115 Mechanical Royalty rate,

or any change in the Section 115 Mechanical Royalty rate, on the revenues or financial condition
of: (a) the music streaming industry generally; (b) any segment of the music streaming industry;
or (c) You or any other Digital Service Provider.
264.

All published or unpublished scholarly articles, or drafts of articles, written in

whole or in part by each of Your expert witnesses that relates to the music streaming industry, the
music recording industry, the music publishing industry, songwriters, any Digital Service Provider,
music piracy, radio broadcasting, cable or terrestrial television broadcasting, or the delivery of
music or audiovisual content to consumers in any format and by any medium, including over the
Internet.
265.

Each Document constituting a report, testimony (whether written or in deposition,

trial or hearing) or opinion, with exhibits, submitted by each of Your witnesses in any prior
Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel, Copyright Royalty Board, ASCAP, BMI or other rate-setting
or regulatory proceeding that discusses or otherwise relates to any of the subjects discussed in his
or her Written Direct Testimony, as well as any such Document relating to music streaming, any
Digital Service Provider, music piracy, the promotional or substitutional effect of music streaming,
Mechanical Licenses, licenses for public performance of musical works, copyright licenses with
respect to sound recordings, benchmarking analyses of any type or rate-setting analyses of any
type.
266.

Documents requested in the agreed-upon Initial Disclosure Categories that have not

already been produced in the Current Proceeding.
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267.

All Documents, including analyses, memoranda, presentations, studies, surveys

and research findings, concerning all bonus payments You made or stock options You gave to
Your employees that are directly or indirectly related to any Business Metrics for any of Your
Services or Offerings.
268.

Documents sufficient to identify all Promotional Offerings that You have offered,

including Documents concerning the dates of operation, the sound recordings involved,
descriptions of the promotion, the number of end users and plays involved in the promotion, and
any other Business Metrics that you tracked in connection with the promotion.
269.

All Documents concerning Your Promotional Offerings that You are required to

retain pursuant to 37 CFR 385.4, including "complete and accurate contemporaneous written
records of making or authorizing Eligible Interactive Streams or Eligible Limited Downloads,
including the sound recordings and musical works involved, the artists, the release dates of the
sound recordings, a brief statement of the promotional activities authorized, the identity of the
Offering or Offerings for which the zero-rate is authorized (including the internet address if
applicable), and the beginning and end date of each zero rate Offering."
270.

All Documents concerning Your Promotional Offerings that You are required to

retain pursuant to 37 CFR Part 385 (2017), including 37 CFR 385.14(a)(3) or 385.24(c).
271.

Documents sufficient to show, separately, the number of End Users, subscribers,

and accounts associated with each of Your Offerings throughout the Relevant Time Period.
272.

All Analysis concerning whether Your End Users are switching from any of Your

Offerings to any of Your other Offerings, including whether Your End Users are switching from
any advertising-supported Offering to any subscription Offerings, from any subscription Offerings
to any advertising-supported offerings, from any non-discounted Offerings to any discounted
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Offerings, from any discounted Offerings to any non-discounted Offerings, and from any
discounted Offerings to other discounted Offerings.
273.

All Documents concerning how You verify the eligibility of End Users for Your

family plan.
274.

All Documents concerning how You verify the eligibility of End Users for Your

student plan.
275.

Documents sufficient to show all discounts, programs or plans that You offer or

have offered for any of Your Offerings that allow access to any such Offerings to the public for a
lower effective price than the standalone individual price for the Offering.
276.

All Analysis concerning whether users of Your family plan are family members.

277.

All Analysis concerning violations of the eligibility terms of use for Your family

plan or student plan.
278.

Documents sufficient to show the number of end user accounts that You have

terminated for violation of your terms of use, and the reasons for termination.
279.

All Analysis Measuring usage of Your ad-supported Services by End Users who

are utilizing software that blocks or otherwise interferes with the transmission or receipt of
advertisements.
280.

All Analysis of consumers’ perception of the value of any of Your Services or

Offerings, including of the Prices at which such Services or Offerings could or should be offered.
281.

The results of all surveys that You have undertaken of End Users of Your platform

concerning awareness of Your podcast or music content.
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282.

Documents sufficient to show all accounting policies and standards that You apply

in connection with the keeping of any records that are implicated in the calculation of royalties
under Your Rate Proposal, whether directly or in connection with allocation of costs or revenues.
283.

All Documents concerning the negotiation of the Phonorecords I or Phonorecords

II settlements.
284.

All Analysis concerning the statutory standards that apply to Copyright Royalty

Board proceedings to determine royalty rates and terms for making and distributing phonorecords,
namely, the willing buyer-willing seller standard or the former 801(b)(1) multifactor standard.
285.

All royalty statements from January 1, 2009 to the present for each of the music

publishers receiving royalties from You.
286.

All royalty statements from January 1, 2009 to the present for each of the Record

Companies that ranked in any calendar year from January 1, 2009 to present, including 2021 year
to date, as a top 10 Record Company based on the amount of royalties paid by You.
287.

All license Agreements, and any amendments, extensions, or renewals of same,

entered into by You with any licensor of sound recordings or musical works for Your Services
from January 1, 2009 to present.
288.

All state and federal tax returns filed by (i) any of Your witnesses employed by

You, and (ii) the current members of Your Business Leadership.
289.

Copies of all of Your internal approval requests (with attachments) for licenses for

musical works or sound recording for any of Your Offerings, and all responses or subsequent
reports or correspondence concerning such requests.
290.

All documents, including internal communications and communications between

You and the licensor, regarding the negotiation and performance of each sound recording or
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musical work license Agreement, including each Agreement referenced or cited in Your written
direct statement.
291.

All Documents underlying each distinct Performance Royalty total that You have

reported to any musical work licensor in any period for any product or service that includes any of
Your Eligible Digital Music Services, including all data, formulas and code referenced or used to
calculate the revenue total.
292.

All slide decks or other presentations created for, or presented or provided to, any

potential licensor of sound recording or musical work rights for any of Your actual, potential or
contemplated Services.
293.

All Operating Plan

294.

All Analysis concerning

concerning Your Services.

295.
(See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 179)
296.

Documents sufficient to identify

297.

All Analysis concerning the placement of Your Services or any other Amazon

Music properties in Prime Day advertising, including all Documents concerning strategy, expected
outcomes, trade-offs and the Impact of such placements on any of Your Business lines.
298.

All Analysis, including all six-page memos concerning pricing, launch,

implementation, strategy, messaging and competition in connection with Your Services.
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299.

. (See, e.g., Amazon

Exhibit 182)
300.

All Documents concerning

301.

All Documents concerning

. (See,

e.g., Amazon Exhibit 183)
302.

All Analysis concerning

303.

All Documents
.

304.

All Analysis concerning Your activities and strategies concerning obtaining

exclusive rights to reproduce or distribute any sound recordings or musical works (whether such
exclusivity is in whole or in part, including where such exclusivity is for a limited period of time),
including

305.

All Documents concerning

306.

All Documents concerning Your royalty accounting to Sony Music Publishing

("SMP") for audio-only and audio-visual music uses pursuant to any Agreement with SMP.
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307.

All Documents concerning

308.

All Analysis

309.

Documents sufficient to show all divisions, departments, groups or teams (together,

"Teams") within Amazon Music, and the personnel on each team, including

.
310.

All Analysis concerning

311.

All Documents referenced in Amazon Exhibit 191, including the Documents

referenced through hyperlinks therein.
312.

All Analysis of

313.

All Analysis concerning the methodologies You use or have used to calculate the

Impact of Your Services on Your Business, including
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314.

All Analysis concerning the methodologies You use or have used to calculate

"revenue" for each of Your Services, including
, and including all versions of each methodology.
315.

All Analysis concerning whether

316.

All Analysis concerning whether

317.

All Analysis concerning any

318.

All Analysis concerning any actual or contemplated attempts You have made

319.

All Analysis concerning

Exhibit 203.
320.

All Analysis concerning the actual or contemplated offering
.

321.

All Analysis concerning Amazon Music's

322.

All Analysis concerning the
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323.

All Analysis concerning the actual or contemplated

324.

All Analysis concerning

325.

All Analysis concerning

326.

All Analysis concerning the calculations used to determine,

.
327.

All Analysis concerning whether

328.

All Analysis concerning

, as they relate to Your Services.
329.

All Analysis concerning
)

330.

All Analysis concerning
including Documents

sufficient to show all other people, divisions or entities involved in its creation.
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331.

All Analysis concerning

"
332.

All Documents concerning the

333.

All Analysis concerning

334.

All Analysis concerning

335.

All Analysis concerning the extent to which

336.

All Analysis concerning

337.

All Analysis concerning any actual or contemplated plan

338.

All Analysis concerning
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339.

All Analysis concerning

340.

All Analysis concerning how

341.

All Analysis concerning the

s,

as discussed in Amazon Exhibit 53.
342.

All Analysis concerning

343.

All Analysis concerning all methods You use to calculate and pay royalties for

musical works that You incorporate into Your Original Content.

)
344.

All Analysis concerning

345.

All Analysis concerning the statement in

346.

All Documents underlying each of the calculations in Appendix C of Amazon

Exhibit 106, including all data, formulas and code referenced or used to calculate the figures
therein.
347.

All Analysis in which You Measure costs of licensing musical works for any of

Your Offerings
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including all data, formulas and code referenced or used in
such analysis.
348.

Documents sufficient to show the percentage of advertising on each of Your

Services that is placed between content that constitutes Licensed Activity and content that does
not constitute Licensed Activity.
349.

Documents sufficient to show all revenues You have received related to podcast

content, broken down on a monthly basis and showing the amounts, types, and sources of such
revenues.
350.

All Documents concerning R&D spending by Amazon Music, as discussed in Marx

WDT, ¶¶53-54, including a breakdown of such costs at every level of specificity at which they are
maintained.
351.

All Documents relied upon by Your witnesses in connection with any testimony

offered in this proceeding, including copies of all materials relied upon by Your expert witnesses
in connection with their testimony.
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APPENDIX B: PRODUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
I.

GENERAL

A.
Prior Productions. In instances in which a participant is producing hardcopy or
electronically-stored information that was previously produced to a party other than Copyright
Owners in another proceeding, the producing participant should make best efforts to comply with
these Specifications. If the producing participant believes that compliance with these
Specifications is too burdensome, the participants will meet and confer in an attempt to agree
upon a mutually-acceptable format that provides the discovering participant with a production
that can be reasonably accessed electronically.
B.
Privilege Logs. Participants shall exchange privilege logs, which shall provide,
along with other pertinent information about the document withheld or redacted, all claims of
privilege. As a supplement to the privilege log, the producing participant shall also produce a list
of the attorney(s) involved in the privileged communications, their firm(s) and all email
address(es) associated with the attorney(s). Participants should produce privileged logs in an
electronic and easily-searchable format.
II.

PRODUCTION OF HARDCOPY INFORMATION

A.
TIFFs. Hardcopy paper documents shall be scanned as single-page, Group IV
compression TIFF images of at least 300 dots per inch (DPI). Each image shall have a unique
file name, which is the Bates/control number of the document. Original document orientation
shall be maintained (i.e., portrait to portrait and landscape to landscape).
B.
Metadata Fields. Schedule 1 lists the information that shall be produced for
hardcopy information and provided in the data load file at the same time that the TIFF images
and Optical Character Recognition (OCR)-acquired text files are produced.
C.
OCR-Acquired Text Files. When subjecting physically documents to an OCR
process, the settings of the OCR software shall maximize text quality over process speed. Any
settings such as “auto-skewing” or “auto-rotation” should be activated when documents are
OCR’d.
D.
Database Load Files/Cross-Reference Files. Documents shall be provided with
(i) a delimited metadata file (.dat, .txt. or .csv) and (ii) an image load file (.lfp, .opt, or .dii).
E.
Bates/Control Numbering. All images must be assigned a Bates/control number
that shall: (1) be unique across the entire document production and the document productions
made to Copyright Owners in Phonorecords III, including the remand proceeding; (2) maintain a
constant length across the entire production; (3) contain no special characters or embedded
spaces; and (4) be sequential within a given document. If a Bates/control number or set of
Bates/control numbers is skipped or otherwise omitted in a production, the producing participant
will disclose the Bates numbers or ranges in a cover letter accompanying the production.
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F.
Attachments – Parent-Child Relationships. Parent-child relationships shall be
preserved. When attachments and embedded files are combined within their parent documents,
the “BegAttach” and “EndAttach” fields, listing the unique beginning and ending number for
each attachment or embedded document, must be included in the data load file.
G.
Unitization of Documents. In scanning paper documents, distinct documents
shall not be merged into a single record, and single documents shall not be split into multiple
records (i.e., paper documents should be logically unitized). The participants will make best
efforts to unitize documents correctly.
III.

PRODUCTION OF ELECTRONICALLY-STORED INFORMATION (ESI)

A.
Culling Methodologies. The participants shall meet and confer to disclose and
discuss any methodology or technologies being employed by each participant to reduce or limit
the number of documents to be reviewed in the discovery process. This includes, but is not
limited to: search term culling, date-range culling, file-type culling, cluster mapping, mass
coding, automated coding and e-mail thread suppression. Each participant shall disclose the
proposed criteria for the exclusion of documents.
B.
System files.
reviewed or produced.

Common system and program files need not be processed,

C.
Email. Email shall be collected from the producing participant’s email
server/store (e.g., Microsoft Exchange Server, Lotus Domino Server) whenever possible.
Metadata and header files shall be extruded from email messages. Email messages, meeting
notices, calendar items, contacts and tasks shall be extracted.
D.
Metadata Fields. Each of the metadata and coding fields set forth in Schedule 1
shall be produced for that document. The participants are not obligated to populate manually any
of the fields in Schedule 1 if such fields cannot be extracted from a document or obtained from a
document repository where the document is currently residing, with the exception of Custodian,
Confidentiality, Document Type and South File Path fields, which shall be populated by the
producing participant.
E.
TIFFs. Single-page, Group IV compression TIFF images of at least 300 dots per
inch (DPI). Each image shall have a unique file name, which is the Bates/control number of the
document. Original document orientation shall be maintained (i.e., portrait to portrait and
landscape to landscape). TIFFs will show any and all text and images which would be visible to
the reader using the software that created the document (e.g., track changes in Microsoft Word
documents, speaker’s notes in Microsoft PowerPoint).
F.
Compressed Files/ZIPs.
Compressed file types shall be decompressed
reiteratively to ensure that the file is decompressed to the lowest possible compression resulting
in individual folders and/or files.
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G.
Text Files. For each document, a single text file shall be provided along with the
image files and metadata. The text file name shall be the same as the page Bates/control number
of the first page of the document. File names shall not have any special characters or embedded
spaces. Electronic text must be extracted directly from the native electronic file unless the
document was redacted, an image file, or a physical file. In these instances, a text file created
using OCR will be produced in lieu of extracted text. Under no circumstances shall the receiving
participant be required to rely upon a less accurate version of the text than the producing
participant. For example, if the producing participant has access to extracted text from electronic
document files, the receiving participant shall receive extracted text as well, instead of OCR’d
text generated from an image file.
H.
Spreadsheets. Spreadsheets shall be produced as a native document file along
with the extracted text and relevant metadata identified in Schedule 1 for the entire spreadsheet,
plus a Bates-numbered TIFF image slip-sheet stating “Document Produced in Native Format,”
endorsed with the applicable Bates/control number and any Confidentiality designations.
I.
Presentation programs (e.g., Microsoft PowerPoint).
PowerPoint
presentations and similar documents shall be processed with hidden slides and all speaker notes
unhidden, and shall be processed to show both the slide and the speaker’s notes on the TIFF
image.
J.
Structured Data. To the extent a response to discovery requires production of
discoverable electronic information contained in a database, the participants shall meet and
confer regarding the method(s) of production that will best provide all relevant information,
including but not limited to duplication of databases or limited access for the purpose of
generating reports.
K.
Audio and Video files. All audio and video files shall be produced in native
format with the source file path provided. Audio and video files will be considered e-documents
for purposes of Schedule 1.
L.
Other Native File Productions. To the extent a producing participant elects to
produce a file in native format (or such production is otherwise called for by these
Specifications), any native files produced shall be produced with a Bates/control-numbered TIFF
image slip-sheet stating “Document Produced in Native Format,” along with the Confidentiality
designation (if any). Any native files that are produced shall be produced with the source path
provided, as well as all extracted text and applicable metadata fields set forth in Schedule 1.
M.
File size limitation/Non-Standard Files. The format of production of unusually
large files and non-standard electronic files, large oversized documents (e.g., blueprints), etc.,
will be discussed before production to determine the optimal production format.
N.
Color. Except as otherwise provided herein, documents containing color need
not be produced initially in color. However, if an original document contains color necessary to
understand the meaning or content of the document, the producing participant will honor
reasonable requests for a color image of the document.
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an

O.
“-R”

Replacements. All files that are replaced for any reason must be annotated with
designation
appended
to
the
original
production
number.
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description

ProdBeg

Control Number for the first
page of the
document.

ProdEnd

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)

Control Number for the last page
of the document.
Control Number of the
first production Bates number
of the first document of the
attachment.

BegAttach

Example Values

All

Prefix-0000000001

All

Prefix-0000000002

All

Prefix-0000000003

All

Prefix-0000000005

Control Number of the
last production Bates number
of the last document of the
attachment.
EndAttach

Custodian
/Source

Custodian name produced
in format: Lastname, Firstname.
Where redundant names occur,
individuals should be
distinguished by an initial which is
kept constant throughout
productions. For instance: Smith,
John
A. and Smith, John B.
All

Smith, Jane; Smith, John A.;
Smith, John B.; Taylor,
Michael

Descriptor for the type of
document:
"E-document" for electronic
documents not
attached to emails;
"Emails" for all emails; "Eattachments" for files that were
attachments to emails; and
"Hardcopy" for hard copy
physical documents that have
been scanned and converted to an
electronic image.
DocumentType

All

Email
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description
File name of the E- document,
Email, or E- attachment including
the native file extension.

FileName
The file extension of the
document is defined as the
substring of the file name which
follows but does not include the
last occurrence of the dot
character.
DocExt
Represents that this file is
produced in its native file format.
NativeFile

EmailSubject

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Text of the subject line.htm

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Htm

E-documents, Eattachments

Flag

Subject line of an email.
All SMTP addresses of all
recipients that were included on
the "To" line of the email.
Multiple recipients should be
delimited by the semicolon
character.

To
From

Example Values

The name and email
address of the sender of the
email.

Email

Text of the subject line

Email

larry.murphy@email.com

Email

Bart.Cole@email.com

Email

sstephens44@email.com

Email

ceo-gs@email.com

Email

mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
* If Time Sent is included as
part of Date Sent this field is
not required.

All recipients that were included
on the "CC" line of the email.
CC

DateSent

All recipients that were
included on the "BCC" line of
the email.
Date and time an email was
sent.

Time Sent*

Date and time an email was
sent.

BCC

Email
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description

DateRcvd

Date and time an email was
received.

TimeRcvd*

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)
Email

Date and Time an email was
received.
The file name(s) of the
documents attached to Emails, or
E-documents. E-documents with
embedded documents such as
documents contained in a ZIP file
should have the embedded
document name(s) listed here.
Multiple files should be delimited
by a semicolon character.

Attach

Email

ParentID

Control Number for the
first page of the parent
document.

ParentDate

Date of native file.

Email, E-documents
Native / Email,
E-documents, Eattachments
Native / Email,
E-documents, Eattachments

DateCreated

Date and time the document
was created.

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

TimeCreated*

Date and Time the document
was created.

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Any value populated in the Title
field of the document properties.

Example Values
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
* If Time Rcvd is included as
part of Date Rcvd this field is
not required.

AttachFilename1.ext;
AttachFilename2.ext;
AttachFilename3.ext
Prefix-0000000001
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
* If Time Created is
included as part of Date
Created this field is not
required.

E-documents, Eattachments

Title

Subject

Any value populated in the
Subject field of the document
properties.

E-documents, Eattachments

Subject

Author

Any value populated in the
Author field of the document
properties.

E-documents, Eattachments

Author

Title
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description

DateLastMod

Date and time the
document was last
modified to the file system of
the original
media from which it was
collected.

TimeLastMod*

Folder
Importance
MD5Hash

Redacted

Date and Time an email was last
modified.

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Email message directory.
Priority.
Checksum for a file, a
128-bit value.
Descriptor for documents that
have been redacted.
"Yes" for redacted
documents; "No" for
unredacted documents.
Descriptor for documents
that are replacements for
previously-produced documents.
"Yes" for replacement documents,
"No" for non-replacement
documents.

All
Email
Email, E-documents,
E-attachments

All

Replacement

All
The directory structure of
the original file(s). If a file is
inside of a container, the
container name is included in
the path.

SourceFilePath

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Example Values

mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM

mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
* If TimeLastMod is
included as part of
DateLastMod this field is
not required.
Mailbox – Smith,
Joe\Inbox\Client
Materials\Crivella West\
Flag
e4d909c290d0fb1ca068ffad
df22cbd0

Yes

Prefix-0000000003-R
\ C:\Documents and
Settings\jsmith\My
Documents\CLE
material\SearchTermAnalys
isReport.pdf
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)

Example Values

The total number of
attachments including any
attachments that were not
processed and the
contents of additional
attached containers. A value
of zero (0) should be returned
for any files/documents
without attachments.
AttachmentCount

All

PgCount

Unique ID number for each
produced custodian.
Number of printed pages in
the document.

ProdVol

Name of media that data was
produced on.

Size

Size (in bytes) of the
original file.

CustodianID

All
All
All
Email, E-documents, Eattachments

3

001; 002
2
Wave 001 – Hard Drive
1408

9
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Before the
UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
Washington, D.C.
In the Matter of:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 21-CRB-0001-PR
(2023-2027)

AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC’S OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO
COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
Pursuant to Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5;
the Copyright Royalty Judges’ (the “Judges”) Notice of Participants, Commencement of
Voluntary Negotiation Period, and Case Scheduling Order, dated February 9, 2021; the Judges’
Order Granting Joint Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order, dated August 3, 2021; and
the parties’ email agreement, Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”), by and through its
attorneys, Kellogg, Hansen, Todd, Figel & Frederick, P.L.L.C, hereby objects and responds to
the Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents (the “Requests”) of the National Music
Publishers’ Association, Inc., and the Nashville Songwriters Association International
(collectively, the “Copyright Owners”), served on November 9, 2021, as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

These objections and responses are based on Amazon’s knowledge, information,

and belief at this time. Amazon’s search for responsive documents is ongoing, and Amazon
expressly reserves the right to supplement or amend these responses at any time. Amazon
1
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further reserves the right to raise any additional objections deemed necessary or appropriate in
light of or as the result of any further review.
2.

Amazon reserves all objections at any hearing or on any motion to the use or

admissibility on any ground of any document identified or disclosed. The identification or
disclosure of any document does not constitute an admission by Amazon that such document is
relevant to the action or admissible in evidence.
3.

Neither the fact that an objection is interposed to a particular Request nor the fact

that no objection is interposed necessarily means that responsive documents exist.
4.

The statement that Amazon will conduct a reasonable search for non-privileged

documents in response to a particular Request does not mean that Amazon knows such
documents to exist, or to be in Amazon’s possession, custody, or control.
5.

By agreeing to produce documents in response to any Request, Amazon does not

waive, and does not agree to waive, any attorney work-product doctrine, attorney-client
privilege, or any other protection. Any inadvertent production of a protected document is not
intended to waive any such protection, nor is the production of any protected document to be
deemed a waiver of such protection as to any other document or category of information.
6.

Amazon reserves the right to redact irrelevant, confidential, or privileged

information contained in any document produced.
7.

Amazon reserves all objections to any additional discovery in this proceeding.
GENERAL OBJECTIONS

The following General Objections apply to each and every one of the Requests, and
should be considered part of Amazon’s response to each and every one of the Requests. Any
Specific Objections provided below are made in addition to these General Objections, and failure
2
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to reiterate a General Objection below does not constitute a waiver or limitation of that or any
other objection.
1.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek disclosure of

documents protected by the attorney-client privilege, the common interest privilege, or the
attorney work-product doctrine, or documents that were prepared in anticipation of litigation or
are subject to any other privilege or exemption from discovery. The inadvertent production of
any privileged or exempted document shall not be deemed a waiver of any applicable privilege or
exemption. Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek disclosure of
confidential, proprietary, or trade secret information.
2.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek disclosure of

documents that are not directly related to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
3.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that they require Amazon to locate

or identify documents that are not within Amazon’s possession, custody, or control.
4.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that the documents sought are in the

Copyright Owners’ possession, custody, or control, or might otherwise be obtained by the
Copyright Owners from other sources and the burden of obtaining them would be the same, or
greater, for Amazon as it is for the Copyright Owners.
5.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that that they would require Amazon

to create documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in
response to a document request.”).

3
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6.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that

.
OBJECTIONS TO INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
The following Objections to the Definitions and Instructions apply to each and every one
of the Requests, and should be considered part of Amazon’s response to each and every one of
the Requests.
1.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 1 to the extent that it seeks to impose an

obligation on Amazon to produce documents that are not “directly related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Amazon filed its
Written Direct Statement on October 13, 2021. Documents that postdate that filing fall outside
the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. For purposes of these Requests, Amazon
will construe the “Relevant Time Period” to end on October 13, 2021.
2.

Amazon objects to Instruction Nos. 2-8 to the extent that they seek to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.
§ 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order.
3.

Amazon further objects to Instruction No. 3 on the ground that it is unduly

burdensome. Amazon will produce documents in the manner kept by Amazon in the ordinary
course of business.

4
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4.

Amazon further objects to Instruction No. 5 as overly broad, unduly burdensome,

and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it would require Amazon to
produce “all drafts, alterations, modifications, changes[,] amendments[, and non-identical
copies]” of all documents responsive to any Request. Unless otherwise specified, Amazon will
produce only the final versions of documents responsive to the Requests.
5.

Amazon objects to the definition of “Amazon, You or Your” as overly broad,

unduly burdensome, unrelated to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement, and disproportionate to
the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it includes business units beyond Amazon Music.
Amazon will construe “Amazon, You or Your” to refer only to Amazon Music. 1
6.

Amazon objects to the definition of “Analysis” as overly broad, unduly

burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it seeks
publicly available documents or documents readily accessible to the Copyright Owners.
7.

Amazon objects to the definition of “Business Metrics” as overly broad, unduly

burdensome, unrelated to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement, and disproportionate to the needs
of this proceeding to the extent that it encompasses “measures of customer lifetime value” or
similar metrics. Amazon will construe “Business Metrics” to exclude those metrics. Amazon
also objects to the inclusion of “net promoter score” or “NPS” in this definition as vague and
ambiguous.
8.

Amazon objects to the definition of “Record Company” on the ground that it

encompasses entities that are not “directly related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.

1

Amazon does not adopt the Copyright Owners’ definition of “Amazon Music,” but instead uses
the term as it is used by Amazon in the ordinary course of business.
5
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17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Amazon’s Written Direct Statement
discussed

. Therefore, requests for documents about other record
label agreements fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon will
construe the term “Record Company” to refer

SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES
REQUEST NO. 243
Documents sufficient to show, broken down at every level of specificity at which you
report and pay royalties, the Effective Royalty Rates You paid to each sound recording and
musical work licensor for each of Your Services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 243
Amazon objects to Request No. 243 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it seeks documents “broken down
at every level of specificity at which you report and pay royalties.” Amazon further objects to
Request No. 243 on the ground it seeks documents already in the possession, custody, or control
of the Copyright Owners and the “musical works licensors” they represent. Subject to the
Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon has already produced, during the Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures, documents
sufficient to calculate Effective Royalty Rates. See AMZN_Phono IV_00003113 –
AMZN_Phono IV_00003128. Amazon does not intend to produce additional non-privileged
documents in response to Request No. 243.
6
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REQUEST NO. 244
Documents sufficient to show each distinct revenue total that You have reported to The
MLC or any sound recording or musical work licensor in any respective period for any product
or service that includes any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 244
Amazon objects to Request No. 244 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent that it requests “each distinct
revenue total” that Amazon has “reported to . . . any sound recording or musical work licensor in
any respective period for any product or service that includes any of [Amazon’s] Eligible Digital
Music Services.” Amazon further objects to Request No. 244 on the ground it seeks documents
already in the possession, custody, or control of the Copyright Owners and the “musical works
licensors” they represent. Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already produced, during the Exchange
of Preliminary Disclosures, “each distinct revenue total” that Amazon has “reported to The
MLC.” See AMZN_Phono IV_00003113 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003128. Amazon does not
intend to produce additional non-privileged documents in response to Request No. 244.
REQUEST NO. 245
Documents sufficient to show each distinct subscriber total that You have reported to The
MLC or any sound recording or musical work licensor in any respective period for any product
or service that includes any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 245
Amazon objects to Request No. 245 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent that it requests “each distinct
subscriber total” that Amazon has “reported to . . . any sound recording or musical work licensor
in any respective period for any product or service that includes any of [Amazon’s] Eligible
Digital Music Services.” Amazon further objects to Request No. 245 on the ground it seeks
7
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documents already in the possession, custody, or control of the Copyright Owners and the
“musical works licensors” they represent. Subject to the Specific Objections, the General
Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has produced, during the
Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures, “each distinct subscriber total” that Amazon has “reported
to The MLC.” See AMZN_Phono IV_00003113 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003128. Amazon does
not intend to produce additional non-privileged documents in response to Request No. 245.
REQUEST NO. 246
Documents sufficient to show each distinct play total that You have reported to The MLC
or any sound recording or musical work licensor in any respective period for any product or
service that includes any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 246
Amazon objects to Request No. 246 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent that it requests “each distinct play
total” that Amazon has “reported to . . . any sound recording or musical work licensor in any
respective period for any product or service that includes any of [Amazon’s] Eligible Digital
Music Services.” Amazon further objects to Request No. 246 on the ground it seeks documents
already in the possession, custody, or control of the Copyright Owners and the “musical works
licensors” they represent. Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has produced, during the Exchange of
Preliminary Disclosures, “each distinct play total” that Amazon has “reported to The MLC.” See
AMZN_Phono IV_00003113 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003128. Amazon does not intend to
produce additional non-privileged documents in response to Request No. 246.

8
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REQUEST NO. 247
A copy of the database schema for all of Your databases that hold data used or referenced
in the calculation of royalties for any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 247
Amazon objects to Request No. 247 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 247 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 247 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 247 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 247.
REQUEST NO. 248
All Documents underlying each distinct revenue total that You have reported to The
MLC or any sound recording or musical work licensor in any period for any product or service
that includes any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services, including all data, formulas and code
referenced or used to calculate the revenue total.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 248
Amazon objects to Request No. 248 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent that it requests “each distinct
revenue total” that Amazon has “reported to . . . any sound recording or musical work licensor in
any respective period for any product or service that includes any of [Amazon’s] Eligible Digital
Music Services.” Amazon further objects to Request No. 248 to the extent it seeks documents
already in the possession, custody, or control of the Copyright Owners and the “musical works
9
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licensors” they represent. Amazon further objects to Request No. 248 to the extent it is
duplicative of Interrogatory No. 5, which asks Amazon to “[i]dentify and explain how You
calculate Revenues for each of Your Offerings . . .” Amazon has agreed to provide a response
to Interrogatory No. 5 that identifies the categories of inputs Amazon uses to calculate the
revenue figures that Amazon reports to the MLC. To the extent Request No. 248 asks for “[a]ll
Documents underlying” that calculation, “including all data, formulas and code referenced or
used to calculate the revenue total,” Amazon objects to the request as overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate. Amazon objects to Request No. 248 in its entirety and does
not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 248.
REQUEST NO. 249
All Documents underlying each distinct Total Content Costs total that You have reported
to The MLC or any musical work licensor in any period for any product or service that includes
any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services, including all data, formulas and code referenced or
used to calculate the revenue total.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 249
Amazon objects to Request No. 249 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). As defined by the Copyright Owners, Total Content
Cost means “the total amount paid, incurred, or expensed in connection with the right to make
Interactive Streams or Limited Downloads of sound recordings through any Service.” A request
for “[a]ll Documents underlying” the sound recording royalties that Amazon has reported to the
MLC calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially
related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No.
14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of
10
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permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 249 as
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the
extent that it uses the term “all” and to the extent that it requests “each distinct Total Content
Costs total” that Amazon has “reported to . . . any musical work licensor in any respective period
for any product or service that includes any of [Amazon’s] Eligible Digital Music Services.”
Amazon further objects to Request No. 249 to the extent it seeks documents already in the
possession, custody, or control of the Copyright Owners and the “musical works licensors” they
represent. Amazon objects to Request No. 249 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 249.
REQUEST NO. 250
All Documents underlying each distinct subscriber total that You have reported to any
sound recording or musical work licensor in any period for any product or service that includes
any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services, including all data, formulas and code referenced or
used to calculate the revenue total.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 250
Amazon objects to Request No. 250 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, on the ground that it requests “each distinct
subscriber total” that Amazon has “reported to any sound recording or musical work licensor in
any respective period for any product or service that includes any of [Amazon’s] Eligible Digital
Music Services.” During the Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures, Amazon has already
produced documents sufficient to identify the number of subscribers for each offering reported to
the MLC. See AMZN_Phono IV_00003113 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003128. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 250 on the ground it seeks documents already in the possession, custody,
or control of the Copyright Owners and the “musical works licensors” they represent. Amazon
further objects to Request No. 250 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the
11
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needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 250
in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 250.
REQUEST NO. 251
Documents sufficient to identify any audit of You by any sound recording or musical
work licensors that included within its scope any royalties paid or payable by You for Your
Eligible Digital Music Services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 251
Amazon objects to Request No. 251 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
1§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 251 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 251 on the ground it seeks documents already in the
possession, custody, or control of the Copyright Owners and the “musical works licensors” they
represent. Amazon objects to Request No. 251 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 251.
REQUEST NO. 252
All Documents concerning any audit of You by any sound recording or musical work
licensors that included within its scope any royalties paid or payable by You for Your Eligible
Digital Music Services, including Documents reflecting the institution of the audit, any errors
claimed or identified by the auditors and the resolution of the audit.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 252
Amazon objects to Request No. 252 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
12
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§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 252 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 252 on the ground it seeks documents already in the
possession, custody, or control of the Copyright Owners and the “musical works licensors” they
represent. Amazon further objects to Request No. 252 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 252 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 252.
REQUEST NO. 253
All Agreements in which You obtain any exclusive rights to reproduce or distribute any
sound recordings or musical works, whether such exclusivity is in whole or in part, including
where such exclusivity is for a limited period of time.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 253
Amazon objects to Request No. 253 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 253 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 253 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
13
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disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 253 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 253.
REQUEST NO. 254
All Agreements with any songwriter or artist concerning the creation of sound recording
or musical works, in which you obtain or retain any rights, including copyrights or rights to
receive any royalties or income in connection with the exploitation of the rights.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 254
Amazon objects to Request No. 254 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 254 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 254 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 254 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 254.
REQUEST NO. 255
All Agreements concerning the acquisition or sale of sound recording or musical work
rights, including copyrights or rights to receive any royalties or income in connection with the
exploitation of the rights.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 255
Amazon objects to Request No. 255 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 255 calls for Amazon to produce
14
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documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 255 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 255 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 255.
REQUEST NO. 256
Copies of all of Your Exhibits in electronic form with metadata as it existed when
collected from Your computer systems.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 256
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will produce copies of the exhibits attached to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement, as
well as accompanying metadata.
REQUEST NO. 257
Documents sufficient to identify Your organizational structure, including a list of
departments, the number of employees working in each department, and the responsibilities of
each department.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 257
Amazon objects to Request No. 257 to the extent it seeks documents about Amazon’s
organizational structure beyond the departments of Amazon’s four fact witnesses that submitted
Written Direct Testimonies, on the ground that it calls for the production of documents that do
not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37
C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 257 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that
are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
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Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 257 on the ground that it is duplicative of Request No. 8. Amazon has
agreed to produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 8 for Amazon Music, to
the extent such documents can be located after a reasonable search. Amazon does not intend to
produce additional non-privileged documents in response to Request No. 257.
REQUEST NO. 258
All Documents provided to potential or actual investors, financial or investment analysts,
Board(s) of Directors, or any others concerning Your projected costs, revenues, financial
condition, business plans or strategies, as well as materials used in preparation of, or cited in,
such Documents.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 258
Amazon objects to Request No. 258 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 258 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 258 on the ground that it seeks publicly available
documents. Amazon further objects to Request No. 258 as overbroad, unduly burdensome,
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, and duplicative of Request No. 293. Subject to
the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon is agreeing to produce, in response to Request No. 293,
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Amazon M

Amazon does not intend to

produce additional non-privileged documents in response to Request No. 258.
REQUEST NO. 259
All of Your audited and unaudited monthly and annual financial statements, at every
level of specificity at which they are created or maintained, including income statements, balance
sheets, projections, profit and loss statements, budgets and cash flow statements, together with
all supporting or refuting schedules, analyses and other materials related to, underlying or used to
support or refute such statements.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 259
Amazon objects to Request No. 259 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 259 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 259 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 259 on
the ground that it seeks publicly available documents. Amazon objects to Request No. 259 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 259.
REQUEST NO. 260
All Documents concerning the current and future financial condition of the music
streaming industry, including any industry-wide or Digital Service Provider-specific forecasts,
projections or analyses.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 260
Amazon objects to Request No. 260 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
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§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 260 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 260 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 258 on
the ground that “financial condition of the music industry” is vague and ambiguous. Amazon
objects to Request No. 260 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 260.
REQUEST NO. 261
Documents sufficient to show, for the U.S. music streaming industry generally, and
separately for Your U.S. Business and each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services: (a) the total
fixed and variable costs; (b) the source or category of each such cost; and (c) the amount spent
on each cost source or category, measured in the ordinary course of business.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 261
Amazon objects to Request No. 261 to the extent that it asks for documents on “the U.S.
music streaming industry generally,” on the ground that such documents do not “directly
relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R.
§ 351.5(b)(1). Instead, such documents are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 261 on the ground that it
would require Amazon to create documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in
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Part and Denying in Part SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not
required to create documents in response to a document request.”). As Amazon has explained to
the Copyright Owners during a previous meet-and-confer, Amazon does not maintain U.S.specific cost data in the ordinary course of business. Creating such calculations would require
significant time and effort. Amazon also objects to Request No. 261 as overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 261 as duplicative of Request No. 11, which also requests data on U.S. costs.
Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and
Definitions, Amazon has agreed to produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No.
11. Amazon does not intend to produce additional non-privileged documents in response to
Request No. 261.
REQUEST NO. 262
Documents sufficient to show, on a quarterly and annual basis, every type of profit
margin You measure in the ordinary course of business, for the U.S. music streaming industry
generally and separately for Your U.S. Business and each of Your Eligible Digital Music
Services, including gross profit margin, contribution margin and operating profit margin, and
Documents sufficient to show how such margins are calculated.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 262
Amazon objects to Request No. 262 to the extent that it asks for documents on “the U.S.
music streaming industry generally” and for documents showing how “margins’ are calculated,
on the ground that such documents do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, such documents are,
at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
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Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 262 on the ground that it would require Amazon to create documents that
do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part SoundExchange’s Motion
to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020)
(Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in response to a document
request.”). As Amazon has explained to the Copyright Owners during a previous meet-andconfer, Amazon does not maintain U.S.-specific profit data in the ordinary course of business.
Creating such calculations would require significant time and effort. Amazon also objects to
Request No. 262 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 262 as duplicative of Request No. 11, which
also requests data on U.S. profit. Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has agreed to produce non-privileged
documents responsive to Request No. 11. Amazon does not intend to produce additional nonprivileged documents in response to Request No. 262.
REQUEST NO. 263
All Documents concerning the effect of the Section 115 Mechanical Royalty rate, or any
change in the Section 115 Mechanical Royalty rate, on the revenues or financial condition of: (a)
the music streaming industry generally; (b) any segment of the music streaming industry; or (c)
You or any other Digital Service Provider.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 263
Amazon objects to subparts (a) and (b) of Request No. 263 on the ground that it calls for
the production of documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Those subparts call for
Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
20
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Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 263 to the extent that it would require
Amazon to create documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket
No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create
documents in response to a document request.”). Amazon also objects to Request No. 263 as
overbroad, unduly burdensome, disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, and duplicative
of other Requests. Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon produced documents responsive to subpart (c) of Request
No. 263 as part of Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Moreover, non-privileged documents
that Amazon produces in response to other Requests also will be responsive to subpart (c) of
Request No. 263. Amazon does not intend to produce additional non-privileged documents in
response to subpart (c) of Request No. 263. In addition, Amazon does not intend to produce
documents in response to subparts (a) and (b) of Request No. 263.
REQUEST NO. 264
All published or unpublished scholarly articles, or drafts of articles, written in whole or in
part by each of Your expert witnesses that relates to the music streaming industry, the music
recording industry, the music publishing industry, songwriters, any Digital Service Provider,
music piracy, radio broadcasting, cable or terrestrial television broadcasting, or the delivery of
music or audiovisual content to consumers in any format and by any medium, including over the
Internet.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 264
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Request No. 264 is a near-verbatim copy of Amazon, Pandora, and Spotify’s Request No.
149. Despite objecting to that request, the Copyright Owners chose to serve the same request on
Amazon.
Consistent with the Copyright Owners’ own objections, Amazon objects to Request No.
264 on the ground that it calls for the production of documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. 1§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Request No. 264 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 264
as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon
also objects to Request No. 264 on the ground that it seeks documents that are publicly available
and are listed in the curriculum vitae of Amazon’s expert witnesses, included in Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Amazon objects to Request No. 264 in its entirety and does not intend
to produce documents in response to Request No. 264. To the extent that the Copyright Owners
are unable to locate a specific article after engaging in a good faith search and for which they
have a good faith basis for seeking, Amazon will seek to obtain the specific article, if available.
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REQUEST NO. 265
Each Document constituting a report, testimony (whether written or in deposition, trial or
hearing) or opinion, with exhibits, submitted by each of Your witnesses in any prior Copyright
Arbitration Royalty Panel, Copyright Royalty Board, ASCAP, BMI or other rate-setting or
regulatory proceeding that discusses or otherwise relates to any of the subjects discussed in his or
her Written Direct Testimony, as well as any such Document relating to music streaming, any
Digital Service Provider, music piracy, the promotional or substitutional effect of music
streaming, Mechanical Licenses, licenses for public performance of musical works, copyright
licenses with respect to sound recordings, benchmarking analyses of any type or rate-setting
analyses of any type.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 265
Request No. 265 is a near-verbatim copy of Amazon, Pandora, and Spotify’s Request No.
151. Despite objecting to that request, the Copyright Owners chose to serve the same request on
Amazon. Nonetheless, Amazon has conducted a reasonable investigation to determine whether
non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 265 exist. Based on that reasonable
investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to Request No.
265, other than the documents referenced in response to Request No. 193.
REQUEST NO. 266
Documents requested in the agreed-upon Initial Disclosure Categories that have not
already been produced in the Current Proceeding.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 266
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will produce a U.S.-specific profit and loss statement, as agreed over email during the
Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures. See Email from C. Young to M. Harris at 1 (Sept. 30,
2021, 1:27 p.m.). Amazon is not aware of any additional non-privileged documents responsive
to Request No. 266.
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REQUEST NO. 267
All Documents, including analyses, memoranda, presentations, studies, surveys and
research findings, concerning all bonus payments You made or stock options You gave to Your
employees that are directly or indirectly related to any Business Metrics for any of Your Services
or Offerings.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 267
Amazon objects to Request No. 267 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 267 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 267 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 267 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 267.
REQUEST NO. 268
Documents sufficient to identify all Promotional Offerings that You have offered,
including Documents concerning the dates of operation, the sound recordings involved,
descriptions of the promotion, the number of end users and plays involved in the promotion, and
any other Business Metrics that you tracked in connection with the promotion.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 268
Amazon objects to Request No. 268 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it seeks “the sound recordings
involved” and “the number of . . . plays involved in the promotion.” Subject to the Specific
Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon
has already produced, in the Phonorecords III remand proceeding, Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR
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(2018-2022) (Remand), and during the Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures,

See AMZN_Remand_
00008827; AMZN_Phono IV_00003105. Further, in the Phonorecords III remand proceeding,

Amazon does not intend to produce additional non-privileged documents in response
to Request No. 268.
REQUEST NO. 269
All Documents concerning Your Promotional Offerings that You are required to retain
pursuant to 37 CFR 385.4, including “complete and accurate contemporaneous written records of
making or authorizing Eligible Interactive Streams or Eligible Limited Downloads, including the
sound recordings and musical works involved, the artists, the release dates of the sound
recordings, a brief statement of the promotional activities authorized, the identity of the Offering
or Offerings for which the zero-rate is authorized (including the internet address if applicable),
and the beginning and end date of each zero rate Offering.”
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 269
Amazon objects to Request No. 269 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 269 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 269 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
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disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 269 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 269.
REQUEST NO. 270
All Documents concerning Your Promotional Offerings that You are required to retain
pursuant to 37 CFR Part 385 (2017), including 37 CFR 385.14(a)(3) or 385.24(c).
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 270
Amazon objects to Request No. 270 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 270 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 270 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 270 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 270.
REQUEST NO. 271
Documents sufficient to show, separately, the number of End Users, subscribers, and
accounts associated with each of Your Offerings throughout the Relevant Time Period.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 271
Amazon objects to Request No. 271 to the extent it seeks documents identifying the
number of Amazon Prime members, on the ground that such documents do not “directly
relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R.
§ 351.5(b)(1). Such documents are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
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Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections
to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already produced, during the Exchange of
Preliminary Disclosures, documents sufficient to show the number of subscribers for each
Amazon Music offering. See AMZN_Phono IV_00003113 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003128.
Amazon does not intend to produce additional non-privileged documents in response to Request
No. 271.
REQUEST NO. 272
All Analysis concerning whether Your End Users are switching from any of Your
Offerings to any of Your other Offerings, including whether Your End Users are switching from
any advertising-supported Offering to any subscription Offerings, from any subscription
Offerings to any advertising-supported offerings, from any non-discounted Offerings to any
discounted Offerings, from any discounted Offerings to any non-discounted Offerings, and from
any discounted Offerings to other discounted Offerings.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 272
Amazon objects to Request No. 272 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Subject to
the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and
Definitions,
. To the extent Request
No. 272 seeks data on transitions from Unlimited to Prime Music or Free, Amazon has
conducted a reasonable investigation to determine whether non-privileged responsive currently
exist. Based on that reasonable investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged
responsive documents. To the extent Request No. 272 seeks data on subscriptions that result
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from promotional offerings, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to
Request No. 272 that can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 273
plan.

All Documents concerning how You verify the eligibility of End Users for Your family

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 273
Amazon objects to Request No. 273 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 273 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 273 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
further objects to Request No. 273 to the extent that it seeks publicly available documents.
Amazon objects to Request No. 273 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in
response to Request No. 273.
REQUEST NO. 274
plan.

All Documents concerning how You verify the eligibility of End Users for Your student

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 274
Amazon objects to Request No. 274 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 274 calls for Amazon to produce
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documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 274 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
further objects to Request No. 274 to the extent that it seeks publicly available documents.
Amazon objects to Request No. 274 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in
response to Request No. 274.
REQUEST NO. 275
Documents sufficient to show all discounts, programs or plans that You offer or have
offered for any of Your Offerings that allow access to any such Offerings to the public for a
lower effective price than the standalone individual price for the Offering.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 275
Amazon objects to Request No. 275 as duplicative of Request No. 268. As explained in
response to Request No. 268, Amazon has already produced, in the Phonorecords III remand
proceeding, Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022) (Remand), and during the Exchange of
Preliminary Disclosures,

.

See AMZN_Remand_00008827; AMZN_Phono IV_00003105. Amazon does not intend to
produce any additional documents in response to Request No. 275.
REQUEST NO. 276
All Analysis concerning whether users of Your family plan are family members.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 276
Amazon objects to Request No. 276 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
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§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 276 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 276 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 276 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 276.
REQUEST NO. 277
All Analysis concerning violations of the eligibility terms of use for Your family plan or
student plan.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 277
Amazon objects to Request No. 277 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 277 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 277 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 277 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 277.
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REQUEST NO. 278
Documents sufficient to show the number of end user accounts that You have terminated
for violation of your terms of use, and the reasons for termination.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 278
Amazon objects to Request No. 278 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 278 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 278 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 278 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 278.
REQUEST NO. 279
All Analysis Measuring usage of Your ad-supported Services by End Users who are
utilizing software that blocks or otherwise interferes with the transmission or receipt of
advertisements.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 279
Amazon objects to Request No. 279 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 279 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
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15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 279 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 279 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 279.
REQUEST NO. 280
All Analysis of consumers’ perception of the value of any of Your Services or Offerings,
including of the Prices at which such Services or Offerings could or should be offered.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 280
Amazon objects to Request No. 280 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, disproportionate
to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon further objects to
Request No. 280 as duplicative of Request Nos. 31, 43, 79, and 95-97, which seek “[a]ll
Analysis” regarding willingness to pay. Subject to the Specific Objections, the General
Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already produced
documents concerning “consumers’ perception of the value of” Amazon’s offerings as part of
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement, and agreed to produce non-privileged documents
responsive to Request Nos. 31, 43, 79, and 95-97, to the extent such documents can be located
after a reasonable search. Amazon does not intend to produce any additional documents in
response to Request No. 280.
REQUEST NO. 281
The results of all surveys that You have undertaken of End Users of Your platform
concerning awareness of Your podcast or music content.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 281
Amazon objects to Request No. 281 to the extent that it asks for documents on podcasts,
on the ground that such documents do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct
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Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, such documents are,
at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 281 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs
of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” To the extent Request No. 281 asks about
surveys “concerning awareness of Your podcast or music content,” Amazon has already
produced

Amazon does not intend to produce any additional documents in response to
Request No. 281.
REQUEST NO. 282
Documents sufficient to show all accounting policies and standards that You apply in
connection with the keeping of any records that are implicated in the calculation of royalties
under Your Rate Proposal, whether directly or in connection with allocation of costs or revenues.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 282
Amazon objects to Request No. 282 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 282 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
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Amazon further objects to Request No. 282 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 282 on
the ground that “implicated” is vague and ambiguous. Amazon objects to Request No. 282 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 282.
REQUEST NO. 283
All Documents concerning the negotiation of the Phonorecords I or Phonorecords II
settlements.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 283
Amazon objects to Request No. 283 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 283 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 283 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 283 on
the ground that it seeks documents already in the Copyright Owners’ possession, custody, or
control. Amazon objects to Request No. 283 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 283.
REQUEST NO. 284
All Analysis concerning the statutory standards that apply to Copyright Royalty Board
proceedings to determine royalty rates and terms for making and distributing phonorecords,
namely, the willing buyer-willing seller standard or the former 801(b)(1) multifactor standard.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 284
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Amazon objects to Request No. 284 on the ground that it calls for the production of
privileged documents. Amazon further objects to Request No. 284 as overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term
“all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 284 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 284.
REQUEST NO. 285
All royalty statements from January 1, 2009 to the present for each of the music
publishers receiving royalties from You.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 285
Amazon objects to Request No. 285 on the ground that it seeks documents already in the
possession, custody, or control of the Copyright Owners and the “music publishers” they
represent. Amazon further objects to Request No. 285 to the extent that it asks for documents on
music publishers not featured in Amazon’s Written Direct Statement and to the extent it seeks
documents from beyond the Relevant Time Period, on the ground that such documents do not
“directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37
C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, such documents are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 285 as overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term
“all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already produced, during the Exchange of Preliminary
Disclosures,
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See AMZN_Phono IV_00002405. Amazon does not intend to produce additional nonprivileged documents in response to Request No. 285.
REQUEST NO. 286
All royalty statements from January 1, 2009 to the present for each of the Record
Companies that ranked in any calendar year from January 1, 2009 to present, including 2021
year to date, as a top 10 Record Company based on the amount of royalties paid by You.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 286
Amazon objects to Request No. 286 to the extent that it asks for documents on record
labels not featured in Amazon’s Written Direct Statement and to the extent it seeks documents
from beyond the Relevant Time Period, on the ground that such documents do not “directly
relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R.
§ 351.5(b)(1). Instead, such documents are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 286 as overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term
“all.” Amazon also objects to Request No. 286 as duplicative of Request No. 103, which seeks
royalties paid

Subject to the
Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon has already agreed to produce non-privileged documents responsive to other Requests,
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Amazon does not intend to produce additional non-privileged documents in
response to Request No. 286.
REQUEST NO. 287
All license Agreements, and any amendments, extensions, or renewals of same, entered
into by You with any licensor of sound recordings or musical works for Your Services from
January 1, 2009 to present.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 287
Amazon objects to Request No. 287 to the extent that it asks for license agreements not
featured in Amazon’s Written Direct Statement, on the ground that such documents do not
“directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37
C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, such documents are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 287 as overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term
“all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions
and Definitions, Amazon has already produced documents responsive to Request No. 287 in the
Phonorecords III remand proceeding, Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022) (Remand), see,
e.g., AMZN_Remand_0000001 – AMZN_Remand_0000369; and during the Exchange of
Preliminary Disclosures, see, e.g., AMZN_Phono IV_00000148 – AMZN_Phono IV_00000157,
AMZN_Phono IV_00000325 – AMZN_Phono IV_00000330, AMZN_Phono IV_00000343 –
AMZN_Phono IV_00000364, AMZN_Phono IV_00000480 – AMZN_Phono IV_00000790,
AMZN_Phono IV_00002399 – AMZN_Phono IV_00002404. All other agreements featured in
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Amazon’s Written Direct Statement were disclosed as Exhibits to that testimony. Amazon does
not intend to produce additional documents in response to Request No. 287.
REQUEST NO. 288
All state and federal tax returns filed by (i) any of Your witnesses employed by You, and
(ii) the current members of Your Business Leadership.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 288
Amazon objects to Request No. 288 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 288 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 288 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 288 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 288.
REQUEST NO. 289
Copies of all of Your internal approval requests (with attachments) for licenses for
musical works or sound recording for any of Your Offerings, and all responses or subsequent
reports or correspondence concerning such requests.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 289
Amazon objects to Request No. 289 to the extent that it asks for documents related to
license agreements not featured in Amazon’s Written Direct Statement, on the ground that such
documents do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, such documents are, at most, “indirectly or
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tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 289
as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the
extent it seeks “all responses or subsequent reports or correspondence concerning such requests”
and to the extent it seeks “attachments” to approval requests. In most cases, the contents of
attachments are replicated in the approval requests. However, Amazon is willing to entertain
requests for attachments on an approval-by-approval basis (e.g., Request No. 218). Amazon
further objects to Request No. 289 as duplicative of Request 149, which seeks “Copies of all
Approval Requests (See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit 128) for licenses for musical works or sound
recordings for any of Your Offerings, and all responses or subsequent reports or correspondence
concerning such requests.” Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already agreed to produce, in response to
Request No. 149,
Amazon does not intend to
produce any additional documents in response to Request No. 289.
REQUEST NO. 290
All documents, including internal communications and communications between You
and the licensor, regarding the negotiation and performance of each sound recording or musical
work license Agreement, including each Agreement referenced or cited in Your written direct
statement.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 290
Amazon objects to Request No. 290 to the extent that it seeks communications regarding
the “negotiation and performance” of agreements with record labels and performance rights
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organizations, on the ground that such documents do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, such
documents are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 290 on the ground it seeks documents already in the
possession, custody, or control of the Copyright Owners and the music publishers they represent.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 290 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
further objects to Request No. 290 as duplicative of other Requests (e.g., Request Nos. 152-53,
and 169). Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will produce, in response to those other Requests, nonprivileged portions of

, to the extent the Copyright Owners agree to a reciprocal production of
communications. See, e.g., Copyright Owners’ Responses and Objections to Production Request
No. 1 from Amazon, Pandora, and Spotify. Amazon does not intend to produce any additional
documents in response to Request No. 290.
REQUEST NO. 291
All Documents underlying each distinct Performance Royalty total that You have
reported to any musical work licensor in any period for any product or service that includes any
of Your Eligible Digital Music Services, including all data, formulas and code referenced or used
to calculate the revenue total.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 291
Amazon objects to Request No. 291 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 291 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 291 on the ground it seeks documents already in the
possession, custody, or control of the Copyright Owners and the “musical work licensor[s]” they
represent. Amazon further objects to Request No. 291 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 291 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 291.
REQUEST NO. 292
All slide decks or other presentations created for, or presented or provided to, any
potential licensor of sound recording or musical work rights for any of Your actual, potential or
contemplated Services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 292
Amazon objects to Request No. 292 to the extent it seeks documents regarding licensors
and services never featured in Amazon’s Written Direct Statement and to the extent it seeks
communications with record labels and performance rights organizations, on the ground that it
calls for the production of documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 292 calls for
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Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 292 on the ground it seeks documents
already in the possession, custody, or control of the Copyright Owners and the musical work
“licensor[s]” they represent. Amazon further objects to Request No. 292 as overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term
“all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions
and Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 292
that can be located after a reasonable search, but

REQUEST NO. 293
All

concerning Your Services.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 293
Amazon objects to Request No. 293 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, disproportionate
to the needs of this proceeding, and duplicative of other Requests. Subject to the Specific
Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon
will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 293, but

REQUEST NO. 294
All Analysis concerning
.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 294
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Amazon objects to Request No. 294 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 294 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that
are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 294 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs
of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 294 in its entirety and does not intend to
produce documents in response to Request No. 294.
REQUEST NO. 295
(See,

e.g., Amazon Exhibit 179).
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 295
Amazon objects to Request No. 295 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
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Request No. 295 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 295 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 295 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 295.
REQUEST NO. 296
Documents sufficient to identify

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 296
Amazon objects to Request No. 296 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 296 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 296 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
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proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 296 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 296.
REQUEST NO. 297
All Analysis concerning the placement of Your Services or any other Amazon Music
properties in Prime Day advertising, including all Documents concerning strategy, expected
outcomes, trade-offs and the Impact of such placements on any of Your Business lines.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 297
Amazon objects to Request No. 297 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Instead, Request No. 297 calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 297 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 297 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 297.
REQUEST NO. 298
All Analysis, including all six-page memos concerning pricing, launch, implementation,
strategy, messaging and competition in connection with Your Services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 298
Amazon objects to Request No. 298 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, disproportionate
to the needs of this proceeding, and duplicative of other Requests, such as Request No. 53, which
asks for “all Analysis concerning specific Pricing that was implemented” “[f]or each of Your
Bundled Subscription Offerings.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections,
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and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already agreed to produce nonprivileged documents responsive to those other Requests, to the extent such documents can be
located after a reasonable search. Amazon does not intend to produce any additional documents
in response to Request No. 298.
REQUEST NO. 299
(See, e.g., Amazon Exhibit

182).
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 299

Amazon objects to Request No. 299 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Therefore, Request No. 299 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 299 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Request No. 299 seeks

Amazon
does not intend to produce any additional documents in response to Request No. 299.
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REQUEST NO. 300
All Documents concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 300
Amazon objects to Request No. 300 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 300 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 300 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
further objects to Request No. 300 as duplicative of other Requests, including Request No. 12,
which seeks “[a]ll regular or periodic Analysis that reports Business Metrics concerning Your
Services.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already agreed to produce non-privileged documents
responsive to those other Requests, to the extent such documents can be located after a
reasonable search. Amazon does not intend to produce any additional documents in response to
Request No. 300.
REQUEST NO. 301
All Documents concerning the downstream impact (DSI) of Your Services. (See, e.g.,
Amazon Exhibit 183)
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 301
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Amazon objects to Request No. 301 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 301 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 301 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
further objects to Request No. 301 as duplicative of other Requests, including Request No. 12,
which seeks “[a]ll regular or periodic Analysis that reports Business Metrics concerning Your
Services.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already agreed to produce non-privileged documents
responsive to those other Requests, to the extent such documents can be located after a
reasonable search. Amazon does not intend to produce any additional documents in response to
Request No. 301.
REQUEST NO. 302
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 302
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Amazon objects to Request No. 302 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 302 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 302 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 302 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 302.
REQUEST NO. 303
All Documents
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 303
Amazon objects to Request No. 303 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 303 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
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fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 303 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 303 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 303.
REQUEST NO. 304
All Analysis concerning Your activities and strategies concerning obtaining exclusive
rights to reproduce or distribute any sound recordings or musical works (whether such
exclusivity is in whole or in part, including where such exclusivity is for a limited period of
time), including
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 304
Amazon objects to Request No. 304 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 304 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 304 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 304 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 304.
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REQUEST NO. 305
All Documents concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 305
Amazon objects to Request No. 305 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 305 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 305 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 305 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 305.
REQUEST NO. 306
All Documents concerning Your royalty accounting to Sony Music Publishing (“SMP”)
for audio-only and audio-visual music uses pursuant to any Agreement with SMP.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 306
Amazon objects to Request No. 306 to the extent that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 306 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
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SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 306 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent is uses the term “all.” Amazon
also objects to Request No. 306 on the ground that it seeks documents already in the possession,
custody, or control of the Copyright Owners and a music publisher they represent. Amazon
objects to Request No. 306 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 306.
REQUEST NO. 307
All Documents concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 307
Amazon objects to Request No. 307 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 307 accordingly calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 307 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
further objects to Request No. 307 as duplicative of other Requests, including Request No. 12,
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which seeks “[a]ll regular or periodic Analysis that reports Business Metrics concerning Your
Services.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already agreed to produce non-privileged documents
responsive to those other Requests, to the extent such documents can be located after a
reasonable search. Amazon does not intend to produce any additional documents in response to
Request No. 307.
REQUEST NO. 308
All Analysis

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 308
Amazon objects to Request No. 308 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 308 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 308 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 308 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 308.
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REQUEST NO. 309
Documents sufficient to show all divisions, departments, groups or teams (together,
“Teams”) within Amazon Music, and the personnel on each team, including

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 309
Amazon objects to Request No. 309 to the extent it seeks documents about Amazon’s
organizational structure beyond the departments of Amazon’s four fact witnesses that submitted
Written Direct Testimonies, on the ground that it calls for the production of documents that do
not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37
C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 309 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that
are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 309 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs
of this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 309 on the ground that it is
duplicative of Request No. 8. Amazon has agreed to produce non-privileged documents
responsive to Request No. 8 for Amazon Music, to the extent such documents can be located
after a reasonable search. Amazon does not intend to produce additional non-privileged
documents in response to Request No. 309.
REQUEST NO. 310
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 310
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Amazon objects to Request No. 310 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 310
accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially
related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No.
14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of
permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 310 as
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the
extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 310 in its entirety and does not
intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 310.
REQUEST NO. 311
All Documents referenced in Amazon Exhibit 191, including the Documents referenced
through hyperlinks therein.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 311
Amazon objects to Request No. 311 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 311 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
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Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 311 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 311 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 311.
REQUEST NO. 312
All Analysis

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 312
Amazon objects to Request No. 312 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 312 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 312 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 312 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 312.
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REQUEST NO. 313
All Analysis concerning the methodologies You use or have used to calculate the Impact
of Your Services on Your Business, including
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 313
Amazon objects to Request No. 313 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 313 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 313 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
further objects to Request No. 313 as duplicative of other Requests, including Request No. 12,
which seeks “[a]ll regular or periodic Analysis that reports Business Metrics concerning Your
Services.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already agreed to produce non-privileged documents
responsive to those other Requests, to the extent such documents can be located after a
reasonable search. Amazon does not intend to produce any additional documents in response to
Request No. 313.
REQUEST NO. 314
All Analysis concerning the methodologies You use or have used to calculate “revenue”
for each of Your Services, including
and including all versions of each methodology.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 314
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Amazon objects to Request No. 314 to the extent it seeks documents regarding the
on the ground that it calls for the production of documents that
do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v);
37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 314 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 314 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
further objects to Request No. 314 as duplicative of other Requests, including Request No. 12,
which seeks “[a]ll regular or periodic Analysis that reports Business Metrics concerning Your
Services.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already agreed to produce non-privileged documents
responsive to those other Requests, to the extent such documents can be located after a
reasonable search. Amazon does not intend to produce any additional documents in response to
Request No. 314.
REQUEST NO. 315
All Analysis concerning whether
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 315
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Amazon objects to Request No. 315 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 315 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 315 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 315 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 315.
REQUEST NO. 316
All Analysis concerning whether
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 316
Amazon objects to Request No. 316 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 316 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
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fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 316 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 316 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 316.
REQUEST NO. 317
All Analysis concerning any
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 317
Amazon objects to Request No. 317 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 317 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 317 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, and duplicative of other Requests. Many
Requests that the Copyright Owners have served in both the First and Second Sets of Requests
for Production concern Amazon’s promotions and pricing decisions. Subject to the Specific
Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon
has already agreed to produce non-privileged documents responsive to those other Requests, to
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the extent such documents can be located after a reasonable search. Amazon does not intend to
produce any additional documents in response to Request No. 317.
REQUEST NO. 318
All Analysis concerning any actual or contemplated attempts You have made

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 318
Amazon objects to Request No. 318 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 318 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 318 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 318 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 318.
REQUEST NO. 319
All Analysis concerning
Exhibit 203.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 319
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Amazon objects to Request No. 319 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 319 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 319 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
further objects to Request No. 319 as duplicative of Request Nos. 95 and 96, which seek “[a]ll
Analysis” regarding consumer willingness to pay. Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already
agreed to produce, in response to Request Nos. 95 and 96, the two Magid studies referenced in
Request No. 319. Amazon does not intend to produce any additional documents in response to
Request No. 319.
REQUEST NO. 320
All Analysis concerning the actual or contemplated offering of

”

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 320
Amazon objects to Request No. 320 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
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Request No. 320 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 320 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 320 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 320.
REQUEST NO. 321
All Analysis concerning Amazon Music's
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 321
Amazon objects to Request No. 321 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 321 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 321 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
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proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 321 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 321.
REQUEST NO. 322
All Analysis concerning the
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 322
Amazon objects to Request No. 322 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 322 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 322 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 322 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 322.
REQUEST NO. 323
All Analysis concerning the actual or contemplated
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 323
Amazon objects to Request No. 323 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
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§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 323 accordingly calls
for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to
Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’
Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible
discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 323 as overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term
“all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 323 in its entirety and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 323.
REQUEST NO. 324
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 324
Amazon objects to Request No. 324 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 324 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents
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that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 324 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 324 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 324.
REQUEST NO. 325
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 325
Amazon objects to Request No. 325 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 325 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that
are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 325 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs
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of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 325 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 325.
REQUEST NO. 326
All Analysis concerning the calculations used to determine,

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 326
Amazon objects to Request No. 326 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 326 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 326 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 326 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 326.
REQUEST NO. 327
All Analysis concerning whether

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 327
Amazon objects to Request No. 327 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
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§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 327 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 327 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 327 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 327.
REQUEST NO. 328
All Analysis concerning the “Prime targeting rules,” referred to in Amazon Exhibit 185,
as they relate to Your Services.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 328
Amazon objects to Request No. 328 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 328 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 328 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
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proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 328 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 328.
REQUEST NO. 329
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 329
Amazon objects to Request No. 329 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 329 accordingly calls for
Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 329 as overbroad, unduly burdensome,
and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 329 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 329.
REQUEST NO. 330
All Analysis concerning

including Documents
sufficient to show all other people, divisions or entities involved in its creation.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 330
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Amazon objects to Request No. 330 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Request No.
330 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 330
as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the
extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 330 in its entirety and does not
intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 330.
REQUEST NO. 331
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 331
Amazon objects to Request No. 331 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Request
No. 331 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or
tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying
in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4,
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Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the
scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 331
as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the
extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 331 in its entirety and does not
intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 331.
REQUEST NO. 332
All Documents concerning the

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 332
Amazon objects to Request No. 332 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 332
accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially
related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No.
14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of
permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 332 as
overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the
extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 332 in its entirety and does not
intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 332.
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REQUEST NO. 333
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 333
Amazon objects to Request No. 333 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 333 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 333 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all” and

Amazon objects to Request No. 333 in its entirety and does not
intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 333.
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REQUEST NO. 334
All Analysis concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 334
Amazon objects to Request No. 334 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 334 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 334 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 334 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 334.
REQUEST NO. 335
All Analysis concerning the extent to which

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 335
Amazon objects to Request No. 335 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
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§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 335 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 335 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 335 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 335.
REQUEST NO. 336
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 336
Amazon objects to Request No. 336 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 336 accordingly calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 336 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
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disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 336 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 336.
REQUEST NO. 337
All Analysis concerning any actual or contemplated plan
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 337
Amazon objects to Request No. 337 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 337 accordingly calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 337 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 337 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 337.
REQUEST NO. 338
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 338
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Amazon objects to Request No. 338 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 338 accordingly calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 338 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 338 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 338.
REQUEST NO. 339
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 339
Amazon objects to Request No. 339 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
Request No. 339 accordingly calls for
Amazon to produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s
Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus
Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
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(2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in
this proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 339 as overbroad, unduly burdensome,
and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 339 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 339.
REQUEST NO. 340
All Analysis concerning how
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 340
Amazon objects to Request No. 340 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 340 accordingly calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 340 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 340 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 340.
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REQUEST NO. 341
All Analysis concerning
discussed in Amazon Exhibit 53.

s, as

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 341
Amazon objects to Request No. 341 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 341 accordingly calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 341 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 341 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 341.
REQUEST NO. 342
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 342
Amazon objects to Request No. 342 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).
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Request No. 342 accordingly calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 342 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 342 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 342.
REQUEST NO. 343
All Analysis concerning all methods You use to calculate and pay royalties for musical
works that You incorporate into Your Original Content.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 343
Amazon objects to Request No. 343 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 343 accordingly calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 343 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
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disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 343 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 343.
REQUEST NO. 344
All Analysis concerning
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 344
Amazon objects to Request No. 344 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 344 accordingly calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 344 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 344 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 344.
REQUEST NO. 345
All Analysis concerning the statement in A
”
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 345
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Amazon objects to Request No. 345 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 345 accordingly calls for Amazon to
produce documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to
Compel SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (20162020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this
proceeding. Amazon further objects to Request No. 345 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon
objects to Request No. 345 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response
to Request No. 345.
REQUEST NO. 346
All Documents underlying each of the calculations in Appendix C of Amazon Exhibit
106, including all data, formulas and code referenced or used to calculate the figures therein.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 346
Amazon objects to Request No. 346 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 346 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
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in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 346 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 346 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 346.
REQUEST NO. 347
All Analysis in which You Measure costs of licensing musical works for any of Your
Offerings (
, including all data, formulas and code referenced or used in
such analysis.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 347
Amazon objects to Request No. 347 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1).

Request No. 347 accordingly calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at
most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 347 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, and duplicative of other Requests. Many Requests that the Copyright Owners have
served in both the First and Second Sets of Requests for Production seek data on Amazon’s U.S.
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costs. Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to
Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already agreed to produce non-privileged documents
responsive to those other Requests, to the extent such documents can be located after a
reasonable search. Amazon does not intend to produce any additional documents in response to
Request No. 347.
REQUEST NO. 348
Documents sufficient to show the percentage of advertising on each of Your Services that
is placed between content that constitutes Licensed Activity and content that does not constitute
Licensed Activity.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 348
Amazon objects to Request No. 348 as duplicative of Request No. 3(d), which seeks
“Documents sufficient to show . . . [t]he percentage of advertising on each of Your Services that
is placed between content that constitutes Licensed Activity and content that constitutes nonLicensed Activity.” Amazon repeats here its objection to Request No. 3(d) – that the request
would require Amazon to create documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not
required to create documents in response to a document request.”). Amazon objects to Request
No. 348 in its entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 348.
REQUEST NO. 349
Documents sufficient to show all revenues You have received related to podcast content,
broken down on a monthly basis and showing the amounts, types, and sources of such revenues.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 349
Amazon objects to Request No. 349 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
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§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 349 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 349 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 349 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 349.
REQUEST NO. 350
All Documents concerning R&D spending by Amazon Music, as discussed in Marx
WDT, ¶¶53-54, including a breakdown of such costs at every level of specificity at which they
are maintained.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 350
Amazon objects to Request No. 350 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Subject to
the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and
Definitions, Amazon has already produced documents “concerning R&D spending by Amazon
Music” as part of its disclosure of materials supporting the Written Direct Testimony of Leslie
Marx. Amazon does not intend to produce any further documents in response to Request No.
350.
REQUEST NO. 351
All Documents relied upon by Your witnesses in connection with any testimony offered
in this proceeding, including copies of all materials relied upon by Your expert witnesses in
connection with their testimony.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 351
Amazon objects to Request No. 351 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, disproportionate
to the needs of this proceeding, and duplicative of other Requests. Many Requests that the
Copyright Owners have served in both the First and Second Sets of Requests for Production seek
documents by quoting specific passages of witness testimony. Subject to the Specific
Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon
has already agreed to produce non-privileged documents responsive to those other Requests, to
the extent such documents can be located after a reasonable search. Further, Amazon has
already produced many of the documents that the witnesses relied upon in connection with their
testimonies as Exhibits to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Amazon does not intend to
produce any additional documents in response to Request No. 351.
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Dated: November 22, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Joshua D. Branson
Joshua D. Branson
Scott H. Angstreich
Aaron M. Panner
Leslie V. Pope
KELLOGG, HANSEN, TODD,
FIGEL & FREDERICK, P.L.L.C.
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
jbranson@kellogghansen.com
sangstreich@kellogghansen.com
apanner@kellogghansen.com
lpope@kellogghansen.com
Telephone: (202) 326-7900
Facsimile: (202) 326-7999
Counsel for Amazon.com Services LLC
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 21–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027)

COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ THIRD SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC
Pursuant to the August 3, 2021 Order of the Copyright Royalty Board Granting Joint
Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order in the above-captioned proceeding, eCRB Docket
No. 25555, and the November 1, 2021 Stipulation between National Music Publishers’ Association
and the Nashville Songwriters Association International (collectively, the “Copyright Owners”),
on the one hand, and Amazon.com Services LLC, Apple Inc., Google LLC, Pandora Media, LLC,
and Spotify USA Inc., on the other, Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”) shall serve written
responses and objections to the following requested documents on or before December 7, 2021,
and shall produce copies of the following requested documents on a rolling basis, with a good faith
initial production to be made on December 22, 2021, and substantial completion of all responsive
documents to be produced electronically on or before December 29, 2021.
I.

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Except where otherwise indicated, Documents requested are those Documents

created or modified from January 1, 2017 to the present (the “Relevant Time Period”).
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2.

All Documents that respond, in whole or in part, to any clause of any paragraph of

the requests set forth in Appendix A attached hereto (the “Requests”) shall be produced in their
entirety, including all attachments and enclosures. Only one copy need be produced of Documents
that are identical (e.g., for electronic Documents, those that have the same MD5HASH value) if
You indicate via a metadata field all of the custodians or repositories where such document existed.
3.

All Documents responsive to a Request shall be produced in a separated and

indicated range of Bates-numbered documents. Alternatively, an index or metadata field can be
provided indicating, for each Request, which Documents are responsive to that Request.
4.

These Requests are continuing ones. If, between the date hereof and the time a

determination is issued in this proceeding, You receive or become aware of any additional
Documents from the Relevant Time Period responsive to the Request, You shall produce all such
further Documents as they are received or discovered.
5.

In addition to producing all original and final versions of Documents, You shall

produce all drafts, alterations, modifications, changes and amendments of Documents, as well as
all copies non-identical to the original in any respect, including any copy bearing non-identical
markings or notations of any kind.
6.

For any Document responsive to these Requests which is known to have been

destroyed or lost, or is otherwise unavailable, identify each such Document by author, addressee,
date, number of pages, and subject matter; and explain in detail the events leading to the destruction
or loss, or the reason for the unavailability of such Document, including the location of such
Document when last in Your possession, custody, or control, and the date and manner of its
disposition.

2
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7.

If You object to any Documents requested on the grounds of privilege, work

product or other grounds, Your response should state the existence of the information, Document
or communication, identify the specific grounds on which Your objection is based in a manner that
will enable other participants to assess the claim, and identify the information objected by
furnishing its date, participants (e.g., names of speakers or authors or addressees) and a general
description of the nature of the purportedly protected information.
8.

Documents should be produced in the manner and formats as described in

Appendix B, attached hereto.
II.

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions apply to the Requests:
1.

Amazon, You or Your. The term “Amazon,” “You,” or “Your” shall mean

Amazon.com Services LLC, Amazon.com, Inc., Amazon Digital Services LLC, and each of their
present and former parents, subsidiaries, and affiliates, their predecessors, their successors, and
their present and former members, principals, officers, directors, employees, partners, associates,
agents, representatives, and other persons acting or purporting to act on any of their behalf.
2.

Amazon Music. The term “Amazon Music” shall mean Amazon’s music division

and department by that name, and any other department, division, personnel or vendors of Amazon
involved in its Services and Offerings, including Amazon Music Prime, Amazon Music Unlimited
and Amazon Music Free.
3.

Analysis. The term “Analysis” shall mean Documents including data, summaries,

studies, surveys, user feedback, experiments, programs, projections, analyses, forecasts, reports,
presentations, slide decks, memoranda, budgets, estimates, discussions (including notes, minutes
of meetings, correspondence and testimony), communications, presentations (including those to
boards, potential or current investors, advertisers, lenders, investment bankers, the public and all
3
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others), press releases, public statements, six-page memos or any other documents that examine,
analyze, contemplate, consider, discuss, investigate, ponder, evaluate, interpret, estimate, examine,
report, review, explore or otherwise address a subject matter, without regard to who created the
Document.
4.

Bundled Subscription Offering. The term “Bundled Subscription Offering” shall

mean any offering of a Service made available to end users together with one or more other
products or services. The phrase “Bundled Subscription Offering” shall include any offering that
meets the definition of "Bundled Subscription Offering” as set forth in Your Rate Proposal. Each
such Offering with distinct components is a distinct Bundled Subscription Offering.
5.

Business. The term “Business” shall include the operations of each and every one

of Your business units, departments or any other subdivisions, and includes operations concerning
all of the products, services, Offerings, third-party sales, Devices, Services or other commercial or
business activities or services in which You engage.
6.

Concerning.

The term “concerning” shall mean constituting, comprising,

memorializing, analyzing, discussing, reflecting or relating to.
7.

Device. The term “Device” shall mean any hardware, software or consumer

electronics device, product, good or service that allows an End User to play sound recordings,
including portable and non-portable MP3 players, smartphones, media players, digital audio
players, smart speakers, car audio or media players, tablets, smart TVs, speakers, home stereo
systems, desktop computers, laptop computers or software applications, regardless of whether
playing sound recordings is the sole or primary purpose of such device. For the avoidance of doubt,
“Devices” includes all Alexa-enabled products and devices.

4
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8.

Document. The term “Document” is defined as set forth in Rule 34(a) of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. “Document” shall be broadly defined to include electronicallystored information and all media on which information is recorded or stored.
9.

Eligible Digital Music Service. The phrase “Eligible Digital Music Service” shall

mean any product or service that involves activity that, in whole or in part, is currently or was at
any time during the Relevant Time Period subject to compulsory licensing under Section 115
and/or covered under 37 C.F.R. Part 385. For the avoidance of doubt, and without limitation,
Amazon Music Free, Amazon Music Prime and Amazon Music Unlimited are Eligible Digital
Music Services.
10.

End Users. The phrase “End Users” shall have the same meaning as in Your Rate

Proposal.
11.

Family Plan. The phrase “Family Plan” shall have the same meaning as in Your

Rate Proposal.
12.

Non-Eligible Digital Music Service. A “Non-Eligible Digital Music Service”

shall mean any product or service that involves the transmission or delivery of one or more sound
recordings of musical works (including where sound recordings of musical works are embodied in
music videos or other audiovisual works) in the form of digital signals, whether for free or by
subscription, whether by streaming or download (either permanent or temporary), whether offering
a single type of music service or bundling together different music services (e.g., streaming and
downloads), and whether available on a personal computer, television, receiver, set-top box,
mobile/cellular phone, other mobile device (iPad, smartphone, tablet computer, laptop, etc.), or
any other device or platform, where such product is not currently and was not at any time during

5
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the Relevant Time Period subject to compulsory licensing under Section 115 or covered under 37
C.F.R. Part 385.
13.

Offering. An “Offering” of a Service shall mean each version, variation or offering

of such Service to end users, including any version, variation or offering of the Service that is: (a)
marketed or sold at a different or discounted price or with different branding (including, e.g., a
Family Plan, Student Plan or Standalone Non-Portable Subscription); (b) bundled with any other
product or service (including, e.g., a Bundled Subscription Offering); (c) subject to different end
user eligibility requirements; or (d) subject to different terms and conditions of use. For the
avoidance of doubt, each Bundled Subscription Offering with distinct components is a distinct
Offering, and each Offering that is made available both at full price and with a Prime member
discount constitute two distinct Offerings.
14.

Prime Music. The phrase “Prime Music” shall mean Amazon’s music streaming

service, Amazon Music Prime.
15.

Rate Proposal. The phrase “Rate Proposal” shall mean Your Proposed Rates and

Terms as submitted in Your Written Direct Statement, filed on October 13, 2021.
16.

Relevant Time Period. The phrase “Relevant Time Period” shall mean January 1,

2017 to present.
17.

Service. A “Service” shall mean an Eligible Digital Music Service or a Non-

Eligible Digital Music Service.
18.

Standalone Non-Portable Subscription Offering.

The phrase “Standalone

Portable Subscription Offering” shall include both the “Standalone Non-Portable Subscription
Offering—Streaming Only” and the “Standalone Non-Portable Subscription Offering—Mixed”
Offerings, each as defined in Your Rate Proposal.

6
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19.

Student Plan. The phrase “Student Plan” shall have the same meaning as in Your

Rate Proposal.
20.

The MLC. The phrase “The MLC” shall mean the Mechanical Licensing

Collective.
21.

The singular form of a noun or pronoun shall be considered to include within its

meaning the plural form of the noun or pronoun, and vice versa; and the past tense shall include
the present tense where the clear meaning is not distorted. The term “including” shall mean
“including but not limited to.” The term “or” shall mean “and” and vice-versa, as necessary to
bring within the scope of the Requests all information or Documents that would be excluded absent
this definition.
Dated: November 24, 2021
New York, New York
PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
By:
Benjamin K. Semel
Frank P. Scibilia
Donald S. Zakarin
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036
(212) 421-4100
bsemel@pryorcashman.com
fscibilia@pryorcashman.com
dzakarin@pryorcashman.com
Attorneys for Copyright Owners
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APPENDIX A
352.

All Documents concerning the value of Prime membership to You, including

Analysis of (a) purchasing behavior of Prime members relative to non-Prime members, (b) profits
due to Prime members relative to non-Prime members, (c) numbers of Prime members relative to
Prime Music members, and (d) the effect of Your Eligible Digital Music Services on Prime
membership activity.
353.

Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, the amount spent on Your

products and services by (a) Prime Music users, (b) Prime members who are not Prime Music users
and (c) non-Prime members.
354.

All Documents concerning

355.

All correspondence with

356.

Documents sufficient to show Your costs to develop “voice-recognition

technology,” as that term is used in the Duffett-Smith Testimony at ¶ 232, including Documents
sufficient to show the portion of those costs attributed or allocated to Amazon Music.
357.

All Analysis concerning Your costs and efforts to develop “voice-recognition

technology,” as that term is used in the Duffett-Smith Testimony at ¶ 232, “so that users can access
music without needing to touch their smartphone, Echo, or other listening device,” including
concerning the use of Amazon Music resources for such development, and attribution or allocation
to Amazon Music of any such costs or efforts.

1
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358.

Electronic copies of all of the

359.

All Documents concerning

360.

Documents sufficient to show the data and information that underlies

361.

All Analysis concerning the costs that are included in

broken down
at every level of specificity at which such information is maintained,

.
362.

All Analysis concerning the costs that are included in

broken down at every level of specificity at which
such information is maintained,

2
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363.

All Analysis concerning

broken down at every level of specificity at which
such information is maintained,

364.

All Analysis concerning the costs that are included under “

broken down at every level of specificity at which
such information is maintained,

3
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APPENDIX B: PRODUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
I.

GENERAL

A.
Prior Productions. In instances in which a participant is producing hardcopy or
electronically-stored information that was previously produced to a party other than Copyright
Owners in another proceeding, the producing participant should make best efforts to comply with
these Specifications. If the producing participant believes that compliance with these
Specifications is too burdensome, the participants will meet and confer in an attempt to agree
upon a mutually-acceptable format that provides the discovering participant with a production
that can be reasonably accessed electronically.
B.
Privilege Logs. Participants shall exchange privilege logs, which shall provide,
along with other pertinent information about the document withheld or redacted, all claims of
privilege. As a supplement to the privilege log, the producing participant shall also produce a list
of the attorney(s) involved in the privileged communications, their firm(s) and all email
address(es) associated with the attorney(s). Participants should produce privileged logs in an
electronic and easily-searchable format.
II.

PRODUCTION OF HARDCOPY INFORMATION

A.
TIFFs. Hardcopy paper documents shall be scanned as single-page, Group IV
compression TIFF images of at least 300 dots per inch (DPI). Each image shall have a unique
file name, which is the Bates/control number of the document. Original document orientation
shall be maintained (i.e., portrait to portrait and landscape to landscape).
B.
Metadata Fields. Schedule 1 lists the information that shall be produced for
hardcopy information and provided in the data load file at the same time that the TIFF images
and Optical Character Recognition (OCR)-acquired text files are produced.
C.
OCR-Acquired Text Files. When subjecting physically documents to an OCR
process, the settings of the OCR software shall maximize text quality over process speed. Any
settings such as “auto-skewing” or “auto-rotation” should be activated when documents are
OCR’d.
D.
Database Load Files/Cross-Reference Files. Documents shall be provided with
(i) a delimited metadata file (.dat, .txt. or .csv) and (ii) an image load file (.lfp, .opt, or .dii).
E.
Bates/Control Numbering. All images must be assigned a Bates/control number
that shall: (1) be unique across the entire document production and the document productions
made to Copyright Owners in Phonorecords III, including the remand proceeding; (2) maintain a
constant length across the entire production; (3) contain no special characters or embedded
spaces; and (4) be sequential within a given document. If a Bates/control number or set of
Bates/control numbers is skipped or otherwise omitted in a production, the producing participant
will disclose the Bates numbers or ranges in a cover letter accompanying the production.
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F.
Attachments – Parent-Child Relationships. Parent-child relationships shall be
preserved. When attachments and embedded files are combined within their parent documents,
the “BegAttach” and “EndAttach” fields, listing the unique beginning and ending number for
each attachment or embedded document, must be included in the data load file.
G.
Unitization of Documents. In scanning paper documents, distinct documents
shall not be merged into a single record, and single documents shall not be split into multiple
records (i.e., paper documents should be logically unitized). The participants will make best
efforts to unitize documents correctly.
III.

PRODUCTION OF ELECTRONICALLY-STORED INFORMATION (ESI)

A.
Culling Methodologies. The participants shall meet and confer to disclose and
discuss any methodology or technologies being employed by each participant to reduce or limit
the number of documents to be reviewed in the discovery process. This includes, but is not
limited to: search term culling, date-range culling, file-type culling, cluster mapping, mass
coding, automated coding and e-mail thread suppression. Each participant shall disclose the
proposed criteria for the exclusion of documents.
B.
System files.
reviewed or produced.

Common system and program files need not be processed,

C.
Email. Email shall be collected from the producing participant’s email
server/store (e.g., Microsoft Exchange Server, Lotus Domino Server) whenever possible.
Metadata and header files shall be extruded from email messages. Email messages, meeting
notices, calendar items, contacts and tasks shall be extracted.
D.
Metadata Fields. Each of the metadata and coding fields set forth in Schedule 1
shall be produced for that document. The participants are not obligated to populate manually any
of the fields in Schedule 1 if such fields cannot be extracted from a document or obtained from a
document repository where the document is currently residing, with the exception of Custodian,
Confidentiality, Document Type and South File Path fields, which shall be populated by the
producing participant.
E.
TIFFs. Single-page, Group IV compression TIFF images of at least 300 dots per
inch (DPI). Each image shall have a unique file name, which is the Bates/control number of the
document. Original document orientation shall be maintained (i.e., portrait to portrait and
landscape to landscape). TIFFs will show any and all text and images which would be visible to
the reader using the software that created the document (e.g., track changes in Microsoft Word
documents, speaker’s notes in Microsoft PowerPoint).
F.
Compressed Files/ZIPs.
Compressed file types shall be decompressed
reiteratively to ensure that the file is decompressed to the lowest possible compression resulting
in individual folders and/or files.
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G.
Text Files. For each document, a single text file shall be provided along with the
image files and metadata. The text file name shall be the same as the page Bates/control number
of the first page of the document. File names shall not have any special characters or embedded
spaces. Electronic text must be extracted directly from the native electronic file unless the
document was redacted, an image file, or a physical file. In these instances, a text file created
using OCR will be produced in lieu of extracted text. Under no circumstances shall the receiving
participant be required to rely upon a less accurate version of the text than the producing
participant. For example, if the producing participant has access to extracted text from electronic
document files, the receiving participant shall receive extracted text as well, instead of OCR’d
text generated from an image file.
H.
Spreadsheets. Spreadsheets shall be produced as a native document file along
with the extracted text and relevant metadata identified in Schedule 1 for the entire spreadsheet,
plus a Bates-numbered TIFF image slip-sheet stating “Document Produced in Native Format,”
endorsed with the applicable Bates/control number and any Confidentiality designations.
I.
Presentation programs (e.g., Microsoft PowerPoint).
PowerPoint
presentations and similar documents shall be processed with hidden slides and all speaker notes
unhidden, and shall be processed to show both the slide and the speaker’s notes on the TIFF
image.
J.
Structured Data. To the extent a response to discovery requires production of
discoverable electronic information contained in a database, the participants shall meet and
confer regarding the method(s) of production that will best provide all relevant information,
including but not limited to duplication of databases or limited access for the purpose of
generating reports.
K.
Audio and Video files. All audio and video files shall be produced in native
format with the source file path provided. Audio and video files will be considered e-documents
for purposes of Schedule 1.
L.
Other Native File Productions. To the extent a producing participant elects to
produce a file in native format (or such production is otherwise called for by these
Specifications), any native files produced shall be produced with a Bates/control-numbered TIFF
image slip-sheet stating “Document Produced in Native Format,” along with the Confidentiality
designation (if any). Any native files that are produced shall be produced with the source path
provided, as well as all extracted text and applicable metadata fields set forth in Schedule 1.
M.
File size limitation/Non-Standard Files. The format of production of unusually
large files and non-standard electronic files, large oversized documents (e.g., blueprints), etc.,
will be discussed before production to determine the optimal production format.
N.
Color. Except as otherwise provided herein, documents containing color need
not be produced initially in color. However, if an original document contains color necessary to
understand the meaning or content of the document, the producing participant will honor
reasonable requests for a color image of the document.

3
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an

O.
“-R”

Replacements. All files that are replaced for any reason must be annotated with
designation
appended
to
the
original
production
number.
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description

ProdBeg

Control Number for the first
page of the
document.

ProdEnd

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)

Control Number for the last page
of the document.
Control Number of the
first production Bates number
of the first document of the
attachment.

BegAttach

Example Values

All

Prefix-0000000001

All

Prefix-0000000002

All

Prefix-0000000003

All

Prefix-0000000005

Control Number of the
last production Bates number
of the last document of the
attachment.
EndAttach

Custodian
/Source

Custodian name produced
in format: Lastname, Firstname.
Where redundant names occur,
individuals should be
distinguished by an initial which is
kept constant throughout
productions. For instance: Smith,
John
A. and Smith, John B.
All

Smith, Jane; Smith, John A.;
Smith, John B.; Taylor,
Michael

Descriptor for the type of
document:
"E-document" for electronic
documents not
attached to emails;
"Emails" for all emails; "Eattachments" for files that were
attachments to emails; and
"Hardcopy" for hard copy
physical documents that have
been scanned and converted to an
electronic image.
DocumentType

All

Email
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description
File name of the E- document,
Email, or E- attachment including
the native file extension.

FileName
The file extension of the
document is defined as the
substring of the file name which
follows but does not include the
last occurrence of the dot
character.
DocExt
Represents that this file is
produced in its native file format.
NativeFile

EmailSubject

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Text of the subject line.htm

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Htm

E-documents, Eattachments

Flag

Subject line of an email.
All SMTP addresses of all
recipients that were included on
the "To" line of the email.
Multiple recipients should be
delimited by the semicolon
character.

To
From

Example Values

The name and email
address of the sender of the
email.

Email

Text of the subject line

Email

larry.murphy@email.com

Email

Bart.Cole@email.com

Email

sstephens44@email.com

Email

ceo-gs@email.com

Email

mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
* If Time Sent is included as
part of Date Sent this field is
not required.

All recipients that were included
on the "CC" line of the email.
CC

DateSent

All recipients that were
included on the "BCC" line of
the email.
Date and time an email was
sent.

Time Sent*

Date and time an email was
sent.

BCC

Email

6
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description

DateRcvd

Date and time an email was
received.

TimeRcvd*

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)
Email

Date and Time an email was
received.
The file name(s) of the
documents attached to Emails, or
E-documents. E-documents with
embedded documents such as
documents contained in a ZIP file
should have the embedded
document name(s) listed here.
Multiple files should be delimited
by a semicolon character.

Attach

Email

ParentID

Control Number for the
first page of the parent
document.

ParentDate

Date of native file.

Email, E-documents
Native / Email,
E-documents, Eattachments
Native / Email,
E-documents, Eattachments

DateCreated

Date and time the document
was created.

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

TimeCreated*

Date and Time the document
was created.

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Any value populated in the Title
field of the document properties.

Example Values
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
* If Time Rcvd is included as
part of Date Rcvd this field is
not required.

AttachFilename1.ext;
AttachFilename2.ext;
AttachFilename3.ext
Prefix-0000000001
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
* If Time Created is
included as part of Date
Created this field is not
required.

E-documents, Eattachments

Title

Subject

Any value populated in the
Subject field of the document
properties.

E-documents, Eattachments

Subject

Author

Any value populated in the
Author field of the document
properties.

E-documents, Eattachments

Author

Title
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description

DateLastMod

Date and time the
document was last
modified to the file system of
the original
media from which it was
collected.

TimeLastMod*

Folder
Importance
MD5Hash

Redacted

Date and Time an email was last
modified.

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Email message directory.
Priority.
Checksum for a file, a
128-bit value.
Descriptor for documents that
have been redacted.
"Yes" for redacted
documents; "No" for
unredacted documents.
Descriptor for documents
that are replacements for
previously-produced documents.
"Yes" for replacement documents,
"No" for non-replacement
documents.

All
Email
Email, E-documents,
E-attachments

All

Replacement

All
The directory structure of
the original file(s). If a file is
inside of a container, the
container name is included in
the path.

SourceFilePath

Email, E-documents, Eattachments

Example Values

mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM

mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss AM
* If TimeLastMod is
included as part of
DateLastMod this field is
not required.
Mailbox – Smith,
Joe\Inbox\Client
Materials\Crivella West\
Flag
e4d909c290d0fb1ca068ffad
df22cbd0

Yes

Prefix-0000000003-R
\ C:\Documents and
Settings\jsmith\My
Documents\CLE
material\SearchTermAnalys
isReport.pdf
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Schedule 1: ESI Metadata and Coding Fields

Field Name

Field Description

Populated For
(Email, Edocuments,
E-attachments,
Hardcopy)

Example Values

The total number of
attachments including any
attachments that were not
processed and the
contents of additional
attached containers. A value
of zero (0) should be returned
for any files/documents
without attachments.
AttachmentCount

All

PgCount

Unique ID number for each
produced custodian.
Number of printed pages in
the document.

ProdVol

Name of media that data was
produced on.

Size

Size (in bytes) of the
original file.

CustodianID

All
All
All
Email, E-documents, Eattachments

3

001; 002
2
Wave 001 – Hard Drive
1408

9
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Before the
UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
Washington, D.C.
In the Matter of:

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 21-CRB-0001-PR
(2023-2027)

AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC’S OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO
COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ THIRD SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
Pursuant to Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5;
the Copyright Royalty Judges’ (the “Judges”) Notice of Participants, Commencement of
Voluntary Negotiation Period, and Case Scheduling Order, dated February 9, 2021; the Judges’
Order Granting Joint Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order, dated August 3, 2021; and
the parties’ email agreement, Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”), by and through its
attorneys, Kellogg, Hansen, Todd, Figel & Frederick, P.L.L.C, hereby objects and responds to
the Third Set of Requests for Production of Documents (the “Requests”) of the National Music
Publishers’ Association, Inc., and the Nashville Songwriters Association International
(collectively, the “Copyright Owners”), served on November 24, 2021, as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

These objections and responses are based on Amazon’s knowledge, information,

and belief at this time. Amazon’s search for responsive documents is ongoing, and Amazon
expressly reserves the right to supplement or amend these responses at any time. Amazon
1
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further reserves the right to raise any additional objections deemed necessary or appropriate in
light of or as the result of any further review.
2.

Amazon reserves all objections at any hearing or on any motion to the use or

admissibility on any ground of any document identified or disclosed. The identification or
disclosure of any document does not constitute an admission by Amazon that such document is
relevant to the action or admissible in evidence.
3.

Neither the fact that an objection is interposed to a particular Request nor the fact

that no objection is interposed necessarily means that responsive documents exist.
4.

The statement that Amazon will conduct a reasonable search for non-privileged

documents in response to a particular Request does not mean that Amazon knows such
documents to exist, or to be in Amazon’s possession, custody, or control.
5.

By agreeing to produce documents in response to any Request, Amazon does not

waive, and does not agree to waive, any attorney work-product doctrine, attorney-client
privilege, or any other protection. Any inadvertent production of a protected document is not
intended to waive any such protection, nor is the production of any protected document to be
deemed a waiver of such protection as to any other document or category of information.
6.

Amazon reserves the right to redact irrelevant, confidential, or privileged

information contained in any document produced.
7.

Amazon reserves all objections to any additional discovery in this proceeding.
GENERAL OBJECTIONS

The following General Objections apply to each and every one of the Requests, and
should be considered part of Amazon’s response to each and every one of the Requests. Any
Specific Objections provided below are made in addition to these General Objections, and failure
2
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to reiterate a General Objection below does not constitute a waiver or limitation of that or any
other objection.
1.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek disclosure of

documents protected by the attorney-client privilege, the common interest privilege, or the
attorney work-product doctrine, or documents that were prepared in anticipation of litigation or
are subject to any other privilege or exemption from discovery. The inadvertent production of
any privileged or exempted document shall not be deemed a waiver of any applicable privilege or
exemption. Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek disclosure of
confidential, proprietary, or trade secret information.
2.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek disclosure of

documents that are not directly related to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement.
3.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that they require Amazon to locate

or identify documents that are not within Amazon’s possession, custody, or control.
4.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that the documents sought are in the

Copyright Owners’ possession, custody, or control, or might otherwise be obtained by the
Copyright Owners from other sources and the burden of obtaining them would be the same, or
greater, for Amazon as it is for the Copyright Owners.
5.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that that they would require Amazon

to create documents that do not currently exist. See Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part
SoundExchange’s Motion to Compel iHeartMedia to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Apr. 22, 2015) (“A party is not required to create documents in
response to a document request.”).
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6.

Amazon objects to the Requests to the extent that

OBJECTIONS TO INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
The following Objections to the Definitions and Instructions apply to each and every one
of the Requests, and should be considered part of Amazon’s response to each and every one of
the Requests.
1.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 1 to the extent that it seeks to impose an

obligation on Amazon to produce documents that are not “directly related” to Amazon’s Written
Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Amazon filed its
Written Direct Statement on October 13, 2021. Documents that postdate that filing fall outside
the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. For purposes of these Requests, Amazon
will construe the “Relevant Time Period” to end on October 13, 2021.
2.

Amazon objects to Instruction Nos. 2-8 to the extent that they seek to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.
§ 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order.
3.

Amazon further objects to Instruction No. 3 on the ground that it is unduly

burdensome. Amazon will produce documents in the manner kept by Amazon in the ordinary
course of business.

4
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4.

Amazon further objects to Instruction No. 5 as overly broad, unduly burdensome,

and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it would require Amazon to
produce “all drafts, alterations, modifications, changes[,] amendments[, and non-identical
copies]” of all documents responsive to any Request. Unless otherwise specified, Amazon will
produce only the final versions of documents responsive to the Requests.
5.

Amazon objects to the definition of “Amazon, You or Your” as overly broad,

unduly burdensome, unrelated to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement, and disproportionate to
the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it includes business units beyond Amazon Music.
Amazon will construe “Amazon, You or Your” to refer only to Amazon Music. 1
6.

Amazon objects to the definition of “Analysis” as overly broad, unduly

burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it seeks
publicly available documents or documents readily accessible to the Copyright Owners.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES
REQUEST NO. 352
All Documents concerning the value of Prime membership to You, including Analysis of
(a) purchasing behavior of Prime members relative to non-Prime members, (b) profits due to
Prime members relative to non-Prime members, (c) numbers of Prime members relative to Prime
Music members, and (d) the effect of Your Eligible Digital Music Services on Prime
membership activity.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 352
Amazon objects to Request No. 352 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 352 calls for Amazon to produce

1

Amazon does not adopt the Copyright Owners’ definition of “Amazon Music,” but instead uses
the term as it is used by Amazon in the ordinary course of business.
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documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 352 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 352 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 352.
REQUEST NO. 353
Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, the amount spent on Your products
and services by (a) Prime Music users, (b) Prime members who are not Prime Music users and
(c) non-Prime members.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 353
Amazon objects to Request No. 353 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 353 calls for Amazon to produce
documents that are, at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct
Statement. Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel
SoundExchange to Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan.
15, 2015). Such documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding.
Amazon further objects to Request No. 353 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to Request No. 353 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 353.
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REQUEST NO. 354
All Documents concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 354
Amazon objects to Request No. 354 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent that it uses the term “all” and to the
extent that it would require Amazon to search emails. Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has conducted a
reasonable investigation to determine whether non-privileged documents responsive to Request
No. 354, other than emails, currently exist. Based on that reasonable investigation, Amazon is
not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 354.
REQUEST NO. 355
All correspondence with
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 355
Amazon objects to Request No. 355 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject
to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and
Definitions, Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 355 that
can be located after a reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 356
Documents sufficient to show Your costs to develop “voice-recognition technology,” as
that term is used in the Duffett-Smith Testimony at ¶ 232, including Documents sufficient to
show the portion of those costs attributed or allocated to Amazon Music.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 356
Amazon does not separately track its costs to develop “voice-recognition technology.”
To the extent Request No. 356 would require Amazon to collect and produce documents that
would permit determination of such costs, Amazon objects to this Request as overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, and does not intend to produce
documents in response to Request No. 356.
REQUEST NO. 357
All Analysis concerning Your costs and efforts to develop “voice-recognition
technology,” as that term is used in the Duffett-Smith Testimony at ¶ 232, “so that users can
access music without needing to touch their smartphone, Echo, or other listening device,”
including concerning the use of Amazon Music resources for such development, and attribution
or allocation to Amazon Music of any such costs or efforts.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 357
Amazon objects to Request No. 357 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it would require the production
of documents that are not in Amazon Music’s possession, custody, or control. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 357 on the ground that it is duplicative of Request No. 356. Subject to
the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and
Definitions, Amazon will produce any non-privileged “Analysis” responsive to Request No. 357
that is in Amazon Music’s possession, custody, or control, and that can be located after a
reasonable search.
REQUEST NO. 358
Electronic copies of all of the
.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 358
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
8
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Amazon produced the only document responsive to Request No. 358

REQUEST NO. 359
All Documents concerning

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 359
Amazon objects to Request No. 359 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding, to the extent that it uses the term “all.” Subject
to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and
Definitions, Amazon has conducted a reasonable investigation to determine whether nonprivileged documents responsive to Request No. 359 currently exist. Based on that reasonable
investigation, Amazon is not aware of any non-privileged documents responsive to Request No.
359. Amazon further notes, for clarification, that the quoted sentence refers to

REQUEST NO. 360
Documents sufficient to show the data and information that underlies

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 360
Subject to the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will produce non-privileged documents responsive to Request No. 360 that can be
located after a reasonable search.
9
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REQUEST NO. 361
All Analysis concerning the costs that are included in

down at every level of specificity at which such information is maintained,

broken

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 361
Amazon objects to Request No. 361 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 361 asks for “[a]ll Analysis” about
costs included
See

Thus, Request No. 361 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are,
at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 361 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs
of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already
agreed to produce non-privileged documents in response to Request No. 360 that can be located
after a reasonable search. Any such documents will include t
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. To the extent that Request
No. 361 seeks additional “Analysis,” Amazon does not intend to produce such documents.
REQUEST NO. 362
All Analysis concerning the costs that are included in
broken down at every level of specificity at

which such information is maintained,
.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 362

Amazon objects to Request No. 362 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 362 asks for “[a]ll Analysis” about
costs included i

Thus, Request No. 362 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are,
at most, “indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to
Produce Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such
documents fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further
objects to Request No. 362 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs
of this proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon has already
agreed to produce non-privileged documents in response to Request No. 360 that can be located
11
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after a reasonable search. Any such documents will include
To the extent that Request No.
362 seeks additional “Analysis,” Amazon does not intend to produce such documents.
REQUEST NO. 363
All Analysis concerning
broken down at every level of specificity at

which such information is maintained,
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 363

Amazon objects to Request No. 363 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 363 asks for “[a]ll Analysis” about
costs included

Thus, Request No. 363 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 363 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 363 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 363. Amazon
further notes that it has agreed to produce non-privileged documents regarding
12
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that can be located after a reasonable search. See

REQUEST NO. 364
All Analysis concerning the costs that are included under

which such information is maintained,

broken down at every level of specificity at

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 364
Amazon objects to Request No. 364 on the ground that it calls for the production of
documents that do not “directly relate[ ]” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. 17 U.S.C.
§ 803(b)(6)(C)(v); 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(1). Request No. 364 asks for “[a]ll Analysis” about
costs included
See

Thus, Request No. 364 calls for Amazon to produce documents that are, at most,
“indirectly or tangentially related” to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement. Order Granting in
Part and Denying in Part Services’ Omnibus Motion to Compel SoundExchange to Produce
Documents at 4, Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR (2016-2020) (Jan. 15, 2015). Such documents
fall outside the scope of permissible discovery in this proceeding. Amazon further objects to
Request No. 364 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this
proceeding, to the extent it uses the term “all.” Amazon objects to Request No. 364 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 364. Amazon
further notes that it has already agreed to produce non-privileged documents regarding
13
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” that can be located after a
reasonable search. See

Dated: December 7, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Joshua D. Branson
Joshua D. Branson
Scott H. Angstreich
Aaron M. Panner
Leslie V. Pope
KELLOGG, HANSEN, TODD,
FIGEL & FREDERICK, P.L.L.C.
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
jbranson@kellogghansen.com
sangstreich@kellogghansen.com
apanner@kellogghansen.com
lpope@kellogghansen.com
Telephone: (202) 326-7900
Facsimile: (202) 326-7999
Counsel for Amazon.com Services LLC
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 21–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027)

COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
TO EACH OF THE SERVICES
Pursuant to the August 3, 2021 Order of the Copyright Royalty Board Granting Joint
Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order in the above-captioned proceeding, eCRB Docket
No. 25555, and the November 2, 2021 Stipulation between National Music Publishers’ Association
and the Nashville Songwriters Association International (collectively, the “Copyright Owners”),
on the one hand, and Amazon.com Services LLC, Apple Inc., Google LLC, Pandora Media, LLC,
and Spotify USA Inc. (collectively, the “Services” and each individually a “Service”), on the other,
the Copyright Owners hereby serve this First Set of Interrogatories (the “Interrogatories”) on each
of the Services. Each Service shall serve written responses and objections to the Interrogatories
on or before November 12, 2021.
I.

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Except where indicated, the time period covered by these Interrogatories is from

January 1, 2017 to the present (the “Relevant Time Period”), and your responses should provide
the requested information for the entire Relevant Time Period.

369

2.

Each of the following Interrogatories is continuing in nature. If between the date

hereof and the time a determination is issued in this proceeding, You become aware of any
additional responsive information from the Relevant Time Period responsive to an Interrogatory,
You shall promptly submit a supplemental or amended response to such Interrogatory.
3.

If You are unable to answer an Interrogatory in full or in part, You should answer

it to the extent possible, explain why the remainder cannot be answered, and state the nature of the
information or knowledge that You assert cannot be furnished.
4.

Whenever You are instructed to identify a count, dollar amount, number, or other

quantification, if such quantification is unknown to You, state Your best estimate, indicate that the
response is an estimate, and explain why You are unable to provide a more precise response and
how You arrived at your estimate.
5.

Whenever You identify a specific individual, please indicate: (a) the full name of

the individual; (b) the individual’s employer; and (c) the individual’s employment position or title.
6.

When the identity or description of a Document is requested or referred to in

response to an Interrogatory, please indicate where applicable: (a) the type of Document, such as
a letter, memorandum, e-mail message, phone call, etc.; (b) the title, if any, of the Document; (c)
the date of the Document; (d) the identity of the individual who authored the Document; (e) the
identity of individuals to whom the Document is addressed; and (f) the Bates number(s) of the
Document.
7.

Each Interrogatory should be answered separately and under oath.

8.

Attach or identify all Documents referred to or used in connection with the

preparation of your responses to these Interrogatories.

2
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9.

If any Document identified pursuant to the above paragraph 8 was at one time in

existence, but has been lost, destroyed, or otherwise disposed of, or if any Document requested or
referred to in response to any Interrogatory exists, but is not available, identify in writing each
such Document along with the following information: (i) the date it was lost, transferred,
destroyed, or otherwise disposed of; (ii) the circumstances in which it was lost, destroyed or
otherwise disposed of; and (iii) the identity of all persons with knowledge of the circumstances
surrounding the disposal of the document.
II.

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions apply to these Interrogatories:
1.

Agreement. The term “Agreement” shall include any and all Documents that form

a part of the transaction that is the subject of the agreement or of which the agreement is a part,
including any side letters or agreements that convey or describe any rights or consideration that
form a part of the transaction that is the subject of the agreement or of which the agreement is a
part.
2.

Bundle. The term “Bundle” shall mean any consumer offering or plan in which an

Eligible Digital Music Service is bundled with any good or service that is not an Eligible Digital
Music Service.
3.

Bundle Information. The phrase “Bundle Information” shall mean for each

Bundle: the Price charged to consumers for the Bundle; the components of the Bundle; and the
standalone published price of each of the components of the Bundle. Where there is no standalone
published price for a component, and Your mechanical royalty calculation involved or required
using the average standalone published price for the most closely comparable product or service

3
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in the U.S. or the average of standalone prices for comparables, identify the respective comparable
products and standalone published prices.
4.

Business. The term “Business” shall include the operations of each and every one

of Your business units, departments or any other subdivisions, and includes operations concerning
all of the products, Services, Devices, Music Players, or other commercial or business activities or
services in which You engage.
5.

Device. The term “Device” includes consumer electronics devices that allow end

users to play sound recordings, including Music Players, mobile phones, iPads, desktop computers,
and laptop computers, regardless of whether playing sound recordings is the sole or primary
purpose of such device.
6.

Document. The term “Document” is defined as set forth in Rule 34(a) of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. “Document” shall be broadly defined to include electronicallystored information and all media on which information is recorded or stored.
7.

Eligible Digital Music Service. The phrase “Eligible Digital Music Service” shall

mean any product, offering, or service that involves activity that, in whole or in part, is currently
or was at any time during the Relevant Time Period subject to compulsory licensing under Section
115 and/or covered under 37 C.F.R. Part 385.
8.

Family Plan. The phrase “Family Plan” shall mean a subscription to an offering

marketed as a family plan, including a family plan as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019).
9.

Free Trial Offering. The phrase “Free Trial Offering” shall mean any free trial

offering as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019).
10.

Licensed Activity. The phrase “Licensed Activity” shall have the same meaning

as in 37 C.F.R § 385.2 (2019) and 37 C.F.R. § 385.11 (2014).

4
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11.

Mechanical License. The phrase “Mechanical License” shall mean any license

granting rights subject to compulsory licensing under Section 115 (whether obtained by direct
negotiation, from the Harry Fox Agency or other agent, or in compliance with the provisions of
Section 115 and its implementing regulations).
12.

Mechanical Royalty. The phrase “Mechanical Royalty” shall mean any royalty

paid pursuant to a Mechanical License.
13.

Offering. An “Offering” shall mean each version, variation or offering of an

Eligible Digital Music Service to end users, including any Bundle, and any version, variation or
offering of the Eligible Digital Music Service that is: (a) marketed or sold at a different or
discounted price or with different branding (including, e.g., a Family Plan, Student Plan, Free Trial
Offering, or Promotional Offering); (b) subject to different end user eligibility requirements; or (c)
subject to different terms and conditions of use.
14.

Price. The term “Price” shall mean all prices or other amounts (whether measured

in currency or any other form of consideration) listed or charged to any consumer in connection
with a service, offering, plan, Bundle, or product in a Bundle.
15.

Pricing. “Pricing” means any and all Prices that You have publicized, offered or

charged to consumers for any Eligible Digital Music Service. Pricing includes individual price
plans (e.g., of $9.99 per month), price plans for all Discount Plans, Bundles, and any other price
plans that You have publicized, offered or charged to consumers. Pricing incudes past and current
price plans, as well as any future or planned price plans which have been publicized.
16.

Promotional Offering.

The phrase “Promotional Offering” shall mean any

promotional offering as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019).

5
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17.

Rate Proposal. The phrase “Rate Proposal” shall mean Your Proposed Rates and

Terms as submitted in Your Written Direct Statement, filed on October 13, 2021.
18.

Relevant Time Period. The phrase “Relevant Time Period” shall mean January 1,

2017 to present.
19.

Student Plan. The phrase “Student Plan” shall mean any student plan as defined

in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019).
20.

User Data. “User Data” means any data inputted by a user or gathered, compiled

or generated in connection with the use of a product or service by a user, including descriptive
data, demographic data, behavioral data, attitudinal data, interaction data, customer lifecycle data,
location data, financial data, social network data, “quant” data or any other type of user-related
analytics or data.
21.

You or Your. The term “You” or “Your” shall mean, with respect to each Service

answering the Interrogatories, that respective Service as well as its present and former parents,
subsidiaries, and affiliates, its predecessors, its successors, and its present and former members,
principals, officers, directors, employees, partners, associates, agents, representatives, and other
persons acting or purporting to act on its behalf.
22.

The singular form of a noun or pronoun shall be considered to include within its

meaning the plural form of the noun or pronoun, and vice versa; and the past tense shall include
the present tense where the clear meaning is not distorted. The term “including” shall mean
“including but not limited to.” The term “or” shall mean “and” and vice-versa, as necessary to
bring within the scope of the Requests all information or Documents that would be excluded absent
this definition.

6
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III.

INTERROGATORIES
1.

For each of Your Offerings, provide for each month during the Relevant Time

Period: (a) Your payable royalty pool under 37 C.F.R. § 385.21(b); and (b) Your payable
Mechanical Royalties, calculated using the rates, terms and definitions of Your Rate Proposal as
if such rates, terms and definitions had been in effect during the applicable month, and taking
account of all discounts, reductions, deductions and allocations that You would be permitted to
make under Your Rate Proposal.
2.

Provide the Bundle Information for each Bundle offered to consumers.

3.

Identify each field of User Data that You gather, compile or store (directly or via a

third party) in connection with Your Eligible Digital Music Services, and for each User Data field
identify whether data in such data field has been accessed, or is subject to access under any past,
current or planned Agreement, by You or any third party for any purpose other than the provision
of Licensed Activity, including for: marketing or advertising purposes; provision of other products
or services or other lines of Business; or sale or other consideration. For each such access type,
describe the type of access, all consideration received in connection with the access, and identify
any related Agreement(s) providing or allowing for the access, along with the agreement term and
the parties to the agreement. “Access” herein shall include any type of use, access, copying or
reference.
4.

Explain how You determined Your Pricing for each Offering, including what

analysis or forecasts You consulted, what alternative pricing You considered, what evaluation and
approval process You utilized to arrive at final corporate decision, the person(s) who evaluated,
voted on or made the final decision(s) as to Pricing, and when such decision(s) were made.

7
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Dated: November 2, 2021
New York, New York
PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
By:
Donald S. Zakarin
Frank P. Scibilia
Benjamin K. Semel
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036
(212) 421-4100
dzakarin@pryorcashman.com
fscibilia@pryorcashman.com
bsemel@pryorcashman.com
Attorneys for Copyright Owners
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Before the
UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
Washington, D.C.
In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 21-CRB-0001-PR
(2023-2027)

AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC’S RESPONSES TO
COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
Pursuant to Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5;
the Copyright Royalty Judges’ (the “Judges”) Notice of Participants, Commencement of
Voluntary Negotiation Period, and Case Scheduling Order, dated February 9, 2021; the Judges’
Order Granting Joint Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order, dated August 3, 2021; and
the parties’ email agreement, Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”), by and through its
attorneys, Kellogg, Hansen, Todd, Figel & Frederick, P.L.L.C., hereby responds to the First Set
of Interrogatories (the “First Interrogatories”) of the National Music Publishers’ Association, Inc.
and the Nashville Songwriters Association International (collectively, the “Copyright Owners”),
dated November 2, 2021, as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Amazon incorporates into these responses the Preliminary Statement, General
Objections, Objections to Instructions and Definitions, and Specific Objections (collectively, the
“Objections”) in Amazon’s November 12, 2021 Objections to the Copyright Owners’ First
Interrogatories, all of which are reasserted as to each of the Interrogatories below as if fully set
forth in response thereto.
Amazon’s Responses to Copyright Owner’s
First Set of Interrogatories
Dkt. No. 21-CRB-0001-PR (2023-2027)
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SPECIFIC RESPONSES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1
For each of Your Offerings, provide for each month during the Relevant Time Period:
(a) Your payable royalty pool under 37 C.F.R. § 385.21(b); and (b) Your payable Mechanical
Royalties, calculated using the rates, terms and definitions of Your Rate Proposal as if such rates,
terms and definitions had been in effect during the applicable month, and taking account of all
discounts, reductions, deductions and allocations that You would be permitted to make under
Your Rate Proposal.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1
Subject to and without waiving the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s November 12,
2021 Objections to the Copyright Owners’ First Interrogatories, Amazon responds to
Interrogatory No. 1 as follows:
Subpart (a) – Payable Royalty Pool under 37 C.F.R. § 385.21(b): Amazon produced
documents providing the information requested in subpart (a) during the Exchange of
Preliminary Disclosures. See AMZN_Phono IV_00003113 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003128.
Subpart (b) – Payable Mechanical Royalties under Amazon’s Rate Proposal: Amazon is
producing its calculations in conjunction with these responses. AMZN_Phono IV_00003148.
To calculate Amazon’s accrued mechanical royalties under Amazon’s rate proposal, Amazon
used the data reported in Amazon’s rate calculation files as inputs. See AMZN_Phono
IV_00003113 – AMZN_Phono IV_00003128. Consistent with its Objections, Amazon did not
apply newly proposed discounts, reductions, deductions, and allocations, given the burden and
impracticality of applying those items on a retrospective basis.
INTERROGATORY NO. 2
Provide the Bundle Information for each Bundle offered to consumers.

2
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RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2
Subject to and without waiving the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s November 12,
2021 Objections to the Copyright Owners’ First Interrogatories, Amazon responds to
Interrogatory No. 2 as follows:
Amazon Prime: Amazon Music Prime (“Prime Music”) “is available solely as part of a
broader Amazon Prime membership, which also gives members access to free two-day shipping,
video content, arcade games, savings at Whole Foods supermarkets, and a host of other
benefits.” Written Direct Testimony of James Duffett-Smith (“Duffett-Smith WDT) ¶ 13.
“Amazon Prime members pay $12.99 per month, or $119 per year, for access to all of these
services, including Prime Music.” Id. Additional information on the benefits offered as part of
an Amazon Prime membership is publicly available online. See Amazon, About Amazon Prime
Insider & Prime Membership Benefits, https://www.amazon.com/primeinsider/about (last
accessed Nov. 15, 2021).
AT&T:

INTERROGATORY NO. 3
Identify each field of User Data that You gather, compile or store (directly or via a third
party) in connection with Your Eligible Digital Music Services, and for each User Data field
3
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identify whether data in such data field has been accessed, or is subject to access under any past,
current or planned Agreement, by You or any third party for any purpose other than the
provision of Licensed Activity, including for: marketing or advertising purposes; provision of
other products or services or other lines of Business; or sale or other consideration. For each
such access type, describe the type of access, all consideration received in connection with the
access, and identify any related Agreement(s) providing or allowing for the access, along with
the agreement term and the parties to the agreement. “Access” herein shall include any type of
use, access, copying or reference.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3
Consistent with the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s November 12, 2021
Objections to the Copyright Owners’ First Interrogatories, Amazon objects to Interrogatory No.
3 in its entirety and will not provide a response.
INTERROGATORY NO. 4
Explain how You determined Your Pricing for each Offering, including what analysis or
forecasts You consulted, what alternative pricing You considered, what evaluation and approval
process You utilized to arrive at final corporate decision, the person(s) who evaluated, voted on
or made the final decision(s) as to Pricing, and when such decision(s) were made.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4
Subject to and without waiving the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s November 12,
2021 Objections to the Copyright Owners’ First Interrogatories, Amazon responds to
Interrogatory No. 4 as follows:
Prime Music: Amazon offers Prime Music as part of the Amazon Prime membership “at
no additional cost.” Duffett-Smith WDT ¶ 13. For an explanation of how Amazon arrived at
this approach to Prime Music, see paragraphs 11-16 of the Duffett-Smith WDT and paragraphs
18-23 of the Written Direct Testimony of Rishi Mirchandani, Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR
(2018-2022) (“Mirchandani WDT”).
Unlimited – Standard Individual Plan: “Amazon offers Unlimited at a base price of
$9.99/month per subscription.” Duffett-Smith WDT ¶ 19. “It is $10.99/month for customers
4
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who purchase it through Apple’s iOS,
” Id. For an explanation of how Amazon determined the price of the standard
Unlimited individual plan, see paragraph 25 of the Mirchandani WDT and paragraph 17 of the
Written Direct Testimony of Tami Hurwitz (“Hurwitz WDT”).
Unlimited – Prime Discount Plan: “For Unlimited subscribers who are also Prime
members, Amazon charges $7.99 per month or $79.99 per year.” Duffett-Smith WDT ¶ 19. For
an explanation of how Amazon determined the monthly- and annual-plan discounts offered to
Amazon Prime members, see paragraph 65 of the Hurwitz WDT; paragraphs 85-86 of the
Mirchandani WDT; paragraphs 20-23 of the Written Rebuttal Testimony of Rishi Mirchandani,
Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022) (“Mirchandani WRT”); pages 1323-1324 of the
transcript of the March 15, 2017 hearing before the Copyright Royalty Board in Docket No. 16CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022) (“March 15 hearing”); and pages 1428-1429 and 1533-1534 of the
transcript of the March 16, 2017 hearing before the Copyright Royalty Board in Docket No. 16CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022) (“March 16 hearing”).
Unlimited – Family Plan: “Up to six accounts can access Unlimited for $14.99 per
month – or, for Prime members who choose to pay on an annual basis, $149 per year.” DuffettSmith WDT ¶ 19. For an explanation of how Amazon determined the price of the Unlimited
family plan, see paragraph 76 of the Mirchandani WDT; paragraph 17 of the Hurwitz WDT; and
page 1321 of the transcript of the March 15 hearing.
Unlimited – Student Plan: “College and university students can subscribe for $4.99 per
month – or, for Prime Student members, $0.99 per month.” Duffett-Smith WDT ¶ 19. For an
explanation of how Amazon determined the price of the Unlimited student plan, see paragraph
5
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82 of the Mirchandani WDT; paragraphs 13 and 17 of the Hurwitz WDT; and pages 1322-1323
and 1325 of the transcript of the March 15 hearing.
Unlimited – Single Device Plan: “Amazon offers a single device plan for $3.99/month,
under which customers can stream Amazon’s full catalog on one eligible Echo or Fire TV
device.” Duffett-Smith WDT ¶ 19. For an explanation of how Amazon determined the price of
the Unlimited single device plan, see paragraphs 11-19 of the Mirchandani WRT.
Amazon Music Free (“Free”): “Free users . . . listen to advertisements rather than paying
for access to the service . . . .” Duffett-Smith WDT ¶ 21. For an explanation of how Amazon
arrived at this approach for Free, see paragraphs 21-23 of the Duffett-Smith WDT and
paragraphs 21-24 of the Hurwitz WDT.
Amazon Music HD (“HD”): “[I]n May 2021, Amazon folded its HD tier into the
Unlimited offering after press coverage revealed that Apple would add HD to its offering at no
extra cost.” Hurwitz WDT ¶ 91; see id. ¶ 16; Amazon Ex. 179 at 1, 5.
. See
Amazon Ex. 200.
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Dated: November 18, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Joshua D. Branson
Joshua D. Branson
Scott H. Angstreich
Aaron M. Panner
Leslie V. Pope
KELLOGG, HANSEN, TODD,
FIGEL & FREDERICK, P.L.L.C.
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
jbranson@kellogghansen.com
sangstreich@kellogghansen.com
apanner@kellogghansen.com
lpope@kellogghansen.com
Telephone: (202) 326-7900
Facsimile: (202) 326-7999
Counsel for Amazon.com Services LLC
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Before the
UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
Washington, D.C.
In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 21-CRB-0001-PR
(2023-2027)

AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC’S OBJECTIONS TO
COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
Pursuant to Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5;
the Copyright Royalty Judges’ (the “Judges”) Notice of Participants, Commencement of
Voluntary Negotiation Period, and Case Scheduling Order, dated February 9, 2021; and the
Judges’ Order Granting Joint Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order, dated August 3,
2021; and the parties’ email agreement, Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”), by and through
its attorneys, Kellogg, Hansen, Todd, Figel & Frederick, P.L.L.C, hereby objects and responds to
the First Set of Interrogatories (the “Interrogatories”) of the National Music Publishers’
Association, Inc., and the Nashville Songwriters Association International (collectively, the
“Copyright Owners”), dated November 2, 2021, as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

These objections and responses are based on Amazon’s knowledge, information,

and belief at this time. Amazon’s search for responsive information is ongoing, and Amazon
expressly reserves the right to supplement or amend these responses at any time. Amazon
further reserves the right to raise any additional objections deemed necessary or appropriate in
light of or as the result of any further review.
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2.

Amazon reserves all objections at any hearing or on any motion to the use or

admissibility on any ground of any information identified or disclosed. The identification or
disclosure of any information does not constitute an admission by Amazon that such document is
relevant to the action or admissible in evidence.
3.

Neither the fact that an objection is interposed to a particular Interrogatory nor the

fact that no objection is interposed necessarily means that responsive information exists.
4.

By responding to any Interrogatory, Amazon does not waive, and does not agree

to waive, any attorney work-product doctrine, attorney-client privilege, or other protection. Any
inadvertent disclosure of protected information is not intended to waive any such protection, nor
is the disclosure of any protected information to be deemed a waiver of such protection.
5.

Amazon reserves all objections to any additional discovery in this proceeding.
GENERAL OBJECTIONS

The following General Objections apply to each and every one of the Interrogatories, and
should be considered part of Amazon’s response to each and every one of the Interrogatories.
Any Specific Objections provided below are made in addition to these General Objections, and
failure to reiterate a General Objection below does not constitute a waiver or limitation of that or
any other objection.
1.

Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they seek disclosure of

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the common interest privilege, or the
attorney work-product doctrine, or documents that were prepared in anticipation of litigation or
are subject to any other privilege or exemption from discovery. The inadvertent production of
any privileged or exempted information shall not be deemed a waiver of any applicable privilege
2
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or exemption. Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they seek disclosure of
confidential, proprietary, or trade secret information.
2.

Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they require Amazon to

locate or identify documents that are not within Amazon’s possession, custody, or control.
3.

Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that the information sought is

in the Copyright Owners’ possession, custody, or control, or might otherwise be obtained by the
Copyright Owners from other sources and the burden of obtaining them would be the same, or
greater, for Amazon as it is for the Copyright Owners.
4.

Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that

OBJECTIONS TO INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
The following Objections to Definitions and Instructions apply to each and every one of
the Interrogatories, and should be considered part of Amazon’s response to each and every one
of the Interrogatories.
1.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 2 to the extent that it seeks to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. §
801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order.

3
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2.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 6 to the extent that it seeks to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. §
801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order. Amazon further
objects to subparts (a) through (e) of Instruction No. 6 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Unless otherwise specified, Amazon will not
provide the information requested in subparts (a) through (e) of Instruction No. 6 when
identifying or describing a document, but Amazon will provide the information requested in
subpart (f).
3.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 8 to the extent that it seeks to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. §
801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order. Amazon further
objects to Instruction No. 8 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs
of this proceeding to the extent that it would require Amazon to identify or attach all documents
“used in connection with the preparation” of Amazon’s responses. Unless otherwise specified,
Amazon will not identify or attach documents “used in connection with the preparation” of
Amazon’s responses, but Amazon will identify or attach documents “referred to” in Amazon’s
responses.
4.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 9 to the extent that it seeks to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. §
801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order.
5.

Amazon objects to the definition of “You” or “Your” as overly broad, unduly

burdensome, and disproportionate the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it covers
4
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business units beyond Amazon Music. Amazon will construe “You” or “Your” to refer only to
Amazon Music.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1
For each of Your Offerings, provide for each month during the Relevant Time Period:
(a) Your payable royalty pool under 37 C.F.R. § 385.21(b); and (b) Your payable Mechanical
Royalties, calculated using the rates, terms and definitions of Your Rate Proposal as if such rates,
terms and definitions had been in effect during the applicable month, and taking account of all
discounts, reductions, deductions and allocations that You would be permitted to make under
Your Rate Proposal.
OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 1 on the ground that the Copyright Owners are
equally able to apply Amazon’s rate proposal to the extensive historical rate information that
Amazon has already produced, including MLC rate-calculation files. Amazon further objects to
subpart (b) of Interrogatory No. 1 on the ground that it is unduly burdensome and impractical for
Amazon to “tak[e] account of all [proposed] discounts, reductions, deductions and allocations”
on a retrospective basis. Subject to the Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will make a reasonable effort to provide a
response to Interrogatory No. 1 – except for the application of newly proposed discounts,
reductions, deductions, and allocations – on Thursday, November 18.
INTERROGATORY NO. 2
Provide the Bundle Information for each Bundle offered to consumers.
OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 2 to the extent that it requests information about
Amazon Music Prime, on the ground that it calls for the production of information that is not
5
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“relevant to the claim or defense of any party.” 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(2). Amazon also objects to
the request to identify the “most closely comparable product” for non-music components of
bundled offerings, which is irrelevant and unduly burdensome to identify. Amazon further
objects to the extent that some of the Bundle Information will be in the possession of third
parties as to bundles that include non-Amazon products. Subject to the Specific Objections, the
General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will provide a
response to Interrogatory No. 2 on Thursday, November 18. As to Amazon Music Prime,
Amazon will provide the Bundle Information except for “comparables” information regarding
the non-music components of Amazon Prime. As to other Bundles involving third-party
services, Amazon will provide only information in its custody or control.
INTERROGATORY NO. 3
Identify each field of User Data that You gather, compile or store (directly or via a third
party) in connection with Your Eligible Digital Music Services, and for each User Data field
identify whether data in such data field has been accessed, or is subject to access under any past,
current or planned Agreement, by You or any third party for any purpose other than the
provision of Licensed Activity, including for: marketing or advertising purposes; provision of
other products or services or other lines of Business; or sale or other consideration. For each
such access type, describe the type of access, all consideration received in connection with the
access, and identify any related Agreement(s) providing or allowing for the access, along with
the agreement term and the parties to the agreement. “Access” herein shall include any type of
use, access, copying or reference.
OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 3 on the ground that it calls for the production of
information that is not “relevant to the claim or defense of any party.” 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(2).
Amazon further objects to Interrogatory No. 3, including but not limited to its request for data
access by “any third party” under any “planned Agreement,” on the ground that the request for
extensive user-data information is overbroad and unduly burdensome. Compliance with this
6
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Interrogatory, if even possible, would require extensive manual searches involving many
different business units not involved in the case, would not likely yield useful information, and is
disproportionate to the needs of the case. Moreover, Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 3 on
the ground that it is vague and ambiguous. Amazon also objects to the compound nature of
Interrogatory No. 3.
INTERROGATORY NO. 4
Explain how You determined Your Pricing for each Offering, including what analysis or
forecasts You consulted, what alternative pricing You considered, what evaluation and approval
process You utilized to arrive at final corporate decision, the person(s) who evaluated, voted on
or made the final decision(s) as to Pricing, and when such decision(s) were made.
OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 4 to the extent that it requests information regarding
Amazon Music Prime, on the ground that it calls for the production of information that is not
“relevant to the claim or defense of any party.” 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(2). Amazon further objects
to Interrogatory No. 3 on the ground that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent
that it requests information on “what alternative pricing You considered, what evaluation and
approval process You utilized to arrive at final corporate decision, the person(s) who evaluated,
voted on or made the final decision(s) as to Pricing, and when such decision(s) were made.”
Assessing hypothetical but never-implemented prices, or every person involved in individual
pricing decisions reaching back for a period of many years, is impractical. Subject to the
Specific Objections, the General Objections, and the Objections to Instructions and Definitions,
Amazon will provide a response to Interrogatory No. 4 on Thursday, November 18 that explains
how Amazon determined the prices that it actually implemented for each relevant service tier.

7
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Dated: November 12, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Joshua D. Branson
Joshua D. Branson
Scott H. Angstreich
Aaron M. Panner
Leslie V. Pope
KELLOGG, HANSEN, TODD,
FIGEL & FREDERICK, P.L.L.C.
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
jbranson@kellogghansen.com
sangstreich@kellogghansen.com
apanner@kellogghansen.com
lpope@kellogghansen.com
Telephone: (202) 326-7900
Facsimile: (202) 326-7999
Counsel for Amazon.com Services LLC
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 21–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027)

COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES
TO EACH OF THE SERVICES
Pursuant to the August 3, 2021 Order of the Copyright Royalty Board Granting Joint
Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order in the above-captioned proceeding, eCRB Docket
No. 25555, and the November 2, 2021 Stipulation between National Music Publishers’ Association
and the Nashville Songwriters Association International (collectively, the “Copyright Owners”),
on the one hand, and Amazon.com Services LLC, Apple Inc., Google LLC, Pandora Media, LLC,
and Spotify USA Inc. (collectively, the “Services” and each individually a “Service”), on the other,
the Copyright Owners hereby serve this First Set of Interrogatories (the “Interrogatories”) on each
of the Services. Each Service shall serve written responses and objections to the Interrogatories
on or before November 19, 2021.
I.

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Except where indicated, the time period covered by these Interrogatories is from

January 1, 2017 to the present (the “Relevant Time Period”), and your responses should provide
the requested information for the entire Relevant Time Period.

392

2.

Each of the following Interrogatories is continuing in nature. If between the date

hereof and the time a determination is issued in this proceeding, You become aware of any
additional responsive information from the Relevant Time Period responsive to an Interrogatory,
You shall promptly submit a supplemental or amended response to such Interrogatory.
3.

If You are unable to answer an Interrogatory in full or in part, You should answer

it to the extent possible, explain why the remainder cannot be answered, and state the nature of the
information or knowledge that You assert cannot be furnished.
4.

Whenever You are instructed to identify a count, dollar amount, number, or other

quantification, if such quantification is unknown to You, state Your best estimate, indicate that the
response is an estimate, and explain why You are unable to provide a more precise response and
how You arrived at your estimate.
5.

Whenever You identify a specific individual, please indicate: (a) the full name of

the individual; (b) the individual’s employer; and (c) the individual’s employment position or title.
6.

When the identity or description of a Document is requested or referred to in

response to an Interrogatory, please indicate where applicable: (a) the type of Document, such as
a letter, memorandum, e-mail message, phone call, etc.; (b) the title, if any, of the Document; (c)
the date of the Document; (d) the identity of the individual who authored the Document; (e) the
identity of individuals to whom the Document is addressed; and (f) the Bates number(s) of the
Document.
7.

Each Interrogatory should be answered separately and under oath.

8.

Attach or identify all Documents referred to or used in connection with the

preparation of your responses to these Interrogatories.

2
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9.

If any Document identified pursuant to the above paragraph 8 was at one time in

existence, but has been lost, destroyed, or otherwise disposed of, or if any Document requested or
referred to in response to any Interrogatory exists, but is not available, identify in writing each
such Document along with the following information: (i) the date it was lost, transferred,
destroyed, or otherwise disposed of; (ii) the circumstances in which it was lost, destroyed or
otherwise disposed of; and (iii) the identity of all persons with knowledge of the circumstances
surrounding the disposal of the document.
II.

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions apply to these Interrogatories:
1.

Agreement. The term “Agreement” shall include any and all Documents that form

a part of the transaction that is the subject of the agreement or of which the agreement is a part,
including any side letters or agreements that convey or describe any rights or consideration that
form a part of the transaction that is the subject of the agreement or of which the agreement is a
part.
2.

Business. The term “Business” shall include the operations of each and every one

of Your business units, departments or any other subdivisions, and includes operations concerning
all of the products, Services, Devices, Music Players, or other commercial or business activities or
services in which You engage.
3.

Business Metrics. The term “Business Metrics” means data, analysis or measures

of business performance or success, including measures of customer lifetime value (each example
in this definition is just an example, and the term includes any similar metric by whatever acronym
or name is used, such as lifetime value, lifetime revenues, lifetime customer value, CLV, LTV,
CLTV, LTR, LCV, etc.), subscriber or customer acquisition cost or SAC or CAC, average revenue

3
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per user or ARPU, churn or retention rates, trial or promotional conversion rates, revenues, profits,
margins, enterprise or share value, subscriber or customer growth, net promoter score or NPS,
consumer willingness to pay (WTP) or any other metric or key performance indicator used to
measure or define business performance or success.
4.

Content License. “Content License” means any license providing any rights to

music content, including licenses for musical works or sound recordings.
5.

Cost. The term “Cost” means any and all costs expensed, incurred, or paid,

including (a) royalties in connection with licenses for the use of sound recordings; (b) royalties in
connection with Mechanical Licenses; (c) royalties in connection with licenses to publicly perform
musical works; (d) any other costs for acquiring content; (e) non-content costs, including
marketing costs, advertising costs, costs incurred in developing digital rights management or antifraud efforts, costs of developing technology other than digital rights management, server and
bandwidth costs, labor costs, costs of promotional activities, and real estate and premises overhead
costs; and (f) any other types of costs.
6.

Device. The term “Device” includes consumer electronics devices that allow end

users to play sound recordings, including Music Players, mobile phones, iPads, desktop computers,
and laptop computers, regardless of whether playing sound recordings is the sole or primary
purpose of such device.
7.

Document. The term “Document” is defined as set forth in Rule 34(a) of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. “Document” shall be broadly defined to include electronicallystored information and all media on which information is recorded or stored.
8.

Eligible Digital Music Service. The phrase “Eligible Digital Music Service” shall

mean any product, offering, or service that involves activity that, in whole or in part, is currently

4
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or was at any time during the Relevant Time Period subject to compulsory licensing under Section
115 and/or covered under 37 C.F.R. Part 385.
9.

Free Trial Offering. The phrase “Free Trial Offering” means any free trial

offering as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019).
10.

Licensed Activity. The phrase “Licensed Activity” has the same meaning as in

37 C.F.R § 385.2 (2019) and 37 C.F.R. § 385.11 (2014).
11.

Licensor. “Licensor” means any sound recording or musical work licensor.

12.

Measure. The terms “Measure” means to average, benchmark, calculate, compute,

estimate, forecast, gauge. quantify, or value.
13.

Mechanical License.

The phrase “Mechanical License” means any license

granting rights subject to compulsory licensing under Section 115 (whether obtained by direct
negotiation, from the Harry Fox Agency or other agent, or in compliance with the provisions of
Section 115 and its implementing regulations).
14.

Mechanical Royalty. The phrase “Mechanical Royalty” means any royalty paid

pursuant to a Mechanical License.
15.

Offering. An “Offering” means each version, variation or offering of an Eligible

Digital Music Service to end users, including any Bundle, and any version, variation or offering
of the Eligible Digital Music Service that is: (a) marketed or sold at a different or discounted price
or with different branding (including, e.g., a Family Plan, Student Plan, Free Trial Offering, or
Promotional Offering); (b) subject to different end user eligibility requirements; or (c) subject to
different terms and conditions of use.
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16.

Price. The term “Price” means all prices or other amounts (whether measured in

currency or any other form of consideration) listed or charged to any consumer in connection with
a service, offering, plan, Bundle, or product in a Bundle.
17.

Pricing. “Pricing” means any and all Prices that You have publicized, offered or

charged to consumers for any Eligible Digital Music Service. Pricing includes individual price
plans (e.g., of $9.99 per month), price plans for all Discount Plans, Bundles, and any other price
plans that You have publicized, offered or charged to consumers. Pricing incudes past and current
price plans, as well as any future or planned price plans which have been publicized.
18.

Promotional Offering.

The phrase “Promotional Offering” means any

promotional offering as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 385.2 (2019) or promotional activities described in
37 C.F.R. § 385.14 (2017).
19.

Rate Proposal. The phrase “Rate Proposal” shall mean Your Proposed Rates and

Terms as submitted in Your Written Direct Statement, filed on October 13, 2021.
20.

Relevant Time Period. The phrase “Relevant Time Period” shall mean January 1,

2017 to present.
21.

Revenues. “Revenues” means service revenues in connection with the calculation

of a payable royalty pool under 37 CFR Part 385, including Service Provider Revenue under 37
CFR 385.2 (2019) or Service Revenue under 37 CFR § 385.11 (2017).
22.

Unit. “Unit” means each and any unit, department, group, team, product, service

or other division or subdivision within Your Business.
23.

You or Your. The term “You” or “Your” shall mean, with respect to each Service

answering the Interrogatories, that respective Service as well as its present and former parents,
subsidiaries, and affiliates, its predecessors, its successors, and its present and former members,
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principals, officers, directors, employees, partners, associates, agents, representatives, and other
persons acting or purporting to act on its behalf.
24.

The singular form of a noun or pronoun shall be considered to include within its

meaning the plural form of the noun or pronoun, and vice versa; and the past tense shall include
the present tense where the clear meaning is not distorted. The term “including” shall mean
“including but not limited to.” The term “or” shall mean “and” and vice-versa, as necessary to
bring within the scope of the Requests all information or Documents that would be excluded absent
this definition.
III.

INTERROGATORIES1
5.

Identify and explain how You calculate Revenues for each of Your Offerings,

including which data repositories are queried, all queries and code used in the data gathering and
Revenues calculation process, which data points are gathered, any processes for inserting
estimates, modifications, adjustments or allocations into the calculation process, and the identity
of the persons/roles within Your company that are responsible for the data gathering, calculations,
and approval of the Revenues calculations.
6.

Identify and explain each instance in which You reported to any Licensor different

revenues in connection with any Eligible Digital Music Service than the Revenues that you
reported for the Eligible Digital Music Service for the respective period(s) in connection with the
payable royalty pool under 37 CFR Part 385. (Revenues reported quarterly should be compared
to the sum of the Revenues reported for the respective three monthly periods.)
7.

Identify all Content Licenses to which You are a party and which include a per-

play or per-stream royalty rate or minimum, for the U.S. or any European territory. For each such

1

Numbering of these interrogatories is continued from the previous request, thus beginning at Intgerrogatory No. 5.
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Content License, identify the Licensor, date and term of the license agreement, and the respective
royalty rates and terms.
8.

Identify all estimates that You have used in determining any input to any calculation

of the payable royalty pool under 37 CFR Part 385 for any of Your Offerings, including as to each
such estimate whether the estimate was subsequently adjusted to an actual figure and the adjusted
amount.
9.

Identify and describe each Business Metric that you Measure in connection with

any product(s), service(s) or Unit(s) that involve any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services,
including a description of how the Business Metric is used by You and the formula(s) or method(s)
that You use to Measure the Business Metric.
10.

Provide the dollar amounts of all Costs for each of Your Eligible Digital Music

Services, broken down monthly at each level of specificity at which they exist in Your records.
11.

Explain how You allocate costs in each cost category that is shared between Your

Offerings and any other Units, including the allocation formulas for each shared cost, and the
different Units across which the cost is shared.
12.

Identify all Promotional Offerings, promotions or other programs where You

offered free trials or discounted the Pricing of any of Your Offerings (each a "Promotion"),
including the dates and description of each Promotion, the promotional discount offered, the
number of end users and plays made under the Promotion, and the number and percentage of end
users and plays made under the Promotion which You included in the calculation of payable
royalty pools and Plays reported under 37 CFR Part 385.

8
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Dated: November 9, 2021
New York, New York
PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
By:
Donald S. Zakarin
Frank P. Scibilia
Benjamin K. Semel
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036
(212) 421-4100
dzakarin@pryorcashman.com
fscibilia@pryorcashman.com
bsemel@pryorcashman.com
Attorneys for Copyright Owners
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Before the
UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
Washington, D.C.
In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)
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Docket No. 21-CRB-0001-PR
(2023-2027)

AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC’S RESPONSES TO
COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES
Pursuant to Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5;
the Copyright Royalty Judges’ (the “Judges”) Notice of Participants, Commencement of
Voluntary Negotiation Period, and Case Scheduling Order, dated February 9, 2021; the Judges’
Order Granting Joint Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order, dated August 3, 2021; and
the parties’ email agreement, Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”), by and through its
attorneys, Kellogg, Hansen, Todd, Figel & Frederick, P.L.L.C., hereby responds to the Second
Set of Interrogatories (the “Second Interrogatories” or “Interrogatories”) of the National Music
Publishers’ Association, Inc. and the Nashville Songwriters Association International
(collectively, the “Copyright Owners”), dated November 9, 2021, as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Amazon incorporates into these responses the Preliminary Statement, General
Objections, Objections to Instructions and Definitions, and Specific Objections (collectively, the
“Objections”) in Amazon’s November 22, 2021 Objections to the Copyright Owners’ Second
Interrogatories, all of which are reasserted as to each of the Interrogatories below as if fully set
forth in response thereto.
Amazon’s Responses to Copyright Owner’s
Second Set of Interrogatories
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SPECIFIC RESPONSES
INTERROGATORY NO. 5
Identify and explain how You calculate Revenues for each of Your Offerings, including
which data repositories are queried, all queries and code used in the data gathering and Revenues
calculation process, which data points are gathered, any processes for inserting estimates,
modifications, adjustments or allocations into the calculation process, and the identity of the
persons/roles within Your company that are responsible for the data gathering, calculations, and
approval of the Revenues calculations.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5
Subject to and without waiving the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s November 22,
2021 Objections to the Copyright Owners’ Second Interrogatories, Amazon responds to
Interrogatory No. 5 as follows:
Amazon Music Unlimited: The only inputs that Amazon uses to calculate the revenues
Amazon reports to the MLC for Amazon Music Unlimited

Amazon Prime Music: From January 2018 until October 2020, Amazon reported
revenues for Prime Music equal to
consistent with 37 C.F.R. § 385.2.

In

all other relevant months,
Amazon Music Free: The only inputs that Amazon uses to calculate the revenues
Amazon reports to the MLC for Amazon Music Free

INTERROGATORY NO. 6
Identify and explain each instance in which You reported to any Licensor different
revenues in connection with any Eligible Digital Music Service than the Revenues that you
reported for the Eligible Digital Music Service for the respective period(s) in connection with the
2
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payable royalty pool under 37 CFR Part 385. (Revenues reported quarterly should be compared
to the sum of the Revenues reported for the respective three monthly periods.)
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 6
Subject to and without waiving the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s November 22,
2021 Objections to the Copyright Owners’ Second Interrogatories, Amazon responds to
Interrogatory No. 6 as follows:
Differences between the revenues reported to a Licensor and the revenues reported in
connection with the payable royalty pool under 37 C.F.R. § 385 are limited to those
circumstances under which

INTERROGATORY NO. 7
Identify all Content Licenses to which You are a party and which include a per-play or
per-stream royalty rate or minimum, for the U.S. or any European territory. For each such
Content License, identify the Licensor, date and term of the license agreement, and the
respective royalty rates and terms.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 7
Subject to and without waiving the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s November 22,
2021 Objections to the Copyright Owners’ Second Interrogatories, Amazon responds to
Interrogatory No. 7 as follows:
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INTERROGATORY NO. 8
Identify all estimates that You have used in determining any input to any calculation of
the payable royalty pool under 37 CFR Part 385 for any of Your Offerings, including as to each
such estimate whether the estimate was subsequently adjusted to an actual figure and the
adjusted amount.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 8
Subject to and without waiving the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s November 22,
2021 Objections to the Copyright Owners’ Second Interrogatories, Amazon responds to
Interrogatory No. 8 as follows:
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INTERROGATORY NO. 9
Identify and describe each Business Metric that you Measure in connection with any
product(s), service(s) or Unit(s) that involve any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services,
including a description of how the Business Metric is used by You and the formula(s) or
method(s) that You use to Measure the Business Metric.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 9
Amazon has already produced extensive information on its Business Metrics in its
Written Direct Testimony. See, e.g., Amazon Exs. 97-105. Moreover, Amazon will produce
additional information on its Business Metrics in response to the Copyright Owners’ First Set of
Requests for Production, particularly Request Nos. 12, 13, 14, 60, 101, 117, and 132. Consistent
with its the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s November 22, 2021 Objections to the
Copyright Owners’ First Interrogatories, Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 9 in its entirety
and will not provide additional information in response.
INTERROGATORY NO. 10
Provide the dollar amounts of all Costs for each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services,
broken down monthly at each level of specificity at which they exist in Your records.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10
During the Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures, Amazon produced a document
identifying costs for each of Amazon’s Eligible Digital Music Services broken down at the level
maintained in the ordinary course of business. See AMZN_Phono IV_00000001. Moreover,
Amazon will produce a document identifying U.S. costs, as agreed over email during the
Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures. See Email from C. Young to M. Harris at 1 (Sept. 30,
2021, 1:27 p.m.). Consistent with the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s November 22, 2021
Objections to the Copyright Owners’ First Interrogatories, Amazon objects to Interrogatory No.
10 in its entirety and will not provide additional information in response.
5
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INTERROGATORY No. 11
Explain how You allocate costs in each cost category that is shared between Your
Offerings and any other Units, including the allocation formulas for each shared cost, and the
different Units across which the cost is shared.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 11
Consistent with the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s November 22, 2021
Objections to the Copyright Owners’ First Interrogatories, Amazon objects to Interrogatory No.
11 in its entirety and will not provide a response.
INTERROGATORY NO. 12
Identify all Promotional Offerings, promotions or other programs where You offered free
trials or discounted the Pricing of any of Your Offerings (each a “Promotion”), including the
dates and description of each Promotion, the promotional discount offered, the number of end
users and plays made under the Promotion, and the number and percentage of end users and
plays made under the Promotion which You included in the calculation of payable royalty pools
and Plays reported under 37 CFR Part 385.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12
Amazon produced information responsive to Interrogatory No. 12 in the Phonorecords
III remand proceeding, Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022) (Remand). See
AMZN_Remand_00008827; Amazon’s Second Suppl. Resps. & Objs. to Copyright Owners’
First Set of Interrogs. Moreover, Amazon produced additional information responsive to
Interrogatory No. 12 during the Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures. See AMZN_Phono
IV_00003105. Consistent with the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s November 22, 2021
Objections to the Copyright Owners’ First Interrogatories, Amazon objects to Interrogatory No.
12 in its entirety and will not provide additional information in response.
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Dated: November 29, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Joshua D. Branson
Joshua D. Branson
Scott H. Angstreich
Aaron M. Panner
Leslie V. Pope
KELLOGG, HANSEN, TODD,
FIGEL & FREDERICK, P.L.L.C.
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
jbranson@kellogghansen.com
sangstreich@kellogghansen.com
apanner@kellogghansen.com
lpope@kellogghansen.com
Telephone: (202) 326-7900
Facsimile: (202) 326-7999
Counsel for Amazon.com Services LLC
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Before the
UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
Washington, D.C.
In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 21-CRB-0001-PR
(2023-2027)

AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC’S OBJECTIONS TO
COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES
Pursuant to Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5;
the Copyright Royalty Judges’ (the “Judges”) Notice of Participants, Commencement of
Voluntary Negotiation Period, and Case Scheduling Order, dated February 9, 2021; the Judges’
Order Granting Joint Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order, dated August 3, 2021; and
the parties’ email agreement, Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”), by and through its
attorneys, Kellogg, Hansen, Todd, Figel & Frederick, P.L.L.C., hereby objects to the Second Set
of Interrogatories (the “Second Interrogatories” or “Interrogatories”) of the National Music
Publishers’ Association, Inc. and the Nashville Songwriters Association International
(collectively, the “Copyright Owners”), dated November 9, 2021, as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

These objections and responses are based on Amazon’s knowledge, information,

and belief at this time. Amazon’s search for responsive information is ongoing, and Amazon
expressly reserves the right to supplement or amend these responses at any time. Amazon
further reserves the right to raise any additional objections deemed necessary or appropriate in
light of or as the result of any further review.
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2.

Amazon reserves all objections at any hearing or on any motion to the use or

admissibility on any ground of any information identified or disclosed. The identification or
disclosure of any information does not constitute an admission by Amazon that such information
is relevant to the action or admissible in evidence.
3.

Neither the fact that an objection is interposed to a particular Interrogatory nor the

fact that no objection is interposed necessarily means that responsive information exists.
4.

By responding to any Interrogatory, Amazon does not waive, and does not agree

to waive, any attorney work-product doctrine, attorney-client privilege, or other protection. Any
inadvertent disclosure of protected information is not intended to waive any such protection, nor
is the disclosure of any protected information to be deemed a waiver of such protection.
5.

Amazon reserves all objections to any additional discovery in this proceeding.
GENERAL OBJECTIONS

The following General Objections apply to each and every one of the Interrogatories, and
should be considered part of Amazon’s response to each and every one of the Interrogatories.
Any Specific Objections provided below are made in addition to these General Objections, and
failure to reiterate a General Objection below does not constitute a waiver or limitation of that or
any other objection.
1.

Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they seek disclosure of

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the common interest privilege, or the
attorney work-product doctrine, or documents that were prepared in anticipation of litigation or
are subject to any other privilege or exemption from discovery. The inadvertent production of
any privileged or exempted information shall not be deemed a waiver of any applicable privilege
2
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or exemption. Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they seek disclosure of
confidential, proprietary, or trade secret information.
2.

Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they require Amazon to

locate or identify documents that are not within Amazon’s possession, custody, or control.
3.

Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that the information sought is

in the Copyright Owners’ possession, custody, or control, or might otherwise be obtained by the
Copyright Owners from other sources and the burden of obtaining them would be the same, or
greater, for Amazon as it is for the Copyright Owners.
4.

Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that

OBJECTIONS TO INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
The following Objections to the Definitions and Instructions apply to each and every one
of the Interrogatories, and should be considered part of Amazon’s response to each and every
one of the Interrogatories.
1.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 1 on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly

burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon filed its Written
Direct Statement on October 13, 2021. Documents that postdate that filing fall outside the scope

3
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of permissible discovery in this proceeding. For purposes of these Requests, Amazon will
construe the “Relevant Time Period” to end on October 13, 2021.
2.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 2 to the extent that it seeks to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.
§ 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order.
3.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 6 to the extent that it seeks to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.
§ 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order. Amazon further
objects to subparts (a) through (e) of Instruction No. 6 as overly broad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Unless otherwise specified, Amazon will not
provide the information requested in subparts (a) through (e) of Instruction No. 6 when
identifying or describing a document, but Amazon will provide the information requested in
subpart (f).
4.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 8 to the extent that it seeks to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.
§ 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order. Amazon further
objects to Instruction No. 8 as overly broad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the
needs of this proceeding to the extent that it would require Amazon to identify or attach all
documents “used in connection with the preparation” of Amazon’s responses. Unless otherwise
specified, Amazon will not provide, identify or attach documents “used in connection with the
preparation” of Amazon’s responses, but Amazon will identify or attach documents “referred to”
in Amazon’s responses.
4
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5.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 9 to the extent that it seeks to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.
§ 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order.
6.

Amazon objects to the definition of “You or Your” as overly broad, unduly

burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it covers
business units beyond Amazon Music. Amazon will construe “You or Your” to refer only to
Amazon Music.
7.

Amazon objects to the definition of “Business Metrics” as overly broad, unduly

burdensome, unrelated to Amazon’s Written Direct Statement, and disproportionate to the needs
of this proceeding to the extent that it encompasses “measures of customer lifetime value” or
similar metrics. Amazon will construe “Business Metrics” to exclude those metrics. Amazon
also objects to the inclusion of “net promoter score” or “NPS” in this definition as vague and
ambiguous.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS
INTERROGATORY NO. 5
Identify and explain how You calculate Revenues for each of Your Offerings, including
which data repositories are queried, all queries and code used in the data gathering and Revenues
calculation process, which data points are gathered, any processes for inserting estimates,
modifications, adjustments or allocations into the calculation process, and the identity of the
persons/roles within Your company that are responsible for the data gathering, calculations, and
approval of the Revenues calculations.
OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 5 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. It is impractical to identify
and explain every data point, query, and code used to compile revenue, as well every person
5
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involved in the compilation process. Subject to its Specific Objections, General Objections, and
Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will provide a response to Interrogatory No.
5 on Monday, November 29 that identifies the categories of inputs Amazon uses to calculate the
revenue figures that Amazon reports to the Mechanical Licensing Collective.
INTERROGATORY NO. 6
Identify and explain each instance in which You reported to any Licensor different
revenues in connection with any Eligible Digital Music Service than the Revenues that you
reported for the Eligible Digital Music Service for the respective period(s) in connection with the
payable royalty pool under 37 CFR Part 385. (Revenues reported quarterly should be compared
to the sum of the Revenues reported for the respective three monthly periods.)
OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 6
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 6 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. It is impractical to identify
and explain each instance in which revenue reported to any Licensor differed from revenue
reported in connection with the payable royalty pool under 37 C.F.R. Part 385. Subject to its
Specific Objections, General Objections, and Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon
will provide a response to Interrogatory No. 6 on Monday, November 29 that explains whether
there are differences in revenue between what Amazon reported to any Licensor and in
connection with the payable royalty pool under 37 C.F.R. Part 385, and why any such
differences may exist.
INTERROGATORY NO. 7
Identify all Content Licenses to which You are a party and which include a per-play or
per-stream royalty rate or minimum, for the U.S. or any European territory. For each such
Content License, identify the Licensor, date and term of the license agreement, and the
respective royalty rates and terms.
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OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 7
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 7 to the extent it requests information about Content
Licenses for any European territory, on the ground that it calls for production of information that
is not “relevant to the claim or defense of any party.” 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(2). Amazon further
objects to Interrogatory No. 7 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent it uses the term “all,” and to the
extent that it requests

Moreover, Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 7 on the ground that it requests
information in the Copyright Owner’s possession, custody, or control. Subject to its Specific
Objections, General Objections, and Objections to Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will
provide a response to Interrogatory No. 7 on Monday, November 29 that identifies the names of
the relevant and responsive Content Licenses for the United States.
INTERROGATORY NO. 8
Identify all estimates that You have used in determining any input to any calculation of
the payable royalty pool under 37 CFR Part 385 for any of Your Offerings, including as to each
such estimate whether the estimate was subsequently adjusted to an actual figure and the
adjusted amount.
OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 8
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 8 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent it uses the term
“all.” Subject to its Specific Objections, General Objections, and Objections to Instructions and
Definitions, Amazon will provide a response to Interrogatory No. 8 on Monday, November 29
7
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that identifies estimates in its payable royalty pool calculations and whether the estimates were
subsequently adjusted.
INTERROGATORY NO. 9
Identify and describe each Business Metric that you Measure in connection with any
product(s), service(s) or Unit(s) that involve any of Your Eligible Digital Music Services,
including a description of how the Business Metric is used by You and the formula(s) or
method(s) that You use to Measure the Business Metric.
OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 9
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 9 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon has produced
extensive information on its Business Metrics as part of its Written Direct Testimony. See, e.g.,
Amazon Exs. 97-105. Moreover, Amazon will produce additional information on its Business
Metrics in response to the Copyright Owners’ First Set of Requests for Production. Given its
extensive production to date, and its anticipated production, Amazon objects to Interrogatory No.
9 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional information in response to
Interrogatory No. 9.
INTERROGATORY NO. 10
Provide the dollar amounts of all Costs for each of Your Eligible Digital Music Services,
broken down monthly at each level of specificity at which they exist in Your records.
OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 10 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. During the Exchange of
Preliminary Disclosures, Amazon produced a document identifying costs for each of Amazon’s
Eligible Digital Music Services broken down at the level maintained in the ordinary course of
business. See AMZN_Phono IV_00000001. Moreover, Amazon will produce a document
8
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identifying U.S. costs, as agreed over email during the Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures.
See Email from C. Young to M. Harris at 1 (Sept. 30, 2021, 1:27 p.m.). Given its extensive
production to date, and its anticipated production, Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 10 in its
entirety and does not intend to produce additional information in response to Interrogatory No.
10.
INTERROGATORY NO. 11
Explain how You allocate costs in each cost category that is shared between Your
Offerings and any other Units, including the allocation formulas for each shared cost, and the
different Units across which the cost is shared.
OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 11
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 11 on the ground that it calls for production of
information that is not “relevant to the claim or defense of any party.” 37 C.F.R. § 351.5(b)(2).
Amazon further objects to Interrogatory No. 11 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon objects to
Interrogatory No. 11 in its entirety and does not intend to produce additional information in
response to Interrogatory No. 11.
INTERROGATORY NO. 12
Identify all Promotional Offerings, promotions or other programs where You offered free
trials or discounted the Pricing of any of Your Offerings (each a “Promotion”), including the
dates and description of each Promotion, the promotional discount offered, the number of end
users and plays made under the Promotion, and the number and percentage of end users and
plays made under the Promotion which You included in the calculation of payable royalty pools
and Plays reported under 37 CFR Part 385.
OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 12 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon produced
9
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information responsive to Interrogatory No. 12 in the Phonorecords III remand proceeding,
Docket No. 16-CRB-0003-PR (2018-2022) (Remand). See AMZN_Remand_00008827;
Amazon’s Second Suppl. Resps. & Objs. to Copyright Owners’ First Set of Interrogs. Moreover,
Amazon produced additional information responsive to Interrogatory No. 12 during the
Exchange of Preliminary Disclosures. See AMZN_Phono IV_00003105. Given its extensive
production to date, Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 12 in its entirety and does not intend to
produce additional information in response to Interrogatory No. 12.

Dated: November 22, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Joshua D. Branson
Joshua D. Branson
Scott H. Angstreich
Aaron M. Panner
Leslie V. Pope
KELLOGG, HANSEN, TODD,
FIGEL & FREDERICK, P.L.L.C.
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
jbranson@kellogghansen.com
sangstreich@kellogghansen.com
apanner@kellogghansen.com
lpope@kellogghansen.com
Telephone: (202) 326-7900
Facsimile: (202) 326-7999
Counsel for Amazon.com Services LLC
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LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 21–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027)

COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO EACH OF THE
SERVICES
Pursuant to the August 3, 2021 Order of the Copyright Royalty Board Granting Joint
Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order in the above-captioned proceeding, eCRB Docket
No. 25555, and the November 2, 2021 Stipulation between National Music Publishers’ Association
and the Nashville Songwriters Association International (collectively, the “Copyright Owners”),
on the one hand, and Amazon.com Services LLC, Apple Inc., Google LLC (“Google”), Pandora
Media, LLC, and Spotify USA Inc., on the other (collectively, the “Services” and each individually
a “Service”), the Copyright Owners hereby serve this Third Set of Interrogatories (the
“Interrogatories”) on the Services. The Services shall serve their written responses and objections
to the Interrogatories on or before December 7, 2021.
I.

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Except where indicated, the time period covered by these Interrogatories is from

January 1, 2017 to the present (the “Relevant Time Period”), and your responses should provide
the requested information for the entire Relevant Time Period.

418

2.

Each of the following Interrogatories is continuing in nature. If between the date

hereof and the time a determination is issued in this proceeding, You become aware of any
additional responsive information from the Relevant Time Period responsive to an Interrogatory,
You shall promptly submit a supplemental or amended response to such Interrogatory.
3.

If You are unable to answer an Interrogatory in full or in part, You should answer

it to the extent possible, explain why the remainder cannot be answered, and state the nature of the
information or knowledge that You assert cannot be furnished.
4.

Whenever You are instructed to identify a count, dollar amount, number, or other

quantification, if such quantification is unknown to You, state Your best estimate, indicate that the
response is an estimate, and explain why You are unable to provide a more precise response and
how You arrived at your estimate.
5.

Whenever You identify a specific individual, please indicate: (a) the full name of

the individual; (b) the individual’s employer; and (c) the individual’s employment position or title.
6.

When the identity or description of a Document is requested or referred to in

response to an Interrogatory, please indicate where applicable: (a) the type of Document, such as
a letter, memorandum, e-mail message, phone call, etc.; (b) the title, if any, of the Document; (c)
the date of the Document; (d) the identity of the individual who authored the Document; (e) the
identity of individuals to whom the Document is addressed; and (f) the Bates number(s) of the
Document.
7.

Each Interrogatory should be answered separately and under oath.

8.

Attach or identify all Documents referred to or used in connection with the

preparation of your responses to these Interrogatories.

2
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9.

If any Document identified pursuant to the above paragraph 8 was at one time in

existence, but has been lost, destroyed, or otherwise disposed of, or if any Document requested or
referred to in response to any Interrogatory exists, but is not available, identify in writing each
such Document along with the following information: (i) the date it was lost, transferred,
destroyed, or otherwise disposed of; (ii) the circumstances in which it was lost, destroyed or
otherwise disposed of; and (iii) the identity of all persons with knowledge of the circumstances
surrounding the disposal of the document.
II.

DEFINITIONS

The following definitions apply to these Interrogatories:
1.

.
2.

3.

Eligible Digital Music Service. The phrase “Eligible Digital Music Service” shall

mean any product, offering, or service that involves activity that, in whole or in part, is currently
or was at any time during the Relevant Time Period subject to compulsory licensing under Section
115 and/or covered under 37 C.F.R. Part 385.
4.

Higginson WDT. The phrase “Higginson WDT” shall mean the Written Direct

Testimony of Carletta Higginson submitted by Google in this proceeding.
5.

Non-Eligible Digital Music Service. A “Non-Eligible Digital Music Service”

shall mean any product or service that involves the transmission or delivery of one or more sound
recordings of musical works (including where sound recordings of musical works are embodied in

3
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music videos or other audiovisual works) in the form of digital signals, whether for free or by
subscription, whether by streaming or download (either permanent or temporary), whether offering
a single type of music service or bundling together different music services (e.g., streaming and
downloads), and whether available on a personal computer, television, receiver, set-top box,
mobile/cellular phone, other mobile device (iPad, smartphone, tablet computer, laptop, etc.), or
any other device or platform, where such product is not currently and was not at any time during
the Relevant Time Period subject to compulsory licensing under Section 115 or covered under 37
C.F.R. Part 385.
6.
.
7.

Play. The term “Play” shall have the same meaning as in Your Rate Proposal.

8.

Rate Proposal. The phrase “Rate Proposal” shall mean Your Proposed Rates and

Terms as submitted in Your Written Direct Statement, filed on October 13, 2021.
9.

Relevant Time Period. The phrase “Relevant Time Period” shall mean January 1,

2017 to present.
10.

“Revenue Allocation Information” means (1) Plays as part of Licensed Activity,

and (2), for Amazon: plays of Non-Licensed Works, as that term is used in Amazon’s Rate
Proposal; for Apple and Google, plays of Non-Eligible Works, as that term is used in their
respective Rate Proposals; for Pandora and Spotify, plays of Non-Covered Works, as that term is
used in their respective Rate Proposals.
11.

Revenue Deduction Categories. The phrase “Revenue Deduction Categories”

shall mean (a) for Amazon: (i) Taxes, (ii) amounts charged by or payable to app stores and (iv) all
other Third-Party Fees, as those terms are used in Amazon’s Rate Proposal; (b) for Apple: (i)

4
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Taxes, (ii) carriage or in-app commission fees, (iii) any other fees payable to platform, device or
other distribution partners in connection with Subscription Service transactions, (iv) e-commerce
and referral fees and (v) refunds, charge-backs and declined payments, as those terms are used in
Apple’s Rate Proposal; (c) for Google: (i) taxes, (ii) carriage or in-app commission fees, (iii) any
other fees payable to platform, device or other distribution partners in connection with
Subscription Service transactions, (iv) e-commerce and referral fees and (v) refunds, charge-backs
and declined payments, as those terms are used in Google’s Rate Proposal; (d) for Pandora: (i)
Taxes and (ii) refunds, as those terms are used in Pandora’s Rate Proposal; and (e) for Spotify: (i)
Taxes and (ii) refunds, as those terms are used in Spotify’s Rate Proposal.
12.

Service. A “Service,” as that term is used in the following Interrogatories, shall

mean an Eligible Digital Music Service or a Non-Eligible Digital Music Service.
13.
.
14.

You or Your. The term “You” or “Your” shall mean, with respect to each Service

answering the Interrogatories, that respective Service as well as its present and former parents,
subsidiaries, and affiliates, its predecessors, its successors, and its present and former members,
principals, officers, directors, employees, partners, associates, agents, representatives, and other
persons acting or purporting to act on its behalf.
15.

The singular form of a noun or pronoun shall be considered to include within its

meaning the plural form of the noun or pronoun, and vice versa; and the past tense shall include
the present tense where the clear meaning is not distorted. The term “including” shall mean
“including but not limited to.” The term “or” shall mean “and” and vice-versa, as necessary to
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bring within the scope of the Requests all information or Documents that would be excluded absent
this definition.
III.

INTERROGATORIES1
13.

Identify the total funds that You recognized that fall under each of Your Revenue

Deduction Categories, under the terms and definitions of Your Rate Proposal, for each of Your
Offerings on a monthly basis during the Relevant Time Period.
14.

Identify the Revenue Allocation Information, under the terms and definitions of

Your Rate Proposal, for each of Your Offerings on a monthly basis during the Relevant Time
Period.
15.

[For Google] Describe and explain how you determine whether a Play of a file on

any of Your Services is a Play

as those terms are defined or used in paragraphs 14 and Table IV.C.1 of the Higginson
WDT.

1

Numbering of these interrogatories is continued from the previous request, thus beginning at Interrogatory No. 13.
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Dated: November 24, 2021
New York, New York
PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
By:
Donald S. Zakarin
Frank P. Scibilia
Benjamin K. Semel
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036
(212) 421-4100
dzakarin@pryorcashman.com
fscibilia@pryorcashman.com
bsemel@pryorcashman.com
Attorneys for Copyright Owners
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Before the
UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
Washington, D.C.
In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 21-CRB-0001-PR
(2023-2027)

AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC’S RESPONSES TO
COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES
Pursuant to Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5;
the Copyright Royalty Judges’ (the “Judges”) Notice of Participants, Commencement of
Voluntary Negotiation Period, and Case Scheduling Order, dated February 9, 2021; the Judges’
Order Granting Joint Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order, dated August 3, 2021; and
the parties’ email agreement, Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”), by and through its
attorneys, Kellogg, Hansen, Todd, Figel & Frederick, P.L.L.C., hereby responds to the Third Set
of Interrogatories (the “Third Interrogatories” or “Interrogatories”) of the National Music
Publishers’ Association, Inc. and the Nashville Songwriters Association International
(collectively, the “Copyright Owners”), dated November 24, 2021, as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Amazon incorporates into these responses the Preliminary Statement, General
Objections, Objections to Instructions and Definitions, and Specific Objections (collectively, the
“Objections”) in Amazon’s December 7, 2021 Objections to the Copyright Owners’ Third
Interrogatories, all of which are reasserted as to each of the Interrogatories below as if fully set
forth in response thereto.
Amazon’s Responses to Copyright Owner’s
Third Set of Interrogatories
Dkt. No. 21-CRB-0001-PR (2023-2027)
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SPECIFIC RESPONSES
INTERROGATORY NO. 13
Identify the total funds that You recognized that fall under each of Your Revenue
Deduction Categories, under the terms and definitions of Your Rate Proposal, for each of Your
Offerings on a monthly basis during the Relevant Time Period.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13
Subject to and without waiving the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s December 7,
2021 Objections to the Copyright Owners’ Third Interrogatories, Amazon responds to
Interrogatory No. 13 as follows:
App store fees: Amazon has already produced documents identifying the amounts
recognized by Amazon for app store fees. See

Other third-party fees: Based on its reasonable investigation, Amazon did not recognize
any amounts for other third-party fees between January 1, 2017 and October 13, 2021.
Taxes: Consistent with the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s December 7, 2021
Objections to the Copyright Owners’ Third Interrogatories, Amazon will not produce tax-related
information.
INTERROGATORY NO. 14
Identify the Revenue Allocation Information, under the terms and definitions of Your
Rate Proposal, for each of Your Offerings on a monthly basis during the Relevant Time Period.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 14
Subject to and without waiving the Objections that appeared in Amazon’s December 7,
2021 Objections to the Copyright Owners’ Second Interrogatories, Amazon responds to
Interrogatory No. 6 as follows: Amazon has already produced a document identifying the
2
Amazon’s Responses to Copyright Owner’s
Third Set of Interrogatories
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Revenue Allocation Information (defined for Amazon by the Copyright Owners as “plays of
Non-Licensed Works, as that term is used in Amazon’s Rate Proposal”) on a monthly basis. See

3
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Dated: December 13, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Joshua D. Branson
Joshua D. Branson
Scott H. Angstreich
Aaron M. Panner
Leslie V. Pope
KELLOGG, HANSEN, TODD,
FIGEL & FREDERICK, P.L.L.C.
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
jbranson@kellogghansen.com
sangstreich@kellogghansen.com
apanner@kellogghansen.com
lpope@kellogghansen.com
Telephone: (202) 326-7900
Facsimile: (202) 326-7999
Counsel for Amazon.com Services LLC
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Before the
UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
Washington, D.C.
In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 21-CRB-0001-PR
(2023-2027)

AMAZON.COM SERVICES LLC’S OBJECTIONS TO
COPYRIGHT OWNERS’ THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES
Pursuant to Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5;
the Copyright Royalty Judges’ (the “Judges”) Notice of Participants, Commencement of
Voluntary Negotiation Period, and Case Scheduling Order, dated February 9, 2021; the Judges’
Order Granting Joint Motion to Modify the Case Scheduling Order, dated August 3, 2021; and
the parties’ email agreement, Amazon.com Services LLC (“Amazon”), by and through its
attorneys, Kellogg, Hansen, Todd, Figel & Frederick, P.L.L.C., hereby objects to the Third Set of
Interrogatories (the “Third Interrogatories” or “Interrogatories”) of the National Music
Publishers’ Association, Inc. and the Nashville Songwriters Association International
(collectively, the “Copyright Owners”), dated November 24, 2021, as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

These objections and responses are based on Amazon’s knowledge, information,

and belief at this time. Amazon’s search for responsive information is ongoing, and Amazon
expressly reserves the right to supplement or amend these responses at any time. Amazon
further reserves the right to raise any additional objections deemed necessary or appropriate in
light of or as the result of any further review.
Amazon’s Objections to Copyright Owner’s
Third Set of Interrogatories
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2.

Amazon reserves all objections at any hearing or on any motion to the use or

admissibility on any ground of any information identified or disclosed. The identification or
disclosure of any information does not constitute an admission by Amazon that such information
is relevant to the action or admissible in evidence.
3.

Neither the fact that an objection is interposed to a particular Interrogatory nor the

fact that no objection is interposed necessarily means that responsive information exists.
4.

By responding to any Interrogatory, Amazon does not waive, and does not agree

to waive, any attorney work-product doctrine, attorney-client privilege, or other protection. Any
inadvertent disclosure of protected information is not intended to waive any such protection, nor
is the disclosure of any protected information to be deemed a waiver of such protection.
5.

Amazon reserves all objections to any additional discovery in this proceeding.
GENERAL OBJECTIONS

The following General Objections apply to each and every one of the Interrogatories, and
should be considered part of Amazon’s response to each and every one of the Interrogatories.
Any Specific Objections provided below are made in addition to these General Objections, and
failure to reiterate a General Objection below does not constitute a waiver or limitation of that or
any other objection.
1.

Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they seek disclosure of

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the common interest privilege, or the
attorney work-product doctrine, or documents that were prepared in anticipation of litigation or
are subject to any other privilege or exemption from discovery. The inadvertent production of
any privileged or exempted information shall not be deemed a waiver of any applicable privilege
2
Amazon’s Objections to Copyright Owner’s
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or exemption. Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they seek disclosure of
confidential, proprietary, or trade secret information.
2.

Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that they require Amazon to

locate or identify documents that are not within Amazon’s possession, custody, or control.
3.

Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that the information sought is

in the Copyright Owners’ possession, custody, or control, or might otherwise be obtained by the
Copyright Owners from other sources and the burden of obtaining them would be the same, or
greater, for Amazon as it is for the Copyright Owners.
4.

Amazon objects to the Interrogatories to the extent that

OBJECTIONS TO INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
The following Objections to the Instructions and Definitions apply to each and every one
of the Interrogatories, and should be considered part of Amazon’s response to each and every
one of the Interrogatories.
1.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 1 on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly

burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Amazon filed its Written
Direct Statement on October 13, 2021. Documents that postdate that filing fall outside the scope

3
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of permissible discovery in this proceeding. For purposes of these Requests, Amazon will
construe the “Relevant Time Period” to end on October 13, 2021.
2.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 2 to the extent that it seeks to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.
§ 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order.
3.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 6 to the extent that it seeks to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.
§ 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order. Amazon further
objects to subparts (a) through (e) of Instruction No. 6 as overly broad, unduly burdensome, and
disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Unless otherwise specified, Amazon will not
provide the information requested in subparts (a) through (e) of Instruction No. 6 when
identifying or describing a document, but Amazon will provide the information requested in
subpart (f).
4.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 8 to the extent that it seeks to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.
§ 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order. Amazon further
objects to Instruction No. 8 as overly broad, unduly burdensome, and disproportionate to the
needs of this proceeding to the extent that it would require Amazon to identify or attach all
documents “used in connection with the preparation” of Amazon’s responses. Unless otherwise
specified, Amazon will not provide, identify or attach documents “used in connection with the
preparation” of Amazon’s responses, but Amazon will identify or attach documents “referred to”
in Amazon’s responses.
4
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5.

Amazon objects to Instruction No. 9 to the extent that it seeks to impose

obligations on Amazon beyond those imposed under Chapter 8 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.
§ 801 et seq.; 37 C.F.R. § 351.5; or any other applicable law, regulation, or order.
6.

Amazon objects to the definition of “You or Your” as overly broad, unduly

burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it covers
business units beyond Amazon Music. Amazon will construe “You or Your” to refer only to
Amazon Music.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS
INTERROGATORY NO. 13
Identify the total funds that You recognized that fall under each of Your Revenue
Deduction Categories, under the terms and definitions of Your Rate Proposal, for each of Your
Offerings on a monthly basis during the Relevant Time Period.
OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 13 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding to the extent that it would
require Amazon to produce tax-related information. Subject to its Specific Objections, General
Objections, and Objections to the Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will provide a response
to Interrogatory No. 13 on Monday, December 13 that identifies the amounts recognized by
Amazon for (i) app store fees and (ii) any other third-party fees.
INTERROGATORY NO. 14
Identify the Revenue Allocation Information, under the terms and definitions of Your
Rate Proposal, for each of Your Offerings on a monthly basis during the Relevant Time Period.

5
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OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORY NO. 14
Amazon objects to Interrogatory No. 14 on the ground that it is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and disproportionate to the needs of this proceeding. Subject to its Specific
Objections, General Objections, and Objections to the Instructions and Definitions, Amazon will
provide a response to Interrogatory No. 14 on Monday, December 13 that identifies Revenue
Allocation Information (defined for Amazon by the Copyright Owners as “plays of NonLicensed Works, as that term is used in Amazon’s Rate Proposal”) on a monthly basis.

Dated: December 7, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Joshua D. Branson
Joshua D. Branson
Scott H. Angstreich
Aaron M. Panner
Leslie V. Pope
KELLOGG, HANSEN, TODD,
FIGEL & FREDERICK, P.L.L.C.
1615 M Street, N.W., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
jbranson@kellogghansen.com
sangstreich@kellogghansen.com
apanner@kellogghansen.com
lpope@kellogghansen.com
Telephone: (202) 326-7900
Facsimile: (202) 326-7999
Counsel for Amazon.com Services LLC
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Appendix
Requests At Issue and Amazon's
Amazon's Position
Annendix A: Text of Document
Document Requests

Text of Document Request ("RFP")

Services' Position(s)

RFP 34: Documents sufficient to show, on a monthly basis, the total number of
advertisements that were played on Amazon Music Free, the number that advertised
Your Eligible Digital Music Services and the number that advertised Your other products
or services, and all Analysis
Analysis concerning the Impact that Amazon Music Free ads have
had on the purchase of Your other products and services.

Amazon "does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 34."

RFP 35: All Analysis concerning the accounting of ads that advertise Your own
products or services on Amazon Music Free, including whether and how
how revenue from
those ads is recorded or Measured, and the amounts of any such revenue recorded or
Measured and a description of the services for which such revenue relates.

Amazon "does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 35."

RFP 37:
37: All documents concerning the Impact of Your Eligible Digital Music Services
on Your Business, including on any margin calculations or other Business Metrics.

Amazon "does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 37."

RFP 39: All Anal sis concernm•

Amazon "does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 39."

(See, e.g., Hurwitz Testimony, ¶¶ 37, 46-49, 78)

RFP 42: All Anal sis concerning
ncerning amounts that
ee, e.g., Hurwitz Testimony,
. (See,
Testimony, fl
¶¶ 37, 46-49, 61-63, 65-67, 69, 78,
79-82)

Amazon "does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 42."

RFP 44: All Analysis concerning the Impact on sales of Alexa-enabled
Alexa-enabled Devices from:
(a) Your
Your Services; (b) The Price at which a Standalone Non-portable
Non-portable Subscription
Offering is offered; (c)
(c) The length of any Unlimited free trial offer accompanying
purchase of an Alexa-enabled
(d) Any other Unlimited, Prime Music or Amazon
Alexa-enabled Device; (d)
Music Free discount, promotion or offering tied to the purchase of an Alexa-enabled
Device;
Device; or (e) Any of an Alexa-enabled Device's
Device's music-related features or offerings.
(See, e.g., Hurwitz Testimony,
Testimony, fl
¶¶ 14, 42-43, 45, 51, 52, 53, 55, 74, 78)

"Amazon
"Amazon has ...
... already produced the monthly
monthly revenue and subscriber numbers for
the Single Device Plan. Further, Amazon will produce responsive documents about
Alexa-enabled devices that were sold as bundles with an Unlimited subscription.
However, any request for further information about Alexa-enabled devices —
including revenues from all sales of Alexa-enabled devices -— are not 'directly
`directly
related' to Amazon's
related'
Amazon's WDS and beyond the scope of this proceeding."
proceeding." Amazon
refused to produce any other documents responsive to this Request.

RFP 51: All Analysis concerning

Amazon "does not intend to produce documents in response to Request No. 51."
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(See, e.g.,
e.g.,
(See,
Amazon
Amazon Exhibit
Exhibit 200)
200)
RFP
RFP 86:
86: All
All Analysis
Analysis concerning
the amount
amount that
that Unlimited
Unlimited Student
Plan subscribers
subscribers
concerning the
Student Plan
spend on
Your products
products and
and services,
services, including
all Analysis
Analysis concerning
concerning any
any difference
in
spend
on Your
including all
difference in
the amount
amount that
that Prime
Prime member
member Student
Plan subscribers
subscribers and
and non-Prime
Plan
the
Student Plan
non-Prime Student
Student Plan
subscribers spend
spend on
on Your
Your products
products and
and services.
services.
subscribers

“To the
the extent
these Requests
Requests ask
ask about
about the
the non-music
non-music spending
spending habits
habits of
of Amazon
Amazon
"To
extent these
customers,
they are
are not
not ‘directly
to Amazon's
Amazon’s WDS
WDS ….
To the
these
customers, they
`directly related’
related' to
.... To
the extent
extent these
Requests ask
ask about
about Student
and Family
Family Plan
Plan subscribers,
subscribers, Amazon
Amazon has
has produced
produced or
or
Requests
Student and
will produce
produce documents
documents showing
showing the
the monthly
revenue that
that Amazon
Amazon earns
from
will
monthly revenue
earns from
Student
and Family
Family Plans,
Plans, the
the number
number of
of Student
and Family
Family Plan
Plan subscribers,
subscribers, any
Student and
Student and
any
analysis relating
relating to
to their
their willingness
willingness to
to pay
pay for
music streaming,
streaming, and
any analysis
analysis
for music
and any
analysis
concerning
Amazons’ pricing
pricing decisions
and Family
Family Plans,
Plans, to
to the
the extent
concerning Amazons'
decisions for
for Student
Student and
extent
such documents
documents can
be located
after aa reasonable
reasonable search."
search.” Amazon
Amazon refused
to
such
can be
located after
refused to
produce any
any other
documents responsive
responsive to
to this
this Request.
Request.
produce
other documents

RFP 87:
87: All
All Analysis
Analysis concerning
the amount
amount that
that Unlimited
Unlimited Family
Family Plan
Plan subscribers
subscribers
RFP
concerning the
spend on
Your products
products and
and services,
services, including
all Analysis
Analysis concerning
concerning any
any difference
spend
on Your
including all
difference in
in
Plan subscribers
the amount
amount that
that Prime
Prime member
member Family
Family Plan
subscribers and
and non-Prime
non-Prime Family
Family Plan
Plan
the
subscribers spend
spend on
on Your
Your products
products and
and services.
services.
subscribers

“To the
the extent
these Requests
Requests ask
ask about
about the
the non-music
non-music spending
spending habits
habits of
Amazon
"To
extent these
of Amazon
customers,
they are
are not
not ‘directly
to Amazon's
Amazon’s WDS
WDS ….
To the
the extent
these
customers, they
`directly related’
related' to
.... To
extent these
Requests ask
ask about
about Student
and Family
Family Plan
Plan subscribers,
subscribers, Amazon
Amazon has
has produced
produced or
or
Requests
Student and
will produce
produce documents
showing the
the monthly
revenue that
that Amazon
Amazon earns
will
documents showing
monthly revenue
earns from
from
Student
and Family
Family Plans,
Plans, the
the number
number of
of Student
and Family
Family Plan
Plan subscribers,
subscribers, any
Student and
Student and
any
analysis relating
relating to
to their
their willingness
willingness to
to pay
pay for
music streaming,
streaming, and
any analysis
analysis
for music
and any
analysis
concerning
Amazons’ pricing
pricing decisions
and Family
Family Plans,
Plans, to
to the
the extent
concerning Amazons'
decisions for
for Student
Student and
extent
such documents
documents can
be located
search.” Amazon
Amazon refused
to
such
can be
located after
after aa reasonable
reasonable search."
refused to
produce any
any other
documents responsive
responsive to
to this
this Request.
Request.
produce
other documents

RFP 88:
88: All
All Analysis
Analysis concerning
the amount
amount that
that Unlimited
Unlimited Individual
Individual Plan
Plan subscribers
subscribers
RFP
concerning the
spend on
Your products
products and
and services,
services, including
Analysis concerning
any difference
in
spend
on Your
including all
all Analysis
concerning any
difference in
the amount
amount that
that Prime
Prime Individual
Individual Plan
Plan subscribers
subscribers and
and non-Prime
non-Prime Individual
Individual Plan
Plan
the
subscribers spend
spend on
on Your
Your products
products and
and services.
services.
subscribers

“To the
the extent
this Request
Request asks
asks about
about the
the non-music
non-music spending
spending habits
habits of
of Amazon
Amazon
"To
extent this
customers, it
not ‘directly
related’ of
of Amazon's
Amazon’s WDS
WDS ….
the extent
extent this
this
customers,
it is
is not
`directly related'
.... To
To the
Request asks
asks about
about the
the Individual
Individual Plan,
Plan, Amazon
Amazon has
has produced
produced or
will produce
produce
Request
or will
documents showing
showing the
the monthly
monthly revenue
revenue that
that Amazon
Amazon earns
Individual Plans,
Plans,
documents
earns from
from Individual
the number
number of
of Individual
Individual Plan
Plan subscribers,
subscribers, analysis
analysis relating
relating to
to their
their willingness
willingness to
to
the
concerning Amazons'
pay for
streaming (RFP
(RFP 97),
97), and
and analysis
Amazons’ pricing
pricing
pay
for music
music streaming
analysis concerning
decisions for
the Individual
Individual Plan
Plan (RFP
(RFP 55).
55). And
And Amazon
Amazon has
has explained
pricing
explained its
its pricing
decisions
for the
decisions in
to your
your Interrogatory
Interrogatory No.
No. 4.”
Amazon refused
refused to
to produce
produce any
any
decisions
in response
response to
4." Amazon
other documents
documents responsive
responsive to
to this
this Request.
Request.
other

RFP 90:
90: Documents
Documents sufficient
sufficient to
to show
show t
RFP

“This Request
Request is
not ‘directly
related’ to
to Amazon's
Amazon’s WDS
WDS as
it seeks
seeks documents
documents
"This
is not
`directly related'
as it
about non-music
non-music customers
customers of
of Amazon.
Amazon. To
the extent
extent the
the Request
Request seeks
seeks documents
documents
about
To the
`concerning retention
‘concerning
retention of
of Unlimited
Unlimited Student
Plan subscribers,'
subscribers,’ we
we agreed
agreed to
to produce
produce
Student Plan
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PUBLIC VERSION
PUBLIC
VERSION

.

such documents
documents in
response to
to Request
Request No.
No. 89."
89.” Amazon
refused to
to produce
produce any
any
such
in response
Amazon refused
other
documents responsive
responsive to
to this
Request.
other documents
this Request.

RFP
RFP 352:
352: All
All Documents
Documents concerning
concerning the
the value
value of
of Prime
Prime membership
membership to
to You,
You, including
including
Analysis of
(a) purchasing
purchasing behavior
behavior of
Prime members
members relative
relative to
to non-Prime
non-Prime members,
members,
Analysis
of (a)
of Prime
(b) profits
profits due
due to
to Prime
members relative
relative to
to non-Prime
non-Prime members,
members, (c)
(c) numbers
numbers of
of Prime
Prime
(b)
Prime members
members relative
to Prime
Prime Music
Music members,
members, and
and (d)
(d) the
the effect
effect of
of Your
Your Eligible
Eligible Digital
Digital
members
relative to
Music Services
Prime membership
activity.
Music
Services on
on Prime
membership activity.

Amazon "does
“does not
not intend
intend to
produce documents
documents in
in response
response to
to Request
Request No.
No. 352."
352.”
Amazon
to produce

RFP 353:
353: Documents
Documents sufficient
sufficient to
to show,
show, on
on aa monthly
monthly basis,
basis, the
the amount
spent on
on Your
Your
RFP
amount spent
products and
and services
services by
by (a)
(a) Prime
Prime Music
Music users,
users, (b)
(b) Prime
Prime members
members who
who are
are not
not Prime
Prime
products
Music users
users and
(c) non-Prime
non-Prime members.
members.
Music
and (c)

Amazon "does
“does not
not intend
intend to
produce documents
documents in
in response
to Request
Request No.
No. 353."
353.”
Amazon
to produce
response to

(See, e.g.,
e.g., Amazon
Amazon Exhibit
200)
(See,
Exhibit 200)
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Appendix B: Definitions
Amazon, You or Your. The term “Amazon,” “You,” or “Your” shall mean Amazon.com Services LLC, Amazon.com, Inc., Amazon
Digital Services LLC, and each of their present and former parents, subsidiaries, and affiliates, their predecessors, their successors,
and their present and former members, principals, officers, directors, employees, partners, associates, agents, representatives, and
other persons acting or purporting to act on any of their behalf.
Business. The term “Business” shall include the operations of each and every one of Your business units, departments or any other
subdivisions, and includes operations concerning all of the products, services, Offerings, third-party sales, Devices, Services or other
commercial or business activities or services in which You engage.
Business Metrics. The term “Business Metrics” means data, analysis or measures of business performance or success, including
measures of customer lifetime value (each example in this definition is just an example, and the term includes any similar metric by
whatever acronym or name is used, such as lifetime value, lifetime revenues, lifetime customer value, CLV, LTV, CLTV, LTR, LCV,
etc.), subscriber or customer acquisition cost or SAC or CAC, average revenue per user or ARPU, churn or retention rates, trial or
promotional conversion rates, revenues, profits, margins, enterprise or share value, subscriber or customer growth, net promoter score
or NPS, consumer willingness to pay (WTP) or any other metric or key performance indicator used by You to measure or define
business performance or success.
Impact. The term “Impact” includes actual, potential, contemplated, estimated or forecasted impact.
Measure. The term “Measure” shall mean to average, benchmark, calculate, compute, estimate, forecast, gauge, quantify, or value.
Pricing. The term “Pricing” shall mean actual, potential, contemplated, estimated or forecasted pricing or setting or determining any
Price.
Relevant Time Period. The phrase “Relevant Time Period” shall mean January 1, 2017 to present.
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of:
DETERMINATION OF RATES
AND TERMS FOR MAKING AND
DISTRIBUTING PHONORECORDS
(Phonorecords IV)

Docket No. 21–CRB–0001–PR (2023–2027)

DECLARATION OF BENJAMIN K. SEMEL
REGARDING RESTRICTED INFORMATION
1.

I am an attorney at Pryor Cashman LLP, counsel for the National Music Publishers’

Association (“NMPA”) and the Nashville Songwriters Association International (“NSAI” and,
together with the NMPA, the “Copyright Owners”) in the above-captioned proceeding (the
“Proceeding”).
2.

Pursuant to Section IV.A of the Protective Order issued in the above-captioned

Proceeding on July 20, 2021, as amended (the “Protective Order”), I submit this declaration in
connection with the January 27, 2022 Copyright Owners’ Motion for to Compel Production of
Financial Documents From Amazon (the “Motion”).
3.

I have reviewed the Motion. I am also familiar with the definitions and terms set

forth in the Protective Order. Each of the redactions made in the Motion is necessitated by the
designation of one of the participants in this proceeding as “Confidential Information” under the
Protective Order. Because the Copyright Owners are bound under the Protective Order to treat as
“Restricted” and to redact information designated “Confidential Information” by participants, they

Declaration of Benjamin K. Semel Regarding Restricted Information on behalf of Copyright Owners
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are doing so. Copyright Owners reserve all rights and arguments as to whether any such
information is, in fact, “Confidential Information.”
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
is true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.
Dated: January 27, 2022
New York, New York
/s/ Benjamin K. Semel
Benjamin K. Semel
(N.Y. Bar No. 2963445)
PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
7 Times Square
New York, New York 10036-6569
Telephone: (212) 421-4100
Facsimile: (212) 326-0806
Email: bsemel@pryorcashman.com
Counsel for Copyright Owners
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Proof of Delivery
I hereby certify that on Friday, January 28, 2022, I provided a true and correct copy of the
[Corrected] Copyright Owners' Motion to Compel Production of Financial Documents from
Amazon to the following:
Powell, David, represented by David Powell, served via ESERVICE at
davidpowell008@yahoo.com
Google LLC, represented by Gary R Greenstein, served via ESERVICE at
ggreenstein@wsgr.com
Joint Record Company Participants, represented by Susan Chertkof, served via ESERVICE
at susan.chertkof@riaa.com
Apple Inc., represented by Mary C Mazzello, served via ESERVICE at
mary.mazzello@kirkland.com
Amazon.com Services LLC, represented by Joshua D Branson, served via ESERVICE at
jbranson@kellogghansen.com
Pandora Media, LLC, represented by Benjamin E. Marks, served via ESERVICE at
benjamin.marks@weil.com
Johnson, George, represented by George D Johnson, served via ESERVICE at
george@georgejohnson.com
Spotify USA Inc., represented by Joseph Wetzel, served via ESERVICE at
joe.wetzel@lw.com
Zisk, Brian, represented by Brian Zisk, served via ESERVICE at brianzisk@gmail.com
Signed: /s/ Benjamin K Semel

